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ABSTRACT
The Arizona Student Assessment Program (ASAP) is a major
piece of legislation for Arizona, reducing norm-referenced
standardized testing, providing performance-based assessments
matching curriculum,
state

curriculum

requiring district articulation with

frameworks

contextual information from

and

assessments,

dist~icts,

collecting

and producing complete

profiles of schools, districts and the state.

In its first

year of implementation, the ASAP is appropriately examined
through
study.

pol'£~":"

~mtlysis

rather than through an evaluation

six criteria for educational policy analysis developed

by Mitchell

(1986)

were validated and used as

interview

questions with seven interviewees knowledgeable about the
ASAP.
Results of the interviews suggest the degree to which the
ASAP

is

good

educational

difference in Arizona.

policy

and

likely

to

make

a

Interviewees indicated that the ASAP

is democratic, providing for both the needs of legitimate
stakeholders and the general public interest.

It recognizes

and supports the organizational integrity of schools only if
schools have begun to make some reform efforts of their own in
the direction of the ASAP.

The ASAP provides adequate means-

11

end

linkage

for

the

first

two

years

of

implementation,

including through school, district, and state profiles, but
may need to provide additional help to districts during the
first two years; furthermore, relief incentives may be needed,
rather than sanctions or disincentives, to encourage continued
implementation.

The ASAP may not be integrated into overall

state educational policy, primarily because there has been no
unifying state policy until the ASAP.

The ASAP may emerge as

a force to reorient current and unify future policy.

The ASAP

will be expensive, but the interviewees felt the short and
long-term benefits justify cost.

The ASAP was the most

politically feasible policy available to bring about the
changes needed, but perhaps not the most palatable, especially
to districts that have made no reform efforts of their own.
Policy

analysis

using

studies are recommended.

different

criteria

and

evaluation·

12

CHAPTER ONE
THE PROBLEM

overview
The Arizona student Assessment Program

(ASAP)

emerged

from a piece of legislation entitled The Goals For Educational
Excellence.

Born

in

legislation

required

1987

as

formation

Senate
of

a

Bill
Joint

1423,

this

Legislative

Committee involving members of both the House and Senate
Education

committees,

the

State

Superintendent

of

Public

Instruction, a school district superintendent, school board
members,

business

leaders,

teachers, and administrators.
setting

goals

for

parents,

community

members,

This committee, charged with

Arizona's

educational

excellence,

established goals in three areas: K-12 achievement, graduation
rate, and.post-secondary·success.

The focus in this study is

on the goals in the area of K-12 achievement.

The Arizona

Student Assessment Program (ASAP) represents the legislature's
action

on

the

K-12

achievement

part

of

the

Goals

for

Educational Excellence legislation.
Briefly summarized, the ASAP accomplishes the following:
1.

reduces norm-referenced standardized testing
and moves it to the fall;

13

2.

provides

performance-based,

integrated

assessments

that measure broad products or

outcomes and processes and are based on the
state's curriculum framework documents,

the

Essential Skills;
3.

requires

districts

to

decisions

about

Essential

institute

some

the
way

of

make

curriculum
skills

measuring

and

student

competence on the Essential Skills;
4.

offers districts'options for assessments and
tools

they

can

use

to

assess

individual

students on the Essential Skills;
5.

assesses

third,

eighth

and

twelfth

grade

students with a state form of the performance
assessments that matches the district forms of
the assessments;
6.

provides for scoring of the state form of the
assessments by Arizona educators at regional
scoring sites;

7.

provides for collection of data on factors
that affect and reflect achievement through
surveys

of

teachers,

principals,

and

superintendents;
8.

requires the publication of school, district,
and

state

report

cards

that

present

14

achievement information as well as information
on

factors

that

reflect

and

affect

achievement, and points of interpretation for
both; and
8.

requires

local

analysis,

goal

setting

and

revision of goals on the basis of the report
cards.
The ASAP is described more fully in Chapter Three.
The remainder of Chapter One focuses on a statement of
the

problem,

significance

of' the

study,

the

research

questions, assumptions inherent in the study, limitations of
the study, and an overview of Chapters Two through Six.

statement of the Problem
As a significant legislative reform effort, the Arizona
Student Assessment Program is expected,to improve education in
Arizona.

Will it succeed in doing so?

At this point in the

process of implementing the ASAP, the question must be phrased
as a policy analysis

question~

As the ASAP is

further

implemented and data first appear on the report cards, the
question can become a program evaluation question.

Thus, in

this study, the ASAP is examined as a policy issue, and the
research problem can be stated in this way:

According to a

process of policy analysis, is the Arizona Student Assessment
Program good educational policy?

15
Significance of the Study
The Goals

for Educational Excellence legislation was

Arizona's response to the many. calls for reform in the 1980s.
From A Nation
Education

at

(1989)

Risk

(1983)

to

Crossroads

in

American

educators and the public separately or in

unison have cried out for schools to do SOMETHING.

Between

those reports wer'e many others sounding the alarm:

High

School (1983), A Nation Responds (1984), A Place Called School
(1984), Horace's Compromise (1984), The Shopping Mall High
School
Century

(1985),

A Nation

(1986),

Prepared:

Teachers

and Tomorrow's Teachers:

Holmes Group (1986).

for

the

21st

A Report of the

School site management, restructuring,

and schools of choice have been touted as cures for what ails
us educationally.
Educators have sounded a cautionary note.
some of the

titles of articles

on reform

A glance at

in educational

journals makes clear that not everyone has agreed upon the
reform

agenda,

that

some

aspects

of

that

agenda

are

contradictory, that an outside-in approach may be wrong, even
that reform cannot occur at all.
Improve

Schools:

Pseudo-Reform,

"The Evolving Effort to
Incremental

Reform,

and

Restructuring" (Raywid, 1990), "The Adventures of Education in
Wonderland:

Implementing Education Reform"

"Restructured Schools:
1988),

Rhetoric

on

the

(Cross,

1987),

Rebound?"

(Pipho,

and "On Sheep and Goats and School Reform"

(Barth,

16
1986) illustrate how education has wrestled with the issue of
school reform.

Tyler (1987) warns that the calls for reform

may bear little connection to need to reform the schools: "An
economic

depression

or

a

recession

has

often

served

to

stimulate criticisms of education and demands for reform" (p.
277).

He also examines the locus of leadership in a reform

effort:
From my experience with education reforms in the
and elsewhere, I have concluded that the
effectiveness of education can be improved and that
the public call for education reform is a stimulus
for improvement.
However', the leadership of a
reform movement cannot be left in the hands of
individuals who have little understanding of
schools, of teachers, of parents and of students.
A call for reform can stimulate each local school
to examine its effectiveness, to identify its
problems, and to organize its teachers, principals,
parents, and others who are deeply interested in
education to work together in developing and trying
out possible solutions (p. 280).

u. s.

Nevertheless,

state

legislatures

and

departments

of

education began to act upon the calls for reform.· By 1986,
thirty-five

states

legislation;

nearly

education reform

had
a

enacted

dozen

had

some
raised

kind

of

reform

taxes

to

support

(even though the economy had suffered a

downturn); many states had raised graduation requirements and
other requirements (such as "no-pass, no-play"); and many had
instituted (or were considering doing so)

a career ladders

program, increased testing of teachers, internships for first

17

year teachers,

and strengthened teacher certification and

accreditation rules (Joekel, 1986).
Much of the time, the reform effort has centered around
accountability.

According to Terry Peterson, Chair, Office of

Educational Research and Improvement, IImo:::'e and more citizens
want to know in concrete terms what they are receiving in
return for their hard-earned tax dollars invested in public
education II (OERI state Accountability Group, 1988, p. iii).
Educators have had about the cry for accountability the same
skepticism they have had about other reform efforts.

They can

be said to be IIfor accountabilityll but concerned about the
form accountability takes and the impact it has on education.
Peterson elaborates:

IIThese measures may focus education too

narrowly, may cause schools to pay attention to rote learning
only,

may

encourage

teaching

to

test

items,

or may

be

inappropriately used ll (p. iii).
state government in Arizona joined the march to school
reform in several places, including career ladders, but its
most significant attempt to reform education appears to be the
Goals for Educational Excellence legislation that led to the
Arizona Student Assessment Program (ASAP).

The Goals project

and the ASAP are essentially accountability efforts with
immediate impact on curriculum and instruction and projected
impact on other aspects of school life.

18
Malen and Hart (1987) summarized the difficulty of reform
efforts:

"Adopting

formidable task"

and

(p.

implementing

22).

any

innovation

is

a

Although they were referring to

career ladders, their comment applies to the ASAP as well.
McLaughlin (1987) sounds a sobering note on the chances of a
policy being effective:
Perhaps the overarching, obvious conclusion running
through empirical research on policy implementation
is that it is incredibly hard to make something
happen, most especially across layers of government
and institutions.
It's incredibly hard not just
because social problems tend to be thorny.
It's
hard to make something happen primarily because
policymakers can't mandate what matters (p. 172).

Research Questions
Mitchell
state

level

(1986)

describes six criteria for evaluating

education

assessment systems.

policies

of

any

type,

not

just

Reflecting the work of the ASCD Task

Force on State Policy Initiatives, he suggests that answers to
the six questions he asks will indicate "whether a policy is
properly formulated or legitimately applied to the public
schools" (p. 14).
useful

for

Mitchell's six policy analysis criteria are

analyzing

the

questions in this study.

ASAP

and

are

used

His six criteria,

as

research

in the form of

questions related to the ASAP, follow:
1.

Is the ASAP democratic (small "d")?

That is, does

it reflect the goals and interests of legitimate

19

stakeholders,

while

still

embodying

the

larger

public interest?
2.

Does

the

ASAP

recognize

the

need

for

and

appropriately support the organizational integrity
of the schools?
3.

Does the ASAP make a realistic means-ends linkage?
Does

it

(1)

provide

adequate

incentives

for

individual compliance, (2) attack a central, highleverage intervention mechanism, and (3) reflect a
realistic

grasp

of ·the

pol i tical,

ideological,

local

organizational,

and sociocultural

forces

that will lead people to resist its implementation?
4.

Is the ASAP properly integrated into an overall
system of state policy?

5.

Does the ASAP have a positive benefit/cost ratio?
If so,

is it larger or smaller than for various

alternative policies?
6.

Is the ASAP politically feasible and/or palatable
compared to alternative means

for achieving the

same result?

Assumptions
The following assumptions are being made in this study:
1.

Policy analysis is a valid technique, but it cannot
actually predict the outcome of a policy.

Most

20

researchers describe policy analysis as an inexact
science.

Bolland and Bolland

technique

for

policy

experiment" (p. 334).

(1984)

analysis

describe a

called

"thought

Although used primarily in

the "hard" sciences, the thought experiment, though
esoteric, helps the researcher "make explicit and
clarify

his

scientist,

or

her

assumptions"

"by applying a

principles

and

hypothetical

(p.

338).

A

series of theoretical

assumptions

to

situation .•. is

a

able

novel

to

or

logically

uncover self-contradictions and fallacies in his
theory; in this way the scientist tests his or her
own

conceptual

apparatus"

(p.

337).

Policy

analysis that approximates the thought experiment
will be effective for analyzing the ASAP at its
current stage of implementation.
2.

Policy analysis is usually employed as a technique
for

formulating sound policy.

study

to

analyze

formulated

but

policy
not

yet

that
fully

Its use
has

in this

already

been

implemented

is

The use of Mitchell's policy criteria is valid.

As

appropriate.
3.

will be shown in Chapter Four, other researchers
have used the same or similar criteria to evaluate
policy.
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4.

The ASAP will continue to change.

The version of

the ASAP analyzed in this paper is the ASAP as it
was formulated at the time it was passed into law
(May 16, 1990) and, a year later, as it was being
implemented

in

the

statewide,

year-long

pilot.

Much about the ASAP was left to be decided as the
ASAP was

implemented,

dependent upon

formal

and

informal feedback mechanisms from Arizona school
districts.

The results of this policy analysis may

not apply to the ASAP as it is modified during
implementation over the next few years.

Limitations
The following limitations apply to this study:
1.

The results of this study cannot be said to be a
prediction of the success of the ASAP.

Not only is

policy analysis an inexact science, but the ASAP
may change as it is implemented.

Also, although

the

the

policy may· remain

the

same,

policy

activated by the schools may be different.
and Loucks

(1987)

adaptation;

they

mutation"
integrity

as

Hall

describe an extreme example of
refer

to

a

II

zone

of

drastic

to describe what happens when program
is

threatened

by

drastic

change

in

implementation (in Emshoff et al., 1987, p. 302).
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McLaughlin (1987) declared,

"In short, policy at

best can enable outcomes, but in the final analysis
it cannot mandate what matters" (p. 173).
2.

This study will be limited to the data generated by
those interviewed.
understanding

Although chosen for their broad

of

the

ASAP

as

pol icy,

the

interviewees each have limited points of view, and
not all points of view can be represented.

Definition of Terms
The following terms are relevant to this study:
Alternative Assessments Frequently called "authentic,"
"performance-based,"

"new,"

or

"curriculum-based,"

these

assessments are distinguished by what they are not first.
They are usually not multiple-choice or any other typical type
of testing format

(match,

true/false,

They require students to do something.
essay,

story or poem;

fill-in-the-blank).
Students may write an

they may draw;

they may construct

something; they may create graphs, charts, or timelines; they
may dramatize something; they may set up a mathematics problem
and solve it; they may give a speech; they may put on a
demonstration;
authentic

they

testing

may....
as

Mitchell

assessment

that

(1989)

describes

"tests

students'

acquisition of knowledge and critical thinking skills in tasks
which come as close as possible to representing what we want
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students

to be

able to do"

(p.

7).

FairTest describes

authentic assessment as direct testing of what students should
be able to do.
Analytic Trait Scoring
evaluation of a
assessments,

This

performance,

now

useful

is

a

form

of

holistic

first used to score writing

for

scoring

any

performance

A set of criteria or a rUbric is devised to

assessment.

describe the various scores that can be awarded.
selected to illustrate the rubric,

Anchors are

and scorers are trained

with both the rubrics and anchors until they standardize their
awarding

0

f

scores.

They" agree

to

agree."

Once that

happens, scorers proceed to score, occasionally checked to see
that they do not "drift" too far from the rubric and anchors.
See

Calibration

for

more

information

on

the

monitoring

process.
Anchors

These are student papers that are selected

according to a rubric or set of criteria to help scorers of
performance assessments in writing and other areas reach and
maintain consensus about standards for awarding scores.
Assessment

Often used interchangeably with "test" or

"examination," "assessment" as it is used in this study refers
to

a

larger practice than testing.

instrument used to assess

students.

A test may be

Testing may be one

procedure by which stUdents can be assessed.
makes

a

further

distinction,

one

referring

Wiggins (1989)
to

derivation.
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"Testum" means "any procedures for determining the worth of a
person's effort" (p. 708).

He wonders if procedure is enough;

can it mask what a student really does?

"The root of the word

'assessment' reminds us that an assessor should 'sit with' a
learner in some sense to be sure that the student's answer
really means what it seems to mean" (p. 708).
Assessment may be equivalent to evaluation,
Gronlund (in Bertrand, 1991)

although

says that "assessment is the

gathering of data, usually quantitative in nature and based on
testing, that provide the information for evaluation to take
place" and, therefore, makes assessment one act of evaluation
(p.

17).

Bertrand concedes that the distinction between

assessment and evaluation may be blurring; the two will be
used interchangeably here.
Authentic Assessment
Calibration

See Alternative Assessments.

This is a monitoring activity that may

occur both during and after holistic scoring of performance
assessments.

Scorers are calibrated with prescored papers

while they are scoring.

After scorers have scored papers,

scoring leaders compare the prescores with each scorer's
score.

If the two differ to any great extent, the scorer and

scoring leader refer to the rubric and anchors to understand
the difference and make sure the scorer attends to these two
tools for standardization.

Calibration after scoring occurs

when papers are independently scored a second (and, sometimes,
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a third)

time and the two independently awarded scores are

compared.
capacity Building
available

to

any

This is a type of policy instrument

governmental

particular objectives.

body

wishing

to

achieve

According to McDonnell and Elmore

(1987), capacity building "is the transfer of money for the
purpose of investment in material,
resources" (p. 134).

intellectual,

or human

This is, for the governmental agency, an

investment in the future.

The government gives individuals or

agencies money that has

some

payoffs
declare,

further

into

the

immediate benefits but real

future.

McDonnell

and

Elmore

"The ultimate beneficiaries are future members of

society, whose interests cannot be clearly determined in the
present"

(p. 139).

Criterion-referenced Test

Like a norm-referenced test,

this type of test may be standardized in administration.
Item selection is based on what someone has decided students
should know or be able to do,

and scores are reported as

indications of how close the test-takers came to reaching 100%
competency on those standards.
known as a "CRT."

Often, this type of test is

Such tests are usually multiple-choice but

can use other formats.
Curriculum-referenced Assessment

This variation on the

label "criterion-referenced test" is used in a special sense
in Arizona to refer to the match between the ASAP assessments
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and the Essential Skills documents, the state's curriculum
framework documents.

The match is on two levels, content (or

the "what" of the curriculum) and context (or the "how" of the
curriculum, i.e., the processes).
Holistic scoring

This is a generic name for a wide

variety of scoring processes used to score direct writing
assessments.

The scoring mechanisms have been imported for

the scoring of performance assessments in areas other than
writing.

Three basic types of holistic scoring can be used.

These are "general impression scoring" which doesn't use a
rUbric'; '''primary trait scoringi! which focuses on a key feature
of a type of writing and analysis of the writing according to
a

rubric

describing

gradations

of

that

key

trait;

and

"analytic trait scoring" which utilizes a set of criteria.
Indicators

These are "statistics that reveal something

about 'the health or performance of the educational system"
according to the OERI report on accountability systems (p. 5).
Sources of indicators may be tests, surveys, .or data obtained
from records.

According to' the OERI study group, "not all

sta,!:istics about education can function as indicators" (p. 5).
They must serve as "gauges •.. tell a great deal about the
entire system by reporting the condition of a few particularly
significant features" (p. 5).
Inducement This is a type of policy instrument available
to

any

governmental

body

wishing

to

achieve

particular
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objectives.

According

to

McDonnell

and

Elmore

(1987),

inducements "transfer money to individuals or agencies in
return for certain action" (p. 134).

Inducements expect value

returned, either goods or services.

Words frequently used to

describe inducements include "oversight" and "compliance."
Inducements do not assume that all should do something; only
those motivated by money will do so and by choice.
Mandate
to

any

This is a type of policy instrument available

governmental

objectives.

body

According

wishing

to

to' McDonnell

achieve
and

particular

Elmore

(1987),

mandates are "rules governing the action of individuals and
agencies, and are intended to produce compliance" (p. 134).
Words like "compliance" and "enforcement" are often used to
describe a mandate, which seldom carries with it any money
transfer to the object of enforcement.

Mandates are coercive.

Mandates assume that everyone will benefit from the mandate
and, often, that few would do what is mandated without the
mandate to do so.
Norm-referenced. standardized tests Often abbreviated as
"NRTs," these tests are sometimes also called "standardized
tests," but any test administered in a consistent way can be
said to be standardized.

According to Finch (1990), three

words together must be used to describe such tests: They are
"norm-referenced," "standardized," and "national."

A norm-

referenced test, national and standardized in order to provide
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norms,

bases item selection on the ability to distinguish

between those who know and those who don't and reports scores
as comparisons between the test-taker and the population used
to make the distinctions.

such tests are usually multiple

choice, but do not have to be.

Examples of NRTs are the Iowa

Test

published

of

Basic

Skills

Publishing Company,

(ITBS)

by

the

Riverside

the California Achievement Test

(CAT)

published by McGraw Hill and the Stanford Achievement Test
(SAT) published by the Psychological corporation.
Performance

Accountability

System

A

performance

accountability system "is a set of indicators or statistics
that

provides

information

about

how

well

schools

are

performing," according to the OERI study group report on
accountability
accountability

systems
mayor

(1988;
may

not

p.

vii).

include

Performance

performance-based

assessments.
Performance-based Assessment

See Alternative Assess-

ments.
Performance Measures
describe

any

Performance

set

of

measures

This

measures

may

general
of

be multiple

term

student
choice,

is used to
achievement.
self-report

surveys, observations, performance-based assessments or any
other format of assessment.

Performance measures are not

automatically performance-based assessments.
Policy

Policy, according to Sadler (1985) is "setting
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out a

framework of action or conditions designed to bring

about a certain state of affairs" (p. 144).
rather

general

implemented.

statement

awaiting

As such, it is a

interpretation

it

appears

reality"
(1987),

(p.

be

Although a policy may appear descriptive, "it is

a prescriptive statement about means or ends.
that

to

as

a

description,

144-5).

According

it

to

is

To the extent
of

a

McDonnell

"policies work by bringing the

projected
and

resources

Elmore
of

the

government--money, rules, and authority--into the service of
political

resources

to

influence the actions of individuals and institutions"

(p.

133).
These

objectives;

and

by' using

those

McDonnell and Elmore describe four types of policies:
are

mandates,

inducements,

capacity-building

instruments, and system changing instruments (p. 134).

Each

is defined separately elsewhere in this section.
Policy Analysis

Although this is often defined as the

part of research and development that occurs before policy is
selected and acted upon, in this study it is defined as the
analysis of a policy that has been selected but not yet fully
implemented.

Clune (1987) defines policy as selecting the

institution (the mechanism) policymakers believe will achieve
some desirable outcomes.

Clune continues,

"The logic of

insti tutional choice requires looking broadly for a wide range
of policy instruments that might be useful in promoting an
underlying objective" (p. 128).
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Policy Making

Policy making is a series of actions that

a governing body takes.

The actions begin with, according to

McDonnell and Elmore (1987), identification of a problem and
definition of it, then the "search for causes and potential
solutions

[that]

aspects" (p. 145).
policy

making.

contain

both

analytical

and

normative

Causal and belief statements are a part of
Meisels

(1985),

drawing

on

the

work

of

Campbell and Mazzoni (1976), describes the process as
issue
definition--the
process
by
which
the
preferences of individuals and groups becomes
translated
into
poli tica'l
issues.
Proposal
formulation--the process by which issues are
developed as specific recommendations for policy
change or for maintaining the status quo., Support
mobilization--the process by which individuals and
groups
are
mobilized
to
support
or
oppose
alternative policy proposals. Decision enactment-the process by which a governmental policy choice
is made among alternative proposals (p. 116).
Merkel-Keller (1984) describes the same sequence as "policy
analysis,

policy formation,

policy decision,

analysis.

Political analysis is the performance of the market

analysis needed for a decision.

and political

The political weight, rather

than the net benefits of a course of action, is the concern of
political analysis" (p. 16).
Rubric
performances.

A rubric is a set of criteria for evaluating
First used

in writing assessment

rubrics can be used to score any performance.

scoring,

They are very

specific as to what constitutes various scoring points (low to
high) that can be awarded a performance.

They often accompany
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anchors and are used to train and calibrate or monitor scorers
as they work.
standardized Test

See

Norm-referenced,

standardized

tests.
System Changing
available

to

any

This is a type of policy instrument

governmental

particular objectives.

body

wishing

to

achieve

According to McDonnell and Elmore

(1987), system changing "transfers official authority among
individuals and agencies in order to alter that system by
which public goods and services are delivered" (p. 134).

The

instructional structure changes, as in site-based management.
McDonnell and Elmore charge that "the key shift in these new
arrangements

is

in

the

authority

to

provide

supported or subsidized product or service"
Test and Testing

See

Assess~ent.

a

publicly

(p. 140).
Tests

are

an

instrument for evaluation or assessment, and testing is one
procedure for assessing students.
and Resnick

(1985)

Wallace (1985) and Resnick

distinguish between tests

and

exams.

Testing is loosely and examination closely linked to classroom
practice, according to Wallace.

Tests have an effect, until

lately largely undesirable, on what teachers and students do.
Tests are usually multiple choice, the Resnicks point out, and
lead to multiple-choice teaching.

Exams are frequently essay;

however, lament the Resnicks, "American school children are
the most tested in the world and the least examined" (p. 17).
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Organization of This study
Chapter Two provides a review of the literature on the
relationship of assessment, curriculum and instruction; the
use of norm-referenced standardized tests;

the nature of

alternative assessments (including writing assessments), and
information on indicator and profile systems.
Chapter Three provides a more elaborate review of the
Arizona Student Assessment Program, including information on
the

development

curriculum

of

the

framework

Essential

documents;

Skills,

state

the

testing;

state's
district

testing; the change in norm-referenced standardized testing;
the move to performance-based assessment, the district forms
of the assessments as well as the state form, and the scoring
procedure to be used for the state form; the collection of
non-test indicators; and the reporting of achievement and
achievement-related data on schools, districts, and the state,
as well as the built-in review and goal setting process at the
local level.
Chapter Four elaborates on the problem and the research
objectives of the present study and describes the research
design, including, for each research question, its source and
validity, the method by which data were gathered, and how the
data were analyzed.

Chapter Five presents the data collected

for each research question.

Chapter six closes with a summary

of results, conclusions and recommendations.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction
The

massive

overhaul

of

a

state

assessment

and

accountability system that is represented in the ASAP could
not have been contemplated unless there was plenty of support
for

it

in

the

literature.

"This

chapter

examines

the

literature related to specific aspects of the ASAP, including
the following:
o

The

relationship

of

assessment,

curriculum

and

instruction;
o

Use of norm-referenced standardized tests;

o

Alternative

assessments

(including

writing

assessments);
o

Indicator and profile systems.

The Relationship of Assessment
curriculum and Instruction

H.G.

Wells

(1892)

addressed

the

relationship

of

curriculum, instruction and assessment one hundred years ago:
The examiner pipes and the teacher must dance--and
the examiner sticks to the old tune.
If the
educational
reformers
really wish the dance
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altered, they must turn their attention from the
dancers to the musicians (p. 380).
Perhaps, as a California curriculum committee pointed out, it
is important to note that everything will work only "when the
dancers and the musicians are part of the same orchestrated
composition and are completely in harmony" (English Language
Arts Assessment Task Force, 1988, p. 4).

It's very simple

according to Governor Clinton speaking at the Charlottesville
Conference.

We need to

define as clearly as we can the goals in terms of
what our young people as well as our adults need to
know and then organize strategies designed to meet
those goals--and set up a' system for evaluating
whether or not we are in fact making progress from
one year to the next, and then reporting those
evaluations (Basic Education, 1990a, pp. 3-4).
Perhaps it's not so simple.
of testing,

A brief look at the history

some discussion of views of learning,

and a

description of some views of curriculum may illuminate the
relationships of assessment, curriculum and instruction.

History
According to Madaus and Haney (1989); Madaus

(1988);

Haney (1985); and Grant, Elbow, Ewens, Gamson, Kohli, Neumann,
Oleson, and Riesman(1979), educational testing, which Haney
considers a possible malapropism, began with Binet and IQ
testing in the late nineteenth century and was first broadly
used in World War I.

Following World War I, testing became a
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national phenomenon.

civil service tests were developed from

wartime tests, and these tests entered schools in the 1920s
and 1930s.
federal

In the 1950s testing became synonymous with

legislation.

demonstration of results.

Policymakers

tied

funding

to

In the 1980s testing became the

flag bearer of the reform movement.

Now, about a century

later, testing practices that can be traced from Binet are
being critically revieVled.

Harste and Bintz (1991), marveling

that it has been only a century during which testing has
"rapidly

become

endemic,

if

not

hegemonic,

to

American

society" (p. 223), take a strong stand: "Thus, in our view, we
believe standardized testing is an anachronistic sociocultural
practice that is theoretically bankrupt" (p. 226).

Views of Learning
One of the reasons testing is being scrutinized is the
view that testing is unsynchronized with learning theory.
Some describe the new view of learning as the quest for
higher-order thinking skills, problem solving, and reasoning.
Others speak of the work of the cognitive psychologists who
see learning in a constructivist sense.
(Educational Quality Indicators,

1989)

Among them, Baker
calls

for

"active

construction, elaboration and integration of prior knowledge"
(p. 9).

Torney-purta (Educational Quality Indicators, 1989)

describes students with complex cognitive structures as those
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who could" (a) suggest multiple solutions; (b) see constraints
on proposed solutions; (c) see the implications of action and
how they could affect development of alternatives"

(p. 9).

Martinez and Lipson (1989) propose a new view of testing made
possible by "advances in cognitive science [which] have made
it possible to understand in some detail how learning takes
place in subject matter areas" (p. 73).
Gardner
"rooted

in

(1985)

discusses cognitive science as deeply

philosophy"

historical and new

(p.

and,

therefore,

xiii).'

simultaneously

Cognitive science is,

to

Gardner, a fascinating view of the way the mind works and,
therefore,

for educators the way people learn.

Parallel

developments that collectively became known as "cognitive
science" occurred in the fields of philosophy, psychology,
linguistics, anthropology and neuroscience--these spurred by
developments

in computer science,

particularly work with

artificial intelligences.
cognitive scientists first questioned and then discarded
the precepts of behaviorism.

According to Gardner (1985),

"behaviorism was not so much defeated as rendered irrelevant
by frontal approaches to human cognitive processes" (p. 293).
The atomistic approach to mind in which behavior was to be
analyzed in terms of its "constituent elements" was succeeded
by a "holistic or structuralistic position" (p. 292).

caine

and Caine (1991) similarly decry a behaviorist approach which
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is

"predicated on the beliefs that what we

learn can be

reduced to specific, easily identifiable parts .•• " (p. 15).
cognitive scientists who led the quiet revolution of mind
included
Bruner,

educators,
Chomsky,

Jakobson,'

psychologists

and

Wexler,

Vygtosky.

Lakoff,

and
Ayer,

and

linguists--Piaget,
Winograd,

Rumelhart

and

Fodor,

cognitive

scientists from other fields had an impact on the thinking of
educational theorists.
Tyler who might
psychologists

not

but

So, too, did educators like Dewey and
properly have been called

who,

nevertheless,

saw

cognitive

education

as

construction of knowledge.
Contemporary

educational

theorists

continue

to

work

towards uniting curriculum, instruction, and assessment under
a

cognitive rather than behavioral banner.

Wolf,

Bixby,

Glenn, and Gardner (1991) suggest that the clash is between
two

epistemologies,

one

of

fixed

intelligence

that

is

behaviorally based and leads to tracking on the basis of score
rankings on norm-referenced tests and the other the potential
for mind that is cognitively based.
The

culture

epistemology

of

testing

focuses

predictability"

(p.

that

on

9).

emerges

"ranking,
It

is

from

the

first

fixedness

and

efficient,

molecular,

incremental, and linear, like the learning it measures.

It

presumes

be

group

intelligent.

differences

because

It is artificial,

not

everyone

can

"without analogues" in the
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real world (p. 21), and "privileges speed and efficiency above
contemplation and accuracy above risk" (p. 21).

It is usually

individual and isolated but seen as scientific, neutral and
dependable.
The culture of assessment that emerges from the second
epistemology is longitudinal, not snapshot, and samples "the
baseline, the increment, and the preserved levels of change
which follow from instruction"

(p.

29).

It is social and

requires work with resources and exhibitions of learning.
Not neutral, it requires reflection and self-assessment.
is an "occasion for learning"

(p. 35).

It

High standards and

clear expectations are key.
Teachers can incorporate a cognitively based approach to
learning into their teaching by directly teaching cognition
according to Rosenshine
recommends are
skills,

(1990).

Among the

"1) procedural facilitators

like the use of signal words);

2)

strategies he
(scaffolding of

modeling use of

facilitators; 3) thinking out loud; 3) anticipating difficult
areas;

4)

providing

facilitators;
harder;

6)

5)

prompt

regulating

providing

or
the

half-done

cue

cards

difficulty
examples;

for

procedural

from
7)

easy

to

reciprocal

teaching; 8) providing self-checking procedures" (p. 5).
Johnston (1988) pushes the theory of cognition into the
realm of

social

constructionism to describe what

schools

should do to help students learn and what they should do to
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assess them.

He says that teaching, learning and assessment

should be built on "community, responsibility, interchange,
dialogue, close observation, written descriptions of children,
documentations, narrative records, accounts, [and] reflective
conversations

among

colleagues"

(p.

9).

He

supports

Vygotsky's notion of the zone of proximal development as a way
to teach and measure students' learning.

Similary, Caine and

Caine (1991), although embracing cognitive psychology as a
step in the right

dir~ction,

want educators to go beyond what

they see as a "basically mechanistic approach," built as it is
on the model of the computer (p. 20).

They want the cognitive

psychologists to take more note of the social context of brain
activity.
Perhaps in no other field has the work of the cognitive
psychologists had such an impact than in the field of reading.
Prior to them, Dewey had been troubled with reading being
taught

as

a

subject

(Kliebard,

1986)

and

"did

not

anticipate ..• the rise of standardized achievement tests in the
twentieth

century

[which]

would

sharply

accelerate

the

tendencies in the teaching of the three Rs that he so much
deplored

and

would

help

make

his

own

emphasis

on

the

relationship between reading and human purposes the object of
scorn and caricature" (p. 79).

Robinson cites Lagemann (1989)

who said that we can only understand education in this century
when we realize that Edward Thorndike won and John Dewey lost.
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Edelsky and Harmon (1988) criticize current testing in
reading because it is based on an old notion of reading, a
notion that reading consists of separate skills.

Linn and

Valencia (1986) echo that criticism with a declaration that
the presumption that reading requires a separate test of each
subskill has been disproven by reading researchers.

Valencia,

Pearson, Peters, and Wixson (1989) discuss the interactive
view of reading, based on the work of Rosenblatt (1978) and
others.

They

describe

reading

and

reading

assessment

according to cognitive learning theory as "having multiple
opportunities to apply .•• skills to a variety of real-life
texts and tasks" (p. 59) and suggest that constructing meaning
and looking at topic familiarity, metacognitive knowledge and
strategies, and reading attitudes, habits and self-perceptions
are important aspects of learning to read and testing reading.
Winograd and Paris

(1988/89)

cognitive

strategic

agenda:

metacognition,
motivational

text structure.
agenda:

reading

echo these ideas and set a
reading,

prior

knowledge,

They also set a
more

frequently,

related
enjoying

reading, sharing reading, developing positive attitudes about
themselves as readers, engaging in self-appraisal and selfmanagement.

Valencia

(1989)

suggests that the theory of

testing is weaker now than it ever has been, reliant on old
models and questionable theory and out of step with practice.
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Views of Testing
Is there a theory of testing?

Glaser (1985) states that

no strong theory about achievement testing exists although
many educators worry about validity and reliability and the
way items work and tests are written.

Thus, whatever model of

testing exists has its basis in psychometrics and statistics
rather

than

asserts,

learning theory.

is

done

after

scaling, and norming).

Most

the

test

testing

work,

(item-response

Glaser
theory,

In the future, attention will need to

be paid to what happens before and during test construction.
Wang

(1987) concurs: most work on assessment has proceeded

separately

from

research

on

teaching

and

learning.

Educational research has yielded information that could affect
testing, namely information on learning styles, metacogni tion,
feedback

strategies,

mediated

learning

experiences,

information management and retrieval strategies.

Furthermore,

according to Wang, the techniques for building instructionally
relevant

assessments

analysis,

mapping,

are

available;

scaffolding,

and

these

include

computer

task

technology.

Haney and Madaus (1989) describe a 1979 conference on testing
that

brought

together psychologists,

computer scientists,

philosophers, linguists, anthropologists, and educators who
called

for

development."

"greater

use

of

cognitive

science

They cite Wigdor and Garner

results of the conference:

(1982)

in

test

on the
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Theories of cognition ... do not currently play a
central role in test development. As a result the
task of explaining even so long-recognized an
ability as reading comprehension in terms of a
theory of information processing or other advanced
psychological concepts has barely begun. If more
psychologists who worked on theories of cognition
also worked on test development, testing today
might be further advanced.
This kind of research
is difficult, but the effort is needed (p. 685).
Selden in Rothman (1990b) states, liThe deeper we go into
cognitive learning, the more necessary it is to come up with
new ways of measuring learning,

and the more

limited and

difficult it becomes to measure with traditional multiplechoice formats" (p. 10).
If we have been overreliant on the psychometricians and
statisticians,

we now need to turn to

developmental theorists,

the cognitive and

according to Glaser

(1987).

The

qualities or properties of complex developmental performances
of learning--"different integrations of knowledge, different
forms of skill, and differences in the rapidity of access to
knowledge, and in the efficiency of performance"--can be used
for

test

design

(p.

38).

Some

of

these

qualities

or

properties are the coherence of knowledge, principled problem
solving,

usable

knowledge,

attention-free

and

efficient

perfo·rmance (automaticity), and self-regulatory skills (pp.
38-40).

We should test analysis of rules of performance

(error analysis), prior learning, coordination of basic and
advanced skills in performance, and the nature of competence
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(how knowledge becomes organized and how processes develop),
according to Glaser (1985, pp. 49-53).
sometimes name changes help.

Glaser (1985) suggests that

the new term for tests should be "learning assessments" (p.
46).

Glaser presents a framework for the design of "learning

instruments,"

a design that rests on principled performance

and active knowledge (degree of access to rules of performance
and progress from declarative to active use of information);
theory change

(testing,

evaluating,

and modifying current

theories); problem representation (beyond surface features);
and automaticity to reduce attentional demands (pp. 54-6).
Carver in Cole (1987) suggests that the persons in charge of
developing

"learning

assessments"

should

called

be

"edumetricians" instead of "psychometricians!l (p. 112).

Views of Curriculum and Instruction
Because it is difficult to separate ideas about learning
from

curriculum beliefs,

many

of

the views

of

learning

expressed above are views of curriculum, too, or lead to views
of curriculum.

It is also difficult to separate concepts of

curriculum from ideas about instruction, so this section pairs
the two.

It seems that curriculum concepts find natural

expression

in

example,

particular

instructional

strategies.

For

a curriculum belief that learning is made up of

little skills taught sequentially seems to lead to activities
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such as worksheets that provide practice on little skills.

A

curriculum philosophy focusing on learning as construction of
meaning is likely to have student-generated discussion as an
important

instructional method.

Thus,

in this

section,

wherever "curriculum" is used, its instructional corollary is
implied.
One contemporary view of curriculum seems at odds with
the cognitive learning theory discussed above.
been expressed by Ravitch and Finn

(1987)

This view has
who tackle the

"knowing about" and the "knowing ,j aspects of curriculum.
see shared knowledge as coming first,
understanding.

They

essential to deeper

Hirsch in cultural Literacy (1987) and Bloom

in The closing of the American Mind (1988), both books that
made the "best seller" list, concur with Ravitch and Finn who,
in describing their review of the NAEP history and literature
test results,

declare that

it is

important to emphasize

"important knowledge rather than content-free skill."

They

say "[we] do not question the importance of testing students'
powers of judgment and reasoning, but neither do we doubt the
importance of establishing whether students have a strong
grasp of basic chronology, events, trends, and geography II (p.
22) •

Resnick (1987),

on the other hand,

suggests that the

problem is that "most current tests favor students who have
acquired lots of factual knowledge and do little to assess
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either the coherence and utility of that knowledge or the
students' ability to use it to reason, solve problems, and the
like" (p. 34).

Resnick and Resnick (1989) promote a view of

curriculum that is "beyond the basics" for everyone.

They

declare that the higher order abilities do not have to be
deferred until the "basics" have been mastered.
pervade

the

curriculum.

Shepard

(1989)

Thinking must
agrees

that

emphasizing mastery of basic skills before accessing higher
level skills is based on an old belief about learning and is
contrary to current theories of cognition.
Some

higher-order

thinking

skills

available, say Arter and Salmon (1987).

(HOTS)

tests

are

The describe three

major approaches to HOTS tests: 1) the psychometric approach
that looks at "the structure of the mental abilities that
constitute

intelligence";

"seeks

understand

to

the

2)

the Piagetian approach that

stages

in

the

development

of

intelligence"; and 3) the cognitive research approach that is
"interested in the processes of intelligence" (p. 1).

But,

declare Arter and Salmon, thinking skills researchers have not
completely

clarified whether

outside content.

thinking

resides

or

Do teachers measure thinking in a content

area or thinking skills for their own sake?
skills taught?

within

How are thinking

What is the thinking curriculum?

Duckworth (1987) takes another approach to the thinking
curriculum in her collection of essays The Having of Wonderful
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Ideas and other Essays on Teaching and Learning.

She despairs

of the way current tests look at lithe way-things-are beliefs"
(p. 64) and facts but not knowledge.

She states, II In most

classrooms, it is the quick right answer that is appreciated.
Knowledge of the answer ahead of time is, on the whole, more
valued than ways of finding it outll (p. 64).

Tests seek to

establish what children have already learned .... the task they
demand of the child is to fill in the blank and move on to the
next ll (p. 64).

She predicts that the more time children spend

trying to figure things out "the less intelligent the results
will look [on those tests]"--i.e., scores will go down (p.
68).

Duckworth feels that IIteachers are rarely encouraged to

[help children to come honestly to terms with their own
ideas]--largely

because

standardized

tests

play

such

a

powerful role in determining what teachers pay attention to"
(p. 69).

To Duckworth, the "having of wonderful ideas" is

curriculum enough, but not supported by testing.
Haney (1985)
too.

considers thinking skills as curriculum,

He cites the opinion of Banesh Hoffman (p. 643) that

recognition of the right answer on a test is a very different
skill

and

requires

a

different

form

answering the question independently.

of

reasoning

than

The research on passage

dependency (the examinee being able to select the right answer
following a reading passage without reading the passage) sheds
light on thinking as a curriculum and how it is assessed.
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Haney (1985) calls "real test bias" testing that works against
"the more complex cognitive abilities" (p. 643).
Darling-Hammond

(in McClellan,

1988)

contributes her

insights on thinking as curriculum as reflected in assessment:
"Teaching behaviors that are effective in raising scores on
tests of lower-level cognitive skills are nearly the opposite
of those behaviors that are effective in developing complex
cognitive learning, problem-solving ability, and creativity"
(p. 769).

Shepard (1989) points out that "students given

instruction aimed at conceptual understanding do better on
skills tests than students drilled on the skills directly" (p.
6) .

She states, "Thus, the practice of postponing higher-

order thinking goals until low-level skills have been mastered
is harmful" (p. 6).
Cohen (1987) declares in a statement on restructuring
that basic skills were the demand of the past, but tomorrow's
workforce will require "high
and flexibility" (p. 3).

lev~ls

of intellectual competence

He lists those abilities: "ability

to communicate complex ideas, to analyze and solve complex
problems,

to

identify

order,

and

find

direction

in

an

ambiguous and uncertain environment, and to think and reason
abstractly" (p. 3).

He also lists "the capacity to learn new

skills and tasks rapidly" as a necessary competency of the
future (p. 3).

These educators provide a view of curriculum

that differs markedly from that espoused by Ravitch, Finn,
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Bloom and Hirsch.
The various NAEP reports universally call for curriculum
that focuses on higher-level thinking skills and instruction
that

helps

students

sharpen

their

thinking.

The

NAEP

assessments in writing (Applebee, Langer, Mullis, 1986) show
that most student.s "are unable to write adequately except in
response to the simplest of tasks"

(p.

9).

All students

appear to have difficulty on elaborating or defending their
interpretations of what they've read.

In mathematics, "few

know only moderately complex skills and understandings and
most

do

not

have the

breadth and

depth

of mathematics

understanding to take advanced courses in high school" (p. 4),
according to Dossey, Mullis, Lindquist, Chambers (1988).

In

general, according to Applebee, Langer, and Mullis (1989),
"too few students develop the capacity to use the knowledge
and skills they acquire in school for thoughtful or innovative
purposes.

And too few students learn to reason effectively

about information from the subjects they study" (p. 5).
A discussion of the opinions of professionals in the
various subject areas continues the "curriculum as thinking"
theme.
Mathematicians

define

curriculum

as

knowing

that

(content) and knowing how (procedural). -Romberg, Zarinnia and
Collis (1989) contrast an "old world view" (p. 1) of machine
age

education,

where

reductionism,

analysis,

mechanism,
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'behavioral

objectives,

hierarchies,

teaching with workbooks prevailed.

and

production

line

They see the needs of the

information age demanding a "switch from physical energy to
brainpower ... from concrete products to abstractions as its
primary products" (p. 3).

Higher order thinking skills must

not be deferred until after lower order thinking skills have
been mastered.

The premises guiding Romberg and faculty at

the National Center for Research in Mathematical Sciences
Education are that
all knowledge is rooted in experience; knowledge
entails the structural modelling of perceived
regularities,
and
the
reconciling
of
irregularities; cohesion of structure is integral
and derived from purpose; quality is determined by
predictive power; disequilibrium is essential to
the process; and knowledge is both individual and
communal (p. 17).
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (1989)
issued

Curriculum

Mathematics,

a

relationships

and

Evaluation

document
of

that

teaching,

Standards

clearly

for

School

establishes

curriculum,

and

the

testing.

"Different views of knowing and learning mathematics" dictate
changes in assessment (p. 191).

The fourth chapter focuses on

evaluation standards with a thorough description of how each
curriculum standard should be evaluated.
standard

leads

parallel

evaluation

choice testing.

mathematics

beyond

standards

Each curriculum

computation

require

more

and,

than

thus,

multiple
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Kruter (1991) calls for new mathematics assessments that
match the NCTM standards.

These assessments would feature

manipulatives and calculators.
and require holistic scoring.
portfolios,

Questions would be open-ended
A variety of methods, including

would be used.

assessment as a

Kruter describes

"form of communication,

mathematics

telling students,

teachers, [and] the public what we value in mathematics" (p.
4).

steen (1991) presents an unequivocal position on current

mathematics tests, declaring that "bite-sized items eviscerate
education as surely as TV sound bites devitalize politics" (p.
27) •

Arts educators are divided.

Some see the importance of

assessment of the arts, if only to validate art as a "basic."
others feel that assessment,

especially in its traditional

sense, in inimical to the arts.
Gardner,

Brandt .(1987/88)

particularly

in

Gardner heads.

the

asked

students

reflection.
fond of him.
threat to a

arts

assessment,

Zero/ETS

project

Gardner stated that three things, together,
production,

Assessment may be "on the fly"

are

accomplished

about

Pittsburgh/Project

must be assessed in the arts:
reflection.

In an interview with Howard

engaged
through

in

a

project.

portfolios

perception and
(p.

Assessment

requiring

33) while
also

is

considerable

Gardner reveals that psychometricians aren't very
His theory of multiple intelligences is "a
lot of people who have an intellectual and a
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financial stake in a certain way of looking at things.

It's

taking two forms of intelligence off their pedestal" (p. 34).
Assessing science validates the importance of science as
a subject area, too, but science assessment, unlike art, has
to reverse years of standardized testing in order to move
forward.

Raizen and Kaser (1989) reflect on the problem of

teaching science in depth and testing breadth.
have

had

science

instruction

in

depth

"If students

in

a

few

key

topics ..• they are likely to be penalized by the usual sort of
test,

despite their deeper knowledge of science"

(p. 719).

Lovitts and Champagne (1990) consider this double bind.

They

claim that
for instanc~, if a comprehensive science
assessment 1S administered to a group of
students who have been taught according to an
innovative
curriculum
premised
on
the
philosophy that less is more, then these
students may show great gaps
in their
knowledge of science, even though they may
have a deep understanding of the areas that
they did study (p. 4).
They continue,
policies

that

"In such a case, the assessment may lead to
have

instruction" (p. 4).

deleterious

effects

on

They see benefits, however:

subsequent
"Conversely

if an innovative assessment is given to students whose only
experience with science has been listening to lectures and
reading textbooks, then the poor performance of these students
may lead to a positive intervention" (p. 4).
Hudson

(1990)

continues their theme.

She says that
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science and science testing are between "the proverbial 'rock
and a hard place'"
tests

"can

(p. 71).

continue

Schools using curriculum-based

with

a

curriculum

that

deemphasizes

inquiry learning, and maximize their probability of scoring
high on national tests, or they can adopt a more innovative,
inquiry-based curriculum and risk lowering their test scores"
(p. 71).
Passive,
describe

superficial,

current

science

current assessments.
curr icul urn

and

isolated
curriculum

skills--these
and

words

instruction--and

Project 2061 should help teachers change

instruction;

then,

all

tha t ' s

needed

is

assessment that features more than one right answer, hands-on
science,

performance,

measurements,

projects,

according to Raizen.

and

other

authentic

Loucks-Horsley

(1989)

describes how good assessments can be recognized: They look
like instructional tasks,
"emphasize

the

understanding

of

match instruction,

interplay

between

scientific

are hands-on,

factual

constructs

and

knowledge,
practical

work •... probe the child's depth of understanding as well as
mastery of a body of knowledge" (p. 86).
In

a

recent

science

publication,

Assessment

in

the

Service of Instruction: This Year in Science 1990, several
science educators advocated an overhaul of science assessment.
Baron (1990), for example, called for performance assessments
to serve as magnets for instruction, create opportunities to
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assess what society values, "blur the edges among assessment,
curriculum and instruction"

(p. 130), create standards for

science education, create models of assessment for teachers,
and make available authentic tools
Campione

(1990)

focused

on

process rather than product.
students

can

really

do

in

the

for policy decisions.

importance

of

evaluating

Expressing interest in what
science

without

intervention,

campione advocated a dynamic measurement process that would
look at the degree of transfer after work with' adults on
problems just out of their reach.

Campione borrows heavily

from Vygotsky, describing scaffolding and reciprocal teaching
as tools to utilize the zone of proximal development.
Harmon (1990), in a study of bias in science tests (with
application to all testing), concludes
that existing science tests are not seriously
biased in the usual sense of the word, but, by
their
speededness,
format,
extensive
content
coverage, and limitations on process and critical
thinking
coverage,
they
are
biased
against
thinking, concept networking, problem solving,
integrating and synthesizing knowledge across
domains,
evaluating,
and above all,
against
spending instructional time in experimentation (p.
44) .
Although writing is not regularly employed as an instructional
tool in science, she advocates the "regular use of essays on
tests [that] may serve as motivator to teach writing earlier
and in more effective ways"

(p.

46).

She also recognizes

"that the criteria developed to score assessments may become
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more valuable tools for teachers in the daily assessment that
feeds instruction and may, in fact, help them to clarify the
results of instruction"

(p.

46).

Most emphatically,

she

states the need to "help teachers see testing in the way that
scientists see experiments;

namely,

that the

information

obtained is valuable whether it seems to be positive or
negative and that the choice is theirs whether and how to
revise instruction" (p. 59).
Social

studies

assessments

are

universally

multiple

choice according to Crawley (personal communication, January
8, 1990), and social studies curriculum is tied into course
content that can be described as "knowing what."
Oliver (1970)

Newman and

suggest an alternative approach to teaching

social studies.

The focus

of their work is on student

abilities to clarify and justify their views, something not
particularly testable with a multiple choice format.

Newman

and Oliver, therefore, devised observation schemes with scales
and

rubrics

that

are

useful

for

assessing

the

kind

of

curriculum and instruction they propose.
Typical

foreign

language tests

capture

only certain

aspects of reading a language but cannot ascertain "being able
to play with implications,
something similar.

question accuracy or remember

Nor can they assess what readers do with

what they read: draw on it in conversation, fire off a let":er
to the editor, or march out and find other works by the same
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author II (pp. 41-2).

So says Betty Hirsch (1989) in a College

Entrance Examination Board publication edited by Wolf of
Harvard's Project Zero.

Real performance is important in a

foreign language, so multiple choice tests don't work well.
Writing teachers have led the way to better assessment
with

a

view

of

curriculum

instruction and assessment.

that

naturally

incorporates

Conceptualizing the English

language arts curriculum as language use rather than language
analysis began the process.

Having students write and edit

their own work rather than finding and correcting errors in
someone else's work carried the curriculum reform process
forward and suggested a new form of assessment, the direct
wri ting assessment.

Wri ting assessments have been shown to be

valid measures of writing, and holistic scoring of writing has
been shown to be a highly reliable way to score something once
thought very subjective.

This advance in writing follows the

WYTIWYG principle promoted by the Resnicks (1989): if you want
writing,

test

students

by

having

them

write.

Direct

assessment of writing, following the guidelines of Cooper and
Odell (1977),

Myers (1980) and others, is just now crossing

over to other curriculum areas as performance assessment and
scoring performances on the basis of established and published
criteria,

both of which will be discussed later in this

chapter.
Reading teachers have had more problems translating
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curriculum precepts into assessment formats.

Current thinking

about reading, as has been noted earlier in this chapter, does
not match current testing of reading.

Reading teachers are

beginning to develop classroom assessments that more nearly
parallel their reading philosophy.

Goodman, Goodman and Hood

(1989) discuss these in The Whole Language Evaluation Book.
Their premises on evaluation follow their premises on learning
language:

Evaluation is holistic and does not

fragment

language; evaluation treats both teachers and learners with
respect; evaluation is consistent with the best scholarship on
language learning,

teaching and curriculum;

evaluation is

innovative, creative and dynamic; evaluation is open-ended.
Portfolios,

checklists,

scales,

and anecdotal records are

useful tools in the whole-language classroom.

Harp (1991)

echoes their thinking in Assessment and Evaluation in Whole
Language Programs.

With the exception of reading tests in

Michigan and Illinois

(and, now, Arizona),

however,

high-

stakes tests continue to be at odds with reading theory.
Clay (1990) looks at three facets to literacy assessment
that must be in concert with literacy instruction: when they
measure students (should not be at onset stages), what they
measure (should not be the processes that are needed for
intervention), and how they measure (should not be with items
that must be

relatively simple

and

quantifiable).

She

describes the current tension between what is and what should
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be

in

literacy

evaluation.

Edelsky

and

Harmon

(1988)

criticize current reading assessments because they do not test
reading--they test simulated reading, based on a theory that
reading consists of separate skills.

Testing is actually a

contest to see who can come closest to the test writer, not
who can read best.
high

school

Brody, DeMilo, and Purves (1989) examined

tests

of

literature

and

found

them

to

be

comprehension of content at the recall and application levels
with little content and cognitive demand variation.
Mayher

and

Brause

(1986)'

find

that

the

focus

on

integrated learning in the language arts, which is advocated
by theoreticians and practitioners, does not match what is
measured on tests.
and

writing

Lack of context is the problem; reading

depend

upon

context,

yet

tests

claim to

be

context-free.
Curriculum is seen by some as "competencies."

Adult and

vocational educators have long advocated a competency-based
approach to curriculum.

Although the term "competency-based"

in general education has been associated with the concept of
mastery

learning,

and,

as

such,

sometimes

described

as

reductionist and leading to a curriculum composed of little
skills that are taught,
competency-based

tested and retaught as necessary,

curriculum

means

vocational and higher education.

something

different

in

Darling-Hammond and Wise

(1985) describe the general educator's notion of a competency-
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based curriculum

as

"little tiny skills"

consonant with

"measurement-driven instruction" in their study of teachers,
curriculum and testing (p. 235).
education

means

curriculum

However, competency-based

centered

around

demonstrated

integrated work skills in vocational education and global
outcomes in the college or university.
In

vocational

education

competency-based

curriculum

focuses on a larger, whole task to be done, such as typing a
letter or cleaning a patient's teeth, and "backs down" to look
at the skills embedded in the task.

Although skills might be

taught and tested separately, the key to competency-based
vocational education is integration of the skills so as to
demonstrate competence in a meaningful task.

Competency-based

vocational education assessments are usually performance tests
such as the Court Interpreters certification Test in Spanish
or English (1978) or the Performance Test for Four Methods of
Marking Fabric by Kramer (1974).

Competency-based vocational

education

work-basket

tests

may

also

be

or

in-basket

assessments such as the vocational competency Measures: Water
Treatment Technician test marketed by the American Institutes
of Research, Palo Alto (1983) or the Electric Foot Stapler
Work Sample (1979).
Elbow

(1986)

describes college/university competency-

based education quite clearly.

It begins with knowledge of

the outcomes of learning and then consideration of how to
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teach to get to those outcomes.
program

often

facilitates

A college competency-based

assessment

through

assessment

centers so that teachers are coaches helping students assess
proficiency at the assessment centers.

Assessment is very

naturally performance assessment whereby students demonstrate
that they are competent.

Alverno College is an example of a

competency-based program in action, a very successful one. The
Student Learning outcomes subcommittee,

New Jersey

(1987)

formulated its recommendations for curriculum around outcomes
that preclude multiple-choice testing.

Birch (1986) describes

several models of competency-based programs which utilize
performance assessments including a medical school in ontario,
and

a

poly technical

institute,

L'ecole

Nationale

d'Administration in Paris.
"Competency-based" is creeping into the language of K-12
general curriculum.

The Council for Basic Education (Basic

Education, 1990b) specified seven competencies for high school
graduates in answer to the call from the National Governors'
Association.

Although Darling-Hammond and Wise (1985) found

some evidence of "competency-based" curriculum in the discrete
skills,

mastery

learning

sense,

they

found

considerable

dislike for "teaching many things superficially" and protest
accountability

standards

that

are

"inadequate

to

the

complexities of teaching" (p. 325).
It

seems,

then,

that

a

reductionist

behaviorist
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curriculum and the instruction congruent with an isolated,
sequential,

discrete

skills

approach

is

gradually

being

replaced with a cognitive, structuralist model of curriculum
and instruction.

Testing, then, may not be congruent with

current thinking on curriculum and instruction.

Various Kinds of Relationships
That there should be a relationship among curriculum,
instruction and assessment seems clear.
relationship?

But, what kind of

Many see that assessment should be integral to

curriculum and instruction, so closely aligned that it is hard
to tell where curriculum and instruction end and assessment
begins.

Glaser (1985) prophesies, "Testing and teaching will

be integral events" (p. 46).

Resnick and Resnick (1985) state

that the separation of the test from the curriculum is not
inevitable and cite examples in the united states and abroad
that represent a positive relationship between what is taught
and what is tested.

It is they who coined the acronym WYTIWYG

and WYDTIWYDG for What You Test is What You Get and What You
Don't Test Is What You Don't Get--a phrase that has slightly
negative connotations to some.

In fact, King (in Grant et

al., 1979) speaks of the phenomenon of what you don't get as
curriculum atrophy.

Newman (1970), however, in describing

some new ways to assess in social studies says, "It has been
difficul t to isolate evaluation from teaching because many
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techniques have been useful as instructional exercises" (p.
241).

In a draft paper describing the California Assessment

Program,

new

math

assessments

are

described;

they

have

"essentially the same character as instructional tasks ... and
will

require

formulation,
resul ts"

students
approach

to

to

(Curriculum, p.

make

solution,
5).

decisions
and

on

problem

interpretation

of

Reading assessments that ask

students to read and writing assessments that ask them to
write further demonstrate the close bond between assessment
and teaching and learning.
Educators at the California Education summit (Educational
Assessment: Harness the Power, 1989), however, saw the linkage
as a perpetuation of weaknesses: "Weaknesses in assessment are
directly linked to weaknesses in our instructional programs"
and the chief weakness is "narrowness of focus"

(p.

2).

Lipson (1987) provides research that validates this concept:
"students were told to expect an essay,

multiple choice,

'memory,' or some unspecified type of test.

In fact, everyone

took the same test, which included multiple-choice and short·answer items" (p. 29).

Students who expected the multiple-

choice test scored lower than the others, even on the items
that were multiple-choice.

Madaus

(1988)

cited Garrison

Keillor who illustrated this connection in Lake Wobegon Days:
For years, students of the senior class were
required to
read
["Phileopolis" ]
and answer
questions about its meaning, etc.
Teachers were
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not required to do so, but simply marked according
to the correct answers supplied by Miss Quist,
including:
(1)
To
extend
the
benefits
of
civilization and religion to all peoples, (2) No,
(3) Plato, and (4) A wilderness cannot satisfy the
hunger for beauty and learning, once awakened. The
test was the same from year to year, and once the
seniors found the answers and passed them to the
juniors, nobody read nPhileopolis" anymore (p.
198) .
Some see the power of assessment over curriculum and
instruction
example,

even

more

states that,

negatively.

Gendler

(1989),

for

because tests decide what should be

taught and how, "students decide :that learning is 'information
[that]

comes

dispensers

in

placed

bite-sized
in

pieces

course-sized

from

teacher-sized

compartments' "

(p.

9).

Haney (1985) bemoans the fact that the uses of testing "have
more to do with the bureaucratic nature of schools than the
real stuff of education, namely individual teachers teaching
and individual students learning" (p. 5).

Livingston, Castle

and Nations (1989) describe a Georgia school where teachers
tried to teach despite the test: "The faculty is attempting to
overcome the

inadequacies of a

controlling system through

'double entry' curriculum and instruction" (p. 25).

Wiggins

(1989) describes current thinking about testing as "after the
fact"--after teaching and learning have happened, instead of
concurrent with teaching and learning (p. 42).

The Resnicks

(1989) describe testing, as it has developed over the last
century as

"fundamentally

inimical

to

the

real

goals

of
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educational reform"

(p. 2).

These educators, however, are

speaking of tests as they have been, not as they can be.

It

may be a case of "then" and "now" which will be explored
later.
One reason assessment and instruction are not naturally
related, according to Cole (1987) is the problem assessments
have

trying

to

do

two

things

at

once--measure

for

accountability and policy setting and assist with instruction.
Assessment designed for accountability and policy setting must
'be

efficient

and

is

usually

multiple-choice;

assessment

designed for instruction does not have to be efficient and can
avoid multiple-choice formats.

The contrast is psychometric

vs. edumetric.
Another problem that pits assessment against teaching and
learning is the "ant.i.cipation principle," described in The
Harvard Education Letter ("Testing: Is There a Right Answer,"
1988).

The tail wags the dog.

Although testing is seen as

peripheral to what happens in the classroom and takes only 'a
short time to be administered, preparation for it, what McNeil
calls

"defensive

teaching"

or

"deliberately

presenting

simplified, fragmented bits of information to ... students" pits
testing against what really happens in classrooms ("Testing:
Is There a Right Answer," 1988, p. 2).
Darling-Hammond and Wise (1985) undertook a study of the
effects of tests and testing on classroom instruction, with
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mixed results.

Some of the 43 teachers in the study reported

"altered curriculum emphasis, teaching students how to take
tests, teaching students for the test (specific preparation
for the test), having less time to teach and feeling under
pressure" (p. 319).
not really teaching.

Many described teaching to the test as
Two Arizona studies looked at the

relationship of testing and curriculum and instruction.
Haas, Haladyna, and Nolen (1989) found through surveys and
interviews that teachers engage in a variety of activities
that

are

different

from

their

normal

curriculum

and

instructional practices in order to prepare students for the
state test.

Smith (1990) found through an in-depth study of

two Arizona schools that teachers clearly separated their test
curriculum from their other curriculum and made the same
distinctions between their instructional techniques.
Applebee and Brossell

(1985)

report an instructional

change directly related to a change in testing.

When a short

expository essay was required of students, community colleges
allover Florida began teaching the fifty-minute composition.
When Romberg, Zarinnia and Williams (1989) undertook a study
of the effect of testing on eighth grade mathematics students
they weren't sure whether or not they would find that testing
influences curriculum and instruction.

Their thesis was "If

standardized testing has no effect on teaching, there is no
reason to be concerned about its use for monitoring.

On the
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other hand, if it has no effect it is unlikely to contribute
strongly to the process of change."

They found an effect.

What has been discussed so far is the relationship of the
cognitive curriculum and instruction to assessment.

Day and

others on the ASCD committee on Research and Theory (1980)
make

the

point

in Measuring

and

Attaining

the

Goals

of

Education that few assessments are available for other than
cognitive goals of education.

Those that are available to

measure self-conceptualization, understanding others, using
accumulated knowledge to understand the world,

continuous

learning, mental and physical well-being, participation in the
economic world of product, responsible societal membership,
creativity,

and

cautious use"

coping with change

(p. 38).

are

few

and

"require

The paucity of good assessments in

these areas and the plethora in other areas may unbalance
curriculum by ensuring a

focus on what can be tested most

easily.
Regardless

of

American schools.
appropriate.
Participants

how

they

are

The question,

related,

"Which comes

Assessment or curriculum and
in

the

establish a theme:

California

both

Education

occur

in

first?"

is

instruction?
summit,

1989,

"Sound assessment can provide a major

impetus to educational reform.

First and foremost, assessment

drives curriculum, focusing instruction on those aspects of
student performance that are most essential and providing a
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model of good, or bad, instruction" (Educational Assessment:
Harnessing the Power, p. 2).

Honig (1987), from whom they

might have gotten their inspiration, said that he likes the
idea of assessment driving the curriculum, "if we are talking
about high standards and expectations for all students" (p.
1) .

The reformers of today see assessment as a way of

bringing about change in instruction and curriculum.

In fact,

educators in California hope that "framework-friendly" tests
[those that match their curriculum guides] will draw teachers
away from commercial norm-referenced tests.
In

other states,

such

as

Georgia,

"tests

exert

an

influence on the curriculum that rivals the influence of
state-mandated curricular objectives"

(Educational Quality

Indicators, p. 8).
Does the notion of assessment driving the curriculum mean
measurement-driven instruction (MDI)? Madaus (1988) calls MDI
"psychometric imperialism" (p. 84), but Popham (1987a) defends
it against all onslaughts, even the attacks of Bracey (1987a
& 1987b) in an Educational Leadership face-off.

Popham says

that, properly conceived, MDI means that instructional targets
are clearly described, the content is defensible, there are a
"manageable

number

of

targets,"

"instructional illumination,"
support" (p. 680).

the

and there is

tests

provide

"instructional

Bracey (1990a) distinguishes MDI from

assessment that drives the curriculum in this way:

assessment
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driving the curriculum focuses on curriculum, and "curriculum
and assessment are seen as merely two phases of a

single

process--not as the separate processes that measurement-driven
instruction

usually

implies"

(p.

405).

Honig

(1987)

criticizes Popham's version of measurement-driven instruction
which required that "a test question needs a narrow focus so
that only one response is appropriate.

The problem with that

approach is that it sends a fragmented and narrow message to
the people who are developing the tests" (p. 3).
Does

this

mean

that

having

legitimizes teaching to the test?
and others would say, "Yes.

the

test

come

first

wiggins (1989, 1990, 1991)

The catch is to design and then

teach to standard setting tests so that practicing for and
taking

the

education"

tests

actually

(1989a,

p.

41).

enhances

rather

than

impedes

Wiggins distinguishes between

standardized tests and standard-setting assessments.

Honig

(1987) thinks that the broad nature of the new tests will turn
test coaching into curriculum reform.

speaking of the new

California performance-based assessments, he said, "We want to
make sure these tests give curriculum messages--this is what
to teach and this is what our students should be able to do"
(pp. 4-5).
Madaus (1988) wants to see testing as an ancillary tool
of

curriculum

"curriculum

and

and

instruction.

instruction

He

driving

would
testing

like

to

rather

see
than
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testing driving curriculum and instruction--counterstrategies
in which testing is the servant not the master of curriculum,
instruction and learning" (p. 117).
similarly

identify

schooling.

curriculum

as

Boyer, Goodlad, and Sizer
the

driving

force

Begin with a strong academic program,

for

say the

Resnicks (1985); try it--it mayor may not work, "nobody knows
because nobody has ever seriously tried"
would

begin

with

the

competencies

and

(p. 18).

Wiggins

performances

or

exhibitions of these-competencies and then work backwards to
curriculum and instruction and school restructuring.
Madaus (1988) presents several principles that explain
the impact of testing on curriculum and instruction:
1.

The power of tests is related to how they are
perceived;

they are symbol ic,

a

"synecdoche

for standards" (p. 89).
2.

The more tests are used to make decisions, the
more

they

will

distort

and

corrupt

the

situation about which decisions are made.
3.

Teachers will teach to high-stakes tests; this
could be bad,
stakes

test

but Madaus sees that "a high
can

lever

new

curricular

materials" (p. 92).
4.

A

tradition

curriculum

of

past

(teachers

testing
corrupt

defines
the

the

skills

measured on any test by reducing them to their
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simplest units and drilling so that coaching
becomes a corruption).
5.

Teachers adjust their teaching to the form of
the test.

6.

Test

results

indicator

of

become the end
the

end

instead

which

is

of an
student

achievement.
7.

A high-stakes test means that whoever controls
it controls the curriculum.

The reformers who see assessment,

better assessment,

coming first as a tool for reform--do they really mean that?
Do they really think that determining what one wants students
to know and demonstrate and authentic assessments of those
outcomes will
levels?

drive

curriculum and

instruction to higher

The Student Learning outcomes Subcommittee in New

Jersey (1987) answers that question:
To the degree that we are successful in the
admittedly
difficult
task
of
constructing
assessment
instruments
which
mirror
the
requirements of quality instruction, such testdriven changes in curriculum and pedagogy should be
unnecessary where quality instruction is already in
place, and should improve instruction where it is
not (po 30).
Haney

(1985)

suggests

that we

should be

looking

at

educational testing that has us examine and experiment "with
our educational assumptions, ideas, and practices .••. What is
common

is

'educational

testing'

as

a

human

attitude,

a
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willingness to critically examine educational practice, not
just with test scores--numbers--but with other people involved
in teaching and learning" (p. 13).

Glaser (1985) sees that

new approaches in testing and teaching will make it possible
for all to reach standards that were once expected from only
a small segment of the population.

Testing does not now serve

as anything more than an indicator of present conditions but
it could "shape progress effectively toward ... standards" (p.
45) •

Use of Norm-Referenced Standardized Tests
Introduction
The discussion of curriculum; instruction and assessment
above, seems polar.

Those talking about current assessment

practices have one thing to say about curriculum, instruction
and

assessment,

and

those

talking

about

new,

potential

assessment practices have something quite different to say.
A description of current testing practices is offered in this
section, and a description of future testing practices in the
next section.
The discussion in this section focuses on tests sometimes
called "standardized," sometimes "norm-referenced," sometimes
just "NRTs."

In Arizona, mention of the "ITBS" or the "Iowa"

suffices to describe the subject of this section.
clarification is in order.

Some
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Finch (1990) provides enlightenment on the names given to
tests such as the Iowa Test of Basic Skills.

"standardized,"

"norm-referenced," and "national" are words that, together,
describe

what

the

ITBS

does.

The

use

of

the

word

"standardized" alone does not because any test (district-made,
state,

national)

conditions

may

that is given and scored under the same
be

said

to

be

"standardized."

"Norm-

referenced" tests as well as "criterion-referenced" tests may
be considered "standardized" but they are constructed in
different ways and deliver scores in different·ways.
referenced" test,

of course,

A "norm-

bases item selection on the

ability of an item to distinguish in a norming population
between those who know and those who don't and reports scores
as comparisons between the test-taker and the population used
to make the distinctions.

A "criterion-referenced" test bases

item selection on what someone has decided students should
know and reports scores according to how close the test-taker
came to reaching 100% competency on what someone said students
should know.

"National" or "nationally normed" describes

tests developed for national use,
curriculum

nationally,

and

reflecti~g

normed

with

representing the demographics of the country.
norms also exist.

a sample of
populations

Local and state

Thus, to be absolutely proper, the ITBS

should be called a "nationally normed, standardized test."
"Standardized" will often be used in this study as a shortcut
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to all that language,

but it is,

in fact,

an inaccurate

portrayal of such tests.
Another aspect of standardized tests that should be
clarified is that they are usually multiple-choice.

Sometimes

it is the fact that they are multiple-choice and not the fact
that they are normed or the fact that they are standardized
that makes them objectionable to people.
How prevalent are such tests?

Since 1980, Arizona has

given a norm-referenced standardized test to every first
through twelfth grader (in 198'8,

1989, and 1990 to every

second through eleventh grader with 1,000 students sampled in
grades one and twelve each year) . . with an average of 35,000
students at every grade level each 'year the Department of
Education has administered 420,000 tests per year from 1980 to
1989 or 3,780,000 tests, plus 352,000 in 1989, 1990, and 1991
each for an approximate total of 4,836,000 tests over the last
eleven years.

The budget has averaged $850,000 per year for

a total of about $9,350,000 over the last eleven years.
Testing time is approximately a week in length, which means
approximately 25 hours of instructional time per year devoted
to actual testing.

For a student who began school in 1980 and

in 1990 was a junior and is exempt this year from twelfth
grade testing, 275 hours of school life have been spent in
actual testing.

This figure does not include classroom or

district testing: it also does not include special testing for
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placement

in

bilingual/ESL,

education

programs.

It

giftl)d,

does

not

Chapter
include

I

or

time

special
for

test

preparation activities.
Neill and Medina (1989) report that "U.S. public schools
administered 105 million standardized tests to 39.8 million
students during the 1986-87 school year.

That's an average of

more than two and half standardized tests per student per
year. At that rate, by the time a student graduates, he or she
has been forced to take 30 standardized tests"

(p.

688).

These figures also do not incl~de tests for placement and
evaluation in compensatory and special education programs,
screening tests, and the GED.
Some say the tests are fine; it's the way they are used
that is not.
Some

say

others say the tests themselves are the problem.

both,

citing

teachers and teaching.

effects

on

students,

curriculum,

others look beyond personal eff·ects to

how well tests evaluate school effectiveness.

This section

looks first at the purposes and uses of standardized tests,
then at problems with the tests themselves.

Finally,

examines

curriculum,

the

effects

teachers and teaching,

of testing

on students,

it

and how well tests evaluate school

effectiveness.

Use and Purpose
Perhaps the problem with current testing is a problem of
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purposes.

An Education Week chart (Dimensions, April 10,

1991) demonstrated that forty-seven states have state testing
programs.

Of these, 38 use the tests to monitor, 23 use the

tests as gatekeeping devices, 20 use them as indicators of the
need to remediate, and 9 use them to distribute funds (p. 7).
Obviously, some states use tests for multiple purposes.
LeMahieu and Wallace (1986) posit either diagnostic or
evaluative purposes and state, "Tests can be particularly well
suited to serve one or the other function, but rarely if ever,
are they appropriate for both'" (p. 13).
(1989)

give

slightly

Wallace's dual uses.

different

words

Neill and Medina
to

LeMahieu's

and

They discuss use of test scores to

measure student progress and educational goals.

Schools use

tests to regulate student progress (tracking, placement in
special

programs,

promotion,

readiness);

to

monitor

educational goals and curricula for which they "focus on
narrow, quantifiable skills at the expense of less easily
quantifiable
abilities"

and
(p.

more
693) ;

complex
and

to

academic
align

and

nonacademic

curricula

"which

subordinates the process of curriculum development to external
testing priorities and, for all intents and purposes, the test
becomes the curriculum" (p. 694).
Problems with testing as an instructional tool and an
evaluative tool are discussed in more detail in the sUbsection
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on effects of testing and using testing to evaluate school
effectiveness.
Anastasi

(1989)

suggests that the real

problem with

standardized tests is their users.

Users deliberately intend

to

in test usage,

seek to

shortcut or shift decision-making responsibility,

or have

destroy truth,

insufficient

or

are

faulty

negligent

knowledge

about

testing.

She

recommends training test users and requiring that they file
test user qualification forms.

Shepard (1989)

responds to

Anastasi's fix of the blame: Test developers must bear at
least equal responsibility for test misuse;
"actively invite inappropriate test use"

in fact,

(pp.

40-1).

they
She

cites several early childhood screening devices, the National
Teacher Examinations, Cannell's report on inflated scores, and
district use of old tests and old norms to report inflated
scores as evidence of the invitation.
Cannell, a physician, noticed something that later became
known as The Lake Wobegon effect, after Garrison Keillor's
radio show where all the children are above average.

In a

letter to Arizona Senator Jacque steiner (1988), Cannell warns
of the "deceptive nature of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills" (p.
1) that reports that Arizona achievement is above the national
norm

(along with

49

other states and 90%

districts in the country).

of the school

Cannell filed a consumer fraud

complaint citing figures about the percent of students above
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average,

the

districts

to

cost

of

achieve

testing,
higher

and

the

scores

methods

used

(purchasing

by
low

socioeconomic/inner city norms or those with a high percentage
of special education students).
Carwile (1990) attempts a tongue-in-cheek solution to the
problem Cannell raises--the reporting of scores according to
norms.

liThe nature of the percentiles is that, no matter how

you line up the scores, half will be below average and half
above.

And no matter how hard you work to improve, half must

needs fall below the other half'" (p. 79).

Her solution is to

mix pigs into the test population so they would be the ones to
fall below the fiftieth percentile.
upon reading about Cannell.

She abandons her plan

She declares:

The new process is like taking a stack of group
test results and putting them in the top box,
leaving the bottom box empty.
Then you declare
that the top box contains half of the scores. The
invisible scores in the "bottom!! 50 percentiles
appear only when grants are requested for remedial
education.
I think maybe it's done with mirrors
(p. 80).
Carroll (no date) and Feinberg (1988) elaborate on other
problems: teachers familiar with tests over the long years of
their

u~age

and districts preparing students for the tests

(the norming groups take them "cold").

Fiske (1988) reports

that the test makers do not dispute the problems and adds to
those listed above the fact that there is no industry standard
about what students take the test.

Cannell says that the
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bottom line is money. "The testing industry wants to sell lots
of tests, and the school superintendents desperately need high
and improving scores.

Therefore, it is impossible to have a

test where half of the students will be reported to be above
average and half below" (in Fiske, 1988, p. B8).
Test makers have responded to criticism about industry
standards by issuing the Code of Fair Testing Practice in
Education (Joint Committee on Testing Practices, 1988) which
lists standards for both developers and users in four general
areas with a total of 21 specific recommendations for each
group.

Education Daily

("Major Testing Companies," 1988)

reported that the code,

according to some critics,

lacks

teeth.
Haladyna,

Haas,

and

Nolen

(1989)

provide

a

general

overview of problems related to the testing context, problems
they call "test pollution." Three major sources of pollution,
which make test scores untrustworthy, are test preparation
activities

(teaching

testwiseness,

increasing

student

motivation, teaching to a test-based curriculum, preparing
test-based objectives, teaching items similar to those on the
test, excusing low-performing students from testing, cheating,
and presenting actual items from the test); situational test
score pollutants (test anxiety, stress, fatigue, the timed
nature

of

the

tests,

lack of motivation,

recopying

and

checking answer sheets); and exogenous factors (motivation,
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language deficits, socioeconomic context, family mobility, and
family and home influences).
Madaus (1988) thinks test problems are a result of their
use in high-stakes ways and argues for a lowering of the
stakes, not abandonment of the tests.

Cizek (1990) warns that

such tests should not be thrown out; we should not "jettison
the tests we have because they don't do everything we wish
they could" (p. 64).

Problems with the Tests Themselves
Perhaps an evaluation of standardized tests according to
the standards of objectivity, reliability, bias, validity and
other typical criteria will be helpful.

FairTest (no date)

suggests that standardized tests are wrongly called objective-only the machine scoring is objective; the item selection,
wording, content, correct answer, and choice of detractors are
all sUbjective.

Reliability.
says no,

Are standardized tests reliable?

because they have measurement error,

FairTest

especially

evident in young children and at the extremes of skill or
ability,

and they do not accurately reflect differences,

making small differences appear large.

For example, on the

SAT, two students' scores must differ by at least 138 points
out of 1200 before the SAT

is willing to say that the
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students' measured abilities are really different.

The SAT

according to Bracey (1990d) was normed in 1941 on a very
different population from the 1990 testing group and the
reported differences of 14 points on language and 76 points on
mathematics "I'd bloody well calL .. a miracle," he said, not
a disaster for education (p. 36).

Neill and Medina (1989)

find

is

that

reliability

over

time

seldom measured

or

reported.

Bias.

Harmon (1990) defines bias as "in the psychometric

community ... the over- or under-prediction of performance on a
criterion"

(p.

31).

She defines

bias

educationally

as

something in the test or test item that causes it "to measure
differentially in different populations" (p. 32).

She states

that "it is when the test is used as the sole predictor of
success or failure, when an absolute cutoff score is defined,
that we open ourselves to a kind of classification bias" (p.
32).

It is the classification bias that Neill and Medina

confront when they describe tests that assume a white, middle
class background and reward those who can quickly choose, not
think or create.
Neill and Medina (1989) suggest that the tests are biased
against ESL students taking the exam in English; that the form
of English is an elaborated, stylized form particular to some
socioeconomic groups; that dialects and " interpretive language
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differences that. are related to culture, income or gender" (p.
692) get in the way; that individuals "exhibit different ways
of knowing and problem solving" (p. 692); that the questions
assume a cultural experience or perspective; and that they are
timed, which is a disadvantage for some cultures.
Banks (1991) offers an indictment of the SAT's resolution
of bias, reporting that the earliest version was adjusted
until boys performed as well as girls but that the latest
versions place the problem on the student not the test.
states,

He

"Distorted assumptions and conceptual biases have

rendered most aptitude tests practically useless for their
stated purpose but incredibly effective at the hidden agenda
of social control and legitimation of mobility structures" (p.
32) .

Validity.

Are standardized tests valid?

No, according

to literature already cited, they are based on 19th century
behaviorist psychological principles that say learning can be
broken down into small bits, and they do not reflect current
knowledge that children actively make meaning using what they
already know.

Madaus

in an

interview

(McClellan,

1989)

declares that "as long as one of the prevailing metaphors of
schooling is the factory or the production line, tests will
fit right into the metaphor" (p. 643).

Romberg (1989a) in his

discussion of the paradigm change in mathematics agrees.
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Neill and Medina (1989)

question validity,

suggesting

that content validity means comparing student scores on one
test to scores on another or to grades.

Construct validity is

"rarely reported by test makers even though knowledge of a
test's construct validity is essential

for

assessing how

useful and accurate that test will be in practice" (p. 690).
Neill and Medina suggest that construct validity is a matter
of BOGSAT--Bunch of Guys sitting Around a

Table--whereby

subject matter specialists "pass" on content.
If current tests were really valid, they would measure
real

achievement.

studies

of

whether

a

its

In a
kind,"

school

recent study,
Koretz

district ~ s

(RAND,
high

"one of the first
1991)

test

misleading picture of achievement" (p. 6).

"investigated

scores

present

a

Koretz and others

from the RAND corporation compared 'test results from similar
districts to scores from actual performances in a subj ect
area.

"As educators may have feared, they found wide gaps

between the two sets of scores"

(p.

6).

Koretz discussed

preliminary results with Rothman, Education Week editor, and
reported large discrepancies, particularly in mathematics, "a
difference

of

15

to 16 percentile points.

In terms

of

academic months, that's a difference of eight academic months.
For kids

in the spring of third grade,

difference" (p. 6).

that's a

sizable

Koretz explains the difference in terms

of students being prepared for what was on the tests the
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district used but not knowing the larger area of curriculum
content the district ·test was supposed to represent.

He

stated, "This has to be a case of narrowing of instruction
people have been warning us about"

(p. 6).

Koretz is not

especially sanguine that a shift to performance-based testing
will take care of the problem, however.
Haertel
validity.

and

Calfee

(1983)

provide

another

look

at

They cite Tyler (1949) who stated that "tests must

actually be based upon the objectives of instruction rather
than simply sampling the content of instruction"

(p. 121).

Bloom, they say, helped identify cognitive and other behaviors
but in his taxonomy encouraged the testing of lower level
behaviors

first

and

"also

reinforced

the

notion

that

objective, paper and pencil achievement tests could be written
to assess virtually any educational objective" (p. 122).

The

behavioral objectives approach permits defining of goals of
instruction as performance on multiple choice tests so that
instruction looks like test items.

Cognitive psychology which

has shaped current learning theory is in direct contradiction
to behaviorism, yet testing proceeds as if behaviorism were
still guiding educational practice.

The authors declare that

the only guide that can establish the validity of a test is
the validity of the curriculum.

Secrecy.

Recently, researchers have begun to comment on
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the problems of secrecy in testing.

The Harvard Graduate

School of Education's report to the Ford Foundation,

The

Prices of Security: The Social, Intellectual and Psychological
costs of Current Assessment Practice (1990) says that secrecy
of test items (so they can be reused for many years) "denies
[everyone] the opportunity to ensure that the goals defined by
the

assessment

instruments

match

their

own"

(p.

2) .

Recommended in this report are "large, publicly available data
bases of reviewed and signed problems in a wide variety of
school subject areas" (p. 115). 'Wiggins (1990c) commented in
this book that the "mind consequences" of having to guess are
severe:

"Students become intellectually sloppier and more

timid as they age"

(p. 79).

begets student secrecy.

Says Wiggins,

"Test secrecy

Students learn to fear admitting

ignorance or offering unusual responses"

(p. 79).

Calling

such testing iiGotcha!" testing, Wiggins compares the situation
to "The Emperor's New Clothes" whereby the secret yarn is the
psychometrician's skill at imposing statistics on learning.
These skills "pervert judgment, causing self-deception ..•• "
(p.

85).

"To

learn

to

be

self-regulating,

competent

performers, creators, or workers we must be taught and able to
practice the tasks and standards by which we will be judged,"
says Wiggins

(p.

85).

anathema for learners.

Secrecy is sacred for testmakers,
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Format.
referenced

Burns
tests

(1972)

have

many

points
of

out

the

that

same

referenced tests do, and additional ones.

criterion-

problems

norm-

It's the multiple

choice format, he argues, that gets in the way of learning.
Feinberg (1990) claims that "the form of the test seems to
make little difference," at least as far as placement and
admission purposes are concerned
disagrees entirely.

(po

3).

Solomon

(1991)

In comments on the changed SAT, Solomon

declares that the move to multiple choice testing "signaled
the decline of quality education because it changed the way
teaching and learning were performed"

(p.

32)

"Multiple

choice testing," he says, "generates a different, stunted, and
anti-intellectual approach to teaching and learning. When one
constructs a multiple choice test, one cannot ask the obvious-else, all students get perfect scores" (p. 34)

Solomon cites

his experience as a business statistics professor when he gave
essay questions:
Questions such as, What is the meaning of a
standard deviation? provide a wealth of fertile
turf for discussion, elaboration, and most of all
true understanding.
To ask a student just to
compute a standard deviation is not useful because
after obtaining the answer, he or she may have no
notion of its meaning or significance (po 34).
Harmon (1990) agrees: Format makes a big difference.

She

cites a comparison between scores for the same mathematics
test using different formats.

Those using manipulati ves

scored "some 46 points higher than those who received the
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problem in word form alone" (p. 39).
Not

everyone

sees

standardized tests.

problems

in

norm-referenced

Test authors and publishers in particular

have defended their tests.
College Board Review,

Feinberg (1990), writing in The

suggests~

first, that the move away from

norm-referenced tests is premature and, second, is based on an
incorrect

analysis

of

current

tests.

In

answer

to

the

accusation that tests measure low level skills or discrete
facts, Feinberg asserts, "First, a test of knowledge is not
necessarily simplistic ...• Secondly, many mul tiple-choice tests
are more than just tests of knowledge"

(p.

7).

She also

claims that knowledge is necessary and must be tested.

In

answer to the accusation that multiple-choice formats limit
thinking to simple recall, she says even free/open response
items

can

written

be

"simple,

essays

can

be

opinions

are

Feinberg's

fill-in-the-blanks
rigid
in

an

and

affairs.

simplistic"

article

in

a

Even

(p.

8).

periodical

published by the organization that markets the SAT where the
two main purposes for testing are individual placement or
admission and evaluating institutions.
"for

the

learning

third
through

main

purpose--the

individual

She concedes that,

direct

diagnosis

and

improvement

of

instructional

feedback--the essay and other free-response exams certainly
can tell more than multiple choice" (p. 13).
Haertel (1990) speaks out quite strongly on the issue of
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the

problems

inherent

in

the

tests

themselves:

"Poorly

designed external tests--instruments that measure no more than
superficial understandings or factual recall--are worse than
no

tests

at

all ...• They

jeopardize

sound

curricula

and

instruction" (p. 19).

Effects of Testing
On students.

The problems apparently inherent in the

tests themselves cast doubt on the use of standardized test
scores
Johnston

to

track,

(no date)

place,

monitor,

and promote

looks at the gate-keeping

testing which sorts and selects students.

students.

function

of

He criticizes the

search for the pure, the "untouched by human minds" measure
that results from psychometrics and ignores the fact that
education is "concerned with aspects of mental activity which
we cannot see"
measurement.

(p. 2).

He says,

"There is no 'objective'

Tests are constructed by people with their

particular frame of reality,

responded to by people within

their constitution of reality, and responses are analyzed by
people within their own version of reality" (p. 2).
What about the effect of testing on students?

Jervis

(1989) reports on testing from a student's point of view; his
behavior

during

testing

changes

from

being

"funny

(even

witty), friendly, observant, artistic .... cooperative" (p. 11)
to sullen,

outspoken,

resistant, arid anxious.

A classroom
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teacher, Johnson (1991), describes her classroom:
Then, on March 25, the California Test of Basic
Skills arrives in the night.
Suddenly I have to
put the chairs and desks in rows,
everyone
separated from each other.
Suddenly there is a
rule: No talking during this test.
Suddenly
nothing else happens at school except this one fat
purple booklet full of little circles to fill in
(p. 100).
The test doesn't make sense to her students: "No one ••• in this
class would ever write such a short sentence, unless it was an

'I like' sentence; nO,one would be reading sentences so short
in the real books they are used 1:,0 reading" (p. 100).

Johnson

reports that the testing makes no sense to students and they
simply bubble in the circles any way they can to get the test
over.

Then, "the first aftertest stories [they write] are the

most extravagantly imaginary stories they have written" (p.
101).

Most distressing to Johnson is that "the test has made

them doubt; they wonder if their writing is

'right'; they

wonder if they can read, after all" (p. 101).
Paris, Turner and Lawton (1990) looked at testing from a
psychological point of view instead of a
political point of view.
students

in

disillusionment

several

psychometric or

They found that testing affects
ways:

(students

move

the
from

development

self-confidence

of
to

suspicion about the tests to resignation about what the scores
say

about

them);

2.

utilizing

shortcuts

to

thinking

(transferring from test situations to other situations the
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tips

for

testing

which

are

detrimental

to

higher-level

thinking); 3. debilitating effects of test anxiety (serious
for all students but compounding the problem for less able
students).

They summarize:

There
is
increasing
skepticism .... increasing
anxiety about social comparisons .... older students
show increasing dissatisfaction with their test
preparation,
strategies,
and
feedback ..• older
students report less effort and motivation to do
their best .... older students report using more
counterproductive strategies that are shortcuts to
task completion rather than strategies designed for
thoughtfulness
and
mastery .... low
achieving
students may suffer the most humil iation and be
forced to abandon legitimate efforts to succeed (p.
14) •

Ravitch and Finn (1987) reinforce the counterproductive
strategies students use.

On the NAEP history and literature

assessment
what we saw repeatedly in examining wrong answers
was evidence that many boys and girls have become
"testwise. "
They have learned, sometimes from
experience, sometimes from direct instruction, that
there is a technique to answering multiple choice
questions.
The canny test-taker eliminates the
clearly wrong answers, then makes a calculated
guess
between
the
rema~n~ng
reasonable
possibilities. Smart kids can "psych out" the test
makers by using good, test-taking strategies. The
difficulty is that the test then rewards students
not on the basis of what is ostensibly tested, but
on their mastery of test-taking skills (p. 247).

On Curriculum.

Pipho (1988) declares that, in this era

of raising scores ("Raising test scores may now be the number
one

unacknowledged

goal

of

schools

in

this

country."),
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curriculum

alignment

raises

some

ethical

issues.

Those

aligning curriculum to the tests should realize that test
scores should be used for broad inferences, that they sample
from a

broad domain,

and that

teaching to specific test

objectives or items can invalidate the broader inferences.

A

1986 ASCD Update features a cartoon under an article entitled
"wiring Model Curriculum Standards to Tests May Short Circuit
Important

Curriculum

IIcurriculum ll

is

outcomes. II

outfitted

with

A

huge

bulbs

machine

labeled

IIlow

abilities," IIhigh level abilities," and lIattitudes."
first is illuminated.

II I

don't

level

Only the

The output of the machine consists of

bits of paper labeled IIfact. II
other,

called

know

why,

but

One custodian says to the
every

time

we

wire

the

curriculum standards to the tests, we blow those two bulbs and
a whole mess of trivia flies out II

(p.

1).

Bracey (1986)

retorts to Brickell's statement, lI'If no national test fits
your curriculum, you must know something the other schools
don't.

Or vice versa,"

(p. 534) with a look at a study of

tests to texts that found that the fit of any text to any test
at best was 50%, at worst 21%.
Haertel (1990) suggests that
even if, when first introduced, the tests are
correlated with a
broader range of student
attainments than they actually measure, their
validity may erode with the passage of time. That
is because curricula and instruction are likely to
shrink toward more thorough coverage of the
objectives evaluated, at the expense of the content
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and processes that the tests omit (p. 17).
Popham (1991),

long an advocate of measurement-driven

instruction (MDI) whereby tests of discrete skills drive the
curriculum, concedes that the details of MOI helped teachers
target instruction and score "numerous bullseyes"
However,

(p.

3).

he sees that the specificity of the behavioral

objectives is both a strength and a weakness:

liThe very

clarity that fostered the creation of on-target and effective
instructional sequences also tended to drive out off-target
and worthwhile instruction" (p. 3).

On Teachers and Teaching.

What about the use of tests

for improving instruction and the effect on teachers?
work of Darling-Hammond and Wise
cited.

(1985)

The

has already been

They undertook a study of the effects of testing on

classroom and instruction, with mixed results.

Some of the 43

teachers in the study reported "altered curriculum emphasis,
teaching students how to take tests, teaching students for the
test (specific preparation for the test), having less time to
teach and feeling under pressure" (p. 319).

Nolen, Haladyna

and Haas (1989), surveyed Arizona teachers and administrators
about their use of test scores and reported that most teachers
did not use scores for most of the typical uses listed on the
survey.

Administrators

reported

some

use

to

identify

curricular strengths and weakness and to evaluate school
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effectiveness.

Smith's Arizona research already cited (1990)

found that teachers taught differently when they prepared
students for either district or state tests and made the same
distinctions between their instructional techniques.
Applebee's and Brossell's (1985) previously cited study
of

instructional

testing

change

strengthens

testing.

the

directly
view

related

that

to

teaching

a

change

changes

in
for

Teachers made a short expository essay a teaching

priority once it was tested.

In the Romberg,

Zarinnia and

Williams study (1989), already cited, testing in mathematics
was found to affect teaching.
Wise (1988)
from tests.

looked at the curricular changes mandated

His now-famous phrase summarizes those mandates:

"In effect, mandates say to many elementary school teachers:
don't teach everything,

just teach the basics; don't teach

children to read,

just teach reading skills;

children to write,

just teach them to fill

don't teach

in the blanks;

don't teach them to think, just teach them to give the right
answers II (p. 330).
Haney (1985) states that the uses of testing "have more
to do with the bureaucratic nature of schools than the real
stuff of education, namely individual teachers teaching and
individual
feedback,

students learning"
the

imperfect

fit

learning, the need for security

(p.

5).

of

tests

With no
and

immediate

teaching

and

"How does [90 days in jail
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for breaching test security] square with the theory that good
teachers should make clear to students their expectations for
learning?"(p. 6) -- tests serve teachers poorly in improving
instruction.
Speaking of jail, teachers under considerable pressure to
demonstrate high test scores may employ methods that are, at
the least, unethical and, at the most, illegal.

Popham (1991)

studied the appropriateness of test-preparation activities.
using

two standards,

professional ethics

and educational

defensibility, he surveyed educators to see how they would
evaluate five test preparation strategies.

Use of a previous

form of the test was declared professionally ethical but not
educationally defensible; use of a current form neither one.
General test taking strategies were declared professionally
ethical and educationally defensible as was practice with
different formats, but practice with the same format of the
test was declared professionally ethical but not defensible
educationally.

Popham agreed with the results of the survey

in all but one case; he says that practice with a previous
form is not professionally ethical.

Prell and Prell (1986)

trace the history of test-wiseness and discuss testwiseness as
a source of variance on educational tests,

even when the

coaching is re!atively benign, that is, not content-specific.
Vann (1991) provides a principal's perspective on test
preparation activities:

"Keep in mind we are not talking
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about

preparing

children

how

to

think

inductively

or

deductively, how to analyze analogies, nor how to synthesize
information

to

any

great

preparing children,

degree;

we

are

talking

largely by repetitious drill,

about

to pass

minimum competency tests" (p. 99).
Howard Gardner

in an

Harvard Education Letter
1988)

interview with

editors of The

("Alternatives to standardized,"

would like to see teachers recognized as assessment

experts.
opposite

Instead,

"most test reform has made exactly the

assumption,

that

teachers

are

obstacles

to

be

circumvented" (p. 5).
One effect of. current testing practice on teachers is
their own classroom tests which are,
(1990)

largely recall.

according to Bracey

So are oral questions.

Stiggins

(1988) reports that most classroom assessments are "dominated
by

questions

information"

that

ask

(p. 365).

students

to

recall

facts

and

This has an effect on students who

conceptualize learning as recalling facts

and information

because that's v/hat's valued and tested ("Will this be on the
test, Miss Jones?").

Stiggins feels the problem is a matter

of

than

training

(more

the

conventional

educational

measurement undergraduate class) and having some good models.
In a 1991 article, Stiggins campaigned for assessment literacy
for teachers and all other consumers, creators, and users of
tests.
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Demster in a current (1991) article advocates exactly the
classroom testmaking strategies stiggins fears.

Memory and

retention of discrete facts through massed and then spaced
testing

is

the

focus

of

Demster's

recommendations,

with

testing conferring "substantial benefits on the retention of
the

same material

tested at

a

later date,

even when

no

corrective feedback is provided and when there are no further
study opportunities" (p. 72).
The American Federation of Teachers, the National Council
on

Measurement

Association

in

Education,

produced

a

and

booklet

the
to

development of their own expertise
(1990).

Somewhat

conventional,

National
guide

in

Education

teachers

on

assessing students

this

document

describes

several teacher roles and seven standards.
A more subtle effect of testing on teachers is a sense of
disenfranchisement.

Calfee and Hiebert

notion that testing makes

teachers

(1987)

explore the

look like

"a team of

workers sorting and grading apples" (p. 51).
reflects

on

the

effect

of

the

New

York

Mathison (1990)
State

science

assessment, which, because it was administered in a way it
shouldn't have been, will make teachers realize how powerless
they

are.

"In

the

face

of

much

talk

about

teacher

professionalism, these teachers will see their professional
judgment eroded by the testing process"

(pp. 12-3).

smith

(1990) describes the pernicious effects of testing on teachers
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as

feelings

of

"anxiety,

shame,

loss

of

esteem,

and

.'

alienation."

She says

One must sit with them in the initial faculty
meetings when school expectations are laid out,
follow them as they collect formidable piles of
textbooks,
teaching
manuals,
and
the
other
materials they are required to cover, observe their
everyday classroom life through the school year,
watch their sometimes frenzied preparation for the
tests themselves, examine what topics and subject
matter gets slighted or left by the wayside for the
sake of the tests, and finally learn what reactions
to these experiences are incorporated into the
teachers' identities and subsequent definitions of
teaching (p. 89).
This Smith and other researchers did at two schools in
Arizona.

They found that publishing scores brought about

shame and anger and resolve to do better and that teachers'
own beliefs about the invalidity of the tests in describing
their

own

students

and the

need

to

raise

feelings of "dissonance and alienation"

scores

(p.

led

to

Also,

276).

teachers felt guilty because they knew how the tests affected
students,

especially

young

children

and

felt

they

were

shortcutting the curriculum, especially for what some children
need.

Finally, teachers felt their work had become deskilled.
One other effect of testing on teachers and teaching is

the use of test scores for teacher evaluation.

Haertel (1986)

suggests that such use is risky but proposes a system that can
be

devised

to

be

"effective,

affordable,

fair,

defensible, and politically acceptable" (p. 45).
includes

appropriate

teacher

comparison

legally

His system
groups

and
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supplementary information from student achievement portfolios
and attendance data.

still, he cautions, test scores "as

policy tools ... must at best be blunt instruments" (p. 51).

Evaluating School Effectiveness
But,

do

current

tests

help

in

evaluating

school

effectiveness? To look at that role of testing, one must look
at testing and policy-making.

Madaus, in an interview with

McClellan (1989) reported that tests "are now used to drive
policy, not just to inform policy makers about the status of
schools"

(p.

642).

Brown

(1989)

found that educational

success rested on the scores; schools doing well on the tests
paid little attention to them and schools doing poorly paid a
lot of attention to the scores. Ascher (1990) reports that
tests have the greatest influence in low-achieving urban
schools

where

curriculum

is

adapted

more

to

the

test,

instruction resembles test-taking'and the funding allocation
for testing materials is likely to be higher than other areas.
Mathison (1990) sees testing as a control mechanism in
the schools and cites the recent New York fourth grade science
test as an example of making schools change through testing.
Powell (no date) writes in The Des Moines Register that test
scores are used to sell real estate, but no one knows what
they mean.

Resnick and Resnick (1989) describe test scores as

signaling the need for reform: "Get those scores up."
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Madaus (1988) delivers the key sermon on the effect of
testing

on

schools.

(internal/external)
Externally

imposed,

He
and

looks

power

high

at

(high

stakes

source

of

stakes/low

tests

control
stakes).

(adjectives

describe most standardized testing in this country)

that
inform

policy makers and result in administrative mechanisms.

The

impact on administrator practices and school organizations is
seen primarily in pupil placement decisions.
put students

The scores that

in special programs mean adjustment of all

programs and school schedules.
the result of score declines.

Improvement plans are often

sometimes money for remediation

is granted to schools showing poorly on standardized tests
(with just a whisper of a suspicion that schools like getting
more money that way).

The result of the remediation is spot-

teaching to be sure that students do better on the next test.
Inflated reports of gains may result from structural change to
produce better test scores.

Drop-out rates may also go up.

Accountability seems to be the watchword for schools and
testing.

Test scores are seen as the accountability tool.

In

the era of schooling by management, tests have been seen as
giving "more bang for the buck" (Pipho in Elliott, 1989, p.
1).

Madaus (in Brandt, 1989) worries more about the sanctions

and rewards related to testing results than about the tests
themselves.

He sees that policy based on test scores will

make schools behave like the airlines which adjusted their
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schedules to make their on-time records look good when the FAA
began to publish those records.

Haney and Madaus (1989) feel

that current tests "give false information about the status of
learning

in

the

nation's

schools"

(p.

684)

among

other

defects.
The issue of school effectiv'eness is sometimes an issue
centered around control.
or the district?

Who's in control?

Or the state?

Who uses standardized test

scores to reward or sanction schools?
shared

control--a

"simultaneously

management system.

The local school

Honig (1987) pleads for
loose

and

tightened

You define what you want in general so

that people have the same definition .... but you are loose
enough so that you have flexibility in implementation" (p. 7).
The American Association of School Administrators,
group naturally

concerned about testing

as

a

method

a
for

evaluating school effectiveness,

issued a

"Testing: Where We Stand" (1990).

In it, they sound an alarm

on the issue of student testing.
single standardized

~est

pamphlet called

Concerns about the use of a

score as gatekeeper, the norming gap,

the tendency to misuse or misinterpret test scores, and the
limitation of tests to those that test basic skills when the
national outcry is for higher-level thinking skills are raised
in this booklet.
of

tests,

assessments;

The booklet supports more frequent renorming

criterion-referenced
favors

doing

testing

away

with

and

teacher-made

truth-in-testing
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legislation

which

undermines

reliability of tests;

accuracy,

validity,

and/or

opposes curriculum-alignment when it

means teaching to the test; opposes overtesting; recommends
going beyond standardized testing and making fair comparisons
and releasing test scores with accurate information; opposes
minimum

competency

testing,

especially

when

used

for

promotion; encourages employment of a district testing effort;
and recommends resistance to testing efforts that would create
a national curriculum. It also applauds efforts to develop "a
new generation of assessments that will measure higher-level
thinking skills" (p. 2).
Darling-Hammond and Wise

(1985)

offer a philosophical

point of view on public policy, testing and education.
Green,

"Public policy is a

social ideals.

crude

instrument

Citing

for securing

We would not use a drop-forge to quarter a

pound of butter or an axe to perform heart surgery.

Public

policy is the drop-forge or the axe of social change ... " (p.
332) •

Darling-Hammond and Wise suggest that the tools of

public policy are aimed not at the advancement of specific
benefits

but

at

the

prevention

of

specific

evils.

Unfortunately, minimizing evil is a function of public policy,
but maximizing good may not be.

Thus, test scores to evaluate

school effectiveness with policy results may be like a dropforge

and

schools.

do more

to

minimize

evil

and

less

to

benefit
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It

appears,

then,

that

standardized,

national

norm-

referenced tests do not serve teaching and learning well, from
the

point

of

view

of

student

learning,

improvement

of

instruction, or measuring school effectiveness.

Use of Alternative Assessments
Introduction
"New" or "different" are inaccurate though often-used
descriptions

of

the

standardized

tests.

alternatives
They

performance tests can be

are

found

to

norm-referenced,

neither.
in the arts,

Examples

of

in tests of

athletic ability, in vocational assessments (especially work
sample tests), in tests of physical dexterity, in evaluations
of

on-the-j ob

performance

(including measures

of

teacher

effectiveness), in tests of oral language, in foreign language
tests, and in other fields such as law where bar exams require
essays.

Applicants for a superintendent's job in Phoenix had

to submit several pieces of writing about issues the district
was facing.

Both the written and oral doctoral exams

examples of performance testing.

are

Performance testing, or some

version of it, goes back to the Army/Navy World War I tests,
or even further back, to the English system of giving oral
exams.

Some say performance testing goes back further, even

to Biblical times.

In Judgments 12,

Verses 5 and 6,

the

Gilead guards gave a performance test to members of Ephraim's
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tribe when they wanted to cross the Jordan River.

Told to

pronounce "Shibboleth" they failed to pronounce the "h," gave
themselves

away,

and

were

membership

in the tribe

killed,

(In Cizek,

even
1991,

after
p.

denying

695,

citing

Mehrens and Lehmann, Measurement and Evaluation in Education
and Psychology, 1984, p. 575).
Fitzpatrick and Morrison as early as 1971 were describing
the simulation of reality that is known as performance or
product

evaluation.

In

their

chapter

in

Educational

Measurement (which has been deleted from later editions), they
discuss the range of simulation available in testing and the
relationship of fidelity and validity and reliability.
describe several
situational

types of test situations

tests,

in-basket

tests,

They

that qualify--

work-sample

tests,

projects, contests, and rehearsed performances--and discuss
how such tests can be developed.
Shulman (1988) describes new ventures in teacher training
and

teacher

assessment,

ventures

performance-based assessments.
of

portfolios

particular

illustrating

subjects

collaboration with

under

others.

that

lean

towards

These include the compilation
work

done

school
These

with

students

conditions
are

judged by

and

in
in

content

specialists trained to judge both subject knowledge and the
ability to teach that knowledge.
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writing Assessments As Performance Assessments
Perhaps the best known performance tests are writing
assessments.

Many published tests

directly

available

are

to

the

that measure writing

consumer,

complete

with

reliability and validity information. The National Assessment
of Educational Progress has long tested writing directly and
had good results scoring writing samples.
Harrington-Lueker

(1991)

According to

at least 28 states administer a

writing assessment on a state level; districts and schools
also administer writing assessments and score the results.
Many other tests, equally well-known, feature writing as part
of the assessment.

The College Level Examination Program

features writing even in its tests of marketing, computer
programing, macroeconomics, and other sUbjects.

The Advanced

Placement Programs in all subjects, chemistry through music
theory, require writing.

The ACT Proficiency Examinations in

a variety of subjects, from earth science to management of
human

resources,

require

writing.

The

GEDTS

(General

Educational Development Testing Service) requires writing as
part of its certification process in lieu of graduation from
high school.
What makes writing assessment work--that is,
"subjective"--is the scoring process.

not be

Cooper (1977) has found

reliability rates as high as 97%; this means that two trained
scorers, independently scoring the papers but referencing a
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rubric and anchors, standardize their scoring enough to award
the same score to papers 97% of the time.
the cases,
"secret"

For the other 3% of

a third scorer settles the differences.
is

use

of

specific

criteria

(internalized

The
or

explicit) called a rubric, use of anchors (papers that match
the rubric at the various scoring points), extensive training
on both with a common set of papers so that scorers "agre,e to
agree" to use the rubric and anchors to award scores, and
various methods of calibration or vigilance so that scorers do
not "drift" too far from use of "the rubric and anchors.
writing used to be tested indirectly--perhaps still is,
in some areas--on multiple choice exams that required students
to locate errors in sentences or choose the best detail for a
topic sentence.
of writing

These exams really tested only a small part

(editing--and a rather invalid type of editing

because students found errors in manufactured sentences, not
their own) or reading.

Although not perfected, scoring of

writing performance allowed writing to be assessed directly
and has come a long way in thirty years.

Now the techniques

of scoring writing assessments are opening up worlds of
alternative assessment for other subjects.

Wiener (1986)

commends English teachers for wrestling "with the issue of
testing student writers and [devising] an assessment system
whose history is a notable model for the profession at large"
(p. 13).

She suggests the next step: "The development of
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current tests for writers is a paradigm for how other liberal
studies faculties can shape valid assessment programs that
reflect the important tenets of their disciplines" (p. 13).
The yield: "a paradigmatic alternative to what is frequently
mindless quantification" (p. 15)-.
proponents

of

alternative

It is no accident that many

as~essment

strategies,

such

as

wiggins, are former English teachers.

Types
suggests

of writing Assessment
a

assessment.

taxonomy, for

scoring.

organizing

Cooper

(1977)

of

writing

types

According to this taxonomy I

holistic writing

assessment is "any procedure which stops short of enumerating
linguistic, rhetorical, or informational features of a piece
of writing"

(p. 4).

Cooper (1977) elaborates:

Some holistic procedures may specify a number of
particular features and even require that each
feature be scored separately, but the reader is
never required to stop and count or tally incidents
of the feature.
The reader uses the list of
features only as a general guide--a set of
reminders,
a way of' focusing--in reaching a
holistic judgment (p. 4).
Lloyd-Jones
another way.

(1977)

distinguishes counting from holistic in

He describes counting as "atomistic"

and states

that holistic scoring requires that papers be considered "only
as whole entities" (po 33).

Within the category "atomistic,"

he includes counting T-units as described by Hunt (In Cooper

& Odell, 1977).

Lloyd-Jones (1977) distinguishes two types
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of holistic scoring processes: "those that deal with a piece
of writing as representative of all discourse •... or those that
isolate subcategories of the universe of discourse and rate
writing

samples

in

terms

prescribed range" (p. 34).
impression scoring:

of

their

aptness

within

the

The former is often called general

the latter is primary trait scoring.

Another type of holistic scoring is called analytic trait
scoring.

Cooper is the authority on all three types of

scoring.
Cooper (1977) describes general impression scoring as
"deciding where the paper fits within the range of papers" (po
12).

Some would label "holistic" what Cooper would call the

"general impression" type of holistic scoring, but "holistic"
is the supercategory with

"general

impression,"

"primary

trait" and "analytic trait" categories within it.
Cooper (1977) describes primary trait scoring as focusing
"the rater's attention on just those features of a piece which
are relevant to the kind' of discourse it is" and emphasizes
the

necessity

for

"close

correspondence

of

rhetorically

explicit task and holistic scoring guide" (po 11).
Cooper (1977) describes analytic trait scoring as listing
"the prominent features or characteristics of writing"
7).

(p.

He references Diederich's interpretation of this type

(1974) .
Christopher, Sweedler-Brown and Yamada (1985) contrast
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holistic scoring [otherwise called general impression scoring]
with criterion-referenced scoring with a scoring guide which
would,

theoretically,

highest score.

allow all

students

to

receive

the

The two are seen as IImutually exclusive [but]

in practice the two often merge ll (p. 6).
A

closer

look

at

the

issues

surrounding

writing

assessment will help project issues that may beset proponents
of performance assessments and,
solutions.

perhaps,

suggest possible

Issues of validity, reliability and usability are

discussed.

Practical

matters

relating

to

the

scoring

procedure are explored.

Validity.

The validity of writing assessment scoring

was, for a long time, no problem to researchers.
confident of predictive,

They felt

content and construct validity.

Recent research has brought certain aspects of validity into
question, although most researchers still feel confident that
an assessment of writing is valid because it requires students
to write and provides direct evaluation of what they write.
It is in the particulars of the writing sample that educators
are setting research agendas related to validi.ty.
Most are concerned with the validity of a single snapshot
of writing (Brossell 1987).

Kegley (1986) found that IImodes

of discourse do not appear to be interchangeable for making
decisions about overall writing competency II (p. 147).

Carlson
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and Fowles (1987) call for standards for writing assessment
that look at equivalence of performance from topic to topic.
They also suggest increased clarity about the writing task,
including features that can be identified within the task, so
that competencies can be evaluated independently.
(1988)

finds

fault

with

"narrow

subjects,

Greenberg
implausible

audiences and severely restricted time frames" (p. 13).
also criticizes the assumption that "'writing ability'
stable across different writing tasks and contexts"
Greenberg

(1990)

She
is

(p. 13).

suggests that· validity is "the extent to

which the [test] is identifying skills that faculty agree are
worth

identifying

in

that

instruction or practice"
same viewpoints:

We

construct .•• fail

to

extract
(1987) is

they

(p. 30).

"fail

are

Keech (1983)

to view writing

treat writing as

information about development"
blunt:

modifiable

a

through

shares the

as

a

multiple

process .•• fail
(p.

3).

to

Lehmann,

Generalizing about writing ability across

genres or tasks is not valid.
Brossell (1987) suggests that reading and interpretation
play into a "writing" test: "Students who understand what a
prompt is asking them to do have a better chance of writing
well

than those who do not"

(p.

5).

Krashen

(1986)

is

convinced that, because writing styles and the conventions of
writing are gained through reading for pleasure, writing tests
are

actually

tests

of

reading.

Murphy

and

Ruth

(1990)
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question the idea that "there is only one objective reading of
a topic text" (p. 10).

A seemingly "off-topic" response may

be a function of interpretation of task, not poor writing, and
scoring

should

accommodate

a

range

of

reasonable

interpretations.
Carlson

(1990)

looked

at

construct

validity

in

relationship to writing as process and suggests that "evidence
must be collected to support inferences that the intended
construct actually is being applied"
Langer,

and

Mullis

(1989),

responding

(p.
to

10) .

Applebee,

criticism

that

"process" was not incorporated into the NAEP assessments,
studied a South Carolina assessment that provided enough time
for studen.ts to prewrite, draft, revise, edit, and prepare a
final copy.

They reported that having that time helped, but

that it helped the better writers more than the poor writers.
Pringle
that,

(1990)

looked at ecological validity and predicted

as teachers begin to adapt to the process method of

teaching

(including having a real reason for writing and a

real audience to communicate to), the one-shot writing test
will be .rendered invalid.
and Stiggins

(1985)

He advocates portfolios.

Quellmalz

recommend that writing process be an

important part of writing assessment.
Predictive validity was

examined

by Ammon and

Keech

(1985) who noticed that writing may not get better and may, in
fact, get worse over time with different topics and contexts
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for writing.
earlier

Lucas (1988) concurs.

writing was

better than

In a four-year study,

later writing.

Earlier

writing was narrative; later writing was argumentative.
Applebee and Brossell (1985) looked at three variables
that may confound validity: topic variables, writer variables,
and procedural variables.

The first and third may make a

difference when trying to examine the second.

Brossell (1986)

describes topic, writer, and procedural variables that must be
considered

in preparing

for

testing

and

suggests

that

a

moderate amount of information is better than too much or too
little,

with high specification of audience and

content.

variations in cognitive and experiential demands appear to
produce no significant differences in scores.

Brossell (1987)

suggests that to be "content fair" assessments should allow
topic

selection.

procedure

Conlan

(used by ETS)

and

to

accessible to most writers.

Chambers

(1987)

suggest

select topics which

a

are most

Murphy and Ruth (1988) recommend

that six questions be asked about topics before they are
selected.

Quellmalz

(1982)

recommends

that

for

writing

assessment to be valid situations must be realistic with
writing

goals

that

distinguish

between

the

functional and the desirable goals of competence.

minimally
Schwalm

(1990) looks at the variables that make a writing prompt hard
or difficult.
Froese (1989)

points out that holistic scoring allows
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essay length, sentence length, and spelling errors, which most
say are less relevant features of writing, to dictate scores.
Froese

(1990)

builds upon that theme:

If the content of

writing is superficial, as above, then computers can be used
to score the writing because these are features software can
measure.

Gordon (1990) questions the role of subscores and

whether writing is a "unitary trait" and, if not, how much
discrimination is necessary before different attributes can be
reported.
curry (1985) shows how writing tests may discriminate
against some groups of students and suggests that topics may
be invalid with some because of cultural and socioeconomic
factors.

Duffey and Woodson

(1986)

examined oral-based

writers who "are suspended between oral and textual cultures."
(8)

According to Duffey and Woodson, for such students, a

writing assessment is an invalid instrument.

Purnell and

Ramsey (1985) recommend that readers of minority students'
essays

should

reflect

the

racial

characteristics

linguistic backgrounds of those students.

Simmons

and

(1984)

reported that timed tests resulted in more errors for students
still oral-based in their language learning and emphasized
that

non-standard

English

speakers

and

writers

follow

grammatical rules and are capable of abstract thought.
Larson (1983) declares that tests suggest to students
what writing is and to teachers what writing instruction is.
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So, he recommends
vary
from
test
administration
to
test
administration the writing tasks set before the
student; stipulate an audience for the students to
address and, if possible, a reason for addressing
that audience; if the assigned task requires
students to have some knowledge, furnish at least a
little information on the topic, along with more
specific instructions for the writing task (p. 8).
Quite a

few researchers compare direct with indirect

methods of assessing writing.
of writing?

Are both equally valid measures

Lombard (1988), for example, found that an essay

·test correlates subGtantially wit? a multiple choice "writing"
test.

Lutz (1983) found that multiple choice tests can tap

skills similar to those tapped by essay tests, but multiple
choice tests are more reliable for weak writers, less so with
better writers.

Breland (1987) found that scoring a multiple

choice test of writing is more reliable than essay scoring but
both

in combination remove

scoring multiple essays.

reliability problems ... as does
Galbraith,

(1986)

co~relate

scores on multiple choice tests of writing
with writing samples.

highly

Mann (1988), on the other hand, found

a lack of correlation between the two.
(1984)

reported that

Alloway and Conlan

request that the word "objective"

be dropped from

multiple choice tests: such tests are not objective any more
than

writing

disinterested

assessments

are:

persons ..•. all

artificial ..•. one

can

only

They

are

testing
estimate

"not
is

a

designed

contrived
student's

by
and

total
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performance ll

(p.

2).

Sabban and Kay

(1987)

found little

significant relationship between an objective test of writing
skills and an essay exam.

smith (1979) found a moderately

positive correlation between scores on an objective test of
writing and analytic and general impression scores on an essay
exam, the latter two scores correlating highly.

Reliability.
believe

that

Diederich in 1963 stated,

almost

all

experiments

III honestly

concerning

English

composition that rely on essay grades have been conducted with
tape measures printed on elastic ll (In Hillocks, 1986, p. 100).
He

later

discovered

reliabilities 'far

beyond

that

dire

prediction as did Cooper (1977) who suggests that reliability
as high as .90 for individual writers can be reached.
contention is supported by the work of Britton

His

(Britton,

Martin, and Rosen, 1966; Moslemi, 1975; and Odell, no date, as
reported in Cooper, 1977).

Stalnaker (1934, as reported in

Cooper, 1977) demonstrated that rater reliability increases as
a result of training. ,Diederich (1974, as reported in Cooper,
1977)

establishes

the

criterion

of

an

coefficient for program evaluation and
individual growth.

.80 ,reliability
.90 for measuring

Mitchell and Anderson (1986) report that

more than 70% of the difference in scores on the MCAT essays
was due to
factors.

actual differences

in wri ting and not other
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Cooper (1977) emphasizes, in addition to training, that
raters

be

from

similar backgrounds.

Dieerich

(1974,

as

reported in Cooper, 1977) recommends calibration techniques
such as having scorers check their scoring periodically, every
25 papers, for example.
Causes of variance are explored by numerous researchers.
cooper

(1977)

citing

others

(Braddock,

Lloyd-Jones,

and

Schoer, 1963; McColly, 1970; and Britton, Martin, and Rosen,
1966)

explores

several.

More

recently,

Ferrara

(1987)

examined the effects of essay order on score assignments:
raters of narrative were affected, but raters of explanatory
essays were not affected by order.
Scorer expertise is a concern.

Huot (1988)

looked at

protocols of expert and novice scorers and found that experts
were better and, as they worked, were more personally engaged
in the writing, awarded a score late in their reading, and
were more pleased with their work.
expert readers build a

hypothetical writer as they read,

estimating that writer's
accordingly.

Martin (1987) found that

competence and

awarding

a

score

Peiffer (1988) found no significant difference

in accuracy between first-time and experienced raters,

but

found that they were accurate about 60% of the time.
Readers, despite training and attention to rubrics and
anchors, may be distracted by certain surface features of the
text.

Nyberg (1987) reports that a significant halo effect
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was caused by mechanical errors and second language problems.
Stach (1987) found that holistic scores are most predictable
by looking at mechanics and appearance prior to scoring.
Wolcott (1988)

found that essays that received discrepant

scores were more likely to have

jargon and a number of

spelling errors than were essays that were scored similarly.
On the other hand, the features of writing that account
for significant differences, according to Vall (1989) appear
to be "quality and development of ideas."

Kantz (1989) found

that quality of good writing was the distinguishing factor,
not just the conventions.

Diederich (1964) found that most

raters

"clarity,

could

agree

on

quality,

fertility,

development and support of ideas, and with the relevance of
these ideas to the topic" (In Hillocks, 1986).
most-agreed upon aspects of writing were errors.
was

organization

and

developed accordingly.

analysis.

Diederich's

The second
The third
scale

was

Attention to surface features has made

some researchers uneasy about evaluating the writing of ESL
students, but Janopoulos (1990) found that readers attended
primarily to meaning, as evidenced in written recalls.
Scores also may be biased by the scorer's expectations.
Rigsby and Sullivan (1987) reported on three statistically
significant

interactions

between

readers

and

writers:

over identification, representation of something specific with
a generic description, and statements using "I" and "you" as
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in "I believe that YOu."

Schnapp (1988) found that the way a

scorer views reading affects evaluation of writing.
down,"

interactive,

or

"communal

affect scores on samples.

association"

A "top-

theory can

Hake and Williams (1981) found

that sentences which varied according to agent/action/goal
statements influenced raters who preferred the nominalized
style.
Interestingly, although one might expect to see papers
that are word-processed or typewritten receive better scores,
they do not.

According to a study by Arnold et al. (1990),

"papers converted to word processed versions received lower
scores than in their original handwritten state, and half of
the common final readers indicated a preference for reading
handwritten papers" (p. 5).

Readers were more kindly disposed

to hand-written papers, judged word-processed papers to be too
short, and noticed more surface errors.
Several

researchers commented on the reliability of

scoring at the different scoring points.
(1987)

reported that

less

Henning and Davidson

accuracy can be

found

at the

midpoints of the performance scales.
Cures

for

researchers.

variance
Again,

have

Cooper

been

(1977)

explored

Diederich (1974);

Cooper (1975) ; Sanders and Littlefield (1975).
and

Murray

(1987)

have

numerous

presented the work of

several early researchers in this area:

Atkinson

by

looked

More recently,
at

improving
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reliability by increasing the number of raters or measurements
made and increasing the systematic variance among essays
relative to error variance.

They also recommend controlling

the range and quality of sample papers, specifying objectives,
choosing raters familiar with the writing task and training
them

in

systematic

practice

sessions.

Baldwin

(1988)

recommends use of a one-factor model of factor analysis to
explain the most variability.

Ribaudo and Lutkus

(1986)

report CUNY's method of calibrating the scoring; in a yearly
audit the most reliable scorers rescore tests from each campus
and address discrepancies.

White (1987) summarizes several

factors that can reduce rater disagreements.
There may actually be quirky papers, truly. discrepant
papers for which reliable scoring is an impossible, at least
according to Daiker and Grogan (1988).

An appeals process

should be provided students who write such papers if the
testing is a high-stakes kind of test.

Usability .. One aspect of usability is choice of scoring
technique.

Stiggins (1984) describes three major purposes for

assessing writing and eight related uses and categorizes the
purposes and uses according to the type of scoring that would
be most appropriate (holistic, analytic, primary trait).
A number of other researchers have compared the various
types of scoring to see which works best.

Bauer (1981) found
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that analytic scoring was most reliable and holistic [general
impression] most cost effective for large scale assessment.
Boiarsky (1984) reported that teachers prefer holistic scoring
half the time, primary trait a quarter of the time, and a
combination of analytic trait scoring and discourse analysis
a quarter of the time.

Braungart-Bloom (1984) reported that

a registered holistic scoring scale (an analytic application
of general impression scoring) provided the most consistent
variables for scoring in New Jersey.
(1980)

Cappell and Quellmalz

report that analytic trait scoring produces results

that are correlated over time and show intercorrelations among
traits.
Cooper and Barr (1985) report the superiority of primary
trait scoring,

partially because

"no attempt

is made to

identify a normative standard or to set minimal competency
levels.

Rather, one starts with an idea of the best possible

student model" (p. 8).

Flanigan (1988) suggests a variation

of primary trait scoring in which there is no limit to what
students can score; he concludes that the procedure is more
promising than closed, limited systems but that consistent,
reliable scores are a problem.

Fuller (1987)

primary trait scoring is the most reliable.

agrees that

Hudson and Veal

(1981) found that holistic scoring [general impression] is the
most economical and yielded the most widely representative
scores while analytic trait was the most expensive and least
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reliable.

Huot, Smith, Pence, Williamson, and Hunter (1990)

found holistic [general impression] most economic, efficient,
and flexible.
Kuhlman (1980)

found that an itemized scale was more

useful than holistic scoring for Hispanic students.

Prater

and Padia (1980) found that 'correlation coefficients between
the

holistic. scores

and

the

total

analytic

scores

on

elementary writing assessments were significant. smith (1979)
found that analytic and holistic [general impression] scores
correlated
assessment.

highly

on

winters

Expository Scale,

a

high'school

(1979)

found

expository
that

the

writing
Diederich

the center for the Study of Evaluation

Analytic Scale, the T-unit analysis, and general impression
scoring were most accurate with low ability groups.
Cooper and Barr
because

"n~

(1985)

prefer primary trait scoring

attempt is made to identify a normative standard

or to set minimal competency levels.

Rather, one starts with

an idea of the best possible student model" (p. 8).

smith

(1986) reflected that placement essays are not likely to have
a

normal

distribution--no

bell

curve

will

appear,

and

placement might be skewed.
It appears that the field embraces no one type of scoring
for all purposes.

Consideration of the use of scores, cost,

need for high reliability, types of students being tested and
other factors dictate choice of scoring method.
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Another key aspect of usabil i ty is the instructional
benefit of the scoring process.
and

Chew

(1987)

looked

at

Chew (1988, 1985) and Bloom

the

instructional

benefits

of

writing assessment, reporting on the effects of New York's
assessment program.
(1985)

call

Christopher, Sweedler-Brown, and Yamada

scoring

"research

(1988)

describes

Christopher

students ... facilitates

in

composition"
assessment

how

and

faculty

(p.

6).

"helps

institutional

research ..• and is a professional activity" (p. 15). Spandel
(1988)

suggests that an analyti~ trait rating guide can be

used to teach, especially if the criteria are generated by
teachers rather than from the outside.

Teachers will know

what to teach.

(1981)

Sager

(1973),

Clifford

and Coleman

(1982) advocate the use of scales so that students can judge
their

own

and

other's

writing

throughout

(prewriting, drafting, revising, editing).
take the form of feedback sheets,

the

process

Sometimes these

as described by Farrell

(1977), Rosen (1974), Wright (1976), Kemp (1979) and Cohen and
Scardamalia (no date).

Suhor (1984) presents nine positive

and nine negative instructional impacts of writing assessment.
White (1986) describes measurement of writing as "central, not
peripheral,

to

the

teaching

of

wri ting"

writing problems are assessment problems

and
(p.

states

3).

that

Teachers

will change writing practices if involved in scoring. Students
will, too, seeing revision and evaluation as the same process.
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Instructional benefit may somewhat ameliorate the high
cost of direct writing assessment,
important

factor

in

terms

performance assessment.

of

but cost is still an

usability

of

any

type

of

Ribaudo., Ash, and M;oyer (1984) report

cost per sample in New York at between $2.00 .and $2.25, not
including indirect costs; in Florida, between $3.00 and $4.00.
Iowa Testing Program rates are between $1. 00 and $2.00,
without indirect costs but with about 3 million tests to score
per year.

Seder and Ribaudo (1985) reported a cost $2.91 per

student to score assessments.
The concept of usability may extend to other aspects of
direct writing

assessment.

Flynn

(1990)

complains

that

writing exams are still minimum competency exams, and their
function is to sort children.

Flynn compared drop-out rates

in states that had and did not have minimum competency exams
(which

mayor

may

not

have

included

a

direct

writing

component) and found a connection: "Of the fifteen states with
the worst dropout rates, ten use state-controlled minimumcompetency tests to determine graduation.

In contrast, of the

fifteen states with the lowest dropout rates, only one uses
test results to determine graduation" (p. 41).

Although use

of direct writing assessment is better than use of indirect
writing assessment to judge student writing, use of either one
in a gatekeeping role must be carefully considered.
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Process

of

scoring

writing

Assessments

scoring is carefully elucidated in Myers

Process

(1980)

but other

researchers have also considered scoring procedures.
Jones

(1977)

describes

the

process

of

preparing

executing primary trait scoring in detail.

of

Lloydfor

and

Breland and

Jones (1988) suggest that having scorers work together rather
than sending out papers for them to score separately increases
reliability.

George Cooper (1988)

suggests using video to

train new readers of essays; videos that show discussion of
split scores can help new readers understand how to resolve
conflicts.

GED essay scoring is described by Auchter and

Patience (1988, 1989, 1990) and Swartz and Patience (1987);
this process requires special effort to create score stability
and reading reliability since the scoring sites are located
throughout the country.

The Educational Testing Service has

published a helpful guide to scoring essays based on their own
procedures.

Goldberg

(1990)

suggests that in an on-going

process, each year new anchors should be found, calibrated to
the

standards and used as

suggests

training papers.

that students be told

Hake

( 1983 )

in advance the topic

and

reports a study of the differences in writing when students
were given hints and when they were not.
hints.

They did better with

Morgan (1987) advocates a special method of finding

anchors in training.

The scorers are given just three papers

to rank, then given two more and asked to interleave them,
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then given four more and asked to interleave these.
amount

of

agreement

was

the

result,

especially

A fair
at

the

difficult-to-understand middle range.
Myers ,(1983) considers the best way of anchoring a group
of readers--giving them the traits first or having them score
unmarked sample papers to find traits.

He concludes that it

is a matter of emphasis; those who emphasize features use
samples as supplementary information and those who emphasize
samples usually recommend that feature analysis be part of the
follow-up activity to setting 'the anchors or scoring the
papers

themselves.

Philosophically,

it's

a

matter

prototype theory--boundaries that are precise or fuzzy.

of

Myers

recommends that holistic scoring that begins with the samples,
not the features, may work best.
Odell (1977) looks at measuring intellectual process in
writing through Pike's

(1964)

scheme of focus,

contrast,

classification, change, physical context, and sequence.
of these is revealed by cues in the writing.

Each

It appears that

not much work has been done in this area of writing assessment
since.

Other Performance Assessments
Direct writing assessments have led the march towards
replacement of indirect assessment of all kinds of academic
achievement.

Together with other direct measures of ability
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(on-the-job assessments, athletic scores, art evaluations),
direct writing assessments are the prototypes for assessments
that are variously called authentic assessments, alternative
assessments, performance-based assessments, and curriculumbased assessments.
Archbald and Newmann (1988) sound the call for a new
paradigm for assessment in all SUbjects.

In their book Beyond

Standardized Testing published by the National Association of
Secondary
II

school

Principals,

authentic II as providing

II

Archbald

and

Newman

define

information about the particular

tasks on which students succeed or fail, but more important ...
[presenting]

tasks

meaningful II
examples

(p.

of

that

1).

are

worthwhile,

significant

and

Archbald and Newmann describe some

performance

assessment

Ireland's speech assessment,

in

action:

Northern

many of the NAEP exercises,

Ai verno College's in-basket exercises, Frontenac High School's
assessment

of

technological

studies

through

exhibitions,

Jefferson County Open High School's exhibitions, Walden Ill's
Rite

of

Passage

Experience

(ROPE),

and

community-based

learning and learning contracts at Learning Unlimited.
Mitchell (1989) defines authentic testing as assessment
that "tests students' acquisition of knowledge and critical
thinking skills in tasks which come as close as possible to
representing what we want students to be able to do" (p. 7).
She cites Key School in Indianapolis and most of the schools
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in the Coalition of Essential Schools project and most of the
Harvard project Zero schools as users of authentic testing.
FairTest

(What Is Authentic Evaluation? No date.),

an

activist group whose name explains their mission, describes
authentic

testing

performance

in

as

a

evaluation

subject

that

area,

directly

contrasting

measures
it

with

standardized multiple-choice tests which "measure test-taking
skills directly, and everything else either indirectly or not
at all" (p. 1).
wiggins (1989b) describes authenticity as appropriately
public with multiple criteria,
time

constraints

and

recurrence,

and

essential.

Also,

no

secrecy;

practice
he

no unrealistic or arbitrary

are

says,

also,

allowed

authentic

collaboration,

and

feedback

assessment

is

is
"not

needlessly intrusive, arbitrary, or contrived merely for the
sake

of

shaking

Authentic

out

a

assessments

single
are

score

or grade"

"contextualized,

(p.

711).
complex

intellectual challenges" (p. 711).
Finch

(1990)

says that performance tests

beyond the

classroom are different at the item level from other tests.
They are administered under standard conditions and scored in
a standard manner.

They are not multiple choice, they operate

in a fairly realistic situation, and the student constructs or
provides the response rather than selecting an answer choice.
There is a focus on the process of problem solving and helping
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teachers understand how the student arrived at a specific
solution.

Performance assessments are normally scored by

teachers and are criterion-referenced.
model for classroom instruction.

They provide a good

Finch (1991) also says that

such tests "limit the span of content that can be efficiently
covered and result in measures that do not have enough scope
to provide good NRT score scales" (p. 7).
Types

of

alternative

assessments

exhibitions,

demonstrations,

include

profiles,

indicators and performance tests'.

portfolios,

participation

Some of these may seem more

appropriate for individual classroom use, but even portfolios
can be

conceptualized as

assessment.

In fact,

vehicles

for

district

or

state

Vermont just launched its assessment

system that includes portfolios in writing and mathematics.
other

states

Connecticut,

doing

alternative

assessments

include

which has piloted assessments in science and

mathematics; New York, which has just completed

i~s

fourth

grade science assessment using a hands-on science "circus"
technique of science stations; California, which is piloting
performance assessments

in all subjects;

and Michigan and

Illinois, which have revamped their reading assessments to
reflect current reading theory and have many interactive and
open-ended

items.

Putka's

story

"New

Kid

in

School:

Alternative Exams" in the Wall Street Journal (1989) focuses
on Maine's statewide social studies test for eighth graders
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that features one open-ended question.
How good are these alternative types of assessments?
Most of the work on alternative assessments has been done on
portfolio assessments and much of that in other countries.
Barrs (1990), for example, reports that the Primary Language
Record provides great depth of accountability in England and
Wales.

The Writing System Folder in Ontario, Canada, has been

in existence ten years and shows student growth over a fouryear period.
In the United States, Camp and Levine (1990) report on a
New York city Junior High School Writing and Learning project
that used portfolios effectively to help students connect to
their learning.

Eresh (1990) reports on portfolio assessment

as a means of self-directed learning.

She discusses the

Project Zero/ETS/Arts PROPEL project in Pittsburgh as an
example of portfolios across the curriculum.

Wolf (1987/88

and 1989) is one of the principal investigators of the use of
portfolios in the Project Zero/ETS/Arts PROPEL project and
reports that, although messy and hard, portfolios stimulate
student responsibility, enlarge the view of what's learned,
establish the importance of process, and help students and
teachers develop a point of view about learning.
Mumme (1990) describes a mathematics portfolio system
that documents "the development of a student's mathematical
power."

Simmons (1990) describes a Rhode Island third grade
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portfolio project in 1989 which was expensive but worthwhile.
This is the first large-scale assessment using portfolios, but'
it won't be the last as Vermont implements its statewide
portfolio assessment.

Taylor (1990) explains how Biographic

Literacy Profiles, a combination of portfolios and notes on
student progress, help students learn literacy.
Simmons (1990) reports a study that compared the results
of

portfolio

assessment

and

standardized

test

scores.

Students with high portfolio scores also scored higher on the
standardized tests.

Harste and Bintz (1991) summarizing the

results said, "Portfolio assessments produced essentially the
same rank orderings of students" (p. 230).
Adult education has long used portfolio systems to help
its adult learners enter college.

Adults returning to college

demonstrate competence in portfolios in lieu of transcripts
and

sometimes

coursework.

gain

credit

for

prerequisite

or

regular

Dagavarian (1989) describes a typical system at

Edison state College in New Jersey whereby students gain
credit for college-level skills and knowledge acquired through
work, volunteer activities, independent reading, military or
corporate training, and life experiences.

Students create a

portfolio of documents to support their claim of college-level
skills;

documents

frequently

include

artifacts

such

as

computer programs, artwork, poems, tapes, and letters from
employers.

Students correlate their portfolio work to a
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particular course and write a paper to support the connection.
Even Woman's

Day carried information about portfolios for

students returning to college (Keiffer, 1986).

Portfolios are

an important part of lifelong learning projects across the
United states.
What

are

alternative
advantages

the

advantages

assessments?
seem

clear;

of

What
each,

are

portfolio
the

however,

and

other

problems?

The

seems

to

have

a

corollary disadvantage.
Portfolios and other alternative assessment strategies
stimulate intellectual growth, not just in students but in
faculty

who

differently.

have

to

conceptualize

learning

a

The obvious corollary disadvantage

little
is

that

reconceptualization of teaching and learning may be very hard
for many educators.
of

assessment

Seidel (1989) points out that "new forms

demand

changes

in

the

life

of

the

classroom .... the relationship between students and teachers
changes as well" (p. 9).
A related advantage, however, is teacher involvement in
making

evaluation

decisions.

Empowerment

means

responsibility, however, and responsibility may mean more and
harder work.

Portfolios and alternative

simply harder than other kinds of assessment.

assessments

are

Portfolios, for

example, take longer to evaluate and require continual "mind
work" that machine or answer key scoring does not require,
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once the right answers have been decided.
disadvantage of teacher judgment,

Another obvious

a disadvantage

overcome, is the possibility of subjectivity.

that can be

As mentioned

above, the scoring of writing assessments is leading the way
towards standardized scoring of performances in all subject
areas and a variety of formats.
Another. advantage of alternative assessment strategies is
that

there

will

be

tangible

representation

of

student

proficiency, not just a grade, a score or the awarding of a
Carnegie unit which may represent nothing more than "seat
time."

The corollary disadvantages to this are manifold, but

all the disadvantages are matters of logistics.
students demonstrate their proficiency?

Who will judge? What

will be done with the artifacts of their learning?
evidence of learning be stored?

When will

For how long?

Where will

The answers to

these questions, of course, lie in system-wide changes which
are addressed later in this chapter.
Another advantage is knowing what students know.
and

stevenson

classrooms

in

(1988)

conducted

Connecticut

and

an

interesting

Vermont..

Rogers

study

Through

of

various

assessment techniques they found out what students had really
retained from two instructional units immediately after the
unit had been taught and over a period of several months.
They conclude:
There

is

need

for

continual

assessment,

for
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formative data,
for feedback,
for continual
curriculum revision and review and, often, for
reteaching ••.• The best assessment devices are often
the most effective teaching devices.
Indeed, the
two are difficult to separate .... We are convinced
of the importance of real-life application as an
assessment technique (p. 74).
One of the teachers in their study supplied a distinction
between assessment and evaluation: "When you are evaluating,
some kids' answers are better than others.
assessin9, all answers are equal" (p. 75).

When you are

Krevchseky (1991)

describes early childhood assessments marketed as Spectrum
that "blur the line between cur'riculum and assessment" with
assessment embedded "in meaningful real-world activities" (p.
45) .

If knowing what students know is an advantage,

the

obvious corollary disadvantage is, "What do you do when you
know they don't know it?".

The system must be prepared to

deal with situations when students clearly demonstrate what
they know and can do •.. and what they don't know and can't do,
facts that are often hidden on other kinds of assessments.
Another advantage to all forms of alternative assessment
described above is depth.

Through performances, exhibitions,

demonstrations, and portfolios, students and teachers will be
able to assess depth of learning.
performances each year,

Students may do very few

but each will be significant and

represent an accumulation of knowledge.

The disadvantage is

clearly the loss of curriculum breadth.

"Less is more," said

Sizer (1984, p. 109).

That's hard to reconcile with

syllabi~
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curricula and objectives to cover.
What may at first seem a disadvantage may also be seen as
an advantage: Published textbooks are probably not going to be
of much use in a program that bases instruction on alternative
assessments.

The advantage quickly becomes clear; instead of

resigning curriculum control to a table of contents, teachers
and students will be able to collect resources they need to
learn and demonstrate learning.

The conventions of schooling

like course structures and time may also change.
·the

altering

of

the

schedule

and

school

At first,

year

course

requirements will seem a disadvantage.

Per!laps t:hese changes

will be seen as advantages over time.

These changes., again,

imply system-wide change, not just the addition of performance
assessments to the curriculum.
Where to begin--that's another question.

Selden in the

1989 AseD Update compliments states that have decided "what
[they] want to do instructionally and figured out what to do
with the test" (states Move to Improve Assessment Picture, p.
7).

The beginning is not the test, as in measurement-driven

instruction

(Popham,

1987a,

1987b), but knowledge of what

students should know and be able to do which shapes itself
first

in

terms

instruction.

of

measurement

Wiggins

(1989a,

and
1990b,

then

in

1991a)

terms

of

speaks

of

"standards" as in "standard setting" rather than "standardized
tests."

The

former

are

assessments

that

establish the
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standards for student achievement in terms of "the performance
of exemplary tasks" (1989b, p. 703).

Haney and Madaus (1989)

cite Tyler from 30 years ago:
since tests have a powerful directive influence on
teaching and the study of pupils, a major policy to
follow is to establish a testing program that
faithfully reflects the objectives sought by the
school. In this way the influence of testing is to
reinforce the objectives sought by the school
(pp.686-7).
Haney and Madaus added that "the form of assessment should
also faithfully reflect educational intentions" (p. 687).
states should pay special attention to the issue of where
to begin according to Davis and Armstrong (1990) who declare
that

"states

curricular

that

have

framework

developed

have

tests

minimized

some

to

match

of

[the]

their
side

effects, and the tests can be successful in promoting the
implementation of high quality •.. curricula" (p. 98).

The side

effects they mention include poor curriculum alignment and
teaching to tests that do not match curriculum.
Knowing the end in the beginning leads to effective
teaching.

A school should "teach to the test" say wiggins

(1989a) and others.

Transparency is imperative.

Everyone

knows the standards, including the students, and how they'll
be measured in the end, so everyone can prepare for them and
practice for them.

Finch (1991) qualifies the concept of

teaching to the test, saying that "to teach to a performance
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assessment is in keeping with the philosophy of performance
testing if, and only if, the test results are to be used for
classroom instruction and not as an objective, independent
evaluation of achievement"

(p.

10).

Koretz

(RAND,

1991)

speculates that teaching to the new tests may be as much of a
problem as teaching to the old tests, however.

He states, "A

test can be worth teaching to "and still give an inflated
picture of what, students know"

(p.

7).

Koretz wants to

separate the issues of "are we giving tests worth teaching to"
and "if people are teaching to them, good or bad, what sense
can we make of the results" (p. 7).
Where to end--that's another problem.

Most advocates of

alternative assessments see and welcome their repercussions.
Beyond seeing them as a tool for "real" reform,

they see

"alternative assessments as a tool for complete restructuring.
Marzano (1990) suggests that "the basic assumption ... is that
any effort at restructuring must have as its primary focus
increasing students' abilities to deal with complex content in
cognitively sophisticated ways" (p. 1).
meaningful

tasks

must

be

part

of

Thus, he says, more
both

curriculum

and

instruction and they must change the dynamic between teachers
and students.

The tasks should be production oriented,

partially specified, multidimensional, long-term and student
directed.

Artifacts or results of the tasks should be the

assessment instruments.

Lewis (1990) sees curriculum and its
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corollary, assessment, as the basis for school reform.
wiggins (1990), describing Sizer's Coalition of Essential
Schools,

discusses

the

"standard-setting

structures

and

policies" that must be in place so that exhibitions are not
just an "add-on"

(p.

4).

These must include scheduling,

diploma requirements (including alternatives to the Carnegie
unit) and grade standards.
Arts

Assessment

Task

The California English Language

Force

realized

how

global

their

recommendations for assessment improvement were; they called
for district policies (grading and reporting systems, minimum
proficiency standards and placement criteria, course placement
criteria,

homework policies,

etc.)

to be aligned to the

curriculum and assessments.
Cohen (1987) spoke in favor of alternative assessments
but warned that districts must orient themselves towards
enabling rather than constraining, towards achieving district
goals rather than following district guidelines.

This may

mean some shift of control, says Cohen, recommending schoolsite councils.
others contemplating the systemic change that might be
necessary with a move to performance-based assessment see a
possible contradiction.

While they applaud the assessment

move, they see it as merely a continuation of the old top-down
system, with new tools.

Zielke's (1990) comment about the

expansion of NAEP applies to even the best use of performance-
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based assessments if the use is top down:

"At a time when

school site management, teacher and parent empowerment, and
decentralization are being recognized as essential to the next
phase of school improvement,

expanding NAEP establishes a

paradigm diametrically opposed to local decision-making" (p.
23).

Harste and Bintz (1991) worry that, although "they look

modern,

up-to-date,

on

the

cutting

edge,"

performance

assessments, especially in reading still preserve the power
structure (p. 234).
Madaus

(1990)

praises the"new assessments but sees a

continuing irony in the move to school-based management while
externally mandating tests.

Glockman

(1990)

describes two

reform pillars--the mandate pillar and the empowerment pillar.
Education over the past thirty years can be described as
overleaning towards one and then the other to bring about
reform.

He describes the

sixties

and open

education as

leaning towards the empowerment pillar and the "excesses of
accountability"

in the

seventies and

towards the mandate pillar (p. 38-9).

eighties

as

leaning

Now, with site-based

management, he sees a move back to the empowerment pillar.
What's

next,

he

asks,

and

how

assessment fit into the shifts?

does

performance-based

Glockman claims that both

pillars are needed and "the message to policy makers
district,

state

accountable

for

and

federal

achieving

levels)

negotiated

is

to

hold

goals

but

(at

schools
not

to
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legislate how they are to ~chieve such results" (p. 41).
There
caution

are

that

other

concerns.

"standardized

Haney

tests

and Madaus

became

popular

because of problems with these older forms
[performance assessments]"

(p.

685).

(1989)
in

part

of evaluation

They also warn that

"customs and social organization of schools will certainly
affect the inroads that alternatives can make on assessment"
(p.686).
Some educators are skeptical.

Rothman (1990c) reports

that Madaus cautions that teachers can corrupt these tests,
too, by teaching towards them.
if

the

cost

is

worth

it

He reports that Hoover wonders

and

is

concerned

about

parent

understanding and acceptance of the new testing and whether or
not objective standards can be maintained.
about lawsuits and bias issues.

Hoover wonders

According to Hoover,

The more items you can sample,. the more you can
balance things out. Any single item on a test is
definitely biased against some kids, if it is set
in a context that is interesting. The more limited
your selection of materials, the more likely you
are to have materials that, taken alone, will be
unfair to groups of students (p. 12).
Hoover
validit~

demands

proof,

evidence

of

the

reliability

and

of such assessments.

Rothman (1990c) allows others rebuttal to the criticisms.
Wiggins wonders whether performance-based assessments may be
asked to do too much, solve all the educational problems.

He

also cites Carlson who says, "Rather than pause and wait for
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better data on the value of performance assessments, states
and districts must move ahead in developing the new tests so
that researchers can analyze their strengths and weaknesses"
(p.

10).

Finally,

[multiple

he returns to Madaus,

choice tests

measuring

only

"Such problems

about

30%

of

the

curriculum; what do you do about the other 70%] can only be
solved if more states and districts put the alternatives in
place.

You don't solve problems until you get involved in

implementation and get data you can work with" (p. 10).
Rothman

(1990c)

reported that in 1990 over half the

states were doing or considering a move towards performance
based assessment,

a statistic the CCSSO

State School Officers) verified (1990c).

(Council of Chief
Hansen and Hathaway

(1991), reporting the results of a survey of the states doing
performance assessment, called the movement "developmental"
(p. 12).
a

The activity of all of these states has resulted in

number

of

educators

warning

about

"jumping

on

the

bandwagon."
For example, Harrington-Lueker (1991) in an article in
The Executive Educator sounds a note of caution, describing
performance-based assessments as a fad.
"performance-bandwagon" is· risky,

Jumping aboard the

according to Harrington-

Lueker, with its subjective scoring and the need to rethink
curriculum and resources in lean times.

Reliability is an

issue that needs resolution before the issue becomes liability
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when scores from performance-based assessments are used to
make

decisions

about

Harrington-Lueker

students,

projects

a

schools,

or

worst-case

districts.

scenario

for

administrators:
Principals can expect to
face
the multiple
challenges of keeping academic standards high,
bringing the unwilling or unable on board, troubleshooting a myriad of logistical details, and
keeping teachers focused on assessment and teaching
rather than clerical details (p. 22).
The classroom will become one gigantic filing cabinet for
portfolios according to

Harring~on-Lueker's

projections.

Wiggins (1991a) cautions against performance-based tests
that are merely "fancy norm-referenced test[s]" because their
prompts are not real, the anchors are "the best of the batch,
but not necessarily the highest quality" and students are not
competent to the ending standard but to each other (p. 21).
Wiggins fears the bandwagon of performance-based testing as
much as Harrington-Lueker but for different reasons.
Worthen and Spandel (1991) add their voices to the chorus
of concern.

Theirs is counterpoint, however, a defense of the

norm-referenced

standardized

test.

They

discuss

seven

criticisms of such tests, namely, that they 1) do not promote
student learning,
curriculum,

4)

2)

are poor predictors,

dictate

or

restrict

what

3)
is

do not match
taught,

5)

discriminate students and categorize and label them, 6) are
"racially, culturally and socially biased"

(p. 67), and 7)
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"measure only limited and superficial student knowledge and
behaviors" (p. 67).
conclude that,

They attempt to dispel each criticsm and

flawed

though norm-referenced

tests are, they are still useful.

standardized

Accordingly, they suggest

twelve pitfalls to avoid in using norm-referenced tests and
plead for a balanced point of view and amelioration of the
stance taken by the "anti-test" people (p. 67).
Cizek (1991) and wiggins (1991b) square off in an issue
of the Phi Delta Kappan.
assessments

represent

Cizek asks if performance-based
innovation

or

enervation.

He

scrutinizes what he calls a fad, finding 'it not new at all,
quite developmental,
than

what

it

is,

characterized more by what it rejects
expensive,

psychometric proofs.

and

without

traditional

He declares that the format matters

little.
Wiggins (1991b) responds with acknowledgement that the
assessments are not new at all, citing Cizek's own company,
American College Testing (ACT), as the developer of an early
performance assessment,
project).

the COMP (College outcome Measures

He points out that the COMP carried with it all the

psychometric stamps of approval that all ACT tests do and
points, further, to the credibility of writing assessments,
including those marketed by ACT.

Wiggins focuses on all of

the evidence that such testing can be reliable and valid and
assures Cizek that new performance assessments will have to
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demonstrate rigorous standards in both areas.
however,

that

the

form

of

the

assessment

is

He argues,
important,

conveying as it does so much about teaching practice.
Linn (1990)
based

picks up on the concern that performance-

assessments

may

not

be

traditional psychometric sense.

rigorous

enough

in

the

He suggests that alternative

assessments will need to meet standards of reliability and
validi ty ,

but these

standards may be somewhat different.

Because "current thinking about learning and cognition has
rekindled interest in t~e ~~?cesses that underlie performance
on school-related tasks .... [and] today's cognitive theorists
argue for the importance of representations of knowledge, and
how they evolve,

in understanding how children progress in

school"

of new

analysis

"Traditional
limiting.

assessments

[psychometric

criteria]

must

change

(p.

8).

conceptions

are

too

Reliability has too often been overemphasized at

the expense of validity; validity itself has been viewed too
narrowly"

(p.

reliability,

11).

Item response theory can illuminate

as can generalizability theory.

Information

needed about inter-rater reliability has a credible base in
writing assessment scoring but needs further examination. New
criteria for validity might include 1) consequences (does the
assessment

lead teachers

to

spend more

time on

concepts

assessed?); 2) directness and transparency; 3) fairness; 4)
transfer and generalizability;

5)

cognitive complexity;

6)
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content quality; and 7) content coverage.
Schultz posited alternative validities in 1985, so Linn's
list of criteria for validity is neither new nor applicable
just to performance-based assessment.

Schultz's ten types of

validity cluster in five pairs: curriculum and instructional
validity;

statutory

and

forensic

validity:

media

and

journalistic validity; political and legislative validity; and
partisan and activist validity.

Schultz makes the point that

validity has always "been rhetorical--what we'd like to see a
test do" rather than matter of fact (p. 141).
How
teachers

acceptable
and

will

parents?

alternative
The

assessments

literature

is

be

scarce

to

about

teachers, although most writers see the move to alternative
assessment as very empowering.

willis (1990), for example,

sees that alternative assessments will "inspire [teachers] to
teach for real, coherent underst.anding" using a "test worth
teaching to" (p. 5).
alternative

Besides greater empowerment, the move to

assessment

development for teachers.

may

lead

to

greater

Baron (1990) reported that teachers

using Connecticut's new science assessments
part ... were

very

professional

positive

about

their

own

II

for the most
experiences.

However, many of them indicated that a large number of their
colleagues would be more resistant to change II (p. 142).

Six

teachers described the performance assessments that are part
of the Arizona Student Assessment Program.

Involved in a
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year-long,

statewide pilot of these assessments, they used

them in a variety of ways.

The comments below are from an

article "Reflections on ASAP: Comments from Arizona Teachers"
in the Arizona Reading Journal (Asay, Cruz, Giroux, Greenwold,
Lowe and Wingersky, 1991):
How does the test affect the child?
Asay: The test affects the child in a couple of
ways.
The test looks like a lot of assignments
which I give, so my students take the test in
stride (p. 48).
Cruz: The students had q. great time with the
test •... In the science experiment which the
students did for the writing test, the students
loved the hands-on approach.
If they did not
understand a part of the problem, I was able to
tell them that it was OK (p. 48).
Greenwold: My group looked at the test as
another test in school (p. 48).

just

Lowe: The students see the test as fun!
In fact,
this fall the students approached me to ask when
the test would be given, indicating they enjoy it
(p.48).
Wingersky: The students were upset that the test
was not multiple choice or true/false.
They were
unfamil iar with the structure of the test.
The
students did not like the fact that they had to
come up with a hypothesis and then write an answer
(p. 48).
Is the testing
teachers?

procedure

easily

understood

by

Asay: I understood the procedures. I have tried to
coach other teachers on this process.
At faculty
meetings, we need to instruct teachers in the
conferencing,
reading/writing/thinking process.
The
ASAP
must
begin
to
change
archaic
worksheet/workbook teaching methods! (p. 48).
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Cruz: The test was easy to administer; however, I
found that teachers will need more information on
the writing process (p. 48).
Giroux: Some teachers just gave the test to the
students and. said "do it." other teachers used a
whole class discussion, with pretest activities
that established a mind-set for what the students
were asked to do (p. 48).
Lowe: If teachers are allowed to give the ASAP test
without training on the theory of the test, they
will not understand how the parts of the test link
the reading/writing process in the curriculum (p.
48) .
How does the ASAP differ from a standardized test?
Asay: Standardized tests belong in Never-Never
Land; they are the dinosaurs of the testing system.
Drilling to identify a direct object is no longer
relevant.
What is relevant is the generation of
writing by the individual student ••.. The ASAP is a
greatly improved test: it is light years ahead of
the old standardized test (p. 49) . .
Cruz: Teaching to this test will develop critical
thinking skills and not just "te!3t-taking" skills.
ASAP will test the application of knowledge (p.
49).
Giroux: Items cannot be memorized. The assessment
matches the essential skills which are being
taught.
I feel ASAP is a more appropriate way to
evaluate student learning than the isolated,
unrelated
multiple
choice
answers
of
the
standardized tests (p. 49).
Lowe: The ASAP integrates skills into higher level
thinking (p. 49).
Wingersky: No one answer is
question.
The students are
critical thinking skills.
They
at the answer because it is not
type instrument (p. 49).

correct for each
required to use
cannot just guess
a multiple choice

How has

in your classroom

the

teaching process
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changed as a result of this test?
Asay:
The greatest change I have experienced has
been in the respect from my peers and in the
constant request for my advice.
The principal
visits my classroom and respects my program more.
I am no longer labeled a "creative type." I am now
in the mainstream! What a switch (p. 49).
Giroux: I heard about the ASAP test two years ago.
When I came back to my classroom, I began to
develop a similar type of assessment at the end of
my thematic units. I now provide my students with
an opportunity to experience an ASAP-type test five
or six times a year.
The essence of what we want
students to be able to do and how they will be
expected to perform with real world tasks can be
found in this test (p. 49)~
What concerns do you have about the test?
Asay:
1990-91 is the practice year for the test.
The State Department gave us a lot of materials to
use in our classes. We should not miss this open
invitation to practice the process (p. 49).
Cruz: Learning the life long skills which are
tested by the ASAP could become a major part of the
curriculum emphasis.
While a few of us already
have bought into this type of test, the real job of
convincing
the
other
teachers,
as
well
as
administrators and parents, of the value of this
test is still before us (p. 50).
Greenwold: I would hope that ASAP can be as valid
as the ITBS.
The results need to be taken
seriously.
Lowe:
The public needs to have a lot more
information to understand why this test is valid
and more meaningful.
There is a whole shift of
paradigm from the percentages which purported to
mean something to now using holistic scoring (p.
50) .
Wingersky:
We have not given a test like this
before.
In the past, we have helped the students
learn how to take the TAP test. And ~ there is
ASAP.
The students are running in circles.
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However, I feel the ASAP is a better procedure. It
is an instrument designed to actually measure what
we teach (p. 50).
Final Comments
Asay:
Teachers need to think laterally when
teaching
and
teach
the
process
to
their
students ..•. In vertical thinking, students only
parrot the answers desired by the teacher.
Parroting will not garner outstanding scores in
ASAP as it does in standardized tests .... The test
is fairly well constructed and I am, generally,
proud of the ASAP product .... My final concern is
that we may lose the ASAP before the people of
Arizona recognize the true value of this assessment
tool. Change is not happening fast enough locally.
Teachers, at least the reading, writing and math
area teachers, need more . in-service about ASAP.
ASAP is right for teaching; it reflects the reality
of life (p. 50).
Cruz: This test reaffirms the knowledge base which
teachers have, that application of knowledge is
most important (p. 50).
Greenwold: The ASAP must be take~ seriously and
publicized as is the ITBS (p. 50).
Lowe: What I know from research and personal
experience is that we should "test what we teach."
ITBS does not make sense as a way to hold teachers
accountable for what they teach. The ASAP provides
teachers with a' more meaningful way to be
accountable
to
the
students,
parents
and
administrators.
I am excited about the change in
testing in our state.
The blessing from the
legislators is super (p. 50).
Wingersky: ASAP will benefit students, teachers and
parents. The test will accurately reflect what the
students have been taught. The students will need
to use a logical process to achieve an answer.
However, teachers have to be trained to score the
test (p. 50)
If the National PTA letter to Chester E. Finn and Roy
Truby (1990) regarding NAEP is any indication, parents in that
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group, while not liking the direction NAEP is taking, like the
idea of "beyond the bubble":
The National PTA recommends alternative assessments
to
standardized
tests
and
multiple-choice
questions.
More sophisticated psychometrics are
currently
being
developed
which
measure
multifaceted knowledge levels such as higher level
thinking skills, reasoning ability, inductive and
deductive thinking, complex thought processes and
writing skills.
The tests are more relevant and
present questions that are more reflective of the
students' world and the curriculum taught (p. 6).
Obviously, the National PTA does not represent all parents.
Some national parent reaction has not been as positive.

The

July 1989 edition of Education Reporter: The Newspaper of
Education Rights published a headline story "Michigan to Test
Values Instead of Reading: Abandons Testing of Reading Despite
High Illiteracy." A companion story is called "FOCUS: Reading
is the civil Rights Issue of the

'90s."

No publication

information is made available in this newspaper.
In Arizona the Concerned Women for America of Arizona
published a legislative update in the spring of 1990.

In it,

they announced that the CWA opposed Senate Bill 1442 (the bill
that enacted the ASAP) because "in all likelihood, students no
longer would be given standardized tests drawn from textbooks
used most frequently throughout the nation" (no page number) .
Furthermore,
the
ASAP
tests
students
on attitudes
and
information from a specific statewide mandated
curriculum, not on basic literacy skills. The new
tests
are
subjective,
including
open-ended
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questions, multiple correct answers and questions
regarding the student's opinions, attitudes and
values.
No pilot program has been implemented to
test the effectiveness of this new proposal. While
the purpose is to improve learning, the actual
effect may well be to lower academic standards.
ASAP removes local control over what is taught and
the manner in which it is taught.
ASAP also
removes all standard methods for parents and
taxpayers to hold schools, teachers and budgets
accountable (no page number).
Also appearing in this issue is a recommendation against a
bill on youth suicide prevention and a story entitled "What is
the New Age Movement?".
Parent
negative.

and

public

reaction

has

not

been

entirely

A parent and governing board member wrote a letter

to the editor of The Arizona Republic

(October 22,

1990)

praising the ASAP:
•.. the new tests, .developed by the Department of
Education and recognized as among the best in the
nation, will test kids' real capabilities--they
will ask students to demonstrate the ability to
write effectively (not just pick out a mistake or
place a comma in someone else's writing); they will
ask students to sol ve real problems (not just
calculate answers that can better be handled by
calculators); they will challenge kids to ask good
questions, to gather relevant information, to
brainstorm, to collaborate with others, to think
through a situation and come up with solutions.
Those are the kinds of things students must learn
to be effective in the 21st century (Goldsmith, p.
A12).

Indicator and Profile Systems
Introduction
Since the ASAP features components other than testing,
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this

section

examines

accountability.
related

to

two

These are

achievement

additional

aspects

the collection of

(indicators)

and

of

state

information

presentation

of

information to the public and to the educational community
(profiles).
because

These will be discussed in the same section

together

they

function

as

a

"system"

as

it

is

described in the literature.

Indicators
Defining Indicators.

Oakes (in Odden, 1990) defines

an educational indicator as "a statistic about the educational
system that reveals something about its performance or health"
(p.

24).

Single

indicators--most often test

scores--are

insufficient; they cannot, according to Odden,
by
themselves
indicate
something
about
the
complexity' of the schooling processes of an
education system.
An indicator system, in other
words,
is more than just a collection of
statistics.
An indicator system seeks to provide
measures of various components of the educational
system as well as information about how those
components work together to produce the condition
of the system and changes in the condition of the
system over time (p. 24).
smith (1988) defines indicators as either assessing or
being related to "a desired outcome of the education system"
or describing "a core feature of that system.

In addition, an

indicator should provide

is feasible to

information that

gather, valid, and useful for making policy decisions"

(p.
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According to Smith, they are easily gathered, more

487) .

difficult to interpret.

Expressed as numbers, indicators also

have points of reference (comparisons"); "with the addition of
reference points,

indicators become more meaningful,

more

precise, and more useful" (p. 488).
smith (1988)

agrees with Odden that an indicator set

requires visualizing a "fully functioning system" (po 488).
Such

a

system

is

composed

of three

parts:

"inputs

and

resources, processes, and outcomes.

All three are connected

through

direct

relationships

that

are

unidirectional and reciprocal and causal"

and

indirect,

(po 488).

Smith

asserts that, "if the image of the education system and the
indicators are valid and if the data are gathered regularly,
we are well on our way toward monitoring the quality and
efficiency of the education system" (p. 488).
Indicators

and

monitoring

according to Richards.
qualitative,

and

"Monitoring

systems

are

two

different

things

Indicators are data, quantitative or

quantitative
can

use

data
data;

are

statistics.

indicators

require

statistics" (p. 496). Monitoring requires "regular collection
of information; evaluation of that information; and, most
important, the translation of the findings into institutional
actions or sanctions"

(p.

496).

According to Richards,

indicator systems "are not intended to be linked directly to
a chain of institutional actions" (p. 496).

Monitoring means
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setting level of adequacy, and indicator systems do not engage
in "cut" scores or proficiency levels,

just reporting of

statistics.
Selden (1988)

bemoans the lack of indicators and the

inaccuracy of the indicators we have.
Nation at Risk (1983)

The publication of

~

revealed how little is known about

education in America.

states do various,

and sometimes

contradictory, things in the name of data collection, making
national information extremely suspect.

Standard definitions

and procedures are beginning to be used for student enrollment
and description of public schools, according to Selden, but
consensus is difficult.
School

Officers)

is

The CCSSO (Council of Chief State

leading

the

way

toward

collecting

consistent demographic and fiscal data related to education.

Types of Indicators.
single educational

Test scores,

indi~ator,

the most typical

according to Herman (1987) are

not particularly usable alone, especially if inferences are
made on the basis of them.

Herman calls for information about

the context and processes that relate to the scores.

Eisner

(in Herman, 1987) states, "If we want to understand why we get
what we get from our schools we need to pay attention not
simply to the scores, but to the ways in which the game is
played"

(p.

4).

Herman (1987)

suggests "factors such as

leadership support, cwnershiPr perceived relevance, fit with
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routine

practice

[and]

incentives!!

as

likely

contextual

information (p. 4).
Hatry,

Alexander,

and

Fountain

(1989)

look

at

the

"government's duty to be publicly accountable •.• and enable
users to

assess

that accountability"

(foreword,

p.

iii).

Their work, issued by the Governmental Accounting Standards
Board, looked specifically at indicators in education.

The

authors make ten recommendations related to annual reporting,
gradually increasing the subjects and grades reported on,
indicating noncognitive performance,

assessment of dropout

rates,

factor.,

disaggregation

reporting

comparisons,

distribution,

by

various

reporting

emphasis

designed

for

on

publ ic

use of common sense disclosure requirements,

annual verification of data,

and indicators of efficiency

(relationship of dollars and time to outcomes).

The document

analyzes output indicators, outcome indicators (cognitive and
noncognitive),

amount

of

input

efficiency and survey information.

applied,

indicators

of

It considers the need for

disaggregation, comparisons, explanatory data, verifiability
of indicator information and cost and feasibility issues.
Following the Charlottesville conference of governors and
the president, groups focused on particular aspects of the
proceedings.

Murchan (1989)

in a CRESST Evaluation Comment

newsletter presents the thinking of participants at a session
on the development and use of educational quality indicators.
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According
receive

to

this

group,
in

priority,

indicators,

were

general

addition

social

indicators

to

that

cognitive

development,

should

development

school

and

class

environment, resource allocation and input, and instructional
practice.

cognitive indicators should emphasize literacy,

mathematics and science and higher order thinking skills.
Specific indicators might be "enrollment, dropout, retention,
absenteeism, and staffing ••• expenditure ... aptitude data
opportunity to learn ••.
13).

local descriptive indicators"

(p.

Also important are "measures of student persistence and

participation .•. student

attitudes,

social

development, and career orientation" (p. 14).
"process

variables

such

as

teacher

and

personal

Some mentioned

performance,

the

performance of administrators, and the performance of units"
(p.14).

Profile Systems
Reduction
reported

in

of

achievement

newspaper

reporting system.

(1990)

stories,

a

single

has

long

score,
been

easily

Arizona's

The Council of Chief State School Officers

and The College Board,
community

to

in an open-letter to the education

"strongly denounce the use of aggregate

scores as measures of the overall performance of students,
teachers,

educational institutions,

other groups" (p. 1).

districts,

states,

and

Speaking of the use of the SAT scores,
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the CCSSO and the College Board nevertheless took a stand that
has application to reporting systems throughout the country.
In a somewhat contradictory stance, a "thought paper"
from

the

California

Department

of Education,

Sacramento,

debates the use of a single bottom line number that would be
like "the Dow Jones Industrial Average with a base-year mean
of 1000. Index values in following years would be compared to
this base-year value of 1000, and year-to-year improvement
could be examined" (The Number 1000, p. 1).

California is one

of the leading states in profile systems with its annual
Performance Report for California Schools.

The system as it

is presently constituted has no "bottom line" number for each
school and each district.

Characteristics of a System.

According to Oakes

( in

Odden, 1990), goals of indicator systems include providing
information beyond

the

current

knowledge base,

producing

better individual indicators, showing "how the core components
of the educational system work together to produce system
condi tions ," providing "information about core educational
inputs, processes, and outcomes as well as ... some sense of how
these variables interact" (p. 24).

.

Brown (1990) describes a system as "sets of statistics
that reveal

~omething

about the condition of an educational

system .... Changes made in this or that indicator will enhance
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system or student performance"

(p.

2).

She proposes four

components of a system: key actors, resources, pre-determined
standards, and rewards or sanctions.

All must be addressed.

If not,

the resulting gaps can mean that

becomes

unfair

or

ineffective"

"accountability

3).

(p.

Brown

further

characterizes accountability systems according to locus of
control and degree of control, as follows:
Source of Agency Control

Degree of
Control
High
Over
Agency
Low
Actions

Internal

External

Bureaucratic

Legal

Professional

Political

(p. 3)

Accountability systems can be described according to which
focus they take.

Usability of Systems.

Herman

(1987)

in a

series of

reports for the Center for the Study of Evaluation at UCLA
seeks ways to make reported data more usable.

He calls for a

multipurpose system composed of a core data base containing
indicators that can serve a variety of purposes for a variety
of audiences and a
information

easily

data management system that makes the
accessible.

He

criticizes

present

reporting systems that see teachers (those at the bottom) as
data generators not data users.

The information generated
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should be usable to teachers, and teachers should be helped to
use it.

In fact,

Herman

(1987)

information system which gives

suggests "a distributed

actors

at various

levels

immediate access to a shared core of data but enables them to
supplement and analyze it

in response to their specific

decision needs" (p. 5).
In a later undated paper (probably 1988) based on the
1987 report, Herman and Golan elaborate on how a system such
as the one they discuss can help teachers plan.

Herman and

Golan discuss the kind of information system teachers need and
the presentation or display of data teachers would find most
helpful in making instructional decisions.

Herman, Winters,

and Golan (1989) continue their work with a discussion of
current reporting techniques including violations of "keep it
simple ll and other premises of data presentation.
Odden (1990) also tackles the issue of usability, finding
that indicator systems,as they are currently designed, are
not even usable for accountability and policy decisions: "few
systems provide enough information to [make policy decisions]
and ... there is still too much to learn about the linkages
among the indicators in order to make accurate conclusions
about cause and effect for use in an accountability context"
(p. 28).

He concurs with Herman, Winters, and Golan (1989)

that data "is too far removed

from the classroom to be

appropriate for improving local practice" (p. 128).
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Processes of Developing Systems.
in a

report

Education

Kaagan and Coley (1989)

issued by the Center for Policy Research in

(Rutgers)

and

the

Educational

Testing

Service

analyze four states' indicator and reporting systems in detail
and provide some guidelines for developing such systems.
declare,

"Above all

else,

then,

indicator systems

They

should

assist state officials in determining 'right vision,' a term
used by Peter Drucker"
state,

while

(pp. 9-10).

designing

an

This "implies that the

accountability

accountable for making the critical

system,

be

link between what

is

assessed and what schools are supposed to be doing" (p. 10).
In addition to a discussion of the problems of matching the
indicators to "articulated goals for change" and providing
through the indicators a "faithful rendering of what is being
sought

in

the

system,"

the

authors

believe

that

seeing

relations among the indicators is a problem (p. 24).

There

must be some kind of relational framework that is analyzed
along with the results.
a

comprehensive

capability;

and

What states need, they suggest, are
well-integrated

consolidation

of

database:

agency-wide

data

analytic
gathering:

analysis and reporting functions with some autonomy:
design

features

(availability

of

school

level

some
data,

availability of information on the quantity and capability of
school staff and careful consideration of the 'unit' of data
collection,

analysis and reporting): and consensus on data
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aggregation and disaggregation.

Problems with Systems.
entire issue
articles

(1988)

in

this

The Phi Delta Kappan devoted an

to the use of indicators.

issue

saw

indicators

as

Authors of

beneficial

and

threatening at the same time, witness this article title: liThe
Use of

Indicators by School

Improvement"
wri ting

(David,

in this

1988).

issue,

the

Districts:

Aid or Threat to

According to David and others
two maj or risks of

indicator

systems are that whatever is measured is what will be attended
to (with possible loss of attention to whatever is not being
collected) and that the indicators may not be important enough
to justify the cost of collecting information on them.

The

numbers may lead teachers to do things the numbers never
intended.

The numbers may

report things

that

cannot be

changed and, therefore, offer no way for improvement.

Also,

the numbers may not be sufficient indicators of a possible
problem.
David

(1988)

and

others

in this

issue suggest

some

solutions to the problem of using educational indicators.
Among these are thinking in advance about how teachers and
principals

might

react

to

educational

establishing a way to respond to data.
designers

of

indicator

systems

to

indicators

and

David challenges

create

truly

useful

indicators (those that get at causes) and to create conditions
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that help users access and utilize the information to plan and
make

decisions.

He

suggests

the

creation

of

an

"organizational culture" to respond to data analysis (p. 502).
Murnane and Pauly (1988) compare educational indicators
to economic indicators, such as unemployment statistics, and
suggest that there

is a

need in education

for roul tiple

indicators that should not be seen as answering problems but
as raising "new and puzzling questions" (p. 512).

Also, they

say, educators need to become knowledgeable users of data much
as economists are.
Porter (1988) wonders if "a first-class set of indicators
[would] favor district, state, and federal initiatives, or
would it strengthen and increase the professional discretion
of teachers" and concludes that "the bulk of the evidence
suggests that indicators will strengthen the hands of those
who favor central control" (p. 503).

Thus, teacher autonomy

may be at odds with the notion of educational indicators.
Need for data could "focus the attention of the system on
certain kinds of educational outcomes and away from others.
Unfortunately, the question of how well schools are doing
cannot be separated from the thorny issue of what schools
should be doing" (p. 504).

Whoever controls the indicators,

says Porter, controls the schools, and the controllers will
probably be policy makers, a term that doesn't seem to include
teachers.

Teachers need to worry about these issues related
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to indicator systems,

says Porter:

"quality vs.

quantity,

parsimony vs. complexity; symmetry vs. asymmetry; intentions
vs.

actuality"

(p.

505).

One solution would be to have

teachers involved in the design and implementation of a system
of educational indicators.
Smith (1988) wonders about technical problems (inadequate
knowledge base and "development of indicators in areas in
which theory and empirical knowledge are weak") and political
problems (agreement, defining a system, monitoring, incentives
and disincentives)
national

effort

problems

of

(p. 489).

to

collect

comparison

are

Speaking specifically about a
indicators,
huge

smith

problems:

says

They

that

include

"whether to use a common achievement measure across all states
or to build statistical bridges for comparison of scores on
state-specific tests already in use" (p. 490).
possibility that
evolve that will

Han

collected.

two-tiered approach will

integrate federal

collect data" (p. 490).
be

organized,

The

smith sees the

and state efforts to

Common plus state-specific data might
same

problems

confront

states

and

districts; perhaps the same solution also applies.
Reporting on the results of a questionnaire given to
participants responding to the Charlottesville conference of
the governors and the president (1989), Murchan states that
few saw any impact of indicator systems on classroom practices
and many saw dangers in the narrowness of scope and the chance
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that the indicators would become the focus of the educational
system.

They

also

saw

the

overemphasis

on

cognitive

indicators and dependence on what's always been collected,
i.e., test scores, instead of other factors.
The

questionnaires

also

looked

at

some

barriers

to

indicator systems: These include a "deficient research base,
inadequate conceptualization and consequent ambiguity of the
measures,

failure

different

to

functions

see

that

indicators

at

different

need

levels,

to

serve

unreliable

measurement, and insufficient attention paid to interpretation
of results"

as well as

teacher resistance,

difficulty of

arriving at consensus, and looking beyond the status quo (p.
14) •

One survey respondent wrote,

" , As

long as people,

especially educationalists, believe that aptitude is a static
quality

and

that

learning

is

a

piecemeal,

fragmented,

sequential process, we'll continue to count the equivalent of
bumps on students' skills" (p. 14).

This was, according to

Murchan, a reference to the norm-referenced standardized test
as the chief indicator in use today.
Guthrie (in Odden, 1990) presents nine "pressure areas"
related to indicator systems: a wide variety of audiences;
comprehension that must focus on the needs of generalists and
lay people,

not technicians';

data analysts who will

need

people skills in order to interact with decision makers;
interaction

wi th

people

other

than

educators;

"top
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policymakers

[who]

may be skeptical

of

analyses made by

educators (who have a self-interest in education)"; a variety
of interest groups that may initiate data analysis related to
their particular

causes;

analytic techniques";

"greater

reliance

and "comparative data

upon

elective

[which]

is a

reality of the future" (p. 29).
Odden (1990) suggests, with Guthrie, a solution to the
problem

of

indicator

systems.

There

needs

organization or entity that is apolitical,
advocacy groups,

to

be

"an

independent of

institutionally credible, knowledgeable of

both education and government, methodologically competent, and
able to synthesize and broker information among technical
specialists" to design and manage indicator systems (p. 29).
Odden cites the Policy Analysis for Education (PACE) group in
California as such an organization.

Conclusion
The literature on curriculum, instruction, and assessment
represents a national perspective of the three that they are
not separate entities in education but unified forces for
helping students learn.

Coherent approaches to teaching and

assessing children are critical; furthermore, these approaches
must be based on a consistent learning theory.
cannot

be

taught

one

way

and

assessed

another.

Students
Norm-

referenced standardized testing has long been based on a
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behaviorist learning theory.

A more cognitive approach to

learning has suggested many changes in both curriculum and
instruction; many researchers think parallel changes need to
be made in assessment.

Alternative assessments, also called

performance-based and authentic assessments, represent one
approach to matching beliefs about curriculum and instruction
with testing technology.
A new assessment system, such as the ASAP, cannot stand
alone, however.
needs context.

As the literature made clear, assessment
Indicators other'than scores from assessments

are critical to presenting a full profile of educational
performance.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE ARIZONA STUDENT ASSESSMENT PROGRAM (ASAP)

Introduction
This chapter provides details about the Arizona Student
Assessment Program (ASAP) briefly described in Chapter One.
A discussion of the history of the Goals for Educational
Excellence (GEE) project provides a context for the ASAP.

A

section on the status of curriculum and assessment in Arizona
prior to the GEE project also provides context for the ASAP.
This section includes a discussion of curriculum in Arizona in
the

1970s;

a

description of the CUES

law that required

district assessment but no curriculum linkage, monitoring or
reporting; details of the move to norm-referenced standardized
testing in 1980; a description of the mandate for development
and implementation of curriculum standards that became known
as the Essential Skills; and the linkage to textbook adoption.
A more thorough description of the Essential Skills
documents,

particularly in language arts and mathematics,

provides the basis for the assessment decisions that were made
as part of the ASAP.

The section on assessing the Essential

Skills pushes the curriculum assumptions detailed in the
previous section into the realm of assessment and describes
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the new performance-based assessments.

A section on scoring

the new assessments extends the discussion.

A section on

standardized norm-referenced testing describes its place in
the ASAP.
The next section describes the responsibilities districts
have for ensuring student competency on the Essential Skills,
the tools the state

is providing to help them with this

responsibility and the procedures that will be installed for
accountability purposes.

The

next section continues

the

accountability theme with a look at a new reporting system
that is part of the ASAP.

The last section of this chapter

describes the timeline for implementing the ASAP.
An outline of the sections may help the reader pursue the
details in this chapter:
I.

History
A.

The History of the GEE Project

B.

The Status of Curriculum and Assessment Prior
to the GEE
1.

Curriculum Prior to the Essential Skills

2.

CUES

3.

Norm-referenced Standardized Testing

4.

Development

of

the

Current

Essential

Skills
5.

Coordination with the Textbook Adoption
Cycle
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II.

The ASAP
A.

The Essential Skills Documents

B.

Assessing the Essential Skills

C.

1.

General Description of the New Assessments

2.

Forms A, B, C, and D

3.

Scoring the New Assessments

Testing with a

Norm-Referenced Standardized

Test

D.

Sharing

curriculum

the

and

Assessment

Responsibility
E.

Reporting Achievement

F.

The ASAP Timeline

History
The History of the GEE Project
The work of the Joint Legislative committee appointed to
oversee the Goals for E,ducational Excellence (GEE)

project

which led to the Arizona Student Assessment Program (ASAP) was
unique in many ways.

First, the committee was broad-based.

It included state senators and representatives,
superintendent
district

of

Public

superintendents

Instruction,
and

principals,

school board members, and parents.
committee,

although

at

first

business

the State
leaders,

teachers,

local

Second, the work of the

scheduled to

take

summer, was allowed to stretch into four years.

a

single

Third, and
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most importantly, the work of the committee required input
from educators through the state Board of Education and the
Department of Education.

Reform dies quickly when it is the

purview of a single-minded committee, has to be shaped and
implemented immediately, and provides no feedback mechanism.
After

establishing

achievement, graduation rate, and

three

goal

areas

post~secondary

(K-12

success) , the

Joint Legislative Committee appointed three task forces to
write specific objectives for each goal.

These task forces

were charged with completing their writing by the end of the
summer of 1987 and found themselves rushed.

Many members of

the task forces were frustrated in their effort to create a
quality set of objectives. Their work, by law, was released to
the State Board of Education and the Department of Education
for review and response.
The task force working on the K-12 achievement goal area
first identified these goals:
Communication
Mathematics
Social and Economic Studies
Science
Physical and Health Education
Humanities and the Arts (visual arts, performing
arts, music, foreign language, literature)
Occupations
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For each goal, the task force wrote specific objectives,
very much like this one for reading:
Grade 3: By 1990, 80 percent, and by 1993, 90 percent, of
students will be able to use basic comprehension and
phonetic skills and strategies to locate and identify
facts from simple paragraphs, stories and news articles.
Some goals were developed in a

very general

sense.

For

example, this objective was developed for the Physical and
Health Education goal:
Health Goal -

High school graduates will

12th Grade:

develop and be able to maintain positive physical health.
The State Board and Department of Education response to
the task force work was specific in these areas:
1.

Some

linkage must be made among the three

goal

areas.
2.

A systems approach should be taken so that all
testing

references

curriculum

actual

and

instructional practice.
3.

The task forces and,
Committee,

should

thus,
not

the Joint Legislative
be

writing

objectives for K-12 achievement.

specific

That is the job

of the Department of Education working with the
State Board of Education and Arizona educators.
4.

Furthermore,

the

Department

of

Education

has

already written specific objectives for many of the
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goals established by the K-12 task force.

These

are the

State

Essential

skills documents.

The

Board and Department of Education recommended that
these be adopted by the Joint Legislative committee
rather than having a new set of specific objectives
created

that

conflicting,

would

serve

curriculum

as

another,

agenda

for

possibly

schools

to

follow.
5.

Measurement of achievement of the goals cannot be
accomplished with current tests which are normreferenced

standardized

tests.

Furthermore,

testing with norm-referenced tests will need to be
reduced in order to add new assessments.
6.

New tests,

criterion-referenced,

will have to be

devised to match the Essential Skills.
The Joint Legislative committee examined the Language
Arts Essential Skills

(LAES)

and the Essential Skills

in

Mathematics (ESM) and expressed interest in all responses to
the work that had been done over the summer.

The committee

adopted the LAES and ESM in place of their specific objectives
in those subjects and directed the Department of Education to
proceed as follows:
1.

continue to develop Essential Skills documents to
specify objectives for the rest of the K-12 goals
(social studies, art and music had been completed).
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2.

Develop assessments that match the Essential Skills.

3.

Develop a plan for assessing Arizona students with
these new assessments.
a.

how to

reduce

Consider

standardized norm-referenced

testing to accommodate the new testing, and
b.

how to collect information on factors related
to achievement (non-test indicators).

Legislation in 1988 (SB 1327) and 1989 (SB 1234) directed
the Department of Education to continue the work above under
the guidance of the Joint Legislative Committee on Goals for
Educational Excellence.

Each piece of legislation advanced

the purposes of the first and became more specific as the GEE
project developed.

The result of all of the work and several

pieces of legislation became the Arizona Student Assessment
Plan (ASAP) that, as soon as it was signed into law on May 16,
1990, became the Arizona Student Assessment Program (ASAP).

The Status of Curriculum and Assessment Prior to the GEE
Since the Goals for Educational Excellence project and
the ASAP represent such a dramatic departure from curriculum
and assessment practices prior to 1990, it is important to
clarify what was taught and tested in Arizona prior to the
ASAP.

Curriculum Prior to the Essential Skills.

In the 1970s,
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Arizona had (as did many states) a basic skills curriculum.
Wall charts called "What Every Arizona Child Should Know"
decorated classrooms across the state.

These wall charts

contained specific skills in specific areas
grades.
basic

for specific

The wall charts became lists of basic skills, and the
skills

evolved

into

Essential

Skills.

Skills

on

standardized tests were added when the state began using these
tests, and the Essential Skills were written as grade-cluster
skills (K-3, 4-8, and 9-12) rather than grade-level skills.

CUES.

Testing in the 1970s was left up to the districts.

A law that became known as the CUES law (A. R. S.

15-203,

paragraph 38) was enacted in 1971 and had to be implemented by
1975 (stout, 1987).
!lniform

~valuation

The acronym "CUES" stood for .Qontinuous

§.ystem, and the law required that districts

establish their own systems for evaluating reading, writing
and computation.

The law required no monitoring

(so the

Department of Education never knew which districts had CUES)
and no reporting of scores.

At the time the law was passed,

models of CUES were circulated.

Although nowhere in the

legislation are the words "test" or "testing" used, these
models with almost no exception were discrete skills tests,
multiple choice in nature.
Soon, for many districts that had implemented CUES, the
skills tests became the curriculum.

In other districts, CUES
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tests created a separate curriculum, at odds with the written
and/or

taught

district

curriculum.

curriculum

but,

curriculum evolved,

Sometimes,
when

the

the written

CUES

matched

and/or

taught

the CUES stayed the same so that two,

contradictory curricula operated in classrooms.

Norm-Referenced Standardized Testing.

Prior to 1980,

Arizona used norm-referenced standardized tests in a variety
of ways.

For example, according to the Thirteenth Biennial

Report of the state Superintendent of Public Instruction,
1934-36, students were tested with "a battery of nationally
standardized achievement tests, two spelling tests, an English
test,

an eighth grade

survey examination,

a

high

school

comprehensive examination, and the tests on the Constitution
of

the

united

states

(Richards, 1936, p. 19).
constitution tests,
school

district.

and

the

of

Arizona"

According to Richards, all but the

however,
The

Constitution

were optional with the local

optional

use

of

the

Metropolitan

Achievement Tests (1934-35) and the New Stanford Achievement
Tests

(1935-36)

may

have meant

only that they

could be

administered whenever local districts wanted to administer
them:

"The only obligation of the local school was in sending

the results of the tests to the State Department of Education.
The

department

furnished the

tests"

(p.

19).

Commented

Richards, "The Constitution tests should be discontinued as
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soon as legislative action will permit it because the practice
of teaching definitely toward the passing of such tests has
come to defeat much of the spirit of the study of American
citizenship" (p. 20).
In 1980, use of a nationally normed, standardized test
became

mandatory.

All

students,

grades

1

through

12,

"excluding a legislated list of those qualified for exemptions
due to

l~arning

special

difficulties" were to be tested

annually in reading, language, and mathematics (Stout, 1987,
p. 1).

According to stout (1987) this "amounted to a huge

expansion of state achievement testing authority" (p. 2).

At

first the California Achievement Test was used in all grades.
However, in 1985 the Iowa Test of Basic Skills was adopted for
grades 1-8 while the Stanford Achievement Test was used for
grade 9 and the Stanford Test of Academic Skills was used for
grades 10-12 because of "criticisms that the tests were too
easy"

(stout, 1987, p. 2).

Skills

was

adopted

for

In 1988, the Iowa Test of Basic
grades

1-8,

and

the

Tests

of

Achievement and Proficiency (also published by Riverside) were
adopted for grades 9-12.
According

to

a

survey published by the Educational

Commission of the States in 1985, Arizona was the only state
to test every student every year, grades 1 through 12, with,
as

its

single

achievement test.

measure,

a

norm-referenced

standardized

other states either had no state testing at
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all;

some

combination

of

national,

norm-referenced

standardized test and state criterion-referenced tests; or
state criterion-referenced tests only.
stout

(1987),

considering

the

testing

Arizona, wondered about several issues.

situation

in

"As yet, no clear

links exist between the two main assessment efforts [CUES and
the use of norm-referenced standardized tests].

The fact that

state policy mandates two different assessment systems is
often criticized by local school district officials" (p. 2).
Also, "some criticism is beginning to build over the issue of
testing every child every year.
the

board

of

education

have

School district officials and
argued

for

reducing

the

standardized testing to a few grades a year, perhaps grades 3,
8, and II" (p. 2).
In 1988, lobbyists succeeded in making first and twelfth
grade testing optional except for the testing of a small
sample of students at those grades.

The change went into

effect in 1989 and paved the way for further changes in normreferenced standardized testing in Arizona.

Development of the Essential Skills.

In 1983 legislative

action directed the State Board of Education to prescribe
"minimum course of study and competency requirements"

for

eighth and twelfth graders (later, third graders) per A. R. S.
15-701 and 15-701.01.

The State Board of Education responded
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with a list of required courses for the common schools (K-8)
and a list of graduation requirements to handle the "minimum
course

of

study"

part

of

the

requirement.

These

were

expressed as state Board rules R7-2-301 (K-8 courses) and R72-302 (credits for graduation).
Prior to this legislative action,
competency

requirement was

expressed

the state Board's
in R7-2-301

as

the

ability to read, write and compute on a sixth grade level to
leave eighth grade and read on a ninth grade level to graduate
from high school.

with the 1983 legislative action, the state

Board decided to use the Essential Skills to meet the mandate
to set competency requirements.

R7-2-301.01 stipulates that

the Essential Skills, with mastery to be set by the local
district, are to serve as the basis for deciding competency.
Not satisfied with the current lists of Essential Skills
and having elevated the importance of these documents, the
State Board of Education sought a method for improving them.
In July, 1985, the State Board voted to correlate revision of
the 1983 version of the Essential Skills with the textbook
adoption cycle so that the year prior to textbook adoption in
a subj ect, the Essential Skills in that subj ect would be
reviewed and revised as necessary.

The following section

explains the textbook adoption cycle in more detail.
Essential Skills documents are created by State Board of
Education appointed committees consisting of twenty seven
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members,

one third educators and two-thirds

Although most were "lay" people,
former

educators

or people

"lay" people.

these members were often

otherwise

associated with the

subject areas or education in general.
A more thorough description of the development of the two
documents that form the basis of the ASAP is warranted.

The

Language Arts Essential Skills Committee met from October 1985
through February 1986 to review and revise the Language Arts
Essential

Skills.

The

Essential

skills

in

Mathematics

Committee met from September 1986 through March 1987 to review
and

revise

committees,

the
like

Essential

Skills

others

following

in

Mathematics.

them,

whole-heartedly

rejected the current curriculum documents entitled
Skills because they were lists of minute,
some

of

which

(like

one

reading

The committees

replaced the

current

Essential

isolated skills,

skill

kindergartners: "Shows a sense of humor")

Both

meant

for

seemed ludicrous.

lists with

extensive

Foundation Statements that set forth the principles of the new
documents and fashioned,
Statements,

curriculum

on the basis of these Foundation
frameworks

that

are

anything

but

discrete skills.
Both commi ttees articulated competencies according to
grade clusters,

K-3,

4-8,

and 9-12,

because the previous

documents had done so and because both statute and State Board
rule seemed to dictate those divisions.

Both documents were
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disseminated

in draft

form to all Arizona districts and

revised extensively after district review and public hearings.
The Language Arts Essential Skills was first published in 1986
and the Essential Skills in Mathematics in 1987.

Coordination with the Textbook Adoption Cycle.

Although

Arizona adopts textbooks on a cY,cle, this cycle does not match
the cycle of the maj or adoption states, such as Texas and
California, and district use of state-adopted texts is not
required, so the process is largely a courtesy to districts.
Only

subjects

required

in the

common

schools,

K-8,

are

scheduled for adoption and, therefore, for review and revision
of Essential Skills documents.

The first subject scheduled

for adoption following the decision to coordinate textbook
adoption and Essential Skills revision was language arts.

The

next was mathematics, then the arts, then social studies, then
science and health, and finally reading.

For each subject,

the state Board of Education appointed an Essential Skills
committee so that textbook adoption the following year could
be made on the basis
possible.

of the most up-to-date curriculum

The State Board appointed a separate committee to

select textbooks on the basis of the revised curriculum.
Sometimes members of the Essential Skills Committees continued
on the Textbook Adoption Committees.
The Goals for Educational Excellence legislation required
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that Essential Skills be developed for all goal areas, even
those not part of the adoption cycle.

Thus, Essential Skills

documents were developed for literature (required in grades 712, but not K-8 and, therefore, not a subject for which texts
are

adopted

or

Essential

Skills

written),

the

physical

education part of health (not required K-12) , occupations,
foreign language, and the performing arts (drama and dance).

The Essential Skills Documents
Since

so

performance
documents

much

of

the

assessments,

that

were

is

created

ASAP,

particularly

built
as

a

upon

the

resul t

of

the

new

curriculum
the

process

described above, it is important to examine these documents in
depth.
A close

look at the

Language Arts

Essential

Skills

reveals its philosophical basis--ten belief statements about
language,

some

of

which

are

summarized

below

from

the

Foundation Statement:
o

Ability to

use

language

is more

important than

ability to analyze language.
o

The language arts of reading, writing, speaking and
listening reinforce each other •••. a language arts
curriculum should be integrated.

o

Language
writing,

arts

involve

whole

acts

of

reading,

speaking and listening .... A student may
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perform all the skills but still not be reading.
curriculum

should

provide

for

real

A

reading,

writing, speaking and listening.
o

Equally

important are the processes of reading,

writing, listening and speaking.
o

Language arts skills are not sequential.
does

not

master

any

A student

aspect ... merely

becomes

proficient in using it within one context.
o

Evaluation in language arts

is not the same as

evaluation in the other content areas .... the best
way to evaluate reading,

writing,

listening

students

is

by

having

speaking,
read,

and

write,

listen, and speak.
Together with sections that define what the committee meant by
writing (not grammar) and reading (not just decoding), these
belief statements gave rise to process and product or outcome
Essential "Skills."

Here is a sample of the processes and

products or outcomes from two grade-level clusters:
writing Process (K-3):
1.

participates in a prewriting activity ...

8.

revises for word choice .••

13.

shares or publishes the final draft of paper.

Writing Products/Outcomes (K-3):
13.

writes a personal experience narrative .••

17.

writes a communication.
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Reading Process (4-8):
4.

states purpose or goal for reading ...

8.

monitors own comprehension and self-corrects
when necessary.

Reading Products/Outcomes (4-8):
9.

reads

and

demonstrates

comprehension

of

a

personal experience narrative •.•
12.

reads and demonstrates comprehension of a form
of communication.

Listening and speaking processes and products or outcomes are
similar to those listed above for reading and writing.

It is

important to note that integration was encouraged in this
curriculum document by requiring that students read whatever
they write and speak whatever they listen to, and vice-versa.
Thus, in the examples above, students both read and write a
personal experience narrative and a
(such as a

letter,

note, message,

form of communication

or instructions).

This

document suggests that language arts might be taught through
integrated units based on relevant content.
Also

note

competencies
clusters

the

presented

(K-3

arrangement

that

and
of

4-8

process

and

product

above are arranged

in the example:

competencies

in

grade

or

outcome

in grade level

also

9-12).

level

The

clusters

establishes the documents as frameworks for curriculum, not
curriculum.

They are not specific about curriculum at every
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grade level,

leaving specificity to each school district.

They simply set broad competencies expected of all students
across

the

state,

letting

districts

develop

their

own

curriculum leading up to the expectations at third, eighth and
twelfth grades.

They provide a structure for local control.

Although the committee that wrote the document did not
know it at the time, a key component of the Language Arts
Essential Skills would be the Appendix to the document.
Appendix

contains

suggested

criteria

for

evaluating

products or outcomes required in"the document.

This
the

Thus, looking

much like an analytic trait rubric, criteria for evaluating
the comprehension of a personal experience narrative at third
and eighth and twelfth grades are offered in the Appendix.
Similar criteria are offered for the rest of the reading
outcomes and each of the writing,
products or outcomes also.

listening, and speaking

What was in the Appendix of

Language Arts Essential Skills became more than an "add-on" in
the work resulting from the Goals for Educational Excellence
legislation, however.
The Essential Skills in Mathematics similarly proceeded
from a set of beliefs.

Among the foundational statements that

guided the creation of the math competencies are these:
o

Mathematics
Mathematics
understanding,

is

much

more

instruction

than
must

application,

computation.
provide

for

problem-solving,
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enjoyment

and

a

ready

willingness

to

use

mathematical ways of thinking.
o

Problem-solving must be the focus of mathematics
instruction.

o

Learners

need

concrete

learning

experiences

to

relate previous knowledge to new concepts.
o

Teaching by telling does not work.

Cooperative

learning groups,

and verbal

learning

in

teaching

discovery

real-life

strategies.

conj ecture
solving.

and

learning,

contexts

are

important

Teaching should encourage

intui ti ve approaches to

problem-

Thought processes are more important than

correct answers.
o

Technology

should

be

part

of

the

mathematics

classroom.
Many of these beliefs foreshadowed the standards established
These

by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.

Arizona beliefs about mathematics led to six strands that are
expressed in grade level clusters K-3, 4-8 and 9-12:

number,

measurement, geometry, patterns and relations, data analysis
and

probability,

and

analytical

reasoning.

Among

the

Essential Skills within these strands in the K-3 cluster are
the following:
o

Estimate answers to computational problems.

o

Fill

space

in

a

variety

of

ways

using
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manipulatives.
Make

o

reasonable

conclusions
materials,

or

about

logical
situations

using such words

if ... then, all,

conj ectures

§Q!!lg,

with

as

these:

and

concrete
and,

or,

none, not, and out of.

Similar "skills" are included in the 4-8 and 9-12 clusters.

The ASAP
Assessing the Essential Skills
After

adopting

the

Essential

Skills

as

a

means

of

articulating its goals, the Joint Legislative committee then
asked

a

key

question:

How do

we measure

expressed in these curriculum documents?

our

goals

as

It quickly became

clear that a norm-referenced, standardized test like the Iowa
Test of Basic Skills (ITBS) could not do the job, at least not
entirely.

For

legislators

know

one

thing,

normed

how close Arizona

reaching their own goals.

scores

would

students

had

not

help

come

to

For another, correlations between

all the major nationally normed, standardized tests and the
Essential Skills showed that very few of the Essential Skills
were measured by the tests

(Noggle,

1988).

Finally,

the

Essential Skills themselves demanded more than multiple choice
assessment, as the description of them above makes clear.
If not, then what would measure the committee's goals?
The Department of Education suggested criterion-referenced
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assessments

matched

to

the

Essential

Skills

and

also

recommended that use of norm-referenced standardized testing
be reduced to allow for these new assessments.

General Description of the New Assessments. The match of
the new tests to the Essential Skills dictated many things.
First, the new tests clearly had to be performance-based, not
multiple-choice~

performance.

in a

mathematics
mathematics.

Essential

skills

documents

Students have to do things,

correct answers.
reading

The

mandate

not just select

They have to write; they have to respond to

meaningful

skills

and

way.
express

They have
their

to

apply

their

understanding

about

Thus, the new tests clearly had to be criterion-

referenced performance-based assessments.
But, was measuring the content of the Essential Skills
documents enough?
columns

In the Language Arts Essential Skills the

designating

the

required

processes and products or outcomes.

"skills"

include

both

In the Essential Skills

in Mathematics both processes and products or outcomes are
included in the listings under the strands, and the Foundation
Statement clearly attends to the processes of "doing math."
Once the Department of Education determined that measuring the
content of the Essential Skills documents was not enough, the
Department

proposed

"criterion-referenced,

assessments

that

performance-based

had

evolved

assessments"

from
to
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"curriculum-referenced, performance-based assessments."

The

terminology is significant.

The context, the "how" or the

processes

Skills

of

the

Essential

documents,

had

to

be

measured, too.
An example will help make clear the difference between
criterion-referenced and curriculum-referenced assessments.
One way to test the performance of writing is to have students
write on a topic and collect their papers after a certain
period of time.

This measures writing directly, and it is

certainly a performance-based assessment--a direct assessment
of writing--but it measures content only.
includes

both

content

and

context

An assessment that

would

have

students

experience a pre-writing activity--brainstorming, mapping or
webbing, listing, drawing, listening or discussing.
would then create a first draft.

Students

On the second day of the

assessment, they would reread what they had written, perhaps
work briefly in a peer response group, use a checklist to fix
up their writing and prepare a final draft.
assessment
context

includes

or processes

both the

content

of writing.

of

This

This kind of

wri ting
is a

and

the

curriculum-

referenced assessment because it matches both the content and
context of the Language Arts Essential Skills.
Such an assessment looks more like what happens in the
classroom.

It mirrors good instructional practice.

less intrusive, more like an instructional unit.

It is

It may be
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said to be more instructionally valid than norm-referenced,
standardized testing that is multiple-choice in nature.
Examination of the reading and mathematics assessments
will further demonstrate how the assessments are curriculumreferenced.

The

reading

discussion on a topic.

assessments

begin

with

class

This reading activity is important for

activating prior knowledge and is based on the premise that
students read better when they have first brought to the
surface all they know about a subject.

Students then work

individually on another pre-reading activity.

They list all

they know about a subject, draw, set purposes for reading, or
predict what will be in the reading selection, for example.
Prereading exercises are not scored; they are included for
purposes of instructional validity and to incorporate the
processes of reading within the assessment.

Then, students

read an intact piece of real literature or good non-fiction,
something they are likely to encounter in real life,
something concocted especially for the assessment.

not

After they

finish reading, they respond to reading in a variety of ways.
Many of the questions they answer have more than one right
answer, building on the theory that readers make meaning from
the interaction of their minds and the text.

Several are

short answer, one is always an extended written response, and
students may also create a drawing to demonstrate their
comprehension.
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The mathematics assessments are quite different from most
mathematics tests, which have a page of computation followed
by assorted word problems on various subjects.

The math

assessments begin with a scenario--a real-life task, problem
or project, such as designing a playground of the future.
After students activate their background knowledge on this
scenario through class discussion, they go to work on the
problem, task, or proj ect.

They work across strands, prompted

by the test items to use computational, problem-solving, data
analysis, probability, analytical reasoning, geometry, algebra
or measurement skills.

As they work, they write the answers

instead of selecting them, and they show their work and get
credit for the processes.
and draw to scale.

They also create graphs and charts

They use manipulatives.

explain their mathematical

reasoning,

They write to

justify an

answer,

suggest a process, or synthesize with language what they have
done mathematically.
The assessment process in Arizona has been designed to be
transparent.

The old model of testing, based on use of norm-

referenced, standardized testing, was secure and secretive and
separated from what was taught.
know what

was

Teachers were not supposed to

on the norm-referenced standardized test.

Teaching to the test was, therefore, regarded as unethical,
perhaps illegal--although specific test preparation materials
were easily obtainable.

The new ASAP model is transparent and
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designed to be taught towards; teaching to the test is seen as
teaching towards standards the state values, as represented in
the Essential skills.
are

broad,

not

Since the Essential Skills competencies
stud~nts

narrow;

will

not

be

memorizing

isolated bits of knowledge to recall for the tests.

They will

be applying processes they know to new contexts.
Transparency is achieved, first, through fidelity to the
Essential Skills documents on two dimensions,
context.

It

is

ensured

through

parallel

content and

forms

of

the

assessments that districts rece"ive to use in any way they
choose.

They can use these as instructional units or as

assessments.
can

use

them

They can use them as pre or post tests.
"out-of-level"

learning disabled students.

with

special

education

They
and

Teachers who use them will have

confidence that they will be teaching towards the Essential
Skills and doing so in a way that is consistent with the
Essential Skills documents.
There are four forms
assessments.

(A through D)

of each of the 67

Forms A through C are released as blackline

masters to districts so they can copy them for educational
purposes in Arizona.
secret) for state use.
match Form A.

Form D will be kept secure (though not
Form D is not secret because it will

A more thorough description follows.

Forms A, B, C, and D.

Form A assessments are district
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forms of the assessments.

They measure reading, writing and

mathematics at grades three, eight, and twelve (the last grade
of

each

grade-level

cluster

and

the

grade

considered

"benchmark" because of the decisions districts might

about student progress).

m~]ca

a

then

A limited pilot of the assessments

and scoring procedure was conducted with a draft of these
assessments in the spring of 1990.
drafts

were

distributed

to

all

After revision,

districts

so

they

later
could

participate in a year-long, open-ended, statewide pilot during
1990-1991.

Districts

gave

them

to

teachers

to

try

as

instructional units or as classroom assessments using the
scoring materials.
curriculum

They used the assessments as a basis for

alignment

assessments or CUES.
tools.

and

to

review

their

own

district

They used them as staff development

Most importantly, districts provided feedback on the

assessments according to how they used them so that Form A
could be revised and redistributed for district use in the
fall of 1991 and so that Form D could be built.
There

are

67

Form A assessments.

These match

the

Language Arts Essential Skills products or outcomes exactly
and

represent

clustering

of

the

competencies

across

strands in the Essential Skills in Mathematics.
grade, there are eighteen assessments, as follows:

the

In third
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Reading
Reads and demonstrates comprehension of a
1.
personal experience narrative
2.
story
3.
report
4.
form of communication
5.
poem

writing
writes a
1.
personal experience narrative
2.
story
3.
report
4.
form of communication
5.
poem

Mathematics
Eight assessments that group around a single scenario,
task, problem or project, each assessment featuring
Essential Skills from across the strands.
In eighth grade there are twenty-three assessments as follows:

Reading
Reads and demonstrates comprehension of a
1.
personal experience narrative
2.
story
3.
report
4.
form of communication
5.
poem
6•
summary
7.
essay

writing
writes a
1.
personal experience narrative
2.
story
3.
report
4.
form of communication
5.
poem
6.
summary
7.
essay
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Mathematics
Nine assessments that group around a single scenario,
task, problem or project, each assessment featuring
Essential Skills from across the strands.
In twelfth grade, there are twenty-six assessments as
follows:

Reading
Reads and demonstrates comprehension of a
1.
personal experience narrative
2.
story
3.
report
4.
form of communication
5.
poem
6.
summary
7.
essay
8.
argument/persuasion
9.
critique/evaluation

writing
Writes a
1.
personal experience narrative
2.
story
3.
report
4.
form of communication
5.
poem
6.
summary
7.
essay
8.
argument/persuasion
9.
critique/evaluation

Mathematics
Eight assessments that group around a single scenario,
task, problem or project, each assessment featuring
Essential Skills from across the strands.
Two other forms of the assessments are being prepared for
districts to use.

These are formatiye assessments that match

each of the sixty-seven third, eighth and twelfth grade Form
A assessments 1 isted above.

They are easier but parallel
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forms.

Form

B

can be used one to two grades prior to grades

three, eight and twelve.

Form C can be used two or more

grades prior to third, eighth, and twelfth grades.

Districts

choosing to use these formative assessments at earlier grades
can decide when and how to use them.

The Form B and Form C

assessments are scheduled for district piloting for one year
and will be revised and returned to districts for district use
in 1992.
Form D is the only state form of the assessments.
will parallel the district form,"Form A.
be

intentional.

For

example,

if

a

It

The similarity will
Form

A mathematics

assessment requires students to design a playground of the
future, the Form D assessment will require students to design
an amusement park of the future.
same,

the

specifics

The processes will be the

different.

In

order

to

ensure

parallelism, Form D will, in fact, be built after Form A has
been revised according to the process described above.
Form

D will

sampling procedure.
will take

QDg

be

administered

according

to

a matrix

Each third, eighth, and twelfth grader

of the assessments in reading, one in writing,

and one in mathematics.

For example, although there are five

assessments for third grade reading--matching each of the five
products or outcomes for third grade reading (reads a personal
experience narrative, a story, a report, a communication, and
a poem)--and all five will be given somewhere in the state, no
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student will take all five of the Form D reading assessments.
According to the sampling procedure, each student will take
only one reading assessment.

In a school that has five third

grade classrooms, students in classroom A may take Assessment
Number 1, those in classroom B Assessment Number 2, etc.
assessments

will

be

assigned

because they are interactive.
means

that

students

need

by

classroom,

not

The

student,

The matrix sampling procedure

to

be

ready

to

take

all

the

assessments, but they will take only one in each subject.
Parallel spanish versions (not direct translations) of
Forms A,

Band C will be provided to all districts in the

state for use according to local policy.

A Spanish version of

the Form D assessments will be developed and its use guided by
state

Board

rule.

Although

limited

English

proficient

students will not be exempt from Form D, they may take the
Spanish

version

or

the

English

version

in

mediated

circumstances with special scoring.
Use of the Form D assessments with special populations is
guided by statute (A.R.S. 15-744), although some districts are
beginning to build Individual Education Plans (IEPs) around
the Essential Skills and using whatever assessments work best
wi th special
measure

education and

growth.

learning disabled

Administration

of

the

students to

assessments

under

special conditions (such as having students dictate responses)
is also a possibility.
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Similar tests in Forms A through D will be built for
social studies and science.

Development will follow the

processes outlined above.

Scoring the New Assessments.

The assessments described

above clearly are not machine-scorable.

Form D assessments

will be scored at regional scoring sites, each chosen so as
not to be more than an hour's drive from any Arizona school
district.

Educators from districts near the regional scoring

sites will be selected to score the assessments and trained
and certified as scorers before they participate in the
process.

As

they

work,

their

scoring will

be

closely

monitored or calibrated for fidelity to the rubric (scoring
guides) and anchors (samples of student papers that match the
rubric) .

They'll be paid a small stipend and offered graduate

credit for their work.
A form of writing assessment scoring that has gained a
great deal of credibility over the past twenty years will be
used to score all the assessments.

Called "analytic trait

scoring," this method promotes standardization of response to
performances,
mathematics.

whether

they're

in

reading,

writing

or

Scorers use a rubric or set of criteria for each

scoring point and examples or anchors of student work that
exemplify the rubric at each scoring point.

They practice

with the rubric, anchors and a common set of papers until they
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standardize their scoring--they "agree to agree" to give a
particular score when the performance achieves the criteria
and matches the student examples.

They defer their personal

reactions to the rubric and anchors.
High reliability can be achieved with analytic trait
scoring,

especially

when

various

methods

of

calibrating

scorers, or making sure they do not drift too far from the
rubric and anchors, are used.

During the pilot of the scoring

of a draft of the Form A assessments in April,

1989, very

little scorer drift was found, "and the entire scoring took
less

time

than

assessments

has

development.

was

predicted.

an

additional

Teacher
bonus

in

scoring
terms

of

of

the

staff

Teachers involved in the scoring of performance-

based assessments return to the classroom more thoughtful
about what they teach and how they teach it and more confident
of their ability to evaluate student work.

In addition, they

are prepared to lead their districts in the scoring of Forms
A, B, and C.
Scoring of Forms A, B, and C is left up to the districts
and

may

range

assessments

per

from
the

individual
rubrics

in

teacher
the

scoring

scoring

of

guides

the
that

accompany these forms of the assessments to a formal scoring
process.

The

former

method

is

less

reliable

but

less

expensive; the latter is more reliable and more expensive.
These and other scoring techniques are described in a notebook
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called The ASAP User's Guide which districts received along
with other materials October 1990 at a statewide Assessment
Conference.

scoring has also been the subject of numerous

two-day scoring conferences the Department of Education has
held throughout the state.

Testing with A Norm-Referenced Standardized Test
Standardized norm-referenced testing continues in Arizona
with the ASAP but with two major changes.

The first change

reduces the impact of the norm-referenced, standardized test
on curriculum and instruction in the state.
powerful change.

It's a subtle but

Standardized norm-referenced testing moves

from the spring to the fall.
based on research.

The reasons for this change are

The Joint Legislative Committee on Goals

for Educational Excellence commissioned a study by researchers
at Arizona state University,

west Campus,

standardized

testing

Haladyna,

norm-referenced

and Haas,

1989).

in

on the uses of
Arizona

(Nolen,

The researchers asked three

questions: 1) What use is made of test scores when you receive
them in your district in May?
ready for standardized testing?

2) How does your district get
3) How are students affected

by standardized testing?
Very few of the respondents reported any sUbstantial use
of standardized test scores when they're received in May.
Arizona educators get the scores too late to do anything with
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them.

A high mobility rate in many districts means that

basing curriculum for one year on testing results the previous
year may be a wasted effort.
District preparation for the norm-referenced standardized
tests runs the gamut; some respondents described spending all
year preparing for them, some a month or a couple of weeks
prior to their administration, some no time at all, believing
that the tests are supposed to measure what students can do at
a point in time, not the extent to which they've been prepared
for the tests. The ASU researchers wondered if Arizona could
trust its test scores: Do they represent achievement or degree
of preparation?
students

are

variety of ways.

affected by

standardized testing

in

a

Respondents reported that the younger ones

exhibit signs of anxiety, the older and not-so-older ones
signs of boredom.

They execute a "ski slope" answer sheet or

a linear, straight "E" answer sheet.
The Joint Legislative committee believed the move to fall
testing would diminish many of these problems.

Teaqhers will

have less time to get students ready for the tests, to "prep"
them.

They would have less motivation to do so because the

tests won't

represent

an

they've taught all year.

end-of-year evaluation of

what

students will be less anxious

because their teachers are less anxious and also because they
know the test won't represent for them what they're supposed
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to have learned all year.

Scores will be returned while they

can still do some good, still be used with a largely intact
class to check instructional plans.

Use of fall norms will

ensure that Arizona students are compared to students who took
the test under similar conditions.
The second way of reducing norm-referenced standardized
testing in the state is through reduction in the amount of
time the test takes.

This will be accomplished through

administration of a rotation of sUbtests every year instead of
the entire battery of subtests' in the selected subj ects.
Rotation of subtests reduces the time for standardized testing
by half to two-thirds.

For example, standardized testing time

becomes a little over an hour in second grade, a little over
two

hours

in

sixth

grade.

Use

of

two

subtests

as

"constants," probably Reading Comprehension and Mathematics
Problem-Solving in grades two through eight and Reading grades
nine through twelve, will provide helpful longitudinal data
against which the other subtest data can be checked.

It will

also help with meeting Chapter I and other special program
identification, placement, and assessment requirements.
These

two moves

to

reduce

standardized testing

are

important in Arizona, where the standardized norm-referenced
test has dictated curriculum and instructional methods for
over ten years.

Correlations between the Essential Skills and

various norm-referenced standardized tests, for example, are
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low.

According to a correlation study mentioned earlier

(Noggle, 1988), only about 26% of what is required in the
Essential

Skills

documents

in

reading I

language

and

mathematics is tested on any norm-referenced test, although
100% of what is tested can be found in the Essential Skills
documents.

Teaching towards a norm-referenced standardized

test, as many reported doing when it was given in the spring
(Nolen, Haladyna, and Haas, 1989), means teaching towards only
about 26% of what Arizona teachers should be teaching and
doing so in a way that can be "measured on multiple-choice
tests, a way that is incompatible with the Essential Skills.
According

to

the ASAP,

the

role

of

norm-referenced

standardized testing in the total assessment picture will be
to provide a national reference point for Arizona achievement.
Instead of such testing serving as the only state measure of
achievement and the scores from these tests as the only public
report of achievement in Arizona, norm-referenced standardized
testing will be only one of several indicators of achievement.
Since the passage of the ASAP, norm-referenced testing
has been further reduced, for economic reasons.

The Joint

Legislative Budget Committee, seeking to slash state funding
in the spring of 1991,

reduced fall testing with a norm-

referenced, standardized test from grades two through twelve
to three grades (four, seven and eleven) and mandated census
testing at those grades.

In the fall of 1991 students at
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those grades were tested with the whole battery of subtests in
reading, language arts, and mathematics.

Sharing the Curriculum and Assessment Responsibility
The benchmark years for the Essential Skills competencies
are third, eighth, and twelfth grades.
assessments will be given at third,
grades.

Yet,

Form D of the new
eighth,

and twelfth

the responsibility of ensuring that third,

eighth, and twelfth grade students achieve the Essential Skills
competencies must be shared among all teachers.
make sense educationally--nor is

It does not

it fair to students or

teachers--to wait until third grade (or eighth or twelfth) to
see if students can succeed at the third grade competencies.
A way to ensure responsible curriculum planning and assessment
is integrated into the ASAP.
and a "back end."
Assessment Plan.

This feature has a "front end"

The front end is the filing of a District
The back end is the filing of an Essential

Skills completion Report.
The District Assessment Plan requires districts to decide
how they'll assess students on all of the Essential Skills
prior to grades three, eight, and twelve.

Districts will have

several choices.

They may use the district form--Form A--of

the assessments,

appropriate for grades three,

eight,

and

twelve. They may use the formative assessments--Forms Band c-that can be used at grades prior to third,

eighth,

and
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twelfth grades.

They may use their own district assessments

(old or new CUES) if they like them and if these assessments
do,

indeed,

account

for

the

Essential

Skills

consistent with the Essential Skills documents.

in

a

way

Finally,

districts may use a portfolio system to account for the
Essential Skills.
encouraging

In fact, the Department of Education is

instructional

systems

that set

standards

for

student work and have a management component for collecting
and recording that work when it shows evidence of meeting
those standards--a simple application of a portfolio system.
Districts may use a combination of these approaches when
they file their first District Assessment Plans, but they will
be encouraged not to simply "layer on" additional assessments.
Panels of educators reviewing the District Assessment Plans
will encourage districts to review all assessment practices in
the district to check for redundant testing.
Districts are completing their District Assessment Plans
in three stages that are much like stages of the writing
process.

The first year they completed their "prewriting," a

narrative that answers four questions on what they've done and
intend to do,
favoring,

and

what district assessments options they are
how

they

standardized test scores.

will

use

fall

norm-referenced

The second year they select and

submit a draft of their options.

The third year they revise

their draft and submit a final District Assessment Plan which,
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in

fact,

becomes

the

district's

official

program

for

assessment at that point.
With the "back end" of this feature of the ASAP,

the

Essential Skills Completion Report, districts will indicate
how many students have completed all of the Essential Skills
according to their own selected form of assessment.
of

the

ASAP

distinguishes

responsibilities.

It

is

between
the

state

district's

This part

and

district

responsibility,

according to the ASAP, to measure what students can do on all
of the Essential Skills (in fact, this is not a new district
responsibility

according to statute and State Board rule).

It is the state's responsibility to validate the district's
responsibility by administering one assessment in reading, one
in writing, and one in mathematics to each student.

It is not

the state's responsibility to administer all of the Essential
Skills assessments to all students.
subject

is

enough

for

state

responsibility through sampling.
say, "Oh, I can do this.

One assessment in each

verification

of

district

Arizona expects students to

I've done things like this on the

district's assessments ... or for my portfolio" when they take
Form D of the Essential Skills assessments.

Reporting Achievement
Although
legislation,

not

specifically directed

to

do

so

by

the

the Department of Education examined current
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reporting of achievement scores in Arizona, largely a function
of the media.

The newspaper stories

in July begin with

headlines as mild as "Arizona Standardized Test Scores Fall."
What

follows

the headline

is

an

districts or schools in the area.

alphabetical

listing

of

Next to each one are the

test scores: 45, 33, 64, 48, 55, 57, 67, 44, 49, for example.
These

scores

have

been

the

only

form

of

achievement to the publ ic for over ten years.

reporting

of

Thus, they have

been the only indicator of the educational health of schools,
districts and the state.

Furthermore, the public has had no

way of determining what the scores mean.

The way the scores

have been reported in Arizona--to use familiar terms--lacks
both content and context.

The public needs more and better

information.
The Joint Legislative Committee was persuaded that, with
the new assessment components of ASAP,
system would be

inadequate.

the old reporting

A new reporting system was

needed,

a

system that would give a truer picture of each

school,

each district and the state through comprehens i ve

reporting of achievement,
achievement
both.

(or context)

reporting of factors related to
and ,points of interpretation for

Thus, the ASAP calls for school, district, and state

profiles to be published yearly.

These profiles will report

achievement scores on the Form D Essential Skills Assessments
given and scored by the state at third, eighth, and twelfth
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grades;

the Essential Skills Completion Reports;

and the

scores from the norm-referenced standardized tests.
These profiles will
achievement (context).

also

report

factors

related to

These factors will be of two types.

Factors that reflect achievement such as science fair winners,
numbers of students in advanced courses,

and Presidential

Physical Fitness Award winners require no additional testing
and expand the picture of achievement.

Factors that affect

achievement such as socio-economic status, mobil i ty rates,
percent of limited English proficient students, class size,
faculty turnover, parent involvement, number of books in the
library, etc., provide a context for achievement.
Information on these factors will come from two sources.
One source is information the state already collects.

The

other source is teacher, principal and superintendent surveys.
Panels

of

teachers,

principals

and

assisted in writing these surveys.

superintendents

They were asked, "What

affects achievement in your classroom?
your district?"

have

in your school?

in

Several surveys will be piloted and the best

survey items selected for the final surveys, designed to take
about one hour to complete.
Points of comparison on the Arizona Report Cards will
make

the

factors

scores
more

for

achievement

meaningful.

On

and

school

achievement-related
profiles,

obvious

comparisons from school scores to district and state scores
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will be provided.

Another 'comparison provides information

over time; the report cards are five-year reports, so a school
or district competes with itself for improvement.

Another

comparison is to the school's own goals, goals set not by the
Legislature, the Department of Education, or the district, but
by the school i tsel f, the place where change happens.

A final

comparison is to schools that share the same characteristics
as the reported school--characteristics such as SES, mobility
rate, or percent of limited English proficient children--over
which no school has any control..

Each school, then, can see

how it's doing in relation to schools just like it.

District

and state profiles will provide similar comparison information
to allow interpretation.

The ASAP Timeline
A three-year phase-in was planned for the ASAP.

This

means that the project has taken about four years to legislate
and will take about four years to implement (with one year of
overlap when the legislation was in place and implementation
had started).

In the first year, 1990-91, districts received

masters of the Form A assessments as drafts at grades three,
eight,

and twelve and used them in a variety of ways in

classes and at the district level. They filed the first stage
of their District Assessment Plan at the end of the school
year.

They participated

in norm-referenced standardized
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testing in the spring as they have for the previous ten years.
Then,

in

school

year

standardized

testing

moved

administered

to

students

all

1991-1992,

to

the
in

norm-referenced

fall,
grades

with
4,

the

7,

test

and

11.

Districts received drafts of the Form Band C assessments.

In

January, 1992, the first surveys of teachers, principals, and
superintendents will be conducted.

In March, 1992, one of

each of the Form D Essential Skills Assessments in reading,
writing and mathematics will be given to all third, eighth,
and

twelfth

graders.

These

will

be

scored

by

Arizona

educators in April, 1992.

The first Arizona Report Cards will

be issued in June, 1992.

The second stage of the District

Assessment Plan will be due.
The

third

year

of

the

plan

described above with two differences.

repeats

the

activities

Schools, districts, and

the state will set goals on the basis of the first year's
profiles.

Also, at the end of the year, districts will file

their final stage of the District Assessment Plan.
In

the

activities

fourth

year

of

implementation

described above will

(1993-94)

continue with

fall

the
norm-

referenced standardized testing, January surveys, Essential
Skills performance assessments in March,

scoring in April,

June profiles, and goal setting activities in the fall.

In

addition, districts will submit their first Essential Skills
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completion Reports to the state, and this information will be
included on the 1994 profiles.

Conclusion
The ASAP represents a significant reform effort for
Arizona, but it was not created in a void.
curriculum

to

the

Essential

Skills

Evolution of

framework

documents

described in this chapter paved the way for the performancebased assessments that are part of the ASAP.

Inadequacies in

the CUES law and over-reliance on' norm-referenced standardized
testing led to the district responsibility component of the
ASAP and to multiple indicators of achievement.

A public that

needed to know more about the status of education in Arizona
and wanted to elevate that status led to the GEE project and,
ultimately, to the full profiling system that is a unique part
of the ASAP.
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CHAPTER FOUR
METHODOLOGY

The Research Problem and Research Questions
As stated in Chapter One, the question that motivates
this study is the question of effective policy:
good educational policy for Arizona?

Is the ASAP

Because the ASAP is in

its pilot year and not yet even partially implemented,

and

because the pilot is loosely constructed (districts may choose
what to do during this year and are not obligated to report
their activities or any results of their activities),

the

research question must be looked at through the lens of policy
analysis, not as an evaluation study.
(1984)

make

program
technique

the

distinction between

evaluation:
that

effectiveness

"Policy

requires

the

(or other outcome)

Bolland and
policy

analysis •.• is
analyst

to

Bolland

analysis
a

and

modeling

proj ect

the

for each of a variety of

potential public programs" (p. 334).

Clune (1987) validates

their point of view in an article on choosing institutions (by
which Clune means choosing mechanisms for reform).

Guthrie

(1987) discusses the need for policy analysis to focus on "the
relationship

between

thEe]

implementation

process

and

a

policy's ultimate effects" rather than "clarifying conditions
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under which policies are most likely to be implemented by
practitioners" (p. i).
Tulley (1985) targets efficacy as the purpose of policy
analysis.

Tulley maintains that

to determine the extent to which a policy or
process accomplishes its purpose (efficacy), it
must first be determined what that policy or
process is supposed to do (intent); to fully
understand the consequences of a policy or process
(impact), those consequences must be considered in
terms of the degree to which that policy or process
is effective (p. 289).
The four stages of the policy process may be described as
policy

analysis,

policy

formation,

policy

political analysis (Merkel-Keller, 1984).

decision,

and

The ASAP as policy

has already been formed and decided (indeed, signed into law)
and,

as

it

is

implemented,

will

become

political analysis or program evaluation.

the

subject

of

Policy analysis

was performed as ASAP was being designed (in fact, as part of
the Goals for Educational Excellence legislation that launched
ASAP) prior to its being signed into law as policy decision.
If the ASAP were further along in its implementation, it
might more properly be examined through the techniques of
program evaluation; however, this year (1990-91) the ASAP is
undergoing a statewide, year-long, open-ended pilot which does
not permit the gathering of data for program evaluation.
Thus, policy analysis is the better method for evaluating the
potential effects of the ASAP.
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Thus,

the

research

question

becomes

According to a process of policy analysis,

the

following:

is the Arizona

Student Assessment Program good educational policy?
The specific research objectives, based on Mitchell's
(1986) criteria for policy analysis, are summarized below:
1.

Is the ASAP democratic (small "d")?

That is, does

it reflect the goals and interests of legitimate
stakeholders,

while

still

embodying

the

larger

public interest?
2.

Does

the

ASAP

recGgnize

the

need

for

and

appropriately support the organizational integrity
of the schools?
3.

Does the ASAP make a realistic means-ends linkage?
Does

it

(1)

provide

adequate

incentives

for

individual compliance, (2) attack a central, highleverage intervention mechanism, and (3) reflect a
realistic

grasp

of

the

political,

ideological,

local

organizational,

and sociocultural

forces

that will lead people to resist its implementation?
4.

Is the ASAP properly integrated into an overall
system of state policy?

5.

Does the ASAP have a positive benefit/cost ratio?
If so,

is it larger or smaller than for various

alternative policies?
6.

Is the ASAP politically feasible and/or palatable
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compared to alternative means

for achieving the

same result?

Procedures
Introduction
The

research

design

described

in

this

section

is

predicated on the use of the interview technique as a valid
and reliable data gathering procedure.
section

looks

at

the

process

of

The first part of this

collecting data

through

interviews and the second part at· advantages and disadvantages
of the interview method.

The third part of this section

discusses the interview instrument and procedures for this
study in light of the information in the first two sections.
The fourth part discusses procedures for analysis of data.
The

next

section

presents

detail

on

the

interview

respondents for this study, the policy interviewees and the
implementation interviewees.

The last section presents an

extensive discussion of each of the research questions with
reference

to

the

literature.

Probes

for

each

interview

question are provided.
An outline may help the reader of this chapter:
I.

II.

The Process of Interview Data Collection
A.

Definitions and Descriptions

B.

Interview steps

Advantages and Disadvantages of the Interview
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III. Application of Interview Techniques to This study
IV.

Analysis of Data

V.

The Interviewees

VI.

Discussion of the Research Questions

The Process of Interview Data Collection
Definitions and Descriptions.

Brenner, Brown, and Canter

(1985) define an interview as "any interaction in which two or
more people are brought into direct contact for at least one
party to learn something from the other"

(p. 3).

Brenner

(1985) in the volume which he and others edited carries the
definition

further:

"Indeed

interviewing

means

literally to develop a view of something between
people" (p. 147).

quite
(inter)

Borg and Gall (1989) in their introductory

text to educational research suggest that the interview as a
research tool is similar to the questionnaire.

Best and Kohn

(1989) call the interview "an oral questionnaire"

(p. 201).

Anderson and Burns (1989) consider "asking people who are able
to provide the evidence" a valid source of information for
addressing research questions (p. 114).
Fowler and Mangione (1990) list two essential components
of any interview: The sUbstance of an interview is questions
and answers and each person has a particular role, one to ask
questions, the other to answer them.
as

"designed

to

provide

They describe interviews

descriptive

statistics

about

a
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population that distinguish them" (p. 12).

In particular,

according to Fowler and Mangione, the interview will "help the
researcher describe the population from which [the individual
respondents] were drawn, not because there is any intrinsic
interest in the answers of these individuals per sen (p. 12).
A quantitative or mathematical description of the population
will result.
Brenner (1985) describes a particular kind of interview
called an "intensive interview" in which respondents give
"accounts" or "stories about events and experiences" (p. 150).
Useful particularly in the social sciences, it also has uses
in

other

fields

important (p.150).
is happening
events.

where

"massive

qualitative

knowing"

is

As a discovery procedure, it looks at what

rather than the

frequency

of predetermined

The interview guide contains topics rather than

direct questions, "puzzlements" instead of leading probes (p.
150).

criteria valuable for assessing this type of interview

include (with reference to Brown and Sime, 1981) authenticity
(through other sources, artifacts or internal consistency) and
attestability (the researcher's transparency about methods and
personal interpretation of events).
Potter and Mulkay (1985) also discuss a variant on the
interview, the interview talk.

They describe a study of

research scientists who are asked to describe their work in an
interview.

Respondents were given topics but were allowed to
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talk freely and at length.

Their natural descriptions were

analyzed after transcription by extracting and collecting
together all passages pertinent to certain topics.

Data was

further analyzed with something "akin to triangulation ... ;
that is, each specific passage is compared with each other
passage in relation to a given topic in order to eliminate
certain responses as unreliable, to furnish reinterpretations
of problematic responses,

and to judge what is the best

overall interpretation" (pp. 248-9).

The researchers' task

was to find a coherent composite account.

Interview steps.

Borg and Gall (1989) describe the steps

for gathering data through an interview.
forethought

about

organizing

the

data

They emphasize
according

to

how

respondents might differ on their answers to a single question
as well as how they might differ"according to the group(s) to
which they belong or how their answers are time-bound or timeordered. They recommend getting interviewee commitment to the
interview beforehand in order to ensure cooperation of all
those needed to supply the data and caution that randomly
selecting from those remaining after some interviewees have
declined does not guarantee lack of bias.
Construction

of

an

interview

guide

and

steps

in

conducting the interview are similarly discussed by Borg and
Gall (1989) and other researchers.

Best and Kahn (1989) claim
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that "validity is greater when the interview is based on a
carefully

designed

structure,

thus

ensuring

that

significant information is elicited (content validity)"
203).
the

the
(p.

They recommend "the critical judgment of experts in

field

validity

of inquiry"
(p.

structured

203).

as helpful
Charles

interview guide

be

in establishing content

(1988)

suggests

prepared

to

that

the

"parallel

the

research subquestions" (p. 86).
The interview guide should list questions in the order in
which

they

necessary.

are

to

be

asked 'with

acceptable

probes

if

Although the questions and the probes should be

used in a similar manner with all interviewees, some deviation
from both may be allowed for unusual situations.
Gall

(1989)

discriminate

between

highly

Borg and

structured,

semistructured, and unstructured interviews according to the
amount of variance allowed in the interview situation.

The

amount of follow-up is less and the interview more like a
questionnaire in the highly structured interview and less so
in both categories in the other two types of interviews.
semistructured

interview

is

probably

the

most

useful

The
in

education with the unstructured interview most typical for
client research in psychiatry.
Anderson and Burns (1989) describe research and probing
questions somewhat differently.

First, they say, "whatever

questions we ask and however we ask them ..•. we ask questions
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that are related to a specific and well-defined purpose,
typically the purpose of the study.
ask numerous questions.

Second, as researchers we

In behavioral terms, we provide the

stimulus and expect people to respond" (p. 116).

They provide

two dimensions of asking, as illustrated below:

standardized
prompts and
questions

Forced choice responses
/
/

---------------/-----------/

Non-standardized
prompts and
questions

/
Open ended responses

Their use of the word "prompt" refers to "any preparatory
information or material given to the respondent that is either
needed to answer subsequent questions or will assist the
respondent in answering them" (p. 116).

They distinguish the

dimensions on the figure above according to standardization,
the extent to which "prompts and questions are the same for
all researchers and respondents" (p. 116).

A standardized

prompt would require not only use of the exact same questions
but in the same order and with no addition or subtraction of
questions.

Non-standardized prompts would "permit individual

researchers to use whatever prompts or questions they deem
necessary to collect the evidence they need in order to answer
the

research

questions

they

have

formulated"

(p.

117).

According to Anderson and Burns, "the evidence, rather than
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the particular prompts and questions used to collect the
evidence, is paramount in the researcher's mind" (p. 117).
Indeed,

"if

operating

from

an

initial

general

set

of

questions, the researcher is free to delete questions, reword
questions, or insert questions as needed" (p. 117).

These

additional questions are labeled "probes."
The other dimension of the figure presents the range of
responses interviewees can give.

They can either "have a

limited number of alternative response options from which they
are to choose (forced choice responses)" or they "can respond
in any way they believe appropriate (open-ended responses)"
(p. 117).

Interviews are typically less standardized and more

open ended than questionnaires.
Each type of question and type of desired response has
advantages and disadvantages. Standardized questions are more
efficient, reduce the need for expertise on the part of the
interviewer and might make answers more comparable than nonstandardized questions.

Anderson and Burns (1989) debate the

last point, however, saying that asking the same question does
not provide the same answer and, therefore, comparability" (p.
119) •

The difference can be understood as a shift from

"asking the 'right' questions to getting the 'right' (that is,
most accurate, most informative) answers"
claim that,

(p. 119).

They

"once accuracy and information are optimized,

comparability of responses.is maximized" (p. 119-20).

still,
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"asking completely different questions, asking questions whose
answers may impact on the answers given to later questions,
omitting some questions while adding others--all of these can
have dramatic effects on the answers given" and may affect
comparability (p. 122).
Standardized

questions

do

not

ensure

that

the

respondents fully understand the task, but non-standardized
questions

require

greater

expertise

on

the

part

of

the

interviewer.
Forced choice responses
(often

the

interviewer

allow easier data collection

merely

makes

tally

marks

respondent bubbles answers on an answer sheet)
coding of responses.

or

the

and easier

Open-ended responses permit a "richer

set of evidence •.•. in its rawest form" (p. 120).

Say Anderson

and Burns (1989), "this evidence can be re-examined or reanalyzed

within

various

conceptual

frameworks

and

various methods or techniques of analysis" (p. 120).
choice

responses

allow,

explanation of choice;
instruments
process.

literally,

some

simply refuse

to

no

choice

respondents to

forced

using
Forced

and

no

choice

participate or sabotage

the

However, open-ended responses may provide what Webb

(1981) in Anderson and Burns (1989) calls "dross" (p. 120).
Irrelevant information or dross can render the interview less
efficient.

Lengthy responses can be hard to analyze.

Borg and Gall (1989) recommend trial interviews during
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which the researcher plays the role of interviewee in order to
minimize response effect.

In a later trial interview the

researcher can question interviewees on their reactions to the
interview and modify the process as necessary.

The second

trial interview can also help the researcher check how well
the interviewees have comprehended the interview questions.
It can also help the researcher establish preliminary and
other

procedures

that will

work best with

interviewees.

Anderson and Burns (1989) recommend that a small-scale pilot
or field test examine the appropriateness of the content and
the format of the interview.

They divide the pilot or field

test into two stages, the first a review of the instrument by
the research team or esteemed colleagues, the second "people
who

are

similar

to

those

for

whom

the

interview

or

questionnaire is designed" (p. 125).
Borg and Gall (1989) emphasize the trial interviews as
one way to ensure that reasonably objective data are obtained
and one way to guard against bias.

The pilot or trial

interview should involve subjects from the same population as
the actual interview and should be conceptualized according to
specific objectives.
Almost all the literature assumes the use of interviewers
other than the researcher and most researchers suggest that
these

interviewers be carefully chosen and well-trained.

Fowler and Mangione (1990) suggest that, although, "in some
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Silld.ll

surveys

researchers

may

do

all

or

some

of

the

interviewing, and/or only a single interviewer is used, a
critical feature of most surveys is that researchers have to
design data collection procedures that many other people will
carry out" (p. 13).
Videotape practice sessions assist both the researcher
and the interviewers.

An audiotape recording of the actual

interview helps the researcher confirm notes the interviewer
takes.
taken

In fact, some researchers may prefer that notes not be
at the

interview becaus'e

interviewee responses.

note-taking may

restrict

The aUdiotape changes the interview

context somewhat but has the added advantage of providing a
means of doublechecking the interviewee's response and also
makes possible a second "reading" of the interview so as to
obtain a reliability coefficient for the data.
Best and Kahn (1989) suggest that the interviewer take
notes verbatim if possible.
make

the

interpretation

They claim, "It is advisable to

later,

separating this

analysis from the actual recording of responses"

phase

of

(p. 202).

They recommend tape recording interviews and do not believe
that the aUdiotape distorts the interview.

In fact, they say,

the audiotape will capture the nuances of the interview.
The process of the

interview is

facilitated

if the

interviewer chats briefly beforehand with the interviewee.
After rapport has been established, the interviewer can share
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with

the

interview.

interviewee

the

purpose

and

procedures

of

the

Pauses and neutral statements such as "Tell me

more" can be used to elicit further information.
Interpretation
consideration

the

of

interview

interviewee/s

results
frame

must
of

take

reference

into
or

background which, if different from the interviewer's or the
researcher's,

might

cause

misinterpretation

of

response.

Questions or statements that set the frame of reference might
be needed prior to questions dependent upon a shared frame of
reference.

Best and Kahn (1989)' suggest that reliability of

interpretation

can

be

facilitated

through

slightly

reconstructed questions later in the interview or repeating
the interview at a later time.

Having more than one person

score each tape can also assist with reliability according to
Best and Kahn (1989).
Best and Kahn (1989) suggest several methods for handling
interview statements.

Among these are various types of Q-

sort, devised by Stephenson (1953, in Best and Kahn, 1989),
the sociogram, the "guess-who technique" (Hartshorne and May,
1929, in Best and Kahn, 1989), and the social distance scale.
Although none of these seems appropriate for the research
undertaken

for

this

study,

"designate

appropriate,

their comment on

logica~,

and

the need to

mutually

exclusive

categories for tabulation of the data" is pertinent (p. 209).
They advocate consideration of the categories for the data
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prior to data collection but caution that "when the group is
sufficiently homogeneous,
necessary"

(p.

209).

no breakdown into subgroups

is

Similarly "the heterogeneity of the

group may yield <:lata that have little meaning"

(p.

209).

Breaking data into subgroups when subgroups are not meaningful
to the research question would provide "an unreal picture of
a group of subjects" (p. 209).
Best and Kahn

(1989)

suggest that the most typical

subgroup categories are dichotomous but also state that "at
times it is desirable to divide'a sample into more than two
categories, depending on the nature of the variables that are
to be considered" (p. 210).

They also offer the possibility

that data can be understood through outside criteria rather
than analysis in terms of subgroups.

outside "measuring

sticks" may consist of "prevailing conditions, practices, or
performance of comparable units"

(p.

210);

"what experts

believe to constitute best conditions or practice" (p. 210);
"what a professional group,

a commission,

an accrediting

agency or another scholarly deliberative body establishes as
appropriate standards" (p. 210); "laws or rules that have been
enacted or promulgated by a legislative or quasi legislative
body"

(p.

211);

"research evidence"

(p.

211);

or "public

opinion" (p. 211).
They describe the process of rendering the data into a
format for examination as 1) sorting and tabulating the data
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according to the categories described earlier and 2) creating
tables and figures.

They suggest that presenting data by

frequency counts may be limited and recommend conversion to
percentage responses.

They also discuss crossbreak tables and

ranking and weighing items.
Charles

(1988)

suggests

that

interview

data

can

be

treated in any of three ways: "(1) simple'presentation of the
data;

(2)

conversion

of

statistical treatment"

data

(p.

into

87).

other

forms,

or

(3)

In the first option, the

"information speaks for itself" 'in an organized presentation
of the data without any manipulation or calculation (p. 87).
In

the

second

option,

graphs,

percentages

or

averages

summarize or clarify the meaning of the raw data.

In the

third option, further treatment allows differences to be shown
among

groups.

Charles maintains

that

"often,

data

from

historical and descriptive studies are simply summarized and
presented in the form received.
questions in this form,
90).

If the data clearly answer

no further analysis is needed"

(p.

Such findings can be interpreted as showing status, that

is, telling "how something is at the present time, or how it
used to be .... Such knowledge helps satisfy our curiosity and
helps us better understand present and past conditions and
events" (p. 95).
Anderson and Burns

(1989)

in a

chapter entitled "The

Meaning and _Quality of Evidence" describe a way to enhance
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data collected during research studies.
utility

of

conceptual

frameworks

They focus on the

which

they

define

as

structures for deriving meaning. They elaborate:
conceptual frameworks have an underlying structure.
By structure, we mean the attributes that define
each concept, the interrelationships among the
concepts, and the source or sources of evidence
associated with each concept. The structure of the
conceptual framework gives meaning to the evidence
that is gathered (p. 164).
They make the point that such frameworks are not value-free
and that there is,
framework.

therefore,

no such thing as a

"right"

Having a framework arid being able to justify it is

essential to giving meaning to data collected in a study,
however.

Categories and subcategories for the data which are

necessary

and

appropriate

(1989) .

They

recommend

are

key

use

of

to

Anderson and

"examples,

Burns

excerpts

and

indicators to enhance the meaning of the categories included
in the conceptual framework"

(p. 182).

They also advocate

making clear the linkages among the concepts, categories, and
subcategories.

Knowledge of the source of the evidence is

important as categories are formulated and utilized to make
sense of the results of a study.
Mostyn

(1985)

advocates

a

thirteen-step

approach

to

working with categories, an approach that includes production
of

a

Concept

Book.

In

step

7

researchers

select

categories they will use to organize the analysis.

the

Calling

this the "key to content analysis, whether quantitative or
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qualitative,

II

she recommends giving each idea,

concept or

hypothesis so far entered into the Concept Book a label and
assigning it a number or letter as a code (p. 137).

She

recommends using colored pens and margins for coding the
transcripts of interviews.

Mostyn,

citing Holsti

(1969)

claims that categories must reflect the research purpose, be
exhaustive, and mutually exclusive.

Advantages and Disadvantages of the Interview
Advantages.

Borg and Gall "(1989) discuss advantages of

the interview in terms of adaptability.

The interviewer can

immediately change the course of the interview if necessary,
a technique impossible with a questionnaire.

sometimes the

ability to follow leads given by the interviewee enables the
interviewer to collect more valuable information.

A related

feature, according to Borg and Gall (1989), is the fact that
interviews are likely to allow more depth than questionnaires.
The interviewer can probe and get in person information a
respondent

is

unlikely

to

write

on

a

piece

of

paper,

especially if the interviewer has made the interviewee feel
comfortable.
Best and Kahn (1989) confirm the advantages suggested by
Borg and Gall.

They add that the purposes of the research can

be made clearer to a respondent through an interview than
through a questionnaire and, therefore, responses are more
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likely

to

be

targeted.

Ability

to

follow-up

to

a

misinterpreted question and check the truthfulness of earlier
responses

through

advantages.

later

questions

Furthermore,

the

as

needed

interviewer

can

are

also

make

some

statement about the interviewee's "sincerity or insight" that
cannot be made through a questionnaire (p. 201).
Anderson and Burns (1989) suggest that "the major reason
to ask questions of people is that the evidence needed by the
researcher

(1)

does

not

currently

exist,

(2)

exists

but

requires some corroboration or explanation, or (3) cannot be
gathered using observation" (p. 118).

They advocate "asking"

(their word for questionnaires or interviews) for the above
conditions because it is cost-effective,
understanding,

and

may

be

the

only

way

provides greater
of

getting

the

information.
Brenner, Brown, and canter (1985) claim that "probably
the central value of the interview as a research procedure is
that it allows both parties to explore the meaning of the
questions and answers involved.

There is an impl ici t

or

explicit sharing and/or negotiation of understanding in the
interview situation which is not so central, and often not
present, in other research procedures" (p. 3).

They also see

an immediacy of response not obtainable with other techniques.

Disadvantages.

Borg and Gall (1989) suggest a general
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weakness of interviews that other researchers echo; interviews
necessitate small samples.
biased sample.

A small sample is likely to be a

Fowler and Mangione (1990), listing sources of

errors in surveys, begin with sampling errors in which "by
chance a sample may not be exactly the same in all respects as
the population from which it was drawn" (p. 12).

Other errors

they list include variation in how the questions are answered,
how the data is collected, and how it is coded.
Borg and Gall (1989) also warn about specific problems
inherent in interviews as data co"llection instruments.

First,

they may be improperly chosen by researchers who would gather
better data through more quantitative means.

Also, those

aspects of the interview discussed above as advantages can, in
fact, be disadvantages.

The interactions that promote more

honest and in-depth responses may also promote bias.

The

respondent may want to please the interviewer or, conversely,
there

may

be

interviewee.
age,

some

animosity

between

or sex than the

that

and

Interviewers of different status, ethnicity,
interviewee may bias the results,

according to Best and Kahn (1989).
claim

interviewer

in

the

interview

Anderson and Burns (1989)

"the

real

issue ... is

the

credibility of the evidence provided by those who respond to
the questions.

They may not be credible sources or the

evidence provided may not be credible.

In either case, asking

as a source of evidence has its limitations" (p. 121).
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The interviewer may lead the interviowee towards, some
sort of response.

Leading questions may cause interviewees to

be strongly motivated to give a particular answer.
Kahn

(1989)

order

to

Best and

suggest that a question can be neutralized in

avoid

leading

the

respondent,

but

the

neutral

question can be followed up by a request that the respondent
explain the answer.

The emotional tone of a question may also

be said to lead a respondent to a particular answer.
(1988)

describes "two sources of error:

fakery,

Charles
sometimes

referred to as 'external criticism,' and inaccuracy, sometimes
referred to as 'internal criticism'" (p. 84).

Brenner, Brown,

and Canter (1985) describe, in addition to the problems above,
a

possible problem of memory decay.

They also

focus

on

interviewee sensitivity leading to distortion as well as the
lack of shared conceptual or theoretical schemes that makes
the respondents say one thing and the researcher interpret
something entirely different.
Fowler and Mangione (1990) focus on respondent behavior
as a source of problems in interviews.
consider

a

potential

source

of

In particular, they

error

the

fact

that

interviewees have differing amounts of information about a
survey and participate in surveys with inadequate knowledge
about the subject or the purposes of the survey.

They also

worry that interviews may not be a very important event in
most interviewee's lives.
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Borg

and

Gall

(1989)

call

all

these

disadvantages

"response effects" and discuss the problems at some length.
Briefly, a response effect is the difference between the real
answer

an

interviewee

might

interviewee actually gives.

give

and

the

answer

the

Borg and Gall (1989) citing weiss

suggest that response effect can be a problem the interviewee
has, one the interviewer has or one that is related to how the
interview is conducted.

The researcher cannot eliminate

problems such as the need to make a favorable impression that
the interviewee has but can identify the problems in advance
and try to minimize them during the interview.
can

select

interviewers

who

can

The researcher

conduct

interviews

successfully and can construct the way the interview is held
to minimize response effects from these two sources.
One response effect that can be controlled is the probing
error.

Probing is a skill, according to Fowler and Mangione

(1990), that interviewers can learn; they can also learn to
avoid the errors they call the "directive probing" error or
the "failure to probe" error.
perfectly standardized,

as

a

Although probing cannot be
source of error it can be

ameliorated through quality questions and training.

Fowler

and Mangione found that the highest correlate between specific
interviewer behaviors and rho was the failure to probe.
Dikjstra and van der Zouwen (1987) call response effects
inevitable in what is still a very valuable social sciences
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research technique they call the survey interview.
way to handle response effect,
understand

it.

Their

they say,

investigation

The only

is to thoroughly

of

the

relationship

between the interviewer and the respondent focuses on "the
effects of exerting one or the other interviewing style on a
number of mediating

processe~

or variables, which in turn may

influence the quality of the information gathered" (p. 201).
Calling the interviewing style "socio-emotional," they examine
the

respondent's

role

expectations,

the

adequacy

of

the

interviewers' performance of task, the reinforcement of the
reactions

of

respondent,
solution

the

interviewer,

the

motivation

and the respondent's mood.

to

these

inevitable

of

the

They see partial

problems

through

careful

instruction of the respondents on role and careful training of
the interviewers.

Application of Interview Tggpnigues to this study
The interviews required by the procedures in this study
fit the general definitions of the interview given above in
that they are designed to be interactions which permit a view
of an issue.
refutes

the

interview

They will provide evidence that supports or
research

needed

for

questions.
the

present

described by Fowler and Mangione.
procedure

to

gather

However,

information

study

is

the
not

type
the

of
kind

There is no attempt in this
about

a

population

that
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distinguishes that population from any other.

If anything,

the opposite is true, and the "interest lies in the answers of
the individuals per se" (Fowler and Mangione, 1990, p. 12).
The

type

of

interview

necessary

to

answer

the

research

questions in this study comes closer to Brenner's "intensive
interview" or Potter's and Mulkay's "interview talk" because,
in the case of the former, it is looking at a description of
what is happening with the ASAP "rather than the frequency of
predetermined events" (Brenner, 1985, p. 150) and, in the case
of the latter, at natural descriptions of phenomena (Potter
and

M~lkay,

The

1985).

interviews needed

for

this

study,

then,

have

a

different purpose than the interviews typically needed in
research studies.

The interviews in this study are designed

to elicit from experts their opinions on how well criteria for
policy

analysis

Program.

apply

to

the

Arizona

Student

Assessment

Many of the conditions for successful interviewing

described above, then, may not apply to this application of
the interview technique.
The steps for gathering data, as described above, apply
in various degrees to the present study.
(1989),

once

implication
interview

the

choice

analysis
groups,

of

policy

of
data

Per Borg and Gall

respondents
was

was

determined.

interviews

and

made,

by

The

two

implementation

interviews, follow from the choice of respondents and suggest
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between group as well as within group data analysis.
For this study,

interviewees were contacted first by

letter and then by telephone to gain their commitment to the
interview process.

Indeed, the interviewees were remarkably

different from typical interviewees whose possible reluctance
to be interviewed may bias the results.

These interviewees

were exceedingly knowledgeable, eager to be interviewed and
flattered to be asked to participate in the process.
The particular characteristics of the interviewees are
both a bonus and a bane, however.-

Because only those who know

the ASAP as policy were suitable for interviewing, and because
only a few people have known the ASAP as policy, the sample is
necessarily very small.

Furthermore, since all those who have

known the ASAP as policy were required for the interviews, no
knowledgeable population remained to serve as a pilot group.
Borg and Gall (1989), Anderson and Burns (1989) and other
researchers

recommended

the

appropriate

procedures

and

collection.

use

of

a

reasonably

trial

to

objective

ensure
data

They recommended that the pilot sample consist of

subjects from the same population as the actual interview
sample.

Since that was not possible in this study, another

way of validating procedures and questions was selected, a way
Anderson and Burns (1989) listed as the first step of field
testing.
In lieu of a pilot of the interview for this study, then,
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Dr.

Tom

Haladyna,

Professor

of

Educational

Testing

and

statistics, Arizona state University, West Campus, provided
critical judgment of the interview guide and interview steps
described below.

Dr. Haladyna followed the ASAP as policy

from its inception but was only directly involved in one part
of it, the early research on the status of norm-referenced
standardized tests in Arizona.

He was able to review the

probe

suggest

questions

critically and

changes

from

his

perspective as an expert in research methodology as well as
his knowledge of the ASAP.
The
different

interview
from

guide

typical

for

this

interview

study
guides

is

necessarily

consisting

of

questions the researcher has designed to obtain evidence on
research questions.

The interview guide consists of questions

that emerged directly from policy analysis criteria developed
by Mitchell (1986) and validated later in this chapter.

These

questions have not been invented by the researcher but rather
have been created from statements of criteria for analysis of
any educational policy.

The questions follow the order in

which they were stated as criteria and were asked in the
interviews in that order.

The criteria cum questions are, in

fact, what Best and Kahn (1989) suggest as expert criteria.
Instead of being applied after the interviews to analyze data,
however, they are being used as prompts for the information.
The probes, however, were established by the researcher
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and followed a particular order.

The resulting interviews

were semistructured interviews, per Borg and Gall, because of
the variance allowed, not in the major questions but in the
use of the probes and deviations from the probes.

To use the

terms Anderson and Burns (1989) use, the interviews featured
standardized prompts and questions but open-ended responses.
The researcher operated "from an initial general set of
questions" and used the probe questions in any way necessary
to elicit responses. from the interviewees.
Because of the size of the interview population, the
researcher conducted the interviews.

Fowler and Mangione

(1990) verify that "in some small surveys researchers may do
all or some of the interviews"

and point out that this

procedure saves the intensive training and monitoring of
outside interviewers who do not intimately know the subject of
the interview (p. 13).

This procedure may also correct for

one source of response effect, different treatments of the
interview by the different interviewers.
Audiotape evidence as well as verbatim written notes were
taken to capture the responses of the interviewees.

The

interviewer chatted briefly with the respondents, apprising
them of the purpose and structure of the interview, reminding
them that they were sent the questions (criteria) and probes
in advance, and letting them refer to their notes, if needed.
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Analysis of the Data
Preparation of the Data.

A method of qualitative data

analysis was used to prepare the data from the interviews for
analysis and to analyze the data.

According to Smith and

Glass (1987), qualitative data analysis "involves reduction of
the amount of information to a smaller set of categories,
themes or propositions" (p. 271).

Transcription of the tapes

with a check on the written notes yielded vast amounts of raw
data, not all of which was usable.

"The trick .•. ," according

to Smith and Glass, "is to reduce the volume of data without
losing its essential characteristics and meaning" (p. 271).
The first step for reducing the data to a manageable size
was the exclusion of extraneous comments.

These included the

following types of comments:
1.

social comments (preliminary comments and comments

during the

interview such as "How are you?" or "How is

_____?" or "Do you need a glass.of water?").
2.

procedural comments (the researcher's explanation of

the process or the interviewee's check on the progress of the
interview) .
3.

asides or "off the record" comments so identified by

the researcher or the interviewee.
Then, rather than a "purely inductive method of grounded
theory" which means combing "through the data record, looking
for

possible

categories

or

topics

that

mark

off

or
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characterize the data" (p. 271), a more deductive method
used to cull the data and prepare it for analysis.

~"as

Based on

the work of Miles and Huberman (1984) as cited in Smith and
Glass (1987), this method requires deriving categories prior
to sorting through the raw data.

Miles and Huberman suggest

a flexible method that assumes "data collection is complete"
which is, in fact, the case with this study (Smith and Glass,
1987, p. 273).

The method begins with "a prespecified and

defined list of categories, which are themselves the result of
a theoretical framework.

The researcher uses this system of

categories to comb through the data record" (p. 273).

Those

items that are coded become part of the "polished data record"
(p.

273).
The theoretical framework giving rise to the categories

consists of the six research questions based on Mitchell's six
criteria as presented above, together with the various probes
described above.

The coding categories are presented in

Appendix B.
What could be coded according to these categories was
automatically included in Chapter Five.

What could not be

coded

however,

was

not

automatically

omitted,

because,

according to smith and Glass (1987), the researcher may add
categories while coding the raw record if the added categories
fit into the conceptual framework.

A few interview statements

were included because they fit into the conceptual framework
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even though they could not be officially coded.
however,
primarily

suggest new coding categories
examples

somewhat

removed

They did not,

because they were

from

the

anticipated

examples but still pertinent to the research question or
probe.
A subset of the data was

independently recoded by a

second coder in order to establish inter-rater reliability.
The

subset

consisted

of

seven

interviewee and at least one

passages,

one

for

each

for each research question.

Because there are only six research questions and the first
question contains so many vital

subquestions,

one of the

recoded passages came from one interviewee's response to one
subquestion and another of the recoded passages came from
another interviewee's response to another sUbquestion of the
first

research

question.

The

recoded

passages

and

interviewees are listed below:
Question 1, Student:

Policy Analyst

Question 1, Teacher:

Principal

Question 2:

Teacher

Question 3 :

Superintendent

Question 4:

Legislator

Question 5:

ADE Administrator

Question 6:

AEA Spokesperson

A Department of Education specialist, familiar with the
ASAP, was given instruction on coding the data.

She examined
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the interview questions and probes as well as the coding
categories.

Because the chief purpose of the coding system

was to discriminate between raw material that could and could
not be coded in order to determine what to include in the
"polished data record" (Miles and Huberman, 1987, p. 273), the
second coder was asked first to distinguish which passages
were social, procedural or asides and which were not.
An example of a
Appendix C.

coded raw transcript is

included in

The material has been bracketed according to

"thought units"

more typical

df

conversation rather

sentences or paragraphs typical of written work.
units

were

described

to

the

second

coder

than

Thought

as

all

the

interviewee has to say before changing the subject or taking
a noticably different approach to the subject.
were sometimes single words or phrases.
sentences or passages.
of dialogue,
including
however,
unit.

Thought units

Often they were

occasionally they were intact pieces

perhaps even an entire section of transcript

researcher

comments

or

questions.

Sometimes,

a shift of speaker indicated a change in thought

The example in Appendix C illustrates a variety of

thought units and demonstrates the pauses, hesitations, stops
and starts, reversals, and stream-of-consciousness thinking
aloud that are typical of conversation.
The
passages

recoder
"Yes"

or

marked
"No"

the

thought

according

to

units

in

whether

all
or

seven

not

she
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believed the passages could be coded.

She marked "No" if she

believed the passages were social, procedural or asides.

Her

markings agreed 100% with the researcher's determinations.
Then the

recoder

applied the

coding

structure

from

Appendix B to those passages that could be coded because they
were not social, procedural or asides.

The degree to which

her coding agreed with the researcher's codes is indicated
below:
Question 1, Student:

Policy Analyst

73%

Question 1, Teacher:

Principal

91%

Question 2:

Teacher

78%

Question 3:

superintendent

80%

Question

Legislator

80%

Question 5:

ADE Administrator

80%

Question 6:

AEA Spokesperson

75%

4:

Average inter-rater agreement was 79.57%.
A summary of the responses by interview question by
coding category for each interviewee is in Appendix D.
What is presented in Chapter Five, then,

is what was

coded from the raw data because it fit into a prespecified
category or addressed the research question and made sense
within the theoretical framework.

Presentation of Data.

Coded

data

is

presented

as

direct and indirect quotes with the result being what smith
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and Glass (1987) call a "polished data record" (p. 273).

The

data record is organized according to research question so
that responses to a single research question are grouped
together.

The data for each research question are summarized

and conclusions drawn for each before data for the next
research question are presented.

Interpretation of Data.

Conclusions at the end of data

presentation for each research question were drawn from three
points

of view.

diffe~ences

Conclusions' focus

on

similarities

and

within and among groups of interviewees (policy

interviewees and implementation interviewees).
consider the respondents' frames of reference.

They also
Finally, the

conclusions at the end of each data presentation are based on
the coding categories used to cull the comments in the first
place.

These

form what Anderson and Burns

(1989)

call

conceptual frameworks, complete with linkages among categories
and subcategories.
Conversion of the raw responses into other forms or
statistics was neither possible nor desirable in this study.
As Charles

(1988) points out,

"the information speaks for

itself" if organized in a way that makes sense and answers the
research questions (p. 87).

No further analysis was needed to

tell "how something is at the present time" (p. 95).
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Conclusion
Clearly the interview was the best way to obtain data to
answer the research questions posed in this study.
was

it most likely the only way to get the

Not only

information

(Anderson and Burns, 1989), but it also allowed the depth of
response the research questions required.

The interviews

provided the "negotiation of understanding" that was vital to
gathering the evidence needed to answer the research questions
(Brenner, Brown and Canter, 1985, p. 3).
However, the interview as a research technique has some
inherent problems.

The small sample in most interviews is a

biasing factor; in this study, because so few people knew

~he

ASAP as policy, the smallness of the sample was even more
critical.

However, asking lots of people who had no knowledge

of the ASAP as policy to reflect on it as policy was not only
useless but would have caused more bias to the results than
interviewing a limited number of knowledgeable people.
The

sample was

obviously not

representative

of

the

population from which it was drawn; it was the population.
However, each respondent in the present study was credible, an
asset according to Anderson and Burns (1989) who claim that in
the interview "the real issue ••. is the credibility of the
evidence provided by those who respond to the questions" (p.
121) •
Although

the

interview

questions

and

process

were
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scrutinized,

the interviewer's actions and the respondent's

predilections

remain

problematic.

The

researcher

as

interviewer controlled the tendency to ask leading questions,
and the researcher's knowledge of the respondents helped the
researcher spot answers that might have been sources of error.
The shared conceptual or theoretical schemes the interviewer
and interviewees had, all having worked on the ASAP as policy,
helped alleviate some distortion in analysis of response.
Response effect, then, was somewhat ameliorated by the
special circumstances of this study; however, it is still a
concern.

Respondents

may

very

well,

because

of

their

involvement in the ASAP, have tried to defend it and make a
favorable impression on the researcher who was intensely
involved in the ASAP.

Identifying sources of response effect

in advance of analysis of the data will render interpretation
more exact.

Data Collection: The Interviewees
Policy Interviews
Interviews were conducted with the following individuals
associated with ASAP as a policy:
1.

An

Arizona

Administrator.

Department

of

Education

The ADE administrator,

(ADE)

with the

researcher, designed the Arizona Student Assessment
Program and continues to work with the ASAP as it
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is implemented in Arizona school districts.
2.

A policy analyst with the Morrison Institute for
Policy Research,
policy

Arizona state University.

analyst

served

as

Senate

The

Education

Researcher during the time that the ASAP was being
formulated as a policy and, from her position as a
policy

analyst

reflected

on

it

for

the

Morrison

as

policy

intended

Institute,
to

reform

Arizona education.
3.

A former State Senator and Chair of the Senate
Education

Committee.

The

legislator

was

instrumental in the formulation of the Goals for
Educational Excellence project in 1987 and worked
intensively

on

defining

the

ASAP

policy

and

shepherding it through the Legislature and into the
Governor's hands to sign.
Implementation Interviews
Interviews were conducted with the following individuals
who have followed the ASAP as policy and are now in the
process

of

implementing

it

at

various

levels

of

school

organization:
1.

A superintendent of a
district.
from

its

K-8 urban Phoenix school

The superintendent followed the ASAP
inception

as

part

of

the

Goals

for

Educational project until its signature into law.
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He

thoroughly

understands

the

ASAP

and

its

ramifications and is succeeding at implementing it
in his school district.
2.

A principal of a middle school
district.

in a

rural K-12

The principal, like the superintendent,

followed the ASAP from its inception and is now
implementing it in her district.
knowledge

of

the

ASAP

both

She has a working
as

policy

and

as

translation of policy into specific activities in a
school.
3.

A third grade teacher in an urban Phoenix area K-8
district.
Cadre,

a

The teacher is a member of the Literacy
function

of the state superintendent's

Literacy Initiative for Children.

As a member of

the Cadre, she first learned about the ASAP before
it was presented to educators and legislators in
the fall of 1989.

She has followed its progress

both as a policy and as her own school and district
have implemented it.
A seventh person was interviewed because she bridged the
policy

and

implementation

groups.

As

an

educational

spokesperson for the Arizona Education Association, the state
affiliate

with

the

National

Education

Association,

she

followed the ASAP from its inception as policy and worked for
its passage.

She has been working with teachers throughout
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Arizona, helping them understand the ASAP, take a role in its
implementation in their districts, and implement it in their
classrooms.

Discussion of the Research Questions
This discussion will begin with reference to Mitchell's
description of each of six criteria for policy analysis.

His

own

the

description

will

be

followed

by

literature related to the criterion.

reference

to

Then, in an effort to

structure effective interviews,' specific probes related to
each research question will be stated.

Question 1: Is the ASAP democratic (small "d")?

That is, does

it reflect the goals and interests of legitimate stakeholders,
while still embodying the larger public interest?
Mitchell
students;

identifies

families;

at

teachers;

least

seven

stakeholders:

school administrators;

local

district citizens (voters); state governments; the national
civic

community;

and

corporations,

universities,

and

the

military and describes the interests each is likely to have in
the policy.
either

Mitchell sees that this criterion can be met

"procedurally

or

analytically"

(p.

14) .

If

stakeholders have participated or been represented in the
development of a

policy the criterion can be said to be

procedurally democratic.

Even

if

stakeholders

have

been
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represented procedurally, the effects of the policy on them
must be analyzed.
in the policy?

Are all "leg-itimate" interests accomplished
Mitchell does not equivocate on the need to

balance the needs of special interests and the greater good:
"The legitimate interests of the public at large must be
properly balanced with the separate interests of special
groups" (p. 14).
The two loose terms in his declaration are, of course,
"legitimate" and "balance."

Mitchell deals with "legitimate"

by describing in detail what the legitimate needs are of the
groups he defends as stakeholders:
1. students--they have rights to fair treatment and high
quality educational services.
2. Families--they have a legitimate interest in the care
of their children and an investment interest in the
education they receive.
3. Teachers--they have an interest in their working
conditions and an expertise interest in the character of
their teaching obligations.
4. School administrators--they have an interest in the
integrity of the school organization and a legitimate
interest in their working conditions.
5. Local district citizens (voters)--they have a fiscal
interest in the schools as well as a set of social and
political interests in the nature of the education that
is provided.
6.
state governments--they have a consti tutional
responsibility for creating and maintaining school
systems, and an increasingly vivid set of economic
development interests in the quality of the education
services provided.
7. The national civic community--they have a longstanding set of moral, political, social, and economic
goals for education, especially in the area of developing
the national economy and the national civic culture.
8. corporations, universities, and the military--they are
the principal consumers of educational outputs and have
a legitimate interest in the number and quality of high
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school graduates, which translates into a less precise
set of interests in the whole school system (p. 14).
Mitchell

is

not

alone

in

considering

stakeholders and the common good.
we too often do not

the

interests

of

Hood (1985) comments that

"try to understand the existential

reality, understandings and values of the stakeholders and
beneficiaries who might be affected by our efforts" (p. 242).
Meisels (1985) describes a process that capitalizes on the
interaction
process

of

of

shareholders.

"understanding

Meisels declares
these

three

that the

factors--logic,

readiness, and the political environment--helps clarify the
relationships among the individuals,

political forces and

other factors that [are] responsible for the specific policy
changes"

(p.

124).

Once "individuals with vision, vested

interest and influence .•. take action," support mobilization
brings other groups in to support or oppose policy (p. 123).
Sadler (1985) in a discussion of ethnographic policy research,
cites

"appearance

analysis.

of

policy"

as

a

criterion

for

policy

Sadler elaborates: "How do the people most affected

by the policy perceive it? What do they see as its advantages
and disadvantages?

Is it fair and just?

How much do people

value existing policy?" (p. 146).
Shapiro

(1985)

focuses

on

the

political

context.

According to Shapiro, "Decisions are usually a function of
aggregate, rather than individual, behavior" (p. 246).

They
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are,

furthermore,

negotiated,

consensual

necessary compromises among stakeholders.
Ordeshook

(1973),

and

represent

citing Riker and

Shapiro contends that "because decision

calculations are political,

information relevant to

that

decision will be interpreted first in terms of its political
significance rather than its sUbstantive policy significance"
(p.246).

This means that policymakers may pay attention to

such things as constituent preferences rather than educational
need, especially if they've been elected by a narrow margin.
Rather cynically, Shapiro states that gathering information
prior to policy making may be a symbolic rather than authentic
task.
Boyd (1987)

looks at the issue in terms of localized

values, maintaining that state policy is needed to shift the
focus to educational excellence and equity.
others look at the
stakeholders.

issue as

one of conflict among

Clune (1987) looks at who makes policy choices

and sees the process as a conflict between two types of

.

stakeholders, the education and legislative activitists and
the business community.

"The message often was that the

state's education system was

lagging far behind the new

demands created by the growth of big business" (p. 121).

Hall

and Gerber (1985) consider the issues behind a public policy
of awarding Carnegie units to learning disabled secondary
students.

They wonder if the stakeholders can be brought
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together: "Is there enough public support available to make
the policy viable and acceptable?" (p. 231).

Lieberman (1986)

suggests that structural obstacles to reform exist.

These

include teacher unions which, according to him, do not place
student needs higher than teacher needs; state and federal
regulations

which

force

centralized

mandates

down

local

throats; and educational leaders more interested in looking
good than in enacting useful policy.
The type of policy most likely to resullt in unification
around a common good, according

~o

McDonnell and Elmore (1987)

is the mandate that decrees that all should do whatever is
mandated, with an underlying message that, without the policy,
most won't.
relationship
essentially

However, the mandate necessitates the adversarial
alluded
coercive

to
or

above:

" ... mandates

adversarial

assume

relationship

an

between

enforcers and the objects of enforcement ••. " (p. 141).
McLaughlin (1987) sees the democratic process emerging
through negotiation.

In this negotiation, stakeholders may

make what they want of pOlicy:
Implementors
at
all
levels
of
the
system
effectively negotiate their response, fitting their
action to the multiple demands, priori ties, and
values operating in their environment and the
effective authority of the policy itself. Further,
this bargaining or negotiation is a continuous
process, proceeding over time as policy resources,
problems, and objectives evolve and are played
against a dynamic institutional setting (p. 175).
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Negotiation provides for the analytic, rather than procedural,
side of this criterion.
The OERI Report "creating Responsible and Responsive
Accountability Systems" summarizes the notion of "democratic"
with a lower case "d":
Deeply held democratic traditions lie at the heart
of public schooling in the United states. Although
they are often difficult to put into practice, the
notion of a common public interest in schools and
the widespread belief that educators should be
accountable to the large body politic have endured,
even as the nature of schooling and students has
changed (p. 1).

Probes Related to This Research Question.
1.

To what extent were the needs of students (right to
fair

treatment

and

high

quality

educational

services) represented in the formation of the ASAP
as policy?

To what extent will

the needs of

students be met by this policy if it is implemented
appropriately?
2.

To what extent were the needs of families (interest
in the care of their children and an investment
interest in the education they receive) represented
in the formation of the ASAP as policy?

To what

extent will the needs of students be met by this
policy if it is implemented appropriately?
3.

To what extent were the needs of teachers (interest
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in their working conditions and expertise interest
in the character of their teaching obligations)
represented in the formation of the ASAP as policy?
To what extent will the needs of teachers be met by
this policy if it is implemented appropriately?
4.

To

what

extent

administrators

were

the

needs

of

school

(interest in the integrity of the

school organization and a legitimate interest in
their

working

conditions)

represented

formation of the ASAP' as policy?

in

the

To what extent

will the needs of administrators be met by this
policy if it is implemented appropriately?
5.

To what extent were the needs of local district
citizens/voters (a fiscal interest in the schools
as well as a set of social and political interests
in the nature of the education that is provided)
represented in the formation of the ASAP as policy?
To what extent will the needs of citizens/voters be
met

by

this

policy

if

it

is

implemented

appropriately?
6.

To

what

extent

government

(a

were

the

needs

constitutional

vivid

set

of

the

state

responsibility

creating and maintaining school
increasingly

of

systems,

economic

for

and an

development

interests in the quality of the education services
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provided) represented in the formation of the ASAP
as policy?

To what extent will the needs of state

government

be

met

by

this

policy

if

it

is

implemented appropriately?
7.

To what extent were the needs of the national civic
community (a long-standing set of moral, political,
social,

and

economic

goals

for

education,

especially in the area of developing the national
economy and the national civic culture) represented
in the formation of the ASAP as policy?
extent

will

community

the

be

met

needs

of

the

by

this

To what

national

policy

if

civic
it

is

implemented appropriately?
8.

To what extent were the needs of the corporations,
universities,

and

consumers

educational

of

the

military

(the

outputs

principal

who

have

a

legitimate interest in the number and quality of
high school graduates, which translates into a less
precise

set

of

interests

in

the

whole

school

system) represented in the formation of the ASAP as
policy?

To what extent will the needs

of the

national civic community be met by this policy if
it is implemented appropriately?
9.

To what extent were the legitimate interests of the
public

at

large

balanced

with

the

separate
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interests of special groups in the formulation of
the ASAP?
public

at

To what extent will the interests of the
large

be

met

by

the

ASAP

if

it

is

implemented appropriately?

Question

2:

Does

the

ASAP

recognize

appropriately support the organizational

the

need

for

and

integrity of the

schools?
According to Mitchell, "organizational integrity has two
overlapping dimensions," as charted below, and "by attending
to

the

intersections

among

these

two

basic

dimensions,

policies emphasize quite different approaches to increasing
school effectiveness" (p. 15).

As in the criterion above, it

is balance between them that is important.

For example, there

must be a balance between the learning and teaching theory and
the

organizational

structure

of

schooling.

Mitchell

illustrates the point with reference to "learning theories
that assume isolated tutorial relationships between teachers
and students"
schools.

(p. 15).

These are not realistic in ordinary

Even an organizationally elegant school may not help

students learn, he says.

Mitchell considers the possibility

that policy may disrupt

the

local

organizational

culture

rather than augment it.
The chart below indicates the possibility that policies
can "emphasize quite different approaches to increasing school
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effectiveness" (p. 15).

Typical "school improvement II focuses

lion improved organizational productivity through increasing
performance standards for students and teachers"

(p.

15).

However, says Mitchell,
if we adopt the view that school effectiveness
suffers more from lack of excitement (ie., students
and teachers are not intensely engaged in the
productive processes); lack of enjoyment (Le.,
students and teachers so dislike being in the
schools for six hours a day that they cannot attend
to productivity problems); or lack of dependability
(i.e., the process is so fragmentary and lacking in
procedural standards as to make it difficult for
students
and
teachers
to
meet
routine
expectations), then many of the school improvement
policies being put forward by state policymakers
will not have their intended effects (p. 15).

Meeting organizational Needs
Maintenance

Increasing Individual
Work Effectiveness

Prcductivity

Setting
Performance
Standards

Dependability

Developing
Intense
Engagement

Enjoyment

IlTprovement

Excitement

Mitchell's premises begin with the concept of purpose.
What is the purpose for a policy?

What need is being met?

The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development in
its 1986 publication School Reform Policy: A Call For Reason
supports this critical view of purpose.

Though it sounds
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obvious,

policymakers

should

first

identify and describe

problems towards which reforms might be directed.

McDonnell

and Elmore (1987) concur: Identification and definition of a
problem must come first.

Then, and only then, can policy be

framed to support the organizational integrity of the schools.
Pipho (1990) includes "Have a clear vision of the problem" as
one of his eight Political Rules, operating Principles for
Education Reform (p. 24).
Boyd (1987) echoes Mitchell's concern with how schools
In

work.
Hurrah?:

an

article

entitled

"Public

Schizophrenia,

Amnesia,

and

Education's

Ignorance

Last

in School

Politics," Boyd wonders if reform efforts fail because of a
basic lack of understanding of the politics and organization
of schools.
Many researchers have looked at the issue through the
lens of local vs. state control, centralized vs. decentralized
policy making.

Boyd (1987) sees a conflict: Mandating and

legislating excellence in education means enacting "statewide
policies that centralize control and standardize the character
of public schooling.
education

requires

arrangements" (p. 91).

Yet for many people excellence in
diversity

and

choice

in

schooling

Boyd distinguishes between "top-down"

which he calls "command and control" and "bottom-up" which he
calls "beseech and facilitate" arrangements for policy (p.
91).

McLaughlin (1987) states, "It's hard to make something
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happen

primarily

matters.

We

because

have

policymakers

learned

that

can't mandate

policy

success

what

depends

critically on two broad factors: local capacity and will" (p.
172) .
The OERI Report (1988) recognizes the need for balancing
statewide comparability and local ownership in accountability
systems.

"The

interested

not

people,"
just

in

report
the

the

schools

study
in

group,

their

own

communities, but in the state as a whole" (p. 39).
same time,

local districts

and

schools will

use

"are
local

"At the
a

state

accountability system for their own purposes only if the type
of information needed statewide is also consistent with local
needs and priorities"

(p.

40).

OERI suggests "designing

accountability systems that allow some measures to be defined
locally or others to be included or not at local discretion"
(p. 40).

This, it is believed, might balance "top-down" and

"bottom-up" needs.
Some

researchers

resolve

the

issue

by

advocating

"simultaneous 'loose-tight' properties" (Boyd, 1987, p. 92).
Bill Honig,
California,

state Superintendent of Public Instruction in
touts

California's

assessment

representative of this type of policy.

program

as

Such a policy "reduces

the 'psychic costs' problem of implementation and reform for
professionals

by

generating

incentives

of

professional

collaboration, pride and ownership over policies and programs
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that professionals have adapted to meet their circumstances
and

needs"

(p.

93).

Boyd suggests

that

"in

the

final

analysis, it is clear that neither bottom-up mutual adaptation·
nor top-down bully pulpitism will suffice by itself.

Rather,

we need a balanced approach using elements of each strategy
sensitively" (pp. 94-5).
One problem with a simultaneous "loose-tight" arrangement
is that the intent of the policy may be diluted so as not to
be recognizable.

As mentioned earlier, Hall and Loucks (1987)

in Emshoff et al. . (1987)

worry about "a zone of drastic

mutation" (p. 302) which is the area where local adaptation of
policy has changed the policy so much that it no longer has
integrity.

Malen and Hart (1987) see the implementation of

innovation

as

"a

set

processes .... Adjustments
implementation

tend

to

of

continuous,

made

during

either

affirm

adaptive

enactment
or

distinctive features of the implementation"

diffuse
(p.

11).

and
the
The

reform will either vanish or be sustained; if it vanishes,
perhaps it needs to vanish--it was not a good policy to begin
with.

McLaughlin (1987)

induced practices

[are]

agrees, especially if "externally
inconsistent with local routines,

traditions, or resources" (p. 175).
Why not just let local school organizations set their own
policy?

Then there wouldn't be the problems inherent in

attending to the culture of the school with something coming
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from the state.
"Change

McLaughlin (1987) seems to support this view:

ultimately

is

a

problem

of

the

smallest

uni t •... Organizations don't innovate or implement change,
individuals do"

(p.

174).

Sadler

(1985),

in an article

exploring ethnographic research applied to policy analysis,
considers the fact "that problems are frequently solved in the
field anyway

(without the

intrusion of policy or formal

interventions of any kind)" (p. 146).

Clune (1987), however,

suggests that such laissez-faire systems won't work.
problem of localized values arises.

The

How can the larger public

good be accomplished? Additionally, there is what Clune calls
"a capacity gap" (p. 121).

The state has

access, power, and sUbstantive values .•.• But state
governments have serious problems of capacity.
Local districts and schools are in a much better
position to push for a more rigorous academic
education (if they were willing to do so), because
they can adjust to local needs and do not face the
problems of influencing another level of government
(p. 121).
Each needs the other.
Fuller, Noel and Malouf (1985), however, are pessimistic
about any state-led reform.

They ask

is the state truly capable of improving the nature
of those local human interactions that we term "the
instructional process"?
Or is the modern state,
bound by its structure and habits, sure to pursue
its obsession with paper compliance to documentable
ingredients of legal mandates? Notwithstanding the
importance of ensuring compliance with how dollars
are to be spent or routine procedures are executed,
the regulatory state' remains far from exerting a
positive influence on the subtle processes of human
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learning.
Even when we think the state is
exhibiting
a
new
capacity
to
illustrate
improvements, it may simply be socializing local
staffs to place greater value on performing
regulatory rituals (pp. 351-2).

Probes Related to This Research Question.
1.

What vision does the ASAP seem to have about the
way students learn (learning theory)?

2.

What vision does the ASAP have of the way schooling
works in Arizona?

3.

How compatible are these visions (learning theory
and the organization of schools)?

4.

How well do the visions (learning theory and the
organization of schools) in the ASAP match reality
in Arizona in 1991?

5.

How much

room

is

there

in

adaption

(local control)?

the ASAP

for

local

How much will

local

control dilute the ASAP?

Question

Does

3:

linkage?

Does

it

the

ASAP make

(1)

individual compliance,

provide

(2)

a

real istic

adequate

means-ends

incentives

for

attack a central, high-leverage

intervention mechanism, and (3) reflect a realistic grasp of
the

local

organizational,

sociocul tural

political,

ideological,

and

forces that will lead people to resist its

implementation?
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Mitchell shares seven,

independent "'high leverage'"

mechanisms that can be used to "guide, support, or direct the
efforts of local schools" (pp. 15-6).
(1) finance,

(2) governance and organization,

training and certification,
accreditation) ,
development,
buildings

"These mechanisms are

(5)

(3) personnel

(4) program definition (school

curriculum

materials

selection

(6) student testing and assessment,

and

facilities"

(p.

16).

and

(7) school

The mechanisms

are

different according to the time over which they operate (for
example, slow to implement but long-term in consequences), the
ease with which they work, their emphasis (what they want to
improve and how).
Mitchell

says

The key is choosing the right mechanism.
that

"a

policy may

be

evaluated

by

assessing (1) whether the mechanism chosen by policymakers is
appropriate to the goals they are pursuing and (2) whether the
approach they

adopt to

that mechanism properly balances

organizational needs and individual performance elements" (p.
16) .
Mitchell

elaborates:

"Does

[the

policy]

set

forth

explicit standards and provide suitable rewards to those who
meet the new standards?" (p. 15).

Pipho (1990) says, "Get the

basics right--use the right mix of incentives, rewards and
sanctions" (p. 24).

Fuller, Noel, and Malouf (1985), looking

at the roles of the state as either regulator or illustrator,
make the point that "discrete inputs to a production process
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must

be

identifiable

and

controllable

exercised policy levers" (p. 344).

through

centrally

Hansen (1984) agrees that

motivation for increasing standards must be provided.

Hood

(1985), analyzing the failure of Far West Laboratory programs
and products to make an impact because the Lab had utilized a
military/industry

model

of

policy

analysis

and

program

evaluation, laments,
We had failed to give sufficient consideration to
marketing,
installation and maintenance cost,
profitability for commercial distributors, the
relative risks and gains for users, the problems
schools
faced
i n . implementing
and
institutionalizing significant changes in their
organizations and practices (p. 240). (underlining
mine)
McDonnell points out that, when the policy is a mandate,
enforcement,

which is costly to the enforcing agency,

necessary.

Enforcement

also

imposes

"objects of enforcement" (p. 138).
policy can be structured,

some

costs

is

on the

An inducement, another way

conditions receipt of money on

voluntarily making change. Mandates motivate all; inducements
motivate some.

Moreover, inducements move a behavior beyond

the minimum while mandates only move behavior to the minimum.
McLaughlin (1987) declares, "We have learned that policy
success depends critically on two broad factors: local control
and will" (p. 172).

Capacity can be enhanced, but will or

motivation is "less amenable to policy intervention" (p. 172).
pessimistically, McLaughlin summarizes, "In short, policy at
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best can enable

outco~es,

but in the final analysis it cannot

mandate what matters" (p. 173).

Then, he declares

pressure alone cannot effect those changes in
attitudes, beliefs, and routine practices typically
assumed by reform policies.
Opportunities for
cooptation, symbolic response, or non-compliance
are multiple in the loosely structured, multilayered world of schools and education policy for
example (p. 173).
He considers support alone but concludes that it "also is a
limited

strategy

competing

for

priorities

significant
and

demands

implementing system" (p. 173).

change
that

because

operate

of

the

with

the

He concludes that "Experience

shows that some balance of pressure and support is essential.
Pressure from policy is required in most settings to focus
attention on a reform objective; support is needed to enable
implementation" (p. 173).
The OERI report on accountability systems (1988) sees as
an issue the problem of balancing oversight and improvement.
The report classifies systems according to which level of
education is responsible' (state, local, mixed) and whether or
not the system is linked to other policies (that is, other
policies are related to local performance according to the
accountability system).

The researchers discovered that

"twenty-five states with performance accountability systems
link those systems with direct State-level policies.

In these

states, performance data about schools and districts trigger
other State actions aimed at improving education" (p. 11).
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Murnane

(1987)

looks

pUblication of outcomes.

at

one

form

of

incentive,

Disaggregating data at the school

level and "publicizing outcome data for individual schools and
school districts may be a relatively effective strategy by
which states and the federal government can persuade local
school districts to concentrate on improving student learning"
(p. 105).
really

The outcomes, Murnane cautions, have to be those we

want,

learning.

however;

they

must

really

improve

student

The study group that produced the OERI report on

-accountability (1988) dealt witq the "question of who should
be held responsible for what outcomes" (p. 39).

This "becomes

a major issue in matching an accountability instrument ... with
the institution or person being held accountable" (p. 39).
As has been discussed under other research questions,
there may be a "loose coupling" effect as local implementation
practices adapt the policy.

This may distort the linkage

between means and ends.

Probes Related to This Research Ouestion.
1.

incentives are incorporated in the ASAP to

What

effect school and district compliance?
2.

Are these incentives appropriate to the goals of
the ASAP?

What other incentives could have been

used?
3.

Are

the

incentives

targeted

to

the

appropriate
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levels

of

principal,

implementation
superintendent,

(student,
local

teacher,
board

of

education, state board of education, legislature,
other)?
4.

Are the incentives geared to influence those who
will most resist implementation of the ASAP?

Question 4:

Is the ASAP properly integrated into an overall

system of state policy?
This criterion looks in a proader sense at the "means"
and "end" issue; how well does the policy fit into the larger
end desired by the policy makers?

Is it synchronized with

other reform efforts--or at odds with those movements?
This is, essentially, a systems approach at the state
level.

Peter Senge (1990) in The Fifth Discipline: the Art

and Practice of The Learning Organization considers a systems
approach in business.

"The essence of the discipline of

systems thinking," he writes, "lies in a shift of mind: seeing
interrelationships rather than linear cause-effect chains, and
seeing processes of change rather than snapshots" (p. 73).
The philosophy is basically this: What affects one part of the
system will affect all other parts.

The system--whether

business or educational--needs to be conceptualized as a
coherent whole.
Smith and O'Day (1990) begin with the state.

They cite
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a number of states that "are currently coordinating various
policies

to

send

coherent

instructional goals" (p. 1).
with

its

curriculum

textbook adoption,

messages

to

schools

about

Among those states is California

frameworks

which

influence

and staff development.

testing,

They also cite

Connecticut's curriculum and assessment work, the New York
Regent's Testing System, and Kentucky and Vermont who "also
appear to be moving in the direction of coherent instructional
guidance" (p. 1).

They see that

what is needed is neither a solely top-down nor a
bottom-up approach to reform, but a coherent
systemic strategy that can combine the energy and
professional involvement of the .•. reforms with a
new and challenging state structure to generalize
the reforms to all schools within the state (p. 3).
They

explore

the

huge

barrier

to

change

that

is

represented by the multiple layers of the educational system,
often with conflicting agendas and dispersed energies.
suggest that the system,
"creates,

exacerbates,

They

as it is presently constructed,

and

prevents the

solution of the

serious long-term problems in educational content, pedagogy,
and support services that have become endemic to the system"
(p.

7).

It also perpetuates "the basic conservatism that

exists in any very large governmental system" (p. 7).

They

apply their thinking to curriculum, professional development,
accountability and assessment systems, and support services
and then propose "a strategy for systemic reform" (p. 17).
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Smith and a'Day see the states as "in a unique position
to provide coherent leadership, resources, and support to the
reform efforts in the schools" (po 18).

The issue of local

vs. state control is dealt with elsewhere in this section, but
smith and a'Day see that both local educational institutions
and the state institution must come together around a common
vision, and a coherent set of policies and practices should be
employed to actualize that vision.

The vision comes about,

first, when all parts of the system "work toward agreement on
what students need to know and
the system" (po 20).

~e

able to do when they leave

All else follows from that, both at the

state and local level.
Although they focus on what must happen at the school and
district level for coherence in the system, smith and a'Day
also look at governance at the state level.

They declare that

"in many states there are three independent and aggressi ve
institutions:

the

state

department

of

education,

Governor's office, and the legislature" (p. 34).

the

They also

describe state government as being influenced to multiple
agendas by "vigorous lobby groups" so that "no agenda is well
served either in the short-run or in the long-run" (po 34).
They argue for moving "the political debate to a point where
it is considering the sUbstantive and--to a lesser extent the
political--aspects of alternative, well-formed, and long-term
policies and strategies" (po 34).
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In conclusion, smith and O'Day see that "the state would
design and

orchestrate the

instructional system.

implementation of

a

coherent

The cornerstone qf the system would be

a set of challenging and progressive curriculum frameworks"
(p. 39).

Others have concluded that reform must be systemic.
OERI report

The

(1988) makes clear that "if an accountability

system is to avoid reporting disj ointed pieces of information,
it must be based on a model of how the educational system
actually operates" (p. 9).
must be truly a system;
independent

of other

The accountability system itself
no indicator can "be interpreted

indicators

educational system:: (p. 9).
to

translate

vision

into

that

reflect

Boyd (1987) declares,
reality,

we

have

the
II

larger

I f we hope

to

have

a

sophisticated plan for systemic organizational change that
takes full account of implementation problems" (p. 95).

Clune

(1987) looks at "the degree of conflict or congruence between
the emerging institutional arrangements and existing systems
of governance and accountability" in his essay on choosing the
institutional mechanisms for policy (p. 128).
Fuller, Noel and Malouf (1985) focus on the state role in
systemic reform from an illustrator (rather than a regulator)
point of view.

They see that "the state can act as an

advocate and illustrator of school improvement" rather than a
mandator (p. 345).

Particularly through staff development
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efforts a state lIillustrates various ways of improving school
management and teaching practices II (p. 345).
McLaughlin
change.

(1987)

recognizes

Citing Majone

the

systemic

and Wildavasky

(1977),

nature

of

McLaughlin

declares, IIEvery implementation action simultaneously changes
policy problems, policy resources, and policy objectives" (p.
174).
not

He agrees with Senge that "this evolutionary process is
always

linear

implementation

or

process

predictable .... And
itself

creates

a

because

new

reality

the
and

changes the system, often unanticipated problems or countercyclical consequences emerge" (p. 175).
Most researchers warned against a "project" approach to
reform, a one-time shot at improving the schools.

McLaughlin

(citing Meyer & Rowan, 1977) put it most emphatically:
Slam bang effects threaten the core operations of
an implementing system, disrupting routines and
established practices.
The consequences of such
disruption may be the pol icy outcomes planners
hoped for.
But more possibly, the destabilization
attending a slam bang effect may leave the
implementing system less effective than it was at
the outset or yield only ephemeral gains (p. 175).
McLaughlin admonishes reformers to look at the implementing
system not the single project or program.
Sadler (1985), in his article on ethnographic research
practices

applied to policy analysis,

suggests that both

policy integrity (internal consistency) and conflicts (with
policies

of

other

bodies)

should

be

examined

in policy
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.analysis.

Probes Related to This Research Question.
1.

What other policies has the Legislature enacted
over the past few years?

2.

How do these policies fit with the intent of the
ASAP?

3.

Are they coherent or in conflict?

What policies has the State Board of Education
enacted over the past few years?

4.

How do these policies' fit with the intent of the
ASAP?

5.

Are they coherent or in conflict?

What policies are still "on the books" in statute
or state board rule that are in conflict with the
ASAP?

Question 5: Does the ASAP have a positive benefit/cost ratio?

If

so. is it larger or smaller than for various alternative policies?
Mitchell says that, although seemingly straightforward, this
can be deceptive: "It is extraordinarily difficult to identify all
of the costs or all of the benefits associated with a policy" (p.
16).

Essentially, this question asks, "Is the policy worth the

effort and cost to implement it?" (p. 16).

Cost/benefit analysis

and dollar calculations are not enough and may be misleading
"especially when the policy involves provision of public services"
(p.16).
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Barnett

(1985)

used a benefit-cost analysis to evaluate a

preschool program.

This "enabled an estimate to be made of the

economic value of significant program effects
differences)

in seven categories" (p. 335).

(based on group

In addition to the

noted benefits, Barnett explored some "omitted benefits" such as
peer

effects

("other

students

might

learn more because

their

classmates are more competent") and long-term benefits that might
accrue because of the program (p. 337).
Need

to

examine

omitted

or hidden

benefits

led Escobar,

Barnett, and Keith (1988) to develop a contingent valuation method.
Intended not as a replacement for cost-benefit analyses but as a
concurrent process, the contingent valuation method relies on the
personal interview "which the researcher uses to simulate a market
situation

(purchase

interview,

decision)

respondents

are

for

asked

the
to

respondent.
indicate

In

either

the
their

willingness to pay for a service which they do not pay for directly
or their willingness to accept compensation if the service could no
longer be provided"

(p. 14).

The authors used the technique to

evaluate pre-school education programs.
Levin

(1988)

cost-benefit

or

distinguishes
cost-utility

between
for

the

cost-effectiveness
same

reasons:

and

"cost

effectiveness assesses outcomes in educational terms (e. g., student
achievement),

cost-benefit assesses outcomes in terms of their

monetary value, and cost-utility evaluates outcomes in terms of
their subjective value to the decision-maker" (p. 52).

The author,
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preferring a "cost-effectiveness" approach, suggests that looking
at "ingredients" makes sense for "evaluators and policymakers while
meeting rigorous standards of economics methodology" (p. 53).

The

"ingredients"

the

approach to cost-effectiveness provides

for

formulation of several alternatives to a policy, identification of
effect and cost of ingredients through interviews, written reports,
and observations, determination of the cost for these ingredients
(no matter who pays for them eventually) and then estimation of the
total cost of the intervention or policy.

Results are expressed as

effects per student, cost per student and cost/effect ratio.
Hannaway (1985) extends the other side of the cost-benefit
formula.

Looking at costs in terms of dollars and administrative

behavior, Hannaway asks how managerial effort is redistributed
because of new policy.

In addition to exploring hidden financial

costs associated with funding through programs such as Chapter I,
Hannaway asks if administrators might divert their attention from
other

internally

funded

programs.

The

OERI

report

on

accountability systems (1988) also explores the "cost" part of a
cost-benefit formula; it refers to "ensuring adequate capacity" (p.
43). It admonishes the state to pay "attention to the resources and
capacity these new functions [accountability systems] require of
each organization" (p. 43).
McDonnell

and

Elmore

(1987)

identify

mandates

as

the

governmental policy mechanism that requires the least amount of
money from the initiating body because "most of the burden of
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compliance (and hence the cost) is likely to be borne by the policy
target ll (p. 147).
Hood (1985)

in evaluating the efficacy of the programs and

products developed by the Far west Regional Laboratories over
several years, bemoaned the failure to recognize the differences
between the culture of schooling and the culture of non-schooling,
even in the area of financial analysis.

Hood relates,

For example, cost-effectiveness comparisons, saving
time, reducing the work force, redesigning jobs,
developing
new
production
systems,
testing,
selecting and assigning workers, or developing
better quality control systems, which had often
been part of a total systems development effort in
industrial or military systems R&D, were rarely
important
parts
of
an
educational
systems
development (p. 24).
Nevertheless, Hood concludes that IIwhere innovative programs
are

supported,

combination

of

they

are

three

most

likely

ingredients:

to

they

represent
solve

some

critical

problems, they are low-cost or cost-saving, and they are lowrisk (politically, organizationally, and professionally) II (p.
241) .

Probes Related to This Research Question.
1.

What hidden costs might

surface

related to the

ASAP?
2.

What benefits of the ASAP are obvious to you?

3.

What

benefits

immediate,

now

near

hidden

or

far

might

appear

in

future

that

can

the
be
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attributed to the ASAP?
4.

Once fully implemented, the ASAP may cost more than
the former system of assessing students did, both
to districts and to the state.

How do benefits

compare to potential costs for you?

ouestion 6:

Is the ASAP politically feasible and/or palatable

compared to alternative means for achieving the same result?
According to Mitchell, this is as difficult to assess as
the fifth criterion because the question is,

essentially,

"Could we. get the same result in a way that causes less
anxiety, hostility, and disruption?" and the answer is not a
simple calculation (p. 16).

Mitchell speaks of adopting "a

policy with the greatest chance of success at the lowest cost
in social disruption" (p. 16).
The OERI study group on accountability systems (1988)
speaks of ways to "maximize usefulness and
burden"

(p.

8) .

Although

meant

to

minimize the

apply

only

to

accountability systems, this criterion can easily apply to any
policy.
Many researchers advocate looking at alternatives.

The

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (1986)
called for reviewing what is known about problems policy is to
address

and

identifying other ways

of

looking at

both.

Indeed, policy analysis, properly used, is "used to project
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the outcomes of various policy alternatives," according to
Bolland and Bolland (1984, p. 338).

This use "requires the

development and application of a model or a set of models" and
thinking through how they will or will not work.

Since

massive experimentation cannot always be done in education,
policy analysis must be done.
Brown, Newman and Rivers (1984) categorize the context
within which policymakers consider the alternatives.

They

consider degree of risk, time limits, number of solutions
possible so that one solution may be "no risk, no time limit,
no one solution" while another might be "high risk,

time

limited, solution possible" (pp. 396, 398).
The process of making policy enters into this criterion.
Hansen (1984) advocates analyzing the consequences that might
stem from various options, beginning at the end.

Others,

such as Merkel-Keller (1984), are more traditional.

Merkel-

Keller describes three stages of the policy process (analysis,
formation,

and decision)

and a single stage of political

analysis or market analysis.
microcomputer

model

Mecca and Adams (1985) tout a

called

PASS

(Policy

Analysis

and

Simulation System) that can be used to simulate and forecast
the impact of policy on educational performance.
takes

into account conditions

The program

of uncertainty as well

as

projected trends and goals and basically generates alternative
futures.
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Cooksey and Freebody (1985)

explore the thinking that

occurs when policyrnakers consider policy options.

Although it

is unlikely that any policymaker will have all the information
to
analyze completely a policy situation with all its
potential configurations and ramifications,
a
policyrnaker will typically trade off cues against
one another, set limits for cues, select and attend
only to those cues having the greatest salience or
perceived importance, and so on, to arrive at a
final policy (p. 18).
Thus,

policyrnakers

institutional
recommend a

may

process
social

engage
in

in

setting

a

quasi-rational,

policy.

judgment theory that

The

even

authors

can be used

lito

increase power and accountability and to reduce potential
conflict" (p. 19).
describes
decision.

the

The theory employs a "lens model" which

cues'

relationships

to

the

ecology

of

the

It helps policymakers see how "cues differ in

ecological validity" (p. 19).
McDonnell and Elmore (1987) echo the problems under which
policymakers operate.

Not only do they not have all the

information needed, they also lack
information about the full range of [policy]
instruments available to them.
Many times the
imposition of new mandates seems the most feasible
option because it appears relatively inexpensive
and presumably sends a clear signal about what
policymakers expect from those being regulated (p.
135) .
They don't know about other instruments nor about instruments
in

combination.

They

don't

know

about

the

relative
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effectiveness of these instruments.
Sadler

(1985)

discusses

several

alternative policies can be evaluated.
integrity,

feasibility

testing,

criteria

by

which

Among these are policy

appearance

of

policy,

conflicts, and generation of policy.
The need to initiate policy that is not disruptive is
addressed by Malen and Hart
career ladders.
policy

by

confusion,

(1987)

in their discussion of

They saw modifications to the career ladders

districts

in

dissonance,

one
and

state

"as

discomfort

reactions
inherent

to

in

the

change

efforts--a means of coping with the difficulty of developing
new orientations and behaviors" (p. 22).
the

modifications

that

resulted

from

While not decrying
confusion

and

not

disparaging the confusion if positive change is being made,
they do suggest that,
initiative,

in the case of this career ladders

the concept was

articulated"

and

"not clearly or continuously

"critical

resources ... either

absent,

uncertain or consumed in the bargaining processes of enactment
and

implementation,

the

reform

sUbstantial changes" (p. 22).
conditions,

vanishing

rather

is

not

likely

to

produce

They conclude that "under these
than

sustaining

effects

are

likely to prevail" (p. 22).
McLaughlin
approaches

to

(1987)
reform,

who

earlier

points

out

decried
that

"slam

lithe

bang"

marginal,

incremental responses natural to managers and practitioners in
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fact may ensure that the changes associated with reform effort
take more time than expected but that, once in place, they are
stable" (p. 175).

Probes Related to This Research Question.
1.

What do you see as the specific goals of the ASAP?

2.

What other policies could have brought about the
goals articulated in ASAP?

3.

How well do you feel the ASAP has balanced the need
to bring about reform" in Arizona with the need to
cause the least disruption, anxiety or hostility in
local districts?

4.

How do you feel the other policies you mentioned
would have compared to ASAP in reforming education
with the least disruption, anxiety or hostility in
local districts?

Conclusion
This chapter has examined the research problem in several
different ways.

First, the problem was discussed as a problem

of policy analysis, not an evaluation study.

The use of the

interview as a way of asking substantive questions of a
knowledgeable population was validated as were the interview
instrument and

the

interview procedures.

The

interview

process and interview instrument as they apply to this study
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were described.

A description of how the data were prepared

and presented was

included as well as discussion of its

interpretation in the summary and conclusions in Chapter Five.
After a description of the seven interviewees, a thorough
discussion of each of the research questions was presented,
with reference to the literature on use of the criteria in
other research studies or other validation of the criteria.
The emphasis in this chapter has been on the research problem,
questions, and methodology that would provide good data on the
question of whether the ASAP iS'good educational policy for
Arizona.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RESULTS

Introduction
As stated in Chapter One and elaborated on in Chapter
Four, the question that motivates this study is the question
of effective educational policy:

Is

the

Arizona

Assessment Program (ASAP) good educational policy?

Student
Because

the ASAP is in its pilot year and not yet even partially
implemented,

and because the pilot is loosely constructed

(districts may choose what to do during this year and are not
obligated to report their activities or any results of their
activities), the research question must be looked at through
the lens of policy analysis,

not as an evaluation study.

Thus, the research question becomes the following: According
to a process of policy analysis,

is the Arizona Student

Assessment Program effective educational policy for Arizona?
The specific research objectives, based on Mitchell's
(1986) criteria for policy analysis, are summarized below:
1.

Is the ASAP democratic (small "d")?

That is, does

it reflect the goals and interests of legitimate
stakeholders,

while

public interest?

still

embodying

the

larger
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2.

Does

the

ASAP

recognize

the

need

for

and

appropriately support the organizational integrity
of the schools?
3.

Does the ASAP make a realistic means-ends linkage?
Does

it

(1)

provide

adequate

incentives

for

individual compliance, (2) attack a central, highleverage intervention mechanism, and (3) reflect a
realistic

grasp

of

pol i tical,

ideological,

that will lead people
4.

the

~o

local

organizational,

and sociocultural forces
resist its implementation?

Is the ASAP properly integrated into an overall
system of state policy?

5.

Does the ASAP have a positive benefit/cost ratio?
If so,

is it larger or smaller than for various

alternative policies?
6.

Is the ASAP politically feasible and/or palatable
compared to alternative means for achieving the
same result?

This chapter presents the results of seven interviews
with people who worked with the ASAP as policy and/or are
implementing it in their districts, schools or classrooms now.
All seven were interviewed during May and June 1991 in semistructured interviews that lasted between one and hal f and two
and a half hours.

The interviews were structured according to

the research questions and related probes presented in Chapter
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Four, but interviewees were not forced to answer each specific
probe question as long as they dealt with the larger research
question under consideration.
Each

interviewee

was

sent

a

letter

requesting participation in this process.

(Appendix

A)

Along with the

letter, interviewees received the six major research questions
as well as the probes that could be used to structure the
interview.

Interviewees were asked to look at the questions

but were not asked to prepare anything in advance of the
interview.
Interviews were tape recorded in order to provide back-up
to

note-taking

during

the

interview.

The

tapes

were

transcribed and coded according to the coding system described
in Chapter Four and presented in Appendix B.

The data in this

chapter are data that could be coded according to the system
in Chapter Four.

The data are organized according to the

research question rather than by the interviewee so that all
interviewees'

responses

to

one

question

are

presented,

summarized and have conclusions drawn before data for the next
question are presented.
Seven people were interviewed,

three in each of two

categories, and a seventh who bridged the two categories.

The

following people were interviewed because they worked with the
ASAP as it was being formulated as policy:
1.

An

Arizona

Department

of

Education

(ADE)
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Administrator.

The ADE administrator, as he shall

be known, designed with the researcher the Arizona
Student Assessment Program and continues to work
with

the ASAP as

it

is

implemented

in Arizona

school districts.
2.

A policy analyst with the Morrison Institute for
Policy Research,

Arizona state University.

The

policy analyst, as she shall be called, served as
Senate Education Researcher during the time that
the ASAP was being formulated as a policy and now,
from

her

Morrison

position as
Institute,

a

policy analyst

reflects

on

it

as

for

the

policy

intended to reform Arizona education.
3.

A former State Senator and Chair of the Senate
Education Committee the legislator, as she shall be
named, was instrumental in the formulation of the
Goals for Educational Excellence project in 1987
and worked intensively on defining the ASAP policy
and

sheph~rding

it through the Legislature and into

the Governor's hands to sign.
The

following

people

were

interviewed

because

they

followed the ASAP during the time it was being formulated as
policy and were familiar with it as policy; they also are in
the process of

implementing the ASAP at their particular

levels of education.
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1.

A superintendent of a
district.
called,

The

K-8

urban

superintendent,

Phoenix school
as

he

shall

be

followed the ASAP from its inception as

part of the Goals for Educational project until its
signature into law.

He thoroughly understands the

ASAP and its ramifications and is succeeding at
implementing it in his school district.
2.

A principal of a middle school in a
district west of Phoenix.

rural K-12

Like the superintendent,

the principal, as she shall be known, followed the
ASAP from its inception and is now implementing it
in her district.

She has a working knowledge of

the ASAP both as

policy and as

translation

of

policy into specific activities in a school.
3.

A third grade teacher in an urban Phoenix area
school

district,

called,
function

is

a
of

the

member
the

teacher,
of

the

as

she

Literacy

Superintendent's

Initiative for Children.

shall

be

Cadre,

a

Literacy

As a member of the Cadre,

she first learned about the ASAP before it was
presented to educators and legislators in the fall
of 1989.

She has followed its progress both as a

policy and as her own school and school district
have implemented it.
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A seventh person was interviewed because she bridged the
policy

and

implementation

spokesperson

for

the

groups.

Arizona

followed the ASAP from its

As

Education

incep.:t~o.n

an

educational

Association,

she

as a policy and worked

for its passage and has been working intensively with teachers
in Arizona districts, helping them understand and implement
the ASAP in their classrooms.

She will be known as the AEA

spokesperson.
Data collected in the interviews are presented below
according to

each

research

question.

Each

interviewee's

response to each research question is presented without an
attempt to group responses or analyze them in any way.

At the

end of data presentation for each research question, a summary
of interviewees' remarks and conclusions that can be drawn
from them is presented.

Data Presentation
Question 1:
does

it

Is the ASAP democratic (small "d")?

reflect

stakeholders.

the

while

goals
still

and

interests

embodying

the

of

That is.
legitimate

larger

public

interest?

The ADE Administrator.

The ASAP was developed because of

student needs in the first place and, therefore, according to
the

ADE

administrator,

represents

student

interests
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intrinsically.

Low achievement levels in the state would

remain characteristic of students in the state without the
infrastructure

that

is

the

ASAP.

Similarly,

parents

as

stakeholders are served by the ASAP which will "ratchet the
entire system up," fostering greater achievement for their
students.

In addition,

parents currently do not receive

enough or adequate information about their children.

The

reporting

ADE

part

of

the

ASAP,

according

to

the

administrator, will provide additional student information and
information about schools and districts.
Teachers are served by the ASAP which enfranchises and
empowers them.

What dictates what they do in the classroom

will not be the narrowness of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills
but broad curriculum frameworks with lots of room for teachers
to find their own content and instructional style.

The ADE

administrator referenced the Arizona state University, West
Campus studies (Haladyna, Haas and Nolen, 1989) which showed
how teachers felt separated from their own teaching because of
the type of test Arizona was administering.

He projects that

teachers will become, perhaps for the first time, a part of
the decision-making process in districts.

District decisions

will be less mechanical and more thoughtful because of the
mechanisms (particularly the District Assessment Plan) that
are included in the ASAP.
teachers

into

the

role

Testing prior to the ASAP put
of

recipient,

not

generator

of
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information

and

recipient

of

involved in decision-making.

district

decisions

but

not

The ADE administrator pointed

out that the endorsement and subsequent pro-ASAP activity of
the

Arizona

Education

Education Association

Association

(NEA)

(AEA),

the

state affiliate,

National

validate his

claim that the ASAP is "teacher-friendly."
The ADE administrator was not quite as sanguine about the
needs of administrators as stakeholders, however, seeing the
ASAP as "very challenging for them since it implies shared
control with teachers."

In fact, he says, "the ASAP may be

very frightening for many who are considering, for the first
time,

curriculum and assessment

issues."

He recalled an

administrator who was very concerned about the public knowing
too much about his school.

As the ADE administrator put it,

"For this principal, everything he'd decided by himself--the
conditions for learning,
grabs."

materials,

time--would be up for

For other administrators, he says, the ASAP will be

a relief because it sUbstantiates their views on education.
In theory,
because

they

accountability.

ci tizens have much to gain from the ASAP
will

have

a

much

higher

level

of

true

They'll know for the first time if students

are learning anything. They'll know if the conditions are in
place

for

students

to

learn.

They

will

also

have

an

opportunity that they may never have had before for goalsetting at the local level.
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The ASAP redefines the state role in education according
to the ADE administrator who believes that the ASAP strikes a
strong balance between local and state control in a state that
values local control.

The state is also making a statement

about accountability.

"Basically," he says, "the state is

saying,

'We give districts money and we have the right and

responsibility for setting .standards about what we expect in
return.'"

The ADE administrator sees the ASAP as activating

responsibility already in statute but not enforced, but he
also sees the ASAP as a statutory framework for district work
so there

is a

"minimum of unwelcome

intrusion on local

control."
The national civic community will benefit from the ASAP
because it currently feels helpless.

"The public does not

know what a diploma means, for example, nor what to do about
raising staridards" for it.

The ASAP is the local version,

according to the ADE administrator, of the national "bandwagon
focusing on providing better education to students."
is

also

just one

of many

Arizona

states heading the same way.

However, the ADE administrator warns, there is some danger in
the national movement; "we may be a little like lemmings,
heading in the same direction without some diversity in our
approaches."

The timing of the national and state interests

in improved educational systems through goal setting and
accountability

is

no

accident

according

to

the

ADE
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administrator ..
The needs of the business world, the universities and the
military will be positively affected by the ASAP if the
program is successful.

Students will graduate with better

credentials as learners. Businesses that, up to this point
have not relocated to Arizona because of a poor education
system, are already seeing the system as improving.

They

have, in fact, already heard about the ASAP.
The

ADE

administrator

sees

the

needs

of

all

the

stakeholders as "a balance carefully struck," especially in
terms of state. and local

interests.

The state role is

controversial, he maintains, with many districts wanting the
money but not the interference.

still, he says, the state is

ultimately responsible, and districts don't get "black eyes";
the state does.

The

Policy

Analyst.

The

policy

analyst

projected

definite reflections of the goals and interests of legitimate
stakeholders in the long-term.

At first,

short-term, the

goals and interests of various stakeholders might not seem to
have been incorporated into the ASAP.

For example, students

at first will seem to have been "short-changed" by the ASAP if
districts do not make changes in what and how they are taught.
The "trauma" of assessing students on what they have not been
taught and in a way unfamiliar to them will at first seem
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unfair.

However, the pol icy analyst felt this problem was not

a policy problem but a district problem, an unwillingness to
change, an attitude of "this too shall pass."

She felt that

consideration of student needs was, perhaps, missing from the
original design of the Essential Skills, upon which so much of
the ASAP was based, because they were not revised on the basis
of student data, but she felt that consideration of student
needs was strong following the limited pilot of the new
assessments in the spring of 1990 because the assessments were
revised according to how well they "worked with students."

It

will be even stronger following the year-long, statewide pilot
in 1990-91 because of the more extensive revision based on the
reactions of so many more students.

Perhaps, she says, the

school and district goal-setting process that is a part of the
ASAP will

include student

input.

Long-term,

the policy

analyst sees ultimate benefit to students of preparing them to
think, perform and succeed in real-life tasks.
She sees the same long-term, short-term situation with
families.

Short-term there may even be some distress as

changes are made in the system.
strong

communication

with

She emphasized the need for

families,

especially

performing districts that have been doing well

in

high-

on norm-

referenced, standardized testing because they have "geared up"
their system to do well.

These districts may see the changes

in the ASAP as a threat to their status quo, which seems fine
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to them and their communities, and may convey their anxiety to
families.
The policy analyst declared that, "next to students, the
teachers will benefit the most from the ASAP."

However, as

with the other stakeholders, teachers will have a struggle.
The way some have always taught will be threatened.

On the

other hand, she described her extensive work, especially with
primary teachers, where the ASAP is seen as a "breath of fresh
air."

In her evaluation study of K-3 at-risk schools funded

by the Arizona Legislature, she has observed teachers with a
strong support base and pedagogy embrace the ASAP because it
validates what they believe about teaching and learning.
However, she says, both the support base and a strong pedagogy
are

lacking

in most middle

schools

and high schools

in

Arizona, and she worries about the impetus for change coming
"from the outside."
Administrators, too, will reap long-term benefits from
the ASAP because they'll have a tool to use as leverage with
their local boards to make changes in their schools: "They can
blame the ASAP for anything."

As a result of her extensive

work with career ladder districts, the policy analyst reported
that those involved in career ladders see the ASAP as a more
reasonable tool for making decisions about teachers than the
use of test scores from norm-referenced tests.
Short-term, administrators may feel threatened. Also, of
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all the stakeholders, administrators are the ones likely to
anticipate

the

inevitable

next

step--the

sanctions and rewards to the ASAP.

application

of

According to the policy

analyst, the policy was formatted correctly, without sanctions
and rewards at first, in order to give districts a chance to
take action and make changes without threats.

But, she sees

as inevitable the addition of sanctions and rewards, and she
thinks administrators intuit the possibility.
The policy analyst sees "only positive" for citizens and
voters as a result of the ASAP.

'IIThey will only gain because

the ASAP is forcing a change within a majority of the schools.
The

public

understand

will
what

get
is

what

it

happening

has
in

needed,
school,

some
a

tools

mechanism

interacting in a positive way with the schools

to
for

[the goal-

setting process], and the assurance that students are really
learning something."
Similarly,
occurring for

she sees a

positive result

state government which,

acting without data.

with data,

from

the ASAP

too long,

has been

they'll have no excuses.

"There's a downside to that," the policy analyst commented,
"because they'll be forced to do something.
of data, they can ignore problems."

with an absence

She also commented that

the data state government will have should alleviate the
problem with trust: "Now, they'll have the facts and not just
be hoping they're getting a

straight story on needs from
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schools and districts."

However, she commented that state

government key actors will need to be taught how to use data.
The policy analyst suggested that the ASAP represents a
leadership effort from a state that should have national
impact.

"They [national education forces] don't know about us

yet," she said.

"We don't do enough networking; we're out of

the national policy mainstream, but we're doing good things,
and other states should learn about what we're doing."
Consumers have everything to gain from the ASAP according
to the policy analyst.

The eciucational push in the ASAP

elevates the knowledge of all children.

However, it may fuel

the fire of the debate of general educators and vocational
educators about what the business community really needs from
graduating students.

She maintains that business itself is

promoting an upgrading of all students rather than specific
training for some.

She sees this as a class problem; we are

moving all students up, not relegating them to social tiers,
systems or stratifications.
Finally,

she sees the ASAP as balanced between the

special interests of the stakeholders and the public at large.
It serves all needs.

She comments, however, "that while it may

serve the needs of all stakeholders, it may not serve the
needs of all districts in terms of their current success
level.

Obviously successful districts may see the ASAP as

more of a threat to their satisfying status quo.

Districts
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doing poorly have nothing to lose and don't feel threatened by
the ASAP.

The Legislator.
Senate

Education

Former State Senator and Chair of the

Committee,

the

legislator

stated

that

students are at the core of decision making about policy.

"It

is for them that we drive consistently for excellence."

She

recalled that the legislature had talked about the need to
demand more from the testing system.
show a return on the

investment~

"Dollars for reform must
We wondered what the new

form of testing would do to ensure its worth in terms of
expenditure.

We

wanted

assurances

education would result.
expenditure and effort."

that

excellence

Only then could we

in

justify the

She related that testing had seemed

to be a "hot spot" that needed attention.
Families will benefit from the excellent education their
students are getting.
are

learning

with

They will know how and what students
the

ASAP.

They

information, deeper levels of meaning.

will

have

better

Instead of, "How did

you do on the test?" they'll be able to ask,

"What do you

know?" or, in the case of the fall norm-referenced testing,
"What do you need to know?"
The legislator cited the broad-based support of the ASAP,
in particular support by the Arizona Education Association, as
evidence that the needs of teachers were being met.

She
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described the basis of this support as rejection of a single
test as a measurement of student learning.
from

teachers,"

she

says,

referencing

"We learned a lot
in

particular

the

earlier legislative move to exempt all but a small sample
population from first grade testing with the norm-referenced
test.

"We

were

'developmental.'

suspicious

of

this

thing

called

We asked, 'Why can't you measure students in

first grade?'

We learned about the nature of instruction in

first grade."

She is hopeful about the reaction of teachers,

thinking it is a good policy move for them, but fears that
initially negative results (low performance-based assessment
scores) could bring about a political reaction.
She is uncertain about the needs of administrators.

"We

won't know until the reports come out.

If they do well,

they'll feel their needs have been met.

If not,

question the ASAP instead of looking inward."

they may

The scrutiny of

district administrators, school board members questioning them
about lower scores, may make some school administrators very
nervous.
need

"This is going to take time," she says, "and we'll

some real

uncertainty,

leadership to step

make

a

tool

of

it

forward

not

a

to handle

threat."

the

Current

schooling is pretty well structured and secure, and "the ASAP
will

shake

'em

up.

Mrs.

Bishop's

[Arizona

State

superintendent of Public Instruction] strength and personal
commitment as a leader are critical to this."
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"Politicians and voters make decisions based on citizen's
needs," the legislator stated, "and although most citizens
have very little knowledge, they are a quite vocal group."
The ASAP is based on the legislators' perceptions of what
citizens and voters need, but citizens and voters themselves
may not have known what they needed even as the ASAP was
passed into legislation.
At the local

level,

the ASAP can be "made or not"

according to the posture the district takes.

If the district

is defensive, there will be a negative response to the ASAP
from citizens.

If the district is generally positive and sees

the ASAP as a vehicle for model programs and needed reform,
the public will be positive.

The district needs to make the

ASAP the top current reform.

So,

too,

according to the

legislator, do state task forces such as the Governor's Task
Force on Education.
The ASAP is a major player, according to the legislator,
in the education system in Arizona.
pilot stage;
actually do.

Technically it is in a

later resul ts will show what the ASAP can
The state government is not benefitting directly

now but will when those results come in and more is known
about education in Arizona.

The state must use its energy now

for marketing the ASAP to keep it going and explain the shortand long-range values of the program.
The national civic community needs to pay attention to
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the ASAP as

it begins

deliberations.

its

own curriculum and

assessment

There is, in the ASAP, says the legislator,

what the nation needs.
national effort.

"We should be in the forefront of the

We have a feel for how to represent the

national issues and concerns in state policy.

We feel good

about what we're spending money on; we're spending less or
equivalent money on what we're doing, and it's working."

She

sees the ASAP as a simple and direct method for bringing about
reform, a method the nation could use.
Public confidence in education is building, according to
the legislator, in part because of the ASAP.

The corporations

demand a job-ready workforce and are not willing to put huge
dollars into retraining.
educational standards.

The ASAP provides a "guarantee of

It will turn education around, and the

corporate world will benefit."
She wants to believe that the ASAP is very balanced in
terms

of

its

(students,

effects

teachers

on

and

those

close

parents)

and

to

the

those

(administrators, the general public, etc.).

assessments

more

removed

All stakeholders

will benefit from appropriate marketing of the results of the
ASAP.

"How we report data must be totally equitable," she

says,

"especially

statewide."
interests.

Data

in

light

of

reporting will

our

ethnic

be the

minorities

key to

balanced
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The AEA Spokesperson.

The Arizona Education Association

(AEA) spokesperson, felt that there is no question that the
ASAP fosters higher quality education for students and, she
thinks, is fairer than current testing.

However, she added,

"We cannot be fooled that we're getting around discrimination
in education with the new assessments and the ASAP. II
cited evidence that,

with adults,

performance

She

assessment

yields the same predictable splits between those who can and
those who cannot.
in the ASAP.

"We must be vigilant about discrimination

We cannot assume fair treatment. II

She suggested

that one important result of the first year of testing should
be a look at the relationship between scores and certain
population groups.
The

AEA

spokesperson

sees

that

the

ASAP

has

been

absolutely responsive to the needs of families, perhaps even
too much so.

She cites the Department of Education's response

to certain parent groups

[the ADE decided not to include

student profiles because they would require surveying students
on such "personal information" as the number of hours of
television watching,

for example] as evidence that family

needs were being met with the ASAP.

"I personally disagree

with the response," she added, "because I think we should be
gathering

information

from

families,

much

as

the

NAEP

[National Association of Educational Progress] is doing. II She
continued,

"I think we should know how much television
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students

watch

summarized,
conflict.

and

"This

whether

is

the

probably

home

a

has

situation

books."
of

She

values

in

The ASAP was inattentive to the needs of some in

order to attend to the needs of the most vocal."
"Yes and no," was her answer to the question about the
extent to which the needs of teachers were considered in the
ASAP.

The ASAP

supports

those who

have

long

felt

that

"standardized tests have not captured what is important about
education.

Some teachers are angry,

even hostile,

about

having to teach towards what they personally feel is terrible
educational assessment."

However, she says, the ASAP is not

adequately providing for what teachers really need, time to
make the transition.

"We need time to develop classroom and

district assessments that are coherent with the ASAP," she
said.

"We also need time for all teachers to be involved, not

just representatives of teachers."

Often,

she said,

only

those usually selected by the superintendent or the principal
have been able to participate in the ASAP, and that means that
a

lot of teachers I

needs are not being met by the ASAP.

"Participation of all should be mandated," she stated, "and
resources provided so that all teachers can participate."
Administrators

"into

control"

are

going

to

have

a

difficult time, according to the AEA spokesperson.

"They will

not be able to adjust to coordination of effort."

The other

concern she has is administrators "tied in to the need for
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simple numbers."

These administrators will find that "easily

scored bubble sheets

for

students and teachers"

compatible with the implications of the ASAP.

are not

Teacher changes

in instruction, for example, may not seem to meet the needs of
administrators and may push them in a way seemingly contrary
to their own needs.

"This is a paradigm shift," she stated,

"and administrators who are interested in the old way may find
themselves caught by the ASAP, especially when the reports
come

out."

The AEA

spokesperson maintains

that

"self-

interest" in looking good may force administrators to change;
"the result of their change will be student-interest, instead
of self-interest, and that's good."
The AEA spokesperson suggested that the needs of citizens
and voters are, of all the interest groups, best served by the
ASAP, "though they are probably the least likely to realize
this. "

They, too, will expect simple numbers and will get

richer, more detailed data which, they might claim, "obfuscate
reality."

In fact, once they understand the reports they'll

get about Arizona schools,

they'll not fear the data but

relish it.

Their interests will be served because they'll

know more.

"Furthermore," she added, "they'll be able to get

involved in the process.
goal setting.

They'll be a part of each school's

That's a profound shift in education for

citizens and voters."
The ASAP better meets the needs of government,

too,
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according to the AEA spokesperson.

The ASAP represents a

difference from past processes because it aligns policy with
agreed upon goals.

Also,

the government will have more

information upon which to act.

Then, too, the government can

communicate better with those outside the state about what is
happening in education.

She speculated that the additional

data made possible through the reporting part of the ASAP will
be used to entice business and industry to the state.

"We

have to explain and describe what we have, but what we have
will be so much greater than other states that we'll be able
to attract economic development."

Even if the information is

not good at first, she said, it will sUbstantiate that Arizona
is educating for thinking, not skills, and that will bring
business to Arizona.
"We have a need for an informed citizenry," the AEA
spokesperson suggested, "and democracy will only flourish with
thoughtful people.

Thus, the ASAP serves the needs of the

national civic community."

"Knowing how to do things" is the

key for her, even "knowing how to be happy."

The "right to

pursue happiness is not served well," she said, "by passivi ty ,
waiting to be entertained.

The ASAP promotes an active, not

passive, approach to anything."

Also, she says, the global

economy requires high-skilled, high quality workers.

"We have

to break the economic logjam," she said, and "we need thinkers
to do so."

The ASAP fosters the kind of thinking that might
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help us advance as a global competitor.
"All of these consumers [corporations, universities, the
military] speak in one voice: We need people who can use their
minds well, who are life-long learners, who know how to learn,
who can access resources to learn," she stated.

She described

the military as being an innovator in experiential learning,
knowing that automatons do not work.

"The recent war is an

example," she said, "of the military educating for thinking,
for active participation, decision making."
The

ASAP

stakeholders

ul timately

according

balances

to

the

AEA

the

needs

spokesperson.

of

all

"Every

stakeholder will feel some discomfort, some more than others
at times, but also every stakeholder will reap both ultimate
and immediate benefits." Some will not see the benefits right
away and "may become dismayed," but they need to understand
the'long-range implications of the ASAP.

The Superintendent.

The superintendent

stated that

students are absolutely the primary recipients of the benefits
of the ASAP.

He described 100 years of current curriculum

established by Charles Eliot and the Committee of Twelve and
devoted to rote true-false thinking, sometimes expressed as
essays,
taxonomy.

but

always

at

the

first

two

levels

of

Bloom's

"We moved from an agricultural to an industrial

community and we didn't need to know a lot, didn't have to do
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very complex thinking."

Now,

he says,

"our economy has

changed and we need the upper levels of Bloom--application,
analysis,

synthesis

and

evaluation.

We

also

need

the

affective parts of Bloom that are often ignored."
According to the superintendent, the ASAP opens up for
children the next levels of Bloom as well as the affective
domain.

"Character"

will

be

an

important

dimension

of

curriculum in the future, and the ASAP sponsors development of
character

through

asking

students

to

make

choices

decisions and create something unique and original.

and

Also, the

learning promulgated by the Essential Skills and the ASAP is
likely to be more relevant learning than that promulgated by
multiple choice norm-referenced tests.
The last three generations of students, according to the
superintendent, have expected to do better economically than
their parents.

This hasn't always been possible, perhaps

because of the nature of the economy in the twentieth century,
perhaps because of the limits of educational preparation for
the future.

In fact, he says, the United States has become a

two-class society, one with low skills and correspondingly low
wages and the other with high skills and correspondingly high
wages.

"The middle class as we know it is gone."

Society

perpetuates the two-class system with its minimum skills
expectations.
He cited a Business Week article, "Needed: Human Capital"
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from September 19, 1988, in which five levels of jobs for 1985
through 2000 are described.

Level 1 requires a vocabulary of

about 2500 words, a reading rate of 125 words per minute, and
an ability to write simple sentences.

Lots of workers will be

available for this type of job as well as for the Level 2 jobs
with slightly higher requirements.

However, far fewer Level

1 and 2 jobs will be available than needed to provide each
Levelland 2 worker with a job.
ability

to

read

scientific

Level 5 jobs require the

and

technical

journals

financial reports and write speeches and articles.

and

Many fewer

workers will be available for Level 5 jobs than needed, and
many Level 5 jobs will go unfilled.

Clearly, Arizona is doing

a disservice in training Levelland 2 workers for a projected
scarcity of Levelland 2 jobs.

Arizona should be training

workers for the Level 4 and 5 jobs.
The ASAP, according to the superintendent, represents a
way out of this dilemma for Arizona families.

It espouses

middle class economic values, those that most families would
like to see their children achieve or exceed.

It offers

students entry into a life equal to or better than that
achieved by

their parents.

It also advances the higher

skills needed for jobs at Levels 3,

4, and 5.

Families,

therefore, get an economic boost out of the ASAP, and they can
take comfort from the knowledge that their children are being
prepared for jobs that will be available in the twenty-first
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century.
The superintendent spoke about the needs of teachers as
stakeholders.
more work

At first, he worried about the ASAP requiring

from teachers who will have to help students

catapult into the middle class.

Teachers will have to boost

content and move from a teacher centered approach to a student
centered approach.

They will have to learn to be facilitators

rather than didactic lecturers.
also take time.

This will take work.

The superintendent drew an analogy: "We are

trying to change the tire with the car in motion.
stop the car and take the time to do it right."
said, "We need to do this.

We need to
However, he

Teachers who are most advanced in

their thinking realize that we need to do this.
shake the foundation of education.
this."

It will

We need to

The ASAP will help us do

So, although teachers may not think their needs are

being met by the ASAP, they are.

"Teachers who have a keen

interest in the education 9f their students will see the ASAP
as an incentive to benefit kids."
School administrators also may not think their needs are
being met.

"Job security may be on their minds,"

superintendent said of administrators.

the

The ASAP may seem a

threat to them because it is an accountability move based on
performance.

However, he says, "It's our primary business to

ensure success in academic and affective areas."

He suggests

that the opportunity to demonstrate what happens with good
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instructional practices is important.

He suggests that degree

of "at-riskness" in a school be coupled with degree of success
in making improvement and that financial rewards be offered to
those who succeed in spite of difficulties.
The

superintendent

suggested

that

the

usual

way

administrators approach their jobs, with an eye first to the
politics and the economy of their jobs and then to social and
educational results--in that order--may ,be reversed by the
ASAP.

Administrators might be able, first, to think about

educational and social results and not have to focus so much
on the economical and political aspects of their jobs.

"The

ASAP may help us to get these into the right order," he said.
"Performance-based

accountability

will

help

us

get

the

emphasis right."
Citizens
through

the

and voters have
work of

ABLE

already endorsed

(Arizona

Business

the ASAP

Leaders

for

Education), the Phoenix 40, the Arizona Partnership, and other
coalitions.

These groups represent the general feelings of

citizens and voters that young people are not prepared.

"The

leading country in terms of innovation," he said, "is India.
We are the appliers.
We have to
economy. II

We cannot continue to be the appliers.

innovate in order to participate in a world

The superintendent suggests that with our present

educational system we are playing with the "wrong deck of
cards.

We need incredibly higher levels of cognition--problem
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solving, creativity.

Our brains are our best resource."

The

ASAP will help move our educational system from lower levels
'of cognition to higher levels and, therefore, meet the needs
of citizens and voters who are worried about the preparation
of the next generation of workers.
State government will benefit from the ASAP in a unique
way by creating more taxpayers who will be contributing bigger
tax revenues to the state.
said,

"Of nine or so state agencies," he

"six or seven serve youth.

payers.

Youth are not now tax

The survival of these agencies depends on a number of

tax payers in the future."

The ASAP will allow us to sustain

government by providing students who can be workers in the
future and contribute to the tax base.
The superintendent considered the needs of the national
civic community as an issue of "The Rise and Fall of X."

He

suggested that all the economic and social conditions are
present for the demise of society.

The family structure has

crumbled and, in some places, gangs have replaced families.
Social and economic conditions are precarious.

The ASAP

represents a way for the state to break out of the cycle;
similar programs on the national level represent a way for the
United states to break out of the cycle.

The superintendent

looked at President Bush's goals for education and compared
them to those represented in Arizona's Goals for Educational
Excellence and the ASAP.

"We need systemic change, and that
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comes about when there is agreement on what should be done, a
vision, and then everything fits.

We need leadership, and

there is leadership, action, in the ASAP."
The needs of the consumers (corporations, universities,
the military) revolve around transition, preparing students
for the future rather than "being anthropological." According
to the superintendent, "We have been defenders of the status
quo, defenders of bureaucracy.
role as cultural transmitters.
look to the future."

We have seen ourselves in the
We cannot do that.

We must

He feels 'that the ASAP helps

students for the future, for economical and national survival.
All stakeholders receive a balanced benefit from the
ASAP, according to the superintendent, with the central focus
on preparation for the future.

"All stakeholders have a

different agenda in this," he maintains, "but all stakeholders
have their needs met if they consider the benefit to them of
having students who are prepared as thinkers for the future."

The Principal.

Throughout the interview, the principal

referenced the reactions of what she called "the Super-Pac,"
the district superintendent I s Parent Advisory Council to which
the district has reported ASAP activities and from which it
has sought advice and assistance.

During the interview she

looked at the most recent report to the Super-Pac, a report on
what has been done in the district regarding the ASAP.

Beyond
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awareness sessions, schools have conducted various activities
with some autonomy.

In fact, each principal was told to set

a school agenda with faculty and staff for implementing the
ASAP.
In

answer to

the

first

question

about

students

as

stakeholders, the principal referenced the Super-Pac response:
"For the first time it appears that real life tasks will be
given to students in as real a context as possible.

Problem

solving and collegiality, the way human beings work, will be
part of assessment."

She cont'inued that it is the close

connection to the Essential Skills that gives the ASAP its
strength

for

students.

The

Essential

Skills,

assessed

according to the ASAP, prepare students for analyzing problems
in real-life settings.

They have to compose, read, understand

and make decisions.
Another point she made, with reference to the decision to
produce Spanish versions (not direct translations) of the ASAP
assessments,

is that the state is not disenfranchising a

population because of language.

Although some parents are

fearful that the ASAP, especially the new assessments, will
not prepare 'students for the SAT and the ACT, she sees these
national college aptitude tests changing so that they'll be
much like the performance-based assessments that are part of
the ASAP.
The reaction from parents in her district, via the Super-
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Pac,

r~flects

the positions expressed above.

in a heavily Hispanic community,

As stakeholders

parents see the Spanish

version and the mediated English version as a boon for their
children.

Instead of being excluded from the curriculum

mainstream, they are included and offered assistance.
The principal related the reactions of her teachers in
answer to the question about teachers' needs as stakeholders.
"The math people are scared to death, terrified.

The staff

took the eighth grade assessment and became' apprehensive.
They had concern about the sampling; not all the Essential
Skills were in each assessment.

Also' they worried about

scoring and making judgments." However, she speculated, "they
are, after all, products of their own education.

They also

have had no right to make decisions about their own teaching.
They believe that you only do problem-solving after drill and
practice on facts."

She felt that teachers will at first feel

forced, thrust into change.

Later, she thinks they'll reap

the benefits of the ASAP in terms of personal growth and
decision-making.

One area of particular difficulty for math

teachers, she stated,
could be

is the new thought that mathematics

interdisciplinary.

"They became math

because they liked the purity of mathematics.

teachers

Now you're

asking them to see their responsibility for language arts in
mathematics and you're asking them to link social studies and
science."

She suggested that teachers will need tremendous
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staff development oriented towards interdisciplinary learning.
"They'll need reassurance that mathematics won't be diluted."
The need is especially severe for middle school and high
school teachers.

She sees her language arts and reading

teachers adjusting much more readily to the new testing,
mostly because professional groups in those subj ect areas have
already developed new assessment technology in those areas.
As an administrator, the principal acknowledged that the
ASAP is providing focus and purpose for her and her school and
district.

The

ASAP

concerns, however.

targets

what's

needed.

There

are

One is how the uninformed public will view

the results the first time (the profiles or report cards).
She also sees a problem with the non-test indicators.

"We

will probably qualify for a low SES, high mobility,

high

percentage of LEP students category, but we don't want to be
grouped that way.

That's an undesirable grouping according to

our population, even if it's true.

That kind of grouping may

adversely affect people coming into our schools.
pull students out."
concerned

about the

Administrators
new comparisons

They may

in her district are
but have

also

been

concerned about the current unfair practice of listing schools
alphabetically

with

single

test

scores

indicating

their

success at educating students.
The principal wonders if citizens and voters even know
about the ASAP.

They'll find out when the first report cards
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are published and then their need to lcnow will be met.
wonders

if

the

community

surrounding

her

She

district,

a

retirement community that pays no school taxes, will change
their view of the schools once they know more.

She also

wonders if they'll understand the kind of schooling their tax
dollars might buy.

"These are English-only types; they have

an old view of reading, writing and arithmetic."
The needs of state government, she suggests, will be met
through the reporting devices incorporated into the ASAP.
"Those

single

legislators
meant."

numbers

were

were

becoming

easy

uneasy

to

read,

about

what

but

I

the

think
numbers

At first, she thinks, the government will be dismayed

at low scores.

They'll need to be educated on the cause of

the low scores, "the way we've been testing students for the
last dozen years,"

and then helped to target assistance.

"It'll get worse before it gets better," she said, "but it'll
get

better

with

the

ASAP."

She

also

wonders

if

state

government will uncover laws that are in conflict with the
ASAP and be forced to overhaul Title 15, the section of state
law that covers education.
The principal points out that the kind of education being
promoted in the ASAP is the kind of education usually possible
only at private, even (exclusive, schools.

"We're doing an

upper class thing here with all students.

We're making it

possible for all students to assume leadership roles.

We're
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helping them think, giving them problem-solving experiences,
teaching students how to access resources so they'll have some
equity when they leave our system."

She sees the national

civic community benefitting from this egalitarian movement.
"Access to all," she says, "that's the key.

The common folk

can become leaders."
She related the experiences her district has had with
Estrella Mountain Community College, part of the Maricopa
County Community College system.

They have a 2 + 2 plan

whereby students learn job ,skills through a career path focus
early in high school.

"I'm not talking welding when l'm

talking job skills," she says, "I'm talking problem solving,
cooperation, communication, decision-making, things the ASAP
emphasizes." In high school, students hold a part-time job in
their career path,

such as working as a

law clerk.

Estrella Mountain they might work as a paralegal.

At

Then, they

go to the university to study law and they become lawyers.
"The universities and corporations might not know what they're
getting at first," she says, "but when they discover the new
employability skills students have when they graduate, they'll
see the benefits of the ASAP with its real-world work."
The principal drew circles within circles to describe the
balance of the ASAP in meeting the needs of all stakeholders.
The student's circle is the middle, with others, according to
distance from the ASAP,

emanating from the center.

The
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interdependency of the circles is important according to the
principal.

"We cannot separate the circles."

The Teacher.

The third grade teacher framed most of her

answers in light of her experience with the Essential Skills
performance-based assessments.

Although she has followed the

ASAP as policy since its inception, she answered the interview
questions according to her pilot administration of the Form A
assessments, both in the limited 1990 pilot and in the 1990-91
statewide, year-long, open-ended pilot.
She felt that the assessments considered the needs of the
students to a great extent, always "setting them up" for the
assessment experience with pre-test activities and building-in
some success for them.

She reports that students felt the

assessments were fair; they also enjoyed them and were eager
to do them.

"They are engaging," she said,

"because they

demand more than a rigid 'yes' or 'no' answer.

There are

'greys' on these assessments and those intrigue students."
Families benefit from the nature of the assessments: "How can
parents not be happy if they see their children getting so
much out of an assessment with so little pain."

Also, parents

can feel good that students are involved in real-world tasks
on the assessments: "what they do is what students will have
to do in real life."

Finally, the ASAP provides families with

an opportunity to "have a say" about school policy when they
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set goals on the basis of the profiles or school report cards.
In a unique way, she feels the ASAP considers the needs
of teachers.

It validates the new paradigm for teachers who

are taking risks.

It may seem not to validate those still

operating under the old paradigm because it forces change, but
the "change is good for them."

She sees the ASAP as a

catalyst for change, a change her school has already made but
other schools have not made or, "like [a basic school in a
neighboring district]
prodding."

are not about to make without some

She concludes that the ASAP is helping teachers be

"mindful" about their teaching.
She

continues

this

theme

administrators as stakeholders.

in

her

discussion

of

For those who view the

administrator as part of a team working together "for the sake
of kids,1I the ASAP is not just a test.

It lends itself to

staff development and planning partnerships.

She describes

her relationship with her principal: "We don't work for her.
We work with her."

She anticipates a paradigm shift for

administrators, too.
Citizens and voters are served well by the ASAP because
the new assessments prepare students for the real world.

They

must be competent, articulate, functioning members of society.
She cautions that the ASAP can only help in this if it is
truly embraced by schools, not just in a superficial or shortterm way.

Schools will

have

something to give to the
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community if they "take the ASAP to heart.

They'll be

enabling students to function in a complex society."
state government has a responsibility to provide quality
education.

She sees the ASAP serving state government well,

helping it to live up to its obligations.

coincidentally, the

ASAP prepares students for civic responsibility.

She cites a

particular mathematics assessment in which students are asked
to make a decision about what color to paint a house.

They

function in this assessment much as citizens on a government
task force or homeowners in a neIghborhood association might
function.

They

take

responsibly and get

surveys

involved.

to

find

out.

They

act

They enact the rights and

responsibilities they have in relation to a government.

They

enact citizenship and civic responsibility.
The teacher continues this comment in her discussion of
the needs of the national civic community.

She also sees that

the requirement that students cite evidence for their opinions
prepares them for their civic responsibility.

"It takes no

energy to find fault," she says, "but it takes energy to be
responsible for change, to find the evidence, to practice
thinking.

Eight year olds are asked to do this on the new

assessments."
corporations, universities and the military will benefit
from the ASAP because it demands performance.
testing and forgetting as usual.

"This is not

This is learning, doing, and
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remaining

able

to

do."

Thinking,

doing,

cooperating,

connecting, using the tools of inquiry, integrating--these are
all words she used to describe what the ASAP requires students
to

do

that

will

benefit

educational system.

the

principal

consumers

of

the

The caliber of students who graduate and

go on to work or further study will be directly related to the
role of the teacher as thinker.

"Their minds are atrophying

with textbooks and bubble-in tests," she says.

"That will

change with the ASAP, and we'll see a corresponding change in
students."
The teacher admits she's particularly biased towards the
ASAP.

She sees it as well-balanced; all sectors have to deal

with it, and all sectors benefit from it.

Summary·

and

Conclusions.

Almost

unanimously,

the

interviewees felt that students as stakeholders benefit from
the ASAP.

The one exception was a concern that students may

not seem to be benefit immediately; the benefit will only
become apparent after time.

That concern is framed in a

larger concern about district action regarding the ASAP.

If

districts do nothing or take a negative approach to the ASAP,
students may be hurt in the long-run.

Test trauma may be one

result of district reluctance to implement the ASAP; students
may

simply

district,

not

be

school,

taught
or

the

Essential

classroom

level

Skills or

given

performance-based
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assessments.

Either omission could hurt students.

On the

other hand, stated one interviewee, the tests are good to
students; stUdents are eager to do them, even enjoy them and
find them intriguing, partially because they are not as rigid
as current tests.
component,

The tests have an important affective

declared another

interviewee,

one that builds

character in students.
Another concern, voiced by one of the interviewees, is
that the ASAP may continue the same kind of racial/ethnic and
gender discrimination that current norm-referenced tests are
accused of advancing.

Another interviewee took a. slightly

different approach to bias, claiming that the ASAP actually
enfranchises students long disenfranchised from the mainstream
curriculum.
still another concern related to the Essential Skills
which, as curriculum framework documents, were not piloted
with students and then revised.

The fact that the assessments

were ameliorates this concern somewhat.

Another interviewee

countered this argument with the statement that the ASAP will
work because it is integrally woven into the Essential Skills
which are high quality curriculum documents.
Students benefit from the spur to higher achievement,
from assessments that ask them to do something, and from a
real-life testing context.

They benefit from the thinking and

problem-solving they are asked to do on the assessments.

They
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also

benefit

assessments.

from

the

collegiality

inspired

by

the

All this will better prepare students for the

economy. of the future.
Parents,

too,

benefit

from

the

ASAP although,

like

students, they may not realize short-term benefits and may, in
fact, be disturbed by the ASAP.

They may be distressed at

changes at the local level, especially in districts that have
always performed well on the norm-referenced standardized
tests and seem to have no reason to change.

The ASAP may be

seen as a threat to the status quo.
On the other hand, parents will benefit from the greater
achievement of their children which may reassure them about
their

children's

economic

future.

They'll

have

more

information about their children and about the schools their
children attend, and their information will be richer.

The

ASAP espouses middle class values and may be seen as offering
a way into the middle class, and it also brings into the
mainstream families who are currently excluded both from the
curriculum and the testing mainstream.
Parents will find that test taking is less pain for their
children and offers a more "real-world" scenario.

Parents

will also find that, through the goal setting process, they
have a say in the education of their children.
If anything, said one interviewee, the ASAP has been too
responsive to parents' needs or too responsive to particular
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parents' needs and negligent about other parents' needs.

This

interviewee was referencing the decision to withdraw the plan
to collect student data,

such as the amount of television

watched, and include it with performance data on student level
profiles.

Seen by some parents as an invasion of privacy,

this component of the ASAP was dropped early in the plan.
All of the interviewees agreed that teachers will benefit
as

stakeholders

teachers I

from

the ASAP.

makes them participants

The ASAP enfranchises
in the decision-making

process and empowers them to make decisions in the classroom.
The norm-referenced tests were dictatorial and contrary to
good teaching; they forced teachers to do things they found
repugnant.

The ASAP validates the new paradigm for teaching

and teachers as thinkers and serves as a catalyst for change.
It puts teachers in charge once again.
Three
they'll

acknowledged

that

also have to change,

teachers

will

benefit,

but

and change can be painful.

Teachers may have to learn how to become teachers again.
ASAP will mean more work for teachers.

The

Interdisciplinary

teaching is fearful, and subject area teachers (especially
mathematics) see possible dilution of their subject when they
incorporate writing and reading to learn into mathematics
instruction.

Fears may make it seem at first as if the ASAP

does not have teacher needs at heart.
Change also requires time and support.

Districts can
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support change by making sure everyone is involved, but not
all districts are involving all teachers in the process.
Conditions must be right for the ASAP to succeed.
For administrators, the problem of adjustment to the ASAP
may be more severe.
that

the ASAP

Two of the seven interviewees declared

considers

the

needs

at

administrators

as

stakeholders, although one of these qualified her "yes" with
a declaration that the benefit may be long-term and not
apparent

immediately.

Two

others

suggested

that

administrators are not supported·by the ASAP, at least the way
administrators currently function.

The other three hedged on

an opinion about this stakeholder group.
The main problem seems to be the current administrator
role.

In the current role, administrators will see the ASAP

as a threat because of the shared control and decision-making
implied in the policy.
and rewards.

They may fear the inevitable sanctions

They may fear showing poorly on profiles that

reveal more than single test scores ever did.
a need for simple numbers.

They may feel

They may have to cope with the

reactions of an uninformed public reading the first school and
district profiles.

They may wonder if their boards will use

the ASAP results against them and not give them a chance to
perform.

They may fear that the non-test indicators will

categorize them in an unfavorable way.
uncertain if their teachers can change.

They may be
They may fear job
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security.
They may need to make a paradigm shift according to other
interviewers.

They may need to change their point of view and

see the ASAP as a relief because it is educationally sound,
not forcing them to support testing that is less sound.

They

might be able to use the ASAP results as leverage for change
with their boards.

They might be able to use the ASAP as a

tool for making decisions.
rewards and sanctions.

They might even see the benefit of
They might see how the ASAP lends

itself to staff development and planning partnerships.

They

might use the ASAP as a focus for their school and district
planning.

In short, they might learn to go about their jobs

and think and value differently as a result of the ASAP.
All but one

intervt~wee

declared that citizens will

benefit from the ASAP, and the interviewee who demurred said
that they will not benefit immediately because they simply
don' t

know about the ASAP.

citizens will benefit because

they'll receive more accountability and truer accountability
about schooling.

They'll know more because they'll be getting

tools to help them really understand what's happening in
Arizona schools.

They'll also be able to participate in goal-

setting in a formal way at a variety of levels.

The ASAP

forces a change, and most citizens feel there is need for
change in education.

They'll feel more confident that the

schools are preparing students for the real world and giving
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them the tools to succeed.

They'll be getting a better

prepared next generation of workers.
On the other hand, not only do they not know anything
about the ASAP, they may not understand the ASAP when the
first profiles are published (probably the first encounter
they'll have with the ASAP).

Unless they have been prepared,

they may expect simple numbers.

When they delve deeper into

what the numbers mean, they may discover that the education
represented in the numbers is not the education they remember.
They'll have to be helped to understand the new paradigms.
Furthermore,

if districts

are

defensive

about the

citizen response can be expected to be negative.

ASAP,

Districts

can make or break the ASAP for citizens according to their
attitudes.
The state stands to gain from the ASAP according to all
the interviewees.

The state will have more data and more

accountability for dollars spent on education.

Legislators

will no longer act without data to support actions and will
also be forced to take action when the data warrant.

Hard

data will alleviate the pervasive trust problem that occurs
when educators raise problems that need legislative and fiscal
action and are unable to support the need with reliable
information.

The ASAP also activates existing laws, replaces

or aligns laws that were conflicting, and focuses policy.
The ASAP has also helped define the state role with local
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districts and stipulates a balance between local and state
control.

It provides a focus for both on quality educational

results.

Through the profiles, the state will be able to

communicate about its quality education outside the state and
entice business and industry to education.

The ASAP will

enable the state to take a leading role in national curriculum
and assessment endeavors.
It

will

produce

citizens

more

ready

for

civic

responsibility because of the choices they have had to make on
the assessments.

It will also 'produce more tax payers who

will sustain state government.
The

national

civic

community,

according

to

all

interviewees, will benefit as stakeholders in the ASAP for a
number of reasons.

First, the state is experiencing a local

version of a national movement and can serve as a resource to
national leaders.

Al though there is some danger in the

movement towards a national examination, there are some state
programs that can benefit from the experience of Arizona in
designing and implementing the ASAP.
Arizona students will participate in the national civic
community as responsible citizens, in part due to the ASAP
which

has

thoughtful,

elevated
and

their

knowledge,

encouraged them to

passive, role in their lives.

helped
take

an

them

to

acti ve ,

be
not

As responsible students they

will become responsible and informed citizens.

Taken further,
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the ASAP may well even out education, providing leadership
roles for all students, not just those considered privileged.
Equity may be more possible as a result of the ASAP with the
"common folk" as likely as others to become leaders.
Furthermore,

the ASAP may provide a way out of the

"economic logjam" that characterizes the United States today.
Highly qualified workers and thinkers may provide a way to
break

out

of

a

cycle

contemporary society.

and

may

prevent

the

demise

of

The ASAP may be a start of what must be

systemic change in education so-that the country as a whole
does not flounder.
Business, the universities, and the military stand to

gain from the ASAP,
because

the ASAP

according to all of the respondents,

prepares all

students

for

the

future.

They'll graduate with better credentials, elevated knowledge,
and ability to use their minds well.

Because their teachers

have been encouraged by the ASAP to be thinkers, students will
be encouraged to be thinkers.

Students will be life-long

learners and have experienced real-world work; they will be
ready with employability skills for consumers of education.
The ASAP demands action and performance; so do employers.
Employers do not want automatons.

Businesses, in fact, may

relocate to Arizona because of the quality education inspired
by the ASAP.
The only difficulty one interviewee could envision was a
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deepening rift between vocational education which is dedicated
to preparation for specific jobs and general education which
is dedicated to preparing students for a life of work.

The

ASAP supports the latter, not the former.
All respondents agreed that the ASAP provides balance
among the needs of the stakeholders, even if it is balanced
discomfort as well as balanced benefit.

All stakeholders will

have to deal with the ASAP, and all will, eventually, benefit
from it.

A big issue in the ASAP is local vs. state control;

one interviewee stated that the
the state's.
needs

of

~esponsibility

is ultimately

Another felt that the ASAP may not serve the

all

local

districts,

especially

those

already

successful.
In conclusion,
research question,
seems

to

serve

education.
benefit

in applying the criteria in the first
the interviewees decided that the ASAP

the

needs

of

the

major

stakeholders

in

Some will benefit in the long-term but not seem to

immediately.

informed.

Some

will

benefit

more

if

better

Some will benefit especially if they make changes

themselves.

Of all the stakeholders,

the least likely to

benefit are administrators in Arizona's public schools.

The

most

citizens,

the

business,

the

straightforward benefits will

state,

the

military

national

and

the

civic

come to

community,

universities.

and

Benefits

conditions will accrue to students,

parents,

under

certain

and teachers
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better when those conditions are met.

Question

2.

Does the ASAP recognize

the need

for

and

appropriately support the organizational integrity of the
schools?

The ADE Administrator.

The ADE administrator considered

this question from the viewpoint of the probes about learning.
theory and organization implicit in the ASAP and the match to
reality

in

Arizona

districts.

The

ASAP

conceptualizes

learning in a more integrated way, he maintains, and demands
that a child produce results to demonstrate level of learning.
"There is definitely a statement about learning in the ASAP."
There is also a statement about schooling in Arizona embedded
in the ASAP;

a statement about collaboration and teacher

decisions based on teacher use of good assessment tools.

The

"menu approach to learning common in the 80s with basic skills
in segmented blocks of time" is not to be found in the ASAP.
Evidence that we have done well on that type of learning and
are ready to go on to higher order learning can be found in
the NAEP scores.

The only way we can go, on--taking the

emphasis off the norm-referenced test, the "first cousin to
basic skills"--can be found in the ASAP.
So, we're going the right way,

according to the ADE

administrator, but we're "bucking great odds." There's a poor
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match between the ASAP and current practice.

But, he says,

"if there were a good match, would the project be worth doing?
Is the status quo good enough? This is long-range.

This will

make a difference, but it won't be easy."
What may help, he says, is the room within the ASAP for
local adaptation.

The selection of instructional materials,

scheduling, teaching methods, grade-by-grade organization, and
assessment materials allows the local district a lot of local
control.

In fact, he says, "the outcome is what the state is

setting,

and

specifics.

the

district

maintains

control

over

the

This is a strength because it neither binds the

district nor dilutes the ASAP."

The Policy Analyst.
emphatically:

questi~n

The policy analyst responded to this
In terms

of

learning theory,

the

Essential Skills are the best there is, and the ASAP, built
upon the Essential Skills, reflects that excellence.

The ASAP

also reflects the best we know about the way schools work.
However,

the

learning

theory

and

organizational

model

represented in the ASAP are in contrast to the realities of
schooling which she sees as "fragmented, a factory or assembly
line."

The ASAP will force discussion that will be good for

learning.

"We will look at what kids are really doing, a

foreign activity now, through devices such as portfolios."
The policy analyst fears that the ASAP and reality may
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represent such major differences that the system could break
down because of resistance.
level

The break-down may occur at the

of day-to-day operations,

paperwork,

for example.

teachers keeping records,

Yet, she questions the purpose of

representing the status quo in a policy.
we

shouldn't support the

Perhaps, she says,

organizational

integrity of

the

schools, as they are presently constituted.
The ASAP leaves less room for local control according to
the policy analyst than districts presently have because the
.law on Essential Skills is not enforced and because CUES has
had no "teeth" in the state since its inception.

"In theory,

then, there is no change--if current laws had been enforced.
In reality,
However,

districts will perceive a

she says,

loss of autonomy."

there is wi thin the ASAP as pol icy no

implication of one right way to do things.

Districts will

discover that they can implement the ASAP in a variety of
ways, whatever is right for them.

The Legislator.

The legislator stated that the ASAP may

be closer to the real world than to the way schools are.
assessments
higher

themselves

level thinking,

"press
and

towards

force

cri tical

change."

They

The

thinking,
look at

learning as "multifaceted" and help students make decisions on
complex issues.
the

norm

in

"Bubble testing and bubble teaching may be

Arizona

schools."

Thus,

the

ASAP

may

not
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recognize the way schools are but may move schools in the
appropriate directions.

We will "demand more" with the ASAP,

she claims, but what we're doing is better.

She referenced

the learning she has done as a result of work on the ASAP: "At
first I

was disappointed,

even furious,

that the current

testing was inadequate, especially for first graders, but I
learned that the nature of the testing is inappropriate."
Schools must learn the same thing and the learning schools
must go through may be as anguished as her own learning.
The legislator is unsure just how much room there is in
the ASAP for local adaptation.

"This is a great unknown.

ASAP is a major policy issue.

It could negatively impact in

a heavy way what districts are trying to do."

The

She worries

about the issue of local control and state accountability.
Local

control

is

the

emphasis

now,

according

to

the

legislator, and she cites the work of activists such as ABLE,
the

Arizona

Business

Leaders

for

Education

group

advocates school choice, and site-based management.

which

Yet, she

says, "no matter how much local control there is, we have to
get to the end product; we cannot just say 'do anything, good
luck.'"

We need, according to the legislator, some outside

measure of how schooling is going.

Restructuring is a good

idea but it needs accountability.

She cites the Essential

Skills and the related assessments as providing the outside
measurement of restructured schools.
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She adds that local control may not be an issue unless
districts use the ASAP as a

weapon,

those wanting

local

control as a weapon to attack a "top-down" approach, those
wanting the opposite to attack a decentralized approach.

She

sees the ASAP as very vulnerable in this area.

The AEA Spokesperson.
AEA spokesperson,

The real question here, stated the

is " , Do we want to support the current

educational system, the status quo?'"

She answered, "No," and

stated that what we are doing with the ASAP "is not about
reinforcing the status quo.
science a

lot about

We've learned from cognitive

learning,

al though cognitive science

doesn't go far enough because it is still paper and pencil.
We must go further."
current

organizational

Thus,

the ASAP doesn' t

integrity

of

the

support the

schools,

but

it

shouldn't do so.
"We must encourage problem-solving in students.

To do

so, we must be problem-solvers ourselves," she said.

The

present structure of schooling does not support problemsolving by teachers and administrators, but it must.
think;

the

industrial

automatons," she stated.

model

won't

work.

We

"We must
cannot

be

"So, the ASAP is inconsistent with

reality, and it will cause great discomfort for all as shifts
are made.

It will be quite painful.

administrators on the firing line."

It will put teachers and
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However, if only districts, schools and teachers would
realize it, the ASAP has more flexibility in it than past
policies.
also

"There's actually more local control but there's

responsibility to

framework."

develop

local

ties

to

the

state

The AEA spokesperson stated that many see the

ASAP as a loss of local control through the advent of state
curriculum.

"What they don't realize is that there has always

been a state curriculum," she argued, "and the ASAP encourages
broad local adaptation."

She also suggested that districts

that are heavily "top-down" and

c~ntralized

will see that they

will be "better positioned to implement the ASAP if they are
She cited the reactions of

as flexible as the state."

teachers in a district that is "heavy-handed" about policy.
When they received the assessments and were told they could
suggest changes to them, these teachers were aghast.

They'd

never been asked to participate in an educational innovation.

The Superintendent.

The superintendent suggested that

"we are the enemy within" in terms of implementation of any
educational

change.

"We

are

a

political

organization primarily, not educational.

and

We want business as

usual," he says of school and district structures.
is no different.

It represents a

economic

The ASAP

significant change in

learning theory that is "entirely on target," but, for most,
the learning theory will be foreign, not compatible with what
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is

known

and

accomplished

in

Arizona

"Implementation will be a big problem,"

classrooms.

he said,

"and I

suspect we'll regret not having lots of money for training and
staff development to help people build bridges from what they
are accustomed to doing to what they need to do."

He added,

"It's not that they don't want to do what they need to do,
it's that they don't know how to get there." .
Adaptation to make the ASAP fit may be a foreign activity
in most districts that are used to "one right answer.

Just as

students may be baffled by assessments that ask them to think,
schools and districts may be baffled by a policy that has some
room for them to maneuver."

That doesn't make the ASAP wrong,

the superintendent asserted, "just difficult to implement."
He suggested that assistance has to begin at the classroom
level with helping teachers reconceptualize the relationship
of instruction and assessment in the classroom.

The Principal.

The.principal stated that, "for me, the

ASAP is sound as far as learning theory [is concerned] because
it's based on the Essential Skills • With the exception of the
'far right loonies,' the ASAP represents what most people want
from schools.
life, useful

It provides a realistic assessment of realt~sks."

Schools, except for a very few, have

been trying to get to where the ASAP is taking them.

The ASAP

simply sanctions their own changes and eases the way.
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Because of

a

built-in system of

"they say"

and

"we

can't," at first the ASAP, as a mandate, may seem to violate
local control.

But, the principal pointed out, "many mandates

are perceptions not reality in school systems, and the ASAP
actually frees schools from much that has bound them, namely
the high stakes testing we've done.
clauses from the ASAP."

We won't need escape

She mentioned other mandates that

have been antithetical to what educators know about learning
and how schools work, however.

"Chapter I is a case in point .

. It separates kids from the mainstream, doesn't let them work
together.

It bases what we know about kids on tests that

depress their learning."
legislation,

advanced

She also cited the effects of gifted
placement

classes,

and

vocational

education, each of which she sees as a mechanism for social
division in schools.

"We need the social even-ing out of the

ASAP in all of our programs."
Local district adaptation of the ASAP depends on the
extent of compliance that will be enforced, according to the
principal.

She fears that,

if there are no sanctions or

rewards and if nothing happens, too much local control will
dilute the ASAP.

She asked if districts will be pursued if

they fail to submit their District Assessment Plans.
one

hand,

she wanted

qualitative

review

of

the

On the
District

Assessment Plans ("ask us questions, help us clarify; don't
expect us to do cookie-cutter DAPs) and, on the other, she
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asked, "Where's the teeth in the ASAP?"

The Teacher.

The teacher referenced the assessments in

her answer to this question.

Schools, she says, are trying to

build

in

a

level

of

success

their

students.

The

ASAP

assessments, with their pretest activities help to do this;
they provide a "success-making" way to test and, therefore,
teach.

They layout for students the paths to success by

freeing them from the tyranny of the "right answer."

The way

most schools are organized today makes them unsafe,
places for students.
right

answer;

scary

"There is a task to be done; there is a

there

is

no

joy

in

the

journey. "

The

assessments val idate students' thinking instead of making them
doubtful of it; in fact, she says, students are often asked to
"tell how they know what they know on the assessments," and
that's a very positive activity most schools would be wise to
use.
She characterized her school as different from other
schools.
grade

The whole faculty, not just teachers of the third

who

will

assessments,
worked

administering

the

state

has united around the ASAP.

together

assessments,

be

as

share

a

group

their

and

responses

in

of

the

The faculty has

pairs
and

form

to

think

take

the

about

the

learning implications within each assessment.

Most schools

are "a long way from being close to the ASAP."

The ASAP is a
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necessity

for

them;

for

us

"it's

a

blessing,

a

higher

authority that confirms and affirms us."
She cautioned that time is needed for most schools to
adjust and that the worst thing that could be done with the
ASAP

is

for

the

"state"

to

dilute

it,

let

schools

and

districts "off the hook" just because they have a long way to
go.

"Give them time, expect their changes.

They'll do it,"

she says.

Summary and Conclusions.

All interviewees were somewhat

agreed that the ASAP does not support the organizational
integrity of the schools, but all also qualified their answers
considerably.

Either they stated that policy, by its very

nature, should not support the status quo, or they declared
that the ASAP may not support the status quo, but the state
must do the ASAP to improve education.

The principal and the

teacher affirmed the ASAP in its support of the organizational
integri ty of the schools more than the other respondents
because the ASAP helps districts and schools move to where
they want to get anyway or confirms the progress of schools
that have made educational moves on their own in the direction
the ASAP promotes.
It is the direction that the ASAP promotes that is at
odds with current district, school and classroom activities,
according

to

all

of

the

interviewees.

Learning

is
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conceptualized in a different way in the ASAP; teachers will
teach

differently

according

to

the

ASAP;

teachers

and

administrators will work with each other in different ways;
and districts will operate differently.

Are the differences

inherent in the ASAP good for education in Arizona?
interviewees unanimously stated they are.
curriculum concepts that are solid.
collaborative

management

of

The

They are based on

They support site-based

schools,

a

key

in

the

restructuring movement.
The interviewees were divided several ways on the issue
of local control.

Some felt that the ASAP provides a great

deal of local control.

Districts,

schools,

and classroom

teachers may make local decisions on the specifics within the
framework of the Essential Skills and the ASAP.
districts may not see the opportunity for
particularly

if

they

have

not

legislation that preceded ASAP.

been

in

However,

local control,
compliance

with

Districts that ignored the

Essential Skills and CUES may not realize that the state has
always had a state curriculum and a state testing program at
the

district

level.

For

those

represent a loss of local control.

districts,

the

ASAP

may

For other districts, the

ASAP represents more flexibility with the same amount of local
control.

The interviewees felt that for all districts the

ASAP provides considerable local control within an overall
accountability program.
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Several respondents feared that the ASAP will not succeed
because there is such a poor match between current educational
practice and structure and the ASAP.

Others feared that the

ASAP will fail because districts will resist implementing the
processes, particularly collaboration between teachers and
administrators, implied in the ASAP.

Others expressed concern

that the ASAP needs stronger enforcement.

Almost all cited

the need for time and support for implementing the ASAP.
Interestingly, the interviewees closest to the classroom,
the principal and the teacher,
most positively.

a~swered

the research question

While the others either answered "no" to the

question in various ways, the principal and the teacher, in
effect,

answered

"yes."

Their

opinion

that

the

ASAP

recognizes and supports the organizational integrity of the
schools seemed to be based on a view of the schools that was
more positive than the view the others had.

They saw schools

and districts already moving in the direction espoused by the
ASAP and the ASAP, then, 'supporting that movement.

Ouest ion
linkage?

3:

Does the ASAP make a
Does

it

(1)

individual compliance.
local

organizational.

provide

realistic means-ends

adequate

incentives

for

(2) reflect a realistic grasp of the
political.

ideological.

and

sociocul tural forces that will lead people to resist its
implementation?
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The ADE Administrator.
the

ADE

administrator,

The major incentive, according to

is

the

public

reporting

device.

without this the ASAP would be a lot less powerful ... and less
controversial.

"Having their publics read the new information

scares districts a lot."

Public reporting is a good feature

and good enough for awhile.

"It's probably good for the ASAP

to have no other built-in incentives or disincentives for
awhile.

Districts are not ready for more in terms of what

they currently have to do to implement the ASAP."
Once the public reporting and goal setting processes are
in place, then, perhaps, the legislature could consider a
relief incentive; those districts doing well, meeting their
goals, might be excused from statute and State Board rules.
In the absence of data and purpose,

however,

impediments

cannot be waived.
The units of reporting,

the chief form of incentive

currently in the ASAP, according to the ADE administrator, are
the school and the district.

"These," he says, "are the units

of change, with the most important being the school.

There a

team decides what to do based on a full range of data.

The

team chooses the best target."
The ADE administrator expects

resistance

from those

already disenfranchised, those who have lost control of the
curriculum to the norm-referenced test curriculum, those who
are not empowered to make decisions in the classroom.

They
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might see the ASAP as one more "negative," a state program
that seems to centralize control of education, require that
rules be followed.
opinion.

They will be highly resistant in his

The maverick schools, already out of central office

control, might also see the ASAP as a threat.

The reporting

and goal setting device may not be enough to bring either type
of resistor into implementation.

Those who have employed

measures of independence within a system will feel comfortable
with the ASAP.

The Policy Analyst.

The incentives within the ASAP as it

is presently constituted are entirely intrinsic.

There are no

money incentives or sanctions or rewards tied to the ASAP.
Districts will be able to make comparisons in a variety of
ways--to themselves over time, to their own real istic targets,
to similar schools.
however,

Gains will be very visible.

She sees,

that those already doing well may perceive the

reporting feature in the ASAP as a disincentive.
good, how much better can they get?

If already

Should they get?

She sees the avenue to change through testing as an
incentive in and of itself.
ASAP hit at the core.

"Testing drives everything.

The

They [Districts] are jumping now.

The

Essential Skills are not sitting on the shelves."
If anything, according to the policy analyst, the lack of
a money incentive is a powerful disincentive.

Like many
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current policies, such as the foreign language state Board
rule, the ASAP provided no money to districts to implement the
ASAP.

She

possibility

sees

this

of

computerized

a

as

a

weakness

of

tracking

the

ASAP.

system

to

The
follow

students with statewide identification numbers and a common
student record may ease the pain of implementation, especially
if dollars can be appropriated to help districts "buy into"
the state system
Administrators may be more resistant than teachers to the
ASAP because they have more

sys~em

responsibilities; they'll

handle more of the complexities of the ASAP than teachers
whose implementation is within the boundaries of a
classroom.

single

Then, too, the "middle America" schools will be

more resistant because they see their current system working.
Why

change?

Where

particularly

well,

the
the

present

system

ASAP

may

be

The

legislator

is

seen

not
as

working

relief

to

struggling districts.

The

Legislator.

incentives:

cautioned

about

"We're heading into such a time of change and

uncertainty."

Her real hope is that the ASAP will work as a

key element of measuring the progress of restructured schools.
Eventually, she concedes, we'll need some "freeing up of laws
and regulations for restructured schools with the ASAP as the
accountability

device.

We'll

remove

real

or

perceived
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barriers.

We'll have to have rewards and sanctions."

She

sees the ASAP as the "linch pin for measuring progress,
indicating the need for rewards and punishments." She says,
"If all 220 districts aren't doing well, we plow the field and
replant with new systems, but we have to have some measure of
how they're doing before we make such radical changes."

She

adds, "We must have a framework for doing something."
The ASAP can serve as a stabilizing factor according to
the legislator: "We can observe where we are and have been and
see where we are going."

The ASAP should not take on any more

incentives than it has to in order to be sure that people are
vocal and thoughtful about its implementation.

The AEA Spokesperson.

Appearance is one incentive,

according to the AEA spokesperson.
to look good on the new reports.

Everyone is going to want

Also, she stated, "Educators

will realize that the ASAP promotes a better education for
kids.
the

That's a powerful motivator."
"demonstration

of

support,

Finally, she stated that
the

flexibility

and

responsibility of the Department of Education are incentives."
Are these enough?

She's not certain.

"Hints about

disincentives if schools or districts are not doing well"
trouble her.

"They seem inappropriate for innovation and for

lasting change."

She cited the disincentives through control

that didn't work in communist block countries and projected
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that they wouldn't work on a local level in education.

And,

"practically speaking, would they work? Has New Jersey solved
educational problems by taking over non-performing districts?
Could we do that here?"
If disincentives won't work, the AEA spokesperson thinks
additional incentives such as time for teachers to plan, to
work together and receive training will work.

In fact, the

absence of these in the ASAP "do not bode well now."
she

sees

that

there

are

administrators to make the

not

enough

monum~ntal

Reporting may not be enough.

Also,

incentives

for

changes they must make.

She also worries that there are

not adequate incentives for parents; "they will not understand
all of this new stuff and could be very resistant unless there
are resources for them."

Incentives in the form of resources

would certainly carry the ASAP beyond minimal compliance.

The

Superintendent.

The

superintendent

spoke

of

"educational and spiritual incentives--there are no others."
There's no sense of "what's in it for me, will I get any more
money, will I get released time, will I get exemption from
something odious?" in the ASAP.

"Authenticity is a nice

incentive, doing something that is real, that is important. 1I
Should there be other incentives?
believes there should be.
legislature

should

The superintendent

He suggests that, eventually, the

contemplate

rewarding

classrooms

and
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schools

according

to

their

performance.

Rewarding

the

classroom might help the teacher, who he sees as the most
likely to resist the ASAP because it means more "physical and
head

work."

Also,

building

level

rewards

would

help

administrators cope with the changes they need to make.

The

superintendent also suggested that there should be sanctions
against regression.

A "norm"

for

each school

should be

established and maintained, "a level playing field."

The

Principal.

incentives are

The

prin,cipal

felt

that

the

chief

intrinsic and begin at the student level.

"Students and all other human beings want to do well; they
don't want to look bad."

The ASAP offers all a chance to look

good

of

through

"Other

than

a

variety

that,

there

mechanisms,

are

there's no loss of funding."

no

according to

intervention

her.

mechanisms;

She suggests that, perhaps five

years from now, the optimal motivator of money may be needed,
but "now we're in a trial period.
and fail.

We need to be able to try

We can change and improve.

If the system is to

work, we need time and flexibility."
She

sees

the

teacher

as

the

implementation, an appropriate target.
want to do well.

targeted

level

of

Teachers are going to

She sees both the teacher and the student as

being the most resistant.

The student may at first resist

because "it's more work to think; it's more risky."

Teachers
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may echo the student's sentiment and add another, "I already
know more than I do."

Their resistance will be felt by both

parents and administrators.

The Teacher.

The third grade teacher also spoke of

intrinsic incentives: "My incentive is that I just want to do
it [the ASAP assessment procedure].

In addition, I know that

it [the teaching related to the ASAP assessments] works.

You

should see our test scores [the norm-referenced test].

They

have gone up since we started. to teach this way."

What

worries the teacher is not that external incentives are needed
but that there are still people, many people, who aren't even
aware of the ASAP: "It's still in the closet!"

Eventually,

she acknowledges, money will have to tied to the ASAP in order
to make sure

so~e

districts and schools take it seriously.

She predicts, however, that grudging implementation of the
ASAP may be worse than no implementation at all.

Summary and Conclusions.

Almost all interviewees felt

that the ASAP makes a realistic means-end linkage and has a
realistic

grasp

of

implementation--for now.

what

is

needed

for

successful

Lack of appropriation for the ASAP

struck the policy analyst as a key problem in the means-end
linkage; the AEA spokesperson added time to implement to her
concern about adequacy of incentives.

Both concluded that
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lack

of

funding

disincentives.

and

the

pressure

of

time

serve

as

Others agreed generally but felt that the ASAP

as it is currently structured provides enough incentive for
the right people.
For now, they said, the mostly intrinsic incentives as
well as the public reporting are sufficient for implementation
of the ASAP.

The intrinsic incentives center around knowledge

that the ASAP provides a better education for children.

The

reporting mechanism as an incentive may be enough currently.
The

fact

that

superintendent,

everyone,
wants

to

from

look

good

according to the interviewees.
variety of mechanisms for
according to

one

student

may

carry

to
the

the
ASAP,

The fact that there are a

looking good help.

interviewee,

measurement--the school.

the

targets

the

Reporting,

right

unit

of

However, reporting can also be seen

as a disincentive, particularly for schools and districts with
high norm-referenced test scores.
Other aspects of the ASAP also serve as
Interviewees

mentioned

as

incentives

for

incentives.

implementation

Department of Education support, the tests themselves, and the
possibility of other improvements to the system because of the
ASAP.
Later,

relief

incentives,

disincentives may be needed.

other

incentives,

and

Most respondents would prefer

relief incentives and other incentives, particularly financial
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rewards

for successful schools and districts,

disincentives.

rather than

Only two interviewees proposed that sanctions

might be needed for reluctant or regressive school districts.
opinion on those most likely to resist implementation
varies.

Those who simply do not know about the ASAP or have

incorrect information are likely to resist.
a

non-participatory

role

decision-making, may resist.

in

a

district,

Those already in
excluded

from

Those schools that have become

mavericks and ignore what comes from the central office may
resist.

Students and teachers who have to think more and do

more may resist.

Administrators who have to make the most

global changes may resist.

Question 4:

Is the ASAP properly integrated into an overall

system of state policy?

The ADE Administrator.

The ADE administrator sees the

ASAP as not well integrated into an overall system of state
policy at all.
piece of

In fact, he says, "the ASAP is the first major

reform the state has had.

There are

no

other

examples of reform, except for token reform movements such as
the K-3 at risk funding which mayor may not be making any
difference."

No,

statewide system.
In fact,

he says,

"there is no such thing as a

This is the reform."

the ASAP is "out there all by itself," the
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target of those who fear reform.

And, according to the ADE

Administrator, .. it is contradictory to policies related to
certification, accreditation, funding, etc."
"the system at large is not geared up.

The problem is

The ASAP is the most

comprehensive, systemwide change in state education law.

It

is the vanguard, the pointman."
In the rush to draft the ASAP as legislation there may
not have been sufficient study of all current legislation and
state board rules, but the ASAP did make sense of a lot of
statute

language

According to

that

the ADE

distri,cts

had

administrator,

found

"weak and

confusing.
ambiguous

legislation in 15-203, 15-701, 15-702, and the testing laws
was cleaned up through the ASAP."

The Policy Analyst.

The policy analyst was a key player

in the career ladders movement in Arizona.

As a doctoral

student, she studied career ladders; as senate researcher, she
helped implement the career ladders legislation.

She saw

little or no conflict between the career ladders policy and
the ASAP.
laws.

She also saw little or no conflict with other state

However, she suggested there might be some conflict

with State Board rules such as those governing certification.
In general, she saw the ASAP as simply enacting present,
but unenforced, statutes, and doing so in a coherent way.
worried

about

the

role

of

the

state

through

the

She
ASAP
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legislation.

As it is presently constituted, the ASAP does

not put the state into a "power role."

The local control

possible in the ASAP makes it no more "top-down" than other
legislation.

If rewards or sanctions are imposed on the ASAP,

however, the relationship between the ASAP and other pieces of
legislation in terms of control may change.

The Legislator.

The legislator deliberated on this

question for some time, recalling the years she spent as chair
-of the Senate Education committee.
are no contradictory policies.

She concluded that there

In fact, she sees the ASAP

with the Essential Skills as the framework--the "umbrella or
solid roof for the structure that helps us look at the system
as a whole."

She maintains that we haven't looked at the

Arizona reform efforts as a whole and they might not all fit,
but most are "pilot efforts

rather than maj or statewide

reforms like the ASAP."
She concedes that the pieces may not fit (such as school
financing)

but not because they are part of a different,

conscious effort, platform or unified policy plan.

"They

might not fit because there hasn't been a real system yet for
making educational decisions.
ASAP."

I think that system may be the

She proposes the design of a system where all fits and

hopes that the Governor's Task Force on Education will propose
such a system.
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The AEA Spokesperson.

Three major policy issues are

contradictory to the ASAP, according to the AEA spokesperson:
1) credits or carnegie units based on seat time,
ladders, and 3) certification.

2) career

She stated that the Essential

Skills curriculum competencies cannot be demonstrated through
seat time,
described

the most common indicator of competency.
the

contradiction

as

education--they'll never meet.

"two

parallel

She

roads

to

We must get rid of the notion

of credits based on semesters or years in a class and replace
it

with

performance,

just

like

what's

in

the

Essential

Skills."
Career

ladders

cooperation.

legislation mitigates

against teacher

Teachers are put into competitive roles and

cooperative, collegial work is not rewarded.

"In fact,

in

most career ladder districts teachers do not team because only
individual performance is rewarded."

The ASAP, because it

suggests interdisciplinary work, requires collegiality, but
career ladders perpetuates teaching "as an isolated activity."
Certification

requirements

proficiency in assessment.

mention

nothing

about

"This is typical of most states,"

she said, "despite the NCME teacher standards in assessment."
We

should be

taking

the

lead here

according to

the AEA

spokesperson, but we're not doing much about getting teachers
educated
assessment

in

the
as

Essential

applied

in

Skills
the

or

performance-based

classroom.

Changes

in
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certification requirements force universities and colleges to
change curriculum, and may be required before the ASAP can be
effectively implemented.

The

superintendent.

Right

now,

according

to

the

superintendent, the ASAP exists independently and separately
from all other state policy.

It is itself a change vehicle,

"the first of many, that will inaugurate other changes."
Although not at odds with other state policy (statutes
and State Board rules), the ASAP. needs to be "fed" by future
policies that deal with empowering the schools,
education, and restructuring around curriculum.

financing

Policies that

advance site-based management, "real" site based management,
are needed according to the superintendent.

Site based

management will

staff need

help the ASAP work.

School

authority to hire, fire, and spend money.
The entire financial picture in Arizona must change
according

to

the

superintendent.

Local

districts

expenditures and authority but no control over revenue.

have
There

must be multiple revenue sources in a district with the state
exercising general revenue control.

A different financial

program, at the school level, not district or state, will help
the ASAP succeed.
Finally, extensive restructuring is promoted through the
ASAP

on

the

basis

of

the

Essential

Skills

curriculum
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documents.

"Aligning curriculum with those documents may mean

that schools cannot do business as usual," the superintendent
stated, "and state laws may be needed to help districts with
restructuring."

The Principal.

The principal saw a lack of conflict

between most of the current state statutes and rules with the
exception of funding laws.

She characterized current funding

as an unreality, especially in terms of the massive staff
development that must be done to implement the ASAP and the
need

for

money

recommended

to

support

that the

summer

work.

In

Governor's Task Force

consider year-round schools for teachers.

fact,

she

on Education

She does see one

match between funding and the ASAP in the way districts have
been allowed to use at risk-funds for curriculum and staff
development

and

for

summer

school

based

on

integrated,

thematic instruction.
The principal maintains, however, that there is conflict
between the ASAP and federal legislation, particularly that
related to Chapter I where policy dictates school responses
that are antithetical to what the ASAP says about students and
learning.

The Teacher.

The third grade teacher saw a profound

conflict between the

State

Board

rule mandating

teacher
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testing

for

certification.

Performance Examination]
ASAP.

"The

ATPE

[Arizona

Teacher

is entirely out of sync with the

Teachers should take the ASAP because that's the kind

of assessment they'll be using themselves, and that's the kind
of teaching they should do."
She also feels that the entire ASAP needs to be a part of
career ladders, not just the norm-referenced test scores that
are often the sole basis for achievement outcomes on which
career ladder decisions are based.
She also sees the ASAP as intrinsic to the restructuring
pilots that the state funded;

"Those pilots had better be

referencing the ASAP as they restructure."

Furthermore, the

restructuring effort related to the ASAP should be statewide.
"We must be more conscious of what we are doing,

be more

mindful of the way school works, and the ASAP can be a guiding
light for the restructuring effort built on sound thinking
about schooling."

She sees the relationship between the at-

risk grants and the

ASAP~

too; students labeled "at risk" and

eligible for the special programs funded through the grants
will benefit from the opportunity for success incorporated
into each assessment.

Summary and Conclusions.
to be a

Although at first there seems

difference in opinion on how well

integrated

into

an

overall

system

of

state

the ASAP is
policy,

the
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differences, with a couple of exceptions, are not differences
at all.

For example, two of the respondents saw the ASAP as

contradictory to state policy because the stat'e has had no
coherent state policy until the ASAP was signed into law.

The

ASAP, then, can be seen as the first major piece of reform.
It is structural and systemic and both makes sense of previous
policy, much of which was pilot legislation, and points the
way

for

future

governing

policy.

school

Future policies

finance

in

Arizona

such

as

those

and

promoting

. restructuring efforts need to reflect the ASAP.
The ASAP made sense of a few

st~tutes

that were ambiguous

or seemed contradictory, particularly the statutes regarding
curriculum and assessment.

In doing so, it also activated

present, but unenforced legislation.

Some State Board rules

may still need changing to mirror the ASAP, according to one
interviewee.
However,

both the teacher

and the AEA spokesperson

pointed out some state policies that seem to contradict the
intentions of the ASAP.

Among these are the State Board

requirements for graduation, expressed as semester or yearlong credits; the career ladders legislation; certification;
and teacher testing.

Question 5:

Does the ASAP have a positive benefit/cost ratio?

If so, is it larger or smaller than for various alternative
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policies?

The

ADE

Administrator.

The

greatest

hidden

cost

according to the ADE administrator may remain hidden for quite
awhile.

He sees the rethinking and reorganization occurring

as a result of the ASAP as needed but hard to predict.

"We

have hints about changes that are going to happen over the
next few years, but we really don't know."
know, he says,
where

the

is that there will be a reorientation about

education dollar goes.

inservice,

staffing,

He

sees

more

and purchase of materials.

districts asking the question,
ASAP?"

One thing we do

focused
He sees

"Will this help us with the

One potential benefit might be the universities and

colleges looking in a more focused way at preservice and
inservice preparation of teachers.

"They are not as well

prepared as they might be now," he maintains.
Do

costs

outweigh

benefits?

answered with a resounding, "No.

The

ADE

administrator

One million dollars bought

us a norm-referenced test but actually bought us very little.
We have a ten-year track-record, a ten-year history of what
that million dollars bought for the state and there's no
evidence

of

improvement
schools.

improvement
of

teaching,

of
no

learning,
evidence

Actually it's the opposite.

no
of

evidence

of

improvement

of

On an absolute basis,

achievement levels are lower in 1990 than they were in 1980."
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He continues, "with a similar budget, we have the ASAP, but
our

products

are

clearly

superior

and

all

publics

are

affected."

The Policy Analyst.

A key hidden cost according to the

policy analyst, a former middle school science teacher,

is

staff

in

development.

Teachers

will

need

assistance

implementing the Essential Skills, and they'll need help in
specific instructional strategies such as writing across the
curriculum.

Almost all will

classroom assessment.

ne~d

help in reconceptualizing

The typical test may be of less help to

them than a portfolio system in assessing student progress
over time on the Essential Skills, but most teachers have no
idea how to implement a portfolio system.

Teachers will also

need to learn how to collect and manage data.
The ASAP will help drive a
districts.

Staff

development

redeployment of money
exercises,

training,

in
and

miscellaneous conferences have been largely "hit or miss"
ventures.

The

ASAP

will

push

districts

towards

more

purposeful use of current monies.
The ASAP will probably cost more than the present system
of testing students but, as the policy analyst pointed out,
"we're probably getting about $10,000 worth of benefit from
the present expenditure of nearly $1 million.

In fact, we're

getting no benefits at all with the present system."

It may
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cost more, she says, but, "I've never seen teachers talking
the way they are about what happens in the classroom.
studying, thinking.
more,

far more,

They're

We're ultimately going to be getting

close to a 100% return on our investment

rather than 1%."

The Legislator.

The legislator was very proud that the

ASAP has made it this far, in very tight budget years, without
additional funding.

Declaring the progress without additional

funding incredible, she acknowledged that more money might be
needed in the next few years althoug-h she cautioned, "Try to
manage this year and next.

These are rough years, and we'll

get very negative reactions if we go after funding for the
ASAP. "

In fact,

she said,

"Perhaps we should delay some

aspects of the ASAP in order to avoid funding requests.

We

must not have it said of us when we ask for more money, 'See,
I told you it was going to cost more.'"
She speculated that hidden costs might be related more to
district efforts

than Department

of

Education

needs

and

suggested that additional funding try to assist districts.
She also suggested that the hidden benefits accruing to the
ASAP would be only partially obvious when the first report
cards

are

published.

"We'll

probably

differences in terms of student well-being."

never

know

the
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The AEA Spokesperson.

The AEA spokesperson described

current costs of the ASAP that were not considered; these
include printing costs as districts print and distribute Form
A assessments and staff development and teacher planning time.
IINo one thought about how much it would cost to print those
pilot assessments, II
resistance.

she stated,

IIbut that's one area of

Some districts never did get them out to teachers

because they claimed it cost too much. II

Also, she said, IIwe

should have planned for time for teachers to get together in
grade level clusters to
ASAP."

consid~r

the ramifications of the

She added, IIWe also needed to think about the cost of

communicating with parents."

The need to communicate in a

variety of media with non-educators will continue to be a cost
associated with the ASAP: IIHow will we let realtors know what
the report cards mean when they try to sell houses in an
area?"
The long-range benefits of graduating students who are
thinkers and can sustain the ideals of society are enough for
her to

support the ASAP wholeheartedly.

The additional

benefit of supporting lithe more healthy school organization ll
that is implied in the ASAP is another reason to support the
ASAP.

The alternatives are not very attractive, not even

doing without an accountability mechanism entirely, which is
a suggestion she has heard from a number of teachers.
she

says,

IIwe're

not

there

[ready

to

do

without

II No , II
any
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accountability] yet.
back.

We can't stay where we are; we cannot go

We must move forward."

The Superintendent.

The superintendent focused on the

restructuring that is implicit in the ASAP as he responded to
this question.
drew an analogy:

"without a doubt, this will cost more."

He

"Do we keep putting money into an old car to

fix it up even when we know it can be replaced by a new car,
perhaps with a solar engine, that will initially cost more but
.will bring future savings and benefits later?1I

He concluded,

"We cannot keep protecting the status quo even if it costs
less than the future."
Benefits will outstrip costs eventually, according to the
superintendent.

IIWe may have to reallocate resources, which

the Department has already done, in our districts.

We may

have to move from an old design, give up some things, in order
to address the new design."

He speculated that the net cost

would not be so much more than the current· cost; " it's the
start-up cost that's a problem." The superintendent suggested
that the state might consider establishing escrow accounts for
the future, a "pool for reconstruction" that will be needed as
the ASAP proceeds.

The principal.

The chief hidden costs for the principal

are the staff development costs.

These relate to curriculum
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alignment
systems.
Also,

she

projects

and

the

development

of

record-keeping

She also sees a need for intense public relations.
wonders

restructuring

if

of

the

ASAP

will

schools

cause

("if

a

fundamental

we're

luckyll).

IIInterdisciplinary teaming costs more than departmentalized
organization.

Basal readers may need to be replaced with

other materials. II
On the other hand,
restructuring.

the ASAP is a

stepping stone to

One of its hidden benefits is that the ASAP is

making districts think about education in a global sense.
"Don't be fooled," she says, lithe ASAP may seem to be about
testing, but it's about much more than that."
On the relationship of cost to benefit,
said, "We absolutely must do it [the ASAP].
way.

the principal

There's no other

The benefits will be not having students who are bubble-

fillers and teachers who are rote.

The Teacher.

The cost is worth it.1I

The teacher feels that the benefits of the

ASAP are not going to be evident to us for a long time; later,
she predicts,

we'll be able to make "lists and lists"

benefits we didn't expect.

In fact,

of

she says, the ASAP is

cumulative; as students move through the system, the benefits
will accrue.

"It won't be a mathematical but a geometric

progression," she predicts.
kind

of

assessment.

We'll

IIGive us nine years with this
show

you

graduates

superbly
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prepared for the job market, effective, successful with life
skills, etc.

Let's not go for the quick fix."

One cost will be the retraining of administrators.

She

sees that they need to know that they don't have to function
alone, in isolation, to solve the problems of the school.

She

also states that "school districts with a conscience about the
ASAP" will help their teachers with specific retraining needs,
such as learning to integrate curriculum and employ writing in
all subject areas.

"We think [a neighboring district] will be

calling on us pretty soon to learn how to do it,ll she says.
Is it worth it?
it," she says.

"Absolutely.

We cannot afford not to do

1I0ur tax dollars are low here and most parents

would raise tax dollars to support this."

Summary and Conclusions.

All interviewees agreed that

the ratio of benefit to cost was positive: The ASAP is worth
the

money

it will

cost

to

implement

it.

However,

all

interviewees suggested some current and future costs that
concern them.

Costs this year to print the pilot assessments

have been so steep that some districts have been unable to get
them to teachers.

Teachers have needed time this year to use,

discuss, and review the assessments.

Public relations efforts

this year have required money districts had not planned to
spend.
The restructuring that is implicit in the ASAP is a cost
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that

will

remain

development costs,

hidden

for

quite

some

time.

staff

including retraining of administrators,

will be steep and, according to most interviewees, should have
been incorporated into the ASAP as legislation.
On the other hand, the benefits are enormous.

They range

from the extremely long-range benefit of graduates who can
think, be productive, contribute to the economy, and support
the structure of society to the immediate benefit of providing
a focus for the efforts of schools and districts.
may mean an

intensive

restructuring effort

The latter

and district

redeployment of resources that, prior to the ASAP, were more
randomly deployed.

The result may be a more healthy school

organization. Universities and colleges may similarly rethink
their preservice and inservice education opportunities so that
teachers

ent~r

a system prepared to teach towards the learning

implicit in the ASAP with reference to the Essential Skills.
Most interviewees concluded that, even though the ASAP
may cost more in the long-run,

it is worth the expense.

Current testing with the norm-referenced test alone is very
expensive
According

and provides
to

several

little return
interviewees,

on the
the

investment.
alternative,

particularly a return to a single form of testing and that
form norm-referenced tests, is not very attractive.

The state

will be getting more for its money, according to all of the
interviewees.
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Question 6:

Is the ASAP politically feasible and/or palatable

compared to alternative means for achieving the same results?

The ADE Administrator.

The ASAP, nothing else, according

to the ADE administrator could have brought about the goals
articulated in the policy.
opportunity.

"It was a unique setting, a unique

The legislature, the State Board of Education,

the Department of Education all united to recommend a new
system.

There was momentum."

Other states, related the ADE

administrator, are engaged in so.me kind of reform, but "none
is so sweeping a program, so comprehensive."

The Department

has done all the developmental work, according to the ADE
administrator, but collaboration has permeated the effort and
is ongoing.

"What's a miracle is that the ASAP was done with

no extra money, no time, and just about everybody likes it in
general even though they may not like specific aspects of it."
In fact, some districts are experiencing considerable
disruption, anxiety or ho'stility about the ASAP, others little
or none.

The purpose of the ASAP, the ADE administrator

suggests,

" is

not

balance

restructuring not stasis.

be needed.

imbalance;

reform

Disequilibrium not equilibrium.

created this to make change.
we are?"

but

and
We

Are we doing all right the way

Later, he said, ways to counter the hostility will
He predicted some insurrection, some case brought

before the center for the Law in the Public Interest.

Unrest
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is a

serious concern but not serious enough to stop the

process

or "let districts

nervous."

off the hook because they

are

Perhaps, he said, we can opt for a longer phase-in

but, on reflection, added, "We had five years of debate, not
one; we're taking four years to implement, not one.

That's

probably enough."

The Policy Analyst.

As the senate education researcher

when the ASAP was formulated as policy, the policy analyst
"cannot imagine what else we could have done, this widespread,
with no dollars.

We are achieving so much, given the climate

of no money to dump into education."
she

did

earlier,

that

testing

curriculum off the shelf and

was

In fact, she says, as
the

only

way

into the classrooms,

to

get

to get

districts and schools to develop goals, to get teachers to
talk about what they are teaching, and how they are teaching
it.
The hurt has been minimized by the willingness of the
policymakers to slow down the process.

The ASAP has also

smoothed the way for other beneficial policies.
real education for

legislators,~

"It was a

the policy analyst claimed,

"because they became conditioned through the ASAP to think
differently about education.
real-life learning.
well."

The

K-3

They grew from worksheets to

I've never seen a policy that educated so
and

9-12

"at

risk"

funding

that

was
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appropriated simultaneously and

later

is

proof of a

new

attitude towards districts because it allowed for alternative
district strategies to assist and measure the results of
assistance.
"We got lucky.

If we'd taken a different approach to the

Goals for Educational Excellence legislation,
path, we might not be as well off as we are.

a different

We backed into

this."

The

Legislator.

"There's never only one way to do

things, of course," the legislator began in her answer to this
question,

"but

exciting.

the

outcome

of

the

ASAP

In one year we'v,e moved

is

from

tremendously

run-of-the-mill

testing to understanding assessment."

We've involved others,

she said, and "it's worked perfectly.

We'll look back on this

as a major accomplishment."
The legislator speculated on "how we got there.
fascinating

study

of public

policy."

She

spoke

It's a
of

the

appropriate climate, the meshing of interests, the hurdles
jumped.
a

She states, "We could not have done it with less of

policy

than

the

ASAP.

With

the

government

in

flux

politically, the economy a threat, and all sorts of negative
factors.

II

She suggested that people wanted this, had "had it"

with the current situation.
She acknowledged that disruption may be the only way to
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get to the goal of a "positive impact on the education of each
child in the state." However, she says, "only in places where
we've really failed to educate our children will there be
radical upheaval and immense changes to accommodate the ASAP.
And those places are where the upheaval is worth it."

She

hopes that the ASAP will be implemented with sensitivity to
differing

philosophies

and

points

of view

and

that

the

implementors will seriously respect the points of view of
others and not be confrontational but adaptable.

"We tried to

recognize different points of vi,ew when we created the ASAP,
and we nudged and pushed a little but we never shoved people
into doing better for children."

She says, "We used lots of

listening and accommodating whenever we could."

The AEA Spokesperson.

"Assessment absolutely had to be

changed," the AEA spokesperson stated.

"Any other effort to

reform education would have been thwarted by current testing."
She cited a story about a school that was heavily praised by
President Bush and others as being a forward-looking school.
A later release of test scores showed that students at the
school did not fare well.

"That's because the test was

measuring what the school did not value.
beholden to the tests anymore.

We cannot be

But, we must create measures

of what we do value to supplant the old measures."
The AEA spokesperson stated that "it was a brilliant
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decision to focus on assessment, but that's not sufficient.
There must be other policy changes to further the ASAP."

She

suggested mini-grants on the classroom as well as school level
for organizational changes related to the ASAP.
She also maintained that it's useless to want change to
be painless.

Change means dislocation; otherwise, it's not

change at all.

Dislocation means some anxiety, disruption,

even hostility, but "the ASAP is worth it.

No other policy

could have accomplished as much and with less dislocation."

The Superintendent.
al ternati ves to the ASAP.

The superintendent, likewise, saw no
"We had to do this," he said, "when

we started talking about goals for excellence.

We couldn't

put goals into place and leave our current evaluation system
in place, too."

He praised the legislature for being "very

pragmatic.

Their objective was to reinforce goals through

assessment.

Perhaps they didn't know it, but they suggested

incredible
skills."
is

restructuring

of

time,

instruction,

content,

According to the superintendent, what the ASAP does

ingenious,

politically

smart,

and

probably

not

very

comfortable, "but there was no other way to approach what
needed to be done."
He hopes that the legislature will give schools and
districts three to five years to implement the ASAP.

He says

that the "fact that how to do it is left up to the schools and
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districts"

1.S

a problem; some will resist the effort, others

"will grab the opportunity."
will

make

them

hostile."

feel

very

For others,

For those who resist, the ASAP
"disrupted,

very

there will be a

anxious,

very

"sense of relief,

challenge, excitement."

The Principal.

The principal

felt

that

anxiety or hostility are part of change.

disruption,

She suggested,

however, that wherever possible the implementation schedule be
relaxed and flexible to allow people to work through their
anxiety.

No other policy, however, could have brought about

what is happening as a result of the ASAP.
very

much:

"the

educationally

good

illi terate

old

boy

governing

Some won't change

superintendents,
board

members

public who have no idea of learning theory."

and

·the
the

Others have

moved to a stage of "What does this mean to me?"

They feel

better as teachers and administrators because they are doing
the right things for students.

However, they may also fear

not being re-elected or being fired when the first report
cards are issued.

The ASAP must be structured to "let people

get through their fears."

The

Teacher.

It

may

be

tough

on

some

teachers,

administrators, schools and districts, the teacher believes,
but

only

because

they've

not

taken

advantage

of

the
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opportunities they've had all along to get involved.
Essential Skills have been out for a long time.

We took them

seriously here.

The assessments have been available.

participated

the

in

first

pilot.

"The

Services

We

have

been

available.

We've had a lot of help from the Department of

Education.

I have no sympathy for those who are complaining."

In

fact,

she

says,

"It

has

been

our

professional

responsibility to be involved in this since the beginning.
shouldn't give at all on the ASAP.
tolerance

for

those

who

snivel

We should have a
or

cry

about

We
low

their

helplessness. II Furthermore, she says, no other policy could do
what needed to be done.
the system.

"We had to change testing to change

1I

Summary and Conclusions.

All interviewees stated that

the ASAP as policy was not particularly palatable.

They

wondered if a policy intended to make such a radical change
could or should be palatable.

They speculated that any policy

whose effect was a change in the status quo would require
change in school conditions.
imbalance,
people.

stress,

anxiety,

And change means disequilibrium,
and

even

hostility

for

some

But, said the interviewees, things had to change in

Arizona, and the ASAP was the only way to make the sweeping
changes that were needed.
The ASAP was politically feasible because it came at a
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time

when

momentum.
change.

the

climate

was

right

for

change;

there

was

All factions united for and collaborated in the
The designers of the ASAP were sensitive to the needs

of the various stakeholders and altered the ASAP when it was
a plan to ensure its success.

As several interviewees said,

what else could the state have done?
old

tests

education?

and

oriented

ourselves

Could we have kept the
towards

excellence

in

Could we have instigated the broad reforms, even

restructuring, that are resulting from the ASAP with the ITBS?
Could we have gotten the curricul.um into use with the old type
of testing?

Could we have changed legislators' views about

education as radically with any other policy than the ASAP?
Could we have done all this in a year where there was no extra
appropriation for education if we hadn't focused on testing
through the ASAP?
Some interviewees were not particularly sympathetic with
those

who

legislator,

might
for

feel

discomfort

example,

with

speculated

the
that

ASAP.

The

districts

implementing the Essential Skills and otherwise providing
quality education would not feel any particular upheaval; only
districts doing a poor job of educating students would, and
they deserved the upheaval and would benefit
change.

from making

The teacher claimed that those worrying about the

ASAP have not exercised their professional responsibilities
and taken the opportunity to become involved.
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All

interviewees

discomfort, however.

called

for

sensitivity

to

the

An extended time period to implement the

ASAP and other policy changes will help make the ASAP more
palatable for Arizona school districts.

Conclusion
This

chapter

knowledgeable

has

presented

interviewees

in

data

response

collected
to

the

from

interview

questions based on Mitchell's criteria for policy analysis
(1986) and related probes.

Data presented were responses that

were coded according to a scheme described in Chapter Four and
presented in Appendix B.

A few comments that could not be

coded, mostly examples that illustrated a point but were not
predicted by the researcher and,
category, were included.

therefore,

had no coding

Data were summarized and conclusions

drawn for each research question before the next question was
considered.
Conclusions drawn

from the data

in this

considered in more depth in Chapter Six.

chapter are
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CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Purpose and Procedures of the Study
Is the state policy called the ASAP good educational
policy?

That has been the question guiding this study.

It

was

presumed

that

analysis

of

the

ASAP

policy

according to criteria for good educational policies would
reveal its value.

The criteria selected to evaluate this

policy were formulated by Mitchell (1986) and validated by the
literature on policy analysis.

The criteria were reworded to

question format and oriented towards the ASAP as the policy in
question.

Relevant probes were constructed.

The method of

analysis, the interview, was validated by the literature on
the interview technique as a way of gathering reliable data,
especially for research questions requiring expert opinions.
The interviewees were all knowledgeable about the ASAP.
They knew the policy either from a policy point of view only
or from both policy and implementation points of view.

The

interviewees were a Department of Education administrator, a
policy

analyst,

a

legislator,

a

spokesperson

for

a

professional organization, a superintendent, a principal, and
a teacher.
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Preparation and analysis of data were based on techniques
validated in the literature.

Summary of Findings
Responses

to

Mitchell's

six

criteria

for

effective

educational policy, converted into research questions, were
fully presented in Chapter Five.

Question 1:
does

it

Is the ASAP democratic (small "d")?

reflect

stakeholders,

They are summarized below:

the

while

goals
still

and

interests

embodying

the

of

That is,
legitimate

larger

public

interest?
The ASAP reflects the goals and interests of legitimate
stakeholders

to

a

greater

immediately, as time passes.

or

lesser

extent

and,

if

not

In particular, the ASAP serves

the citizens, the state, the national civic community, and
business, the military and the universities most directly and
most

immediately.

Students,

parents,

teachers

and

administrators will still benefit from the ASAP, but their
benefits may not be readily apparent because of the trauma of
the change mandated by the ASAP, or benefits may only become
evident over time.
seem

to

benefit

Administrators, in particular, will not
from

the

ASAP

as

immediately

as

other

stakeholders.
The ASAP neither neglects nor favors any particular type
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of stakeholder.
good

while

It orients itself towards the larger public

still

serving

the

needs

of

the

individual

stakeholders.

Question 2:

Does

the ASAP

recognize the

need

for

and

appropriately support the organizational integrity of the
schools?
Interviewees almost unanimously agreed that the ASAP does
not support the organizational integrity of the schools, but
. they either stated that policy, by its very nature, should not
support the status quo in schools, or that the status quo in
Arizona is such that it should not be supported.

According to

the interviewees, the ASAP supports a learning theory that
should be enacted in schools,

and, incidentally, supports

those isolated schools and districts that are moving towards
organization around such a theory.

Interviewees agreed that

the learning theory and organizational structure implied in
the ASAP are good for education in Arizona.
Local control has long been an issue in Arizona and
remains so with the ASAP.

Districts paying close attention to

the various state laws and rules will not find in the ASAP any
loss in local control, according to the interviewees.

Those

less in compliance may fear that the ASAP will force them to
adhere to statutes and regulations only laxly enforced before
the ASAP.
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The poor match between current practice and the ASAP may
mitigate against successful implementation.

Resistance may be

high and incentives too weak to ensure implementation, a topic
that is considered in the next research question.

Question 3:
linkage?

Does the ASAP make a
Does

it

(1)

individual compliance.

provide

(2)

realistic means-ends

adequate

incentives

for

attack a central. high-leverage

intervention mechanism. and (3) reflect a realistic grasp of
the

local

organizational.

political.

ideological.

and

sociocultural forces that will lead people to resist its
implementation?
According,to most interviewees, the ASAP has sufficient
incentives incorporated into the policy, for now.

Lack of

funding for implementation support and the pressure of time
may be problems that threaten implementation.

Intrinsic

incentives may be enough for immediate implementation, and the
reporting device, as an extrinsic incentive, may be enough for
the

next

couple

of

years.

However,

the

interviewees

cautioned, extrinsic incentives (such as rewards), sanctions,
and disincentives, although seen as inevitable at some point,
may not be as powerful as relief incentives.

Question 4:

Is the ASAP properly integrated into an overall

system of state policy?
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The ASAP may be the state policy, according to many of
the interviewees.

In other words,

there may not be any

coherent policy vision into which the ASAP was supposed to
fit.

Indeed, the ASAP may be the reference point for all

future state policy.

It may provide the focus

for the

miscellaneous efforts at education reform that have been
enacted, usually as pilot studies, over the past few years,
and it may also provide orientation for future policy.

The

ASAP cleaned up a few existing pieces of legislation that
might have been seen as

contradic~ory,

but it also highlighted

some remaining statutes and State Board rules that do not fit.

Question 5:

Does the ASAP have a positive benefit/cost ratio?

If so, is it larger or smaller than for various alternative
policies?
All

interviewees saw the ASAP as worth the cost of

implementing it.

No one doubted that there will be a high

cost associated with the ASAP, both immediate and long-term,
but all concurred that the benefits outweigh even long-term,
possibly hidden, costs.

Long-range benefits are as exciting

to the interviewees as the short-term benefits.

Graduates who

can think and contribute to society justify the cost of the
ASAP.

The restructuring implicit in the ASAP will bring about

shorter term benefits, though not without the anguish inherent
in any major change in schooling.
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Question 6:

Is the ASAP politically feasible and/or palatable

compared to alternative means for achieving the same result?
Interviewees agreed that the ASAP may not be particularly
palatable because it does not support the status quo.

It

seeks to improve the system, and improvement means change, and
change is sometimes very painful.

Thus, the ASAP will improve

the system, but not without some pain.

No other mechanism

could have brought about the educational changes that are
needed in Arizona according to the interviewees.
the ASAP the right policy, but
Arizona.

~t

Not only is

came at the right time for

Some interviewees suggested that those feeling the

most discomfort from the ASAP are those in greatest need of
making

change.

Those

further

along

in

their

school

improvement plans might find the ASAP supportive of the
efforts they have already made.

Discussion of Findings
The responses summarized above and more fully in Chapter
Five may be presumed to be accurate application of criteria
for policy analysis to the ASAP.
positive response.

They revealed a mostly

The negative responses, though feWer and

less emphatic, demand serious consideration, however.
The ASAP may be seen as absolutely meeting some and, with
qualification,

meeting

educational policy.

others

of

the

criteria

for

good

It absolutely meets the criterion for
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being democratic, reflecting the needs of stakeholders and, at
the same time, considering the needs of the public at large.
It also meets the criterion for a realistic means-end linkage
and the criterion for a positive benefit/cost ratio.
with

qualification,

the

ASAP

meets

the

criterion

specifying support for the organizational integrity of the
schools.

As noted above, interviewees felt that the ASAP does

not support the learning theory and organizational status quo
in Arizona.

However, they declared that these currently are

not beneficial to students and, policy should not support
current conditions.

Thus, although the ASAP does not directly

support what schools are currently doing, it should not.

In

their opinion, the ASAP is doing what it should be doing, even
though it is not supporting current theory and practice.
Similarly, it meets with qualification the criterion for
integration into an overall system of state policy.

The ASAP

is not integrated into an overall state educational policy
framework, but through no fault of its own.

There simply has

been no overall framework into which the ASAP could have been
integrated.

The ASAP may become that structure.

Finally, the ASAP meets with qualification the criterion
for political feasibility and palatability.

The ASAP may be

politically feasible but it is not necessarily palatable to
Arizona districts and schools.

The interviewees did not find

this a fault of the policy itself.

Instead, they wondered if
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a

policy

that

mandates

such

far-reaching

implemented without some stress.

change

can

be

Thus, although the ASAP may

not be generally palatable, it is necessary and the only way
the changes required in Arizona could occur.
Another way to look at the results of the interviews may
clarify the responses.

The ASAP as policy can be said to

1.

be democratic;

2.

support the organizational integrity of schools if
schools are moving towards

improvement

based on

current learning theor¥ and doing so according to a
site-based plan through collaboration;
3.

have a realistic means-end linkage;

4

be the keystone for refocusing current state policy
and shaping future state policy;

5.

have a positive cost-benefit ratio; and

6.

be

politically

schools

already

feasible

and/or

independently

palatable
moving

for

towards

improvement.
The interviewees were emphatic that no other state policy
could hope to achieve the results anticipated from the ASAP.
The problems raised in the responses to the criteria that
did not get resoundingly positive answers cannot be dismissed.
Indeed, the interviewees remarked on the helpfulness of the
criteria in identifying some potential problem areas in the
implementation of the ASAP.

For example, in responding to
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the criterion about integration of the ASAP into current state
policy, interviewees identified some state laws and rules that
need attention in order to bring them into line with the ASAP.
The

need

for

more time

and more

assistance

with

staff

development surfaced in response to several of the criteria.
Thus, although able to absolutely affirm only some of the
criteria as they describe the ASAP, the interviewees agreed
that

the

other

criteria

applied,

with

qualifications.

Interviewees were unwilling to diminish the effectiveness of
the ASAP as policy just because,it met some of the criteria
only with qualification.

According to this process of policy

analysis, then, the ASAP is effective educational policy for
Arizona.

Implications of the Study
Rexford Brown in his book Schools of Thought (1991)
considers the politics of literacy.

He finds the language of

legislation particularly revealing:
It is a language of administration and law, an
instrumental language of getting things done.
It
speaks of goals and objectives, maximization,
implementation,
standardization,
validity,
accountability,
planning,
rules,
regulations,
measurement, and consistency.
It employs words
like "shall" and "deems" and such expressions as
"no later than" and in "such form that."
The
language suggests a particular way of thinking, a
particular view of the world.
It is a world in
which people and things can be controlled and
measured, in which you can predict events, in which
you know the relations of cause and effect, in
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which you can hold things uniform, if you want to,
and can apply standards to the social world, as you
might apply mathematical principles to the physical
world (p. 157).
Brown is not optimistic about the language of law which he
sees as "different from the language of learning" (p. 157).
Nor

is

he

particularly

positive

about

school

reform

legislation in which "good ideas are mixed with bad ideas, old
ideas lie next to new ideas., a desire for diversity and local
experimentation is contradicted by a desire for uniformity and
standardization" (p. 159).

What is usually absent, says

Brown, is the "overriding vision':'-the context that could give
[goals and objectives] meaning" (p. 159).
Yet,

earlier in his book,

Brown discusses an Indian

reservation school that exemplifies the type of education for
thoughtfulness that he is seeking.

This school is "proving

that an entire school can reorganize and transform itself in
ways that bring about a much higher level of literacy for a
much larger proportion of students" (p. 91).
this example of a school of thoughtfulness:

Brown describes
Teachers "believe

that thoughtfulness is inevitably a by-product of a richly
textured and dynamic active-learning environment anchored in
writing and reading" (p. 92).
The school he describes "has been helped mightily by
state policy.

state guidelines for reading and writing

support not only writing across the curriculum but also
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reading as an activity to be valued for its own sake, rather
than as a set of skills to be acquired" (p. 83).

Indeed, he

summarizes, the teachers "have been encouraged by some (not
all) elements of the new state policy" (p. 91).
The principal of the school in the book is named Bob
Zigmund, and the location of the school is specified only to
the extent that it is on a reservation somewhere in the west.
In reality,

the principal of the school is sigmund

(Sig)

Boloz, and the school is Ganado Primary School on the Navajo
Reservation
1991).

in Arizona

(person.al

communication,

July 15,

The state guidelines that have helped Boloz establish

the school of thought

featured

in Brown's book are the

Essential Skills, particularly the Language Arts Essential
Skills, and the new state policy is the ASAP.
Policy,

from Boloz' s point of view,

enabling rather than disabling.
that,

legislative

language

may be seen as

Perhaps Brown would concede
notwithstanding,

policy

can

support a school's efforts to create a thoughtful environment
and stimulate thoughtfulness in both teachers and students.
Perhaps the ASAP, built as it is on curriculum framework
documents that define their curriculum areas as ways of
thinking,

is

one

of those policies

that

will

transcend

legislative language and enable Arizona schools to make the
great leap away from schools of rote to schools of thought.
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Recommendations
Several

important

recommendations

emanate

from

this

study.
1.

Another

policy

analysis

study,

using

different

criteria, might be helpful in analyzing the ASAP as policy.
In his recently published book, Brown (1991) offers seven
statements about policy and thoughtful schools that might be
used in another policy analysis study:
"Thoughtfulness policy" (policy about critical and
creative thinking, problem ,solving, inquiry and so
on), whether at the state or local level, is weak
(p.244).
Thoughtfulness policy is usually framed in terms of
skills and subskills (p. 244).
state and local policies are silent about active
learning, a necessary ingredient of any criticaland creative-thinking effort (pp. 244-5).
policy is often contradictory or confused and leads
to contradictory or confused implementations (p.
245) .
Many problems attributed to policy are either not
related to policy' at all or are so indirectly
related that policy is simply not the appropriate
level at which to address them (p. 245).
policy affects the quality and quantity of
discourse in schools and school districts (p. 245).
What good policy can do is stimulate, legitimate,
and sustain healthy conversations and literate
discourse. It can assemble people to inquire into
the most fundamental matters, to argue about them
and use the very skills and dispositions they want
to develop in students: problem solving, reasoning,
analysis, questioning, collaborating, democratic
decision making, and all the rest (p. 246).
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2.

Evaluation studies need to be planned and begun soon.

As Brown (1991) points out, intentions and implementation of
policy are not necessarily the same thing.

Brown describes

"the rule makers, program makers, bureaucrats, and policyll (p.
160).

These are the people who "write regulations that are

supposed to

follow logically from

the policies,

and who

develop programs that are supposed to carry out the intentions
of policymakers" (p. 160).

Brown carefully inserts the phrase

IIsupposed toll because lIacts of interpretation are involved
here,

and the regulations and' programs developed by rule

makers and implementers are often controversial in how they
embody the spirit or follow the letter of a policy" (p. 160).
The best writ policies may become the most IInonsensical rules,
regulations, and programs (there's many a slip 'twixt the cup
and the lip)" (p. 160).
A study of how various school districts have implemented
the ASAP would be very important.

Such a study might focus on

the degree of fidelity to the ASAP as it was intended.
Evaluation

studies

should

attend

to

at

least

two

dimensions of implementation of school policy, processes and
outcomes.

Processes by which districts, schools and classroom

teachers implement the ASAP need to be studied, probably in a
descriptive, ethnographic way.
conditions

should

be

Data on pre-implementation

contrasted

with

data

checkpoints during the implementation process.

from

several

It would be
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useful to consider such aspects of making change as these:
a.

Change

in the

interactions between district and

school levels.
b.

Change in the interactions among teachers.

c.

Change in both the written and. taught curricula.

d.

Change in materials.

e.

Change in teaching strategies.

f.

Change in utilization of time.

g.

Change in parent involvement in the schools.

h.

Change in the university-school connection.

A process evaluation study that would be important to
conduct would be examination of the goal setting processes
various schools and districts use when they receive their
report cards.

Another descriptive study could look directly

at students and their perceptions of any of the following
before and after the ASAP:
a.

Testing

b.

Curriculum and instruction

c.

Their role in the classroom with other students and
with the teacher

d.

Materials

e.

Self-concept

Similar role studies of teachers and administrators before and
after the ASAP would be helpful.
outcome data can also be studied.

Obviously standardized
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norm-referenced test scores before and after implementation of
the ASAP can be examined.

So,

too,

can scores on the

Essential Skills performance-based assessments over a period
of time.

Al though someone may want to try to correlate these,

the research design and statistical procedures that would make
such a process valid and reliable may yet need to be invented.
The

non-test

information

that

is

gathered

from

superintendents, principals, and teachers may be an important
part of an evaluation study.

So,

too will be the .other

information about factors that affect and reflect achievement.
These can be correlated to test sc.ores.
In conclusion, then, the following future studies related
to the ASAP are warranted:
1.

Additional policy analysis studies using different
criteria.

2.

Evaluation studies that examine
a.

the difference between the policy and

its

implementation in various settings.
b.

processes by which districts,

schools,

and

teachers implement the ASAP.
c.

the effect of the ASAP on schools, teachers,
and students.

d.

the effect on schools and districts of goalsetting on the basis of the ASAP report cards.

e.

outcome data from the report cards

1)

over time.

2)

showing

the

performance

relationship

indicators

and

between
contextual

indicators.

Conclusion
The ASAP as policy has been called the most profound
incentive

for change there has been

obviously cannot mandate what matters,

in Arizona.

Policy

but perhaps it can

establish the conditions for wha't matters.
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APPENDIX A:
CORRESPONDENCE WITH INTERVIEWEES
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1849 W. Maryland
Phoenix, AZ 85015
April 30, 1991
[Inside Address]

Dear [First Name]:
I'm writing to ask your assistance. I am completing my Ph.D.
at the University of Arizona and, naturally, my dissertation
is on the Arizona Student Assessment Program (ASAP). In fact,
I'm looking at the ASAP as policy, policy that might bring
about profound change in Arizona schools. I am applying six
criteria for successful state-level reform in education to the
ASAP to try to project the likelihood of its success.
My dissertation director has approved my plan to interview
seven key people about the ASAP. I'd like to interview you
because you have been one of the [Specific Description of
Involvement].
The interview will take about an hour and a
half, and I'd like to schedule it at your convenience during
Mayor June.
I'm enclosing the six criteria in the form of questions and a
set of probes that might be asked about each criterion as it
applies to the ASAP. Please do not think you need to do any
preparation preliminary to our interview, however.
I would like to schedule the interviews this week, so I will
call you on Friday, May 3, to arrange a convenient time for
the interview. Please feel free to call me at home (433-0938)
or at work (542-5031) if you have any questions.
I hope you will consent to the interview [First Name], because
I'd like your perspective on the ASAP as policy for change.
Yours,

Lois E. Easton

::::
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Question 1: Is the ASAP democratic (small "d")? That is. does
it reflect the goals and interests of legitimate stakeholders.
while still embodying the larger public interest?
Probes Related to This Research Question.
1.

To what extent were the needs of students (right to
fair treatment and high quality educational
services) represented in the formation of the ASAP
as policy?
To what extent will the needs of
students be met by this policy if it is implemented
appropriately?

2.

To what extent were the needs of families (interest
in the care of their children and an investment
interest in the education they receive) represented
in the formation of the ASAP as policy? To what
extent will the needs of students be met by this
policy if it is implemented appropriately?

3.

To what extent were the needs of teachers (interest
in their working conditions and expertise interest
in the character of their teaching obligations)
represented in the formation of the ASAP as policy?
To what extent will the needs of teachers be met by
this policy if it is implemented appropriately?

4.

To what extent were the needs
of school
administrators (interest in the integrity of the
school organization and a legitimate interest in
their working conditions) represented in the
formation of the ASAP as policy? To what extent
will the needs of administrators be met by this
policy if it is implemented appropriately?

5.

To what extent were the needs of local district
citizens/voters (a fiscal interest in the schools
as well as a set of social and political interests
in the nature of the education that is provided)
represented in the formation of the ASAP as policy?
To what extent will the needs of citizens/voters be
met by this policy if
it
is
implemented
appropriately?

6.

To what extent were the needs of the state
government (a constitutional responsibility for
creating and maintaining school systems, and an
increasingly vivid set of economic development
interests in the quality of the education services
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provided) represented in the formation of the ASAP
as policy? To what extent will the needs of state
government be met by this policy if it is
implemented appropriately?
7.

To what extent were the needs of the national C1V1C
community (a long-standing set of moral, political,
social,
and
economic
goals
for
education,
especially in the area of developing the national
economy and the national civic culture) represented
in the formation of the ASAP as policy?
To what
extent will the needs of the national civic
community be met by this policy if it is
implemented appropriately?

8.

To what extent were the needs of the corporations,
universities, and the military (the principal
consumers of educational outputs who have a
legitimate interest i"n the number and quality of
high school graduates, which translates into a less
precise set of interests in the whole school
system) represented in the formation of the ASAP as
policy?
To what extent will the needs of the
national civic community be met by this policy if
it is implemented appropriately?

9.

To what extent were the legitimate interests of the
public at large balanced with the separate
interests of special groups in the formulation of
the ASAP? To what extent will the interests of the
public at large be met by the ASAP if it is
implemented appropriately?

Question 2:
Does the ASAP recognize the need for and
appropriately support the organizational integrity of the
schools?
Probes Related to This Research Question.
1.

What vision does the ASAP seem to have about the
way students learn (learning theory)?

2.

What vision does the ASAP have of the way schooling
works in Arizona?

3.

How compatible are these V1S10ns (learning theory
and the organization of schools)?
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4.

How well do the visions (learning theory and the
organization of schools) in the ASAP match reality
in Arizona in 1991?

5.

How much room is there in the ASAP for
adaption (local control)?
How much will
control dilute the ASAP?

local
local

Question 3:
Does the ASAP make a realistic means-ends
linkage?
Does it (1) provide adequate incentives for
individual compliance. (2) attack a central. high-leverage
intervention mechanism. and (3) reflect a realistic grasp of
the local
organizational.
political.
ideological.
and
sociocultural forces that will lead people to resist its
implementation?
Probes Related to This Research Question.
1.

What incentives are incorporated in the ASAP to
effect school and district compliance?

2.

Are these incentives appropriate to the goals of
the ASAP?
What other incentives could have been
used?

3.

Are the incentives targeted to the appropriate
levels
of
implementation
(student,
teacher,
principal,
superintendent,
local
board
of
education, state board of education, legislature,
other)?

4.

Are the incentives geared to influence those who
will most resist implementation of the ASAP?

Question 4: Is the ASAP properly integrated into an overall
system of state policy?
Probes Related to This Research Question.
1.

What other policies has the Legislature enacted
over the past few years?

2.

How do these policies fit with the intent of the
ASAP? Are they coherent or in conflict?

3.

What policies has the State Board of Education
enacted over the past few years?
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4.

How do these policies fit with the intent of the
ASAP? Are they coherent or in conflict?

5.

What policies are still "on the books" in statute
or state board rule that are in conflict with the
ASAP?

Question 5: Does the ASAP have a positive benefit/cost ratio? If
so. is it larger or smaller than for various alternative policies?
Probes Related to This Research Question.
1.

What hidden costs might surface related to the ASAP?

2.

What benefits of the ASAP are obvious to you?

3.

What benefits now hidden might appear in the immediate,
near or far future that can be attributed to the ASAP?

4.

Qnce fully implemented, the ASAP may cost more than the
former system of assessing students did, both to
districts and to the state. How do benefits compare to
potential costs for you?

Question 6:
Is the ASAP politically feasible and/or palatable
compared to alternative means for achieving the same result?
Probes Related to This Research Question.
1.

What do you see as the specific goals of the ASAP?

2.

What other policies could have brought about the goals
articulated in ASAP?

3.

How well do you feel the ASAP has balanced the need to
bring about reform in Arizona with the need to cause the
least disruption,
anxiety or hostility in local
districts?

4.

How do you feel the other policies you mentioned would
have compared to ASAP in reforming education with the
least disruption,
anxiety or hostility in local
districts?
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DATA CODING CATEGORIES
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prespecified

categories.

Codes

and

Definitions.

The

categories that were used to cull the raw data from the interviews
for inclusion in chapter Five are presented, along with their codes
and definitions below for each of the six research questions.

The

categories are based on possible answers to both the criteria
questions and the probe questions.
1.

Is the ASAP democratic (small "d")?

That is, does it reflect

the goals and interests of legitimate stakeholders,

while

still embodying the larger puolic interest?
a.

category: Yes for students as stakeholders.
Code: Y - ST
Definition: The ASAP reflects the needs of students.

b.

Category: No for students as stakeholders.
Code: N - ST
Definition:

The ASAP does not reflect the needs of

students.
c.

Category: Yes for families as stakeholders.
Code: Y - F
Definition: The ASAP reflects the needs of families.

d.

Category: No for families as stakeholders.
Code: N - F
Definition:

The ASAP does

not

reflect

the

families.
e.

category: Yes for teachers as stakeholders.

needs

of
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Code: Y - T
Definition: The ASAP reflects the needs of teachers.
f.

Category: No for teachers as stakeholders.
Code: N - T
Definition: The ASAP does not reflect the needs of
teachers.

g.

Category: Yes for administrators.
Code: Y - A
Definition: The ASAP reflects the needs of
administrators.

h.

Category: No for administrators.
Code: N - A
Definition:

The

ASAP

does

not

reflect

the

needs

of

administrators.
i.

Category: Yes for citizens/voters.
Code: Y - cv
Definition: The ASAP reflects the needs of citizens
and/or voters.

j.

Category: No for citizens/voters.
Code: N - CV
Definition: The ASAP does not reflect the needs of
citizens and/or voters.

k.

Category: Yes for state government.
Code: Y - G
Definition:

The

ASAP

reflects

the

needs

of

state
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government.
1.

category: No for state government.
Code: N - G
Definition: The ASAP does not reflect the needs of
state government.

m.

Category: Yes for the national civic community.
Code: Y - N
Definition: The ASAP reflects the needs of the national
civic community.

n.

category: No for the national civic community.
Code: N - N
Definition: The ASAP does not reflect the needs of the
national civic community.

o.

Category: Yes for the needs of educational consumers.
Code: Y - EC
Definition:

The

ASAP

reflects

the

needs

of

the

corporations, universities, and the military.
p.

Category: No for the needs of educational consumers.
Code: N - EC
Definition: The ASAP does not reflect the needs of the
corporations, universities, and the military.

q.

category: Balanced treatment of interests.
Code: Bal
Definition: The legitimate interests of the public at
larger are balanced with the separate interests of the
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stakeholders.
r.

category: Unbalanced treatment of interests.
Code: Unbal
Definition:

The legitimate interests of the public at

larger are not balanced with the separate interest of the
stakeholders or the separate stakeholders' interests are
not balanced.
s.

Category: Examples, details supporting any of the above
categories.
Code: Ex - YIN - [code above]
Definition: This comment provides an example or detail
relevant to the categories in this section.

2.

Does the ASAP recognize the need for and appropriately support
the organizational integrity of the schools?
a.

Category:

ASAP learning theory.

Code: Lrng
Definition:

The ASAP presents a particular vision

about the way students learn.
b.

Category: ASAP schooling.
Code: Schlng
Definition: The ASAP presents a particular vision about
the way schooling works in Arizona.

c.

Category: Compatibility of visions.
Code: Compat
Definition:

The visions of learning theory and
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schooling are/are not compatible.
d.

category: Reality
Code: Real
Definition: The visions of learning theory and
schooling match/do not match reality in Arizona.

e.

Category: Local control
Code: Loc
Definition:

There is/is not enough room for local

control in the ASAP.
3.

Does the ASAP make a realistic'means-end linkage?

Does it (1)

provide adequate incentives for individual compliance,

(2)

attack a central, high-leverage intervention mechanism, and
(3)

reflect a realistic grasp of the local organizational,

political,

ideological, and sociocultural forces that will

lead people to resist its implementation?
a.

Category: Incentives
Code: In
Definition: These are the incentives incorporated into
the ASAP.

b.

Category: Appropriate
Code: App
Definition:

c.

These incentives are appropriate.

category: Alternative
Code: Alt
Definition: These are alternative incentives.
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d.

category: Appropriate targets
Code: Targ
Definition: The ASAP incentives are/are not targeted to
the appropriate levels of implementation.

e.

Category: Resistors
Code: Res
Definition: The ASAP incentives are/are not targeted to
those who are most likely to resist implementation.

4.

Is the ASAP properly integrated into an overall system of
state policy?
a.

Category: statutes
Code: Stat
Definition:

other

legislative

policies

related

to

education.
b.

Category: statute fit with ASAP
Code: Stat Fit
Definition: How well the statutes fit with the ASAP.

c.

Category: Policy
Code: Pol
Definition: state Board policies related to education.

d.

Category: Policy fit with ASAP
Code: Pol Fit
Definition: How well the policies fit with the ASAP.

5.

Does the ASAP have a positive benefit/cost ratio?

If so, is

it larger or smaller than for various alternative plans?
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a.

category:

Hidden costs

Code: Hcost
Definition: Costs not currently apparent in the ASAP.
b.

category:

Obvious benefits

Code: Obvbene
Definition:
c.

obvious benefits to the ASAP.

Category: Hidden benefits
Code: Hbene
Definition: Benefits not currently apparent in the
ASAP.

d.

Category: Cost/benefit ratio
Code: C/B
Definition: Comparison of costs, both apparent and
hidden, with benefits, both apparent and hidden.

6.

Is the ASAP politically feasible and/or palatable compared to
alternative means for achieving the same result?
a.

Category: Specific goals
Code: Goals
Definition: Specific goals of the ASAP.

b.

Category: Other policies
Code: Other
Definition: Other policies that could have brought
about the goals of the ASAP.

c.

category: Reform vs. disruption
Code: Ref/dis
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Definition: Balance between need to reform education
and do so with the least disruption.
d.

category: comparison to other policies
Code: Comp
Definition: other policies that could have brought
about the goals of the ASAP with less disruption.
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APPENDIX C:
EXAMPLE OF A CODED RAW TRANSCRIPT
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Transcription: Principal

Question 1 (Teachers as Stakeholders):
R:

Third stakeholders are---this is not necessarily in
any kind of order, by the way--teachers, and I'm
interested in your opinion about the extent to
which you think teachers' needs are accommodated or
enhanced by the ASAP.

Mitchell defines teachers'

needs as interest in their working conditions and
expertise and interest in the character of their
teaching obI igations.
clue, I don't know.

Now that may give you a

How are teachers ... their ... and

there may not be ... feel free to say ... in fact a

P:

negative influence ...
1
[ The math people are scared to death, terrified.
The math people are terrified.]

1

=

2

[I would ... I ... if

N-T

(and I'll corne back to this) the ... no, let me take
3

2

=

Proc

those now.]

[ At our school the staff took the

3

=

EX-N-T

eighth grade assessment and became apprehensive.
Where they became difficult was in the scoring
because--and in the ... no,

it was two places ... in

their concern

isn't testing all

that this

the

Essential Skills because one version does not, a
single form,

what I'm trying to say.

They had

concern about the sampling; not all the Essential
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Skills were in each assessment.

Also they were

worried about scoring and making the judgments,
they were very much like the kids; they were very
unsure.]

4 = EX-N-T

[4 They are,

after all,

products---my

belief--of their own education, of the educational
system that didn't give them the

right to make

decisions and to rely upon their decision making
abilities.
R:

That's a good point.
that a little bit?
where

they

did

Do you want to elaborate on

-Products of their own education
not

have

the

right

to

make

decisions ... as students and then later that carried
on as teaching?
P:

They also have had no right to make decisions about
their own teaching.

That the math people, unless

they were working with very abstract mathematics,
problem-solving for most of them is ...
R:

... the right answer?

P:

Yeah.

Yes,

problem solving is ... problem solving

is ... they believe that you only do problem-solving
after drill and practice on facts and know the four
operations and you know all of this stuff ... and it
would not be a consideration to set a problem up
that would incorporate ••• where someone would have
to use algebra and geometry and basic facts and
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something just as a--what?--not sponge activity,
those

fool

know,

set kind of thing at the beginning.

know .•. they

things you do at the beginning,

put

them

on

the

wouldn't consider doing that.
put

on

five

chalkboard.

you
You
They

Instead they would

problems ... addi tion

systematic review kind of thing.

problems,

a

They wouldn't

consider having structured it in that manner.
R:

They wouldn't just put a whole bunch of stuff up
front, saying now what are you going to do with all
this to make sense of it mathematically?

So kind

of a messy, real-life problem?
P:

Yes.

That is ... that just doesn't happen, for the

most part.

And it doesn't happen because we teach

as we've been taught and to change our ways of
teaching and what we're going to teach is crazy,]

5 = EX-Y-T

[5even though since the agenda of the 80s that the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics said,
the primary focus should have been problem-solving.
But,
that.

6

= Y-T

7 = EX-Y-T

this

is going to

force the teachers to do

More, it's going to force the teachers and,

for some of them it's very positive, and for some
6
of them it's negative feeling.] [ All right, it's a

7

positive step but it causes them some stress.] [ To
force them to look at problems that overlap into
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subject areas,

so that when they took the Form A

tests, and it was s social studies problem because
it was

on that polling business,

social

studies

and

it was a

social studies teachers
8
thought it was wonderful ][ but couldn't figure out

8 = EX-N-T

problem,

why it was in math,
confused.

the math people were,

again

They became math teachers because they

liked the purity of mathematics.

You're asking

them to see their responsibility for language arts
in
9 =

mathematics

and you're

asking

social studies and science.]

EX-Y- T

arts

people,

at

our

them

to

[And the language

particular

school,

absolutely delighted because they said,
always

told

you

language

link

9

arts

was

were

"See,
the

we

most

important of anything in the world." ]
R:

So

math

would

like

to

keep

it .•. pure

to

the

computation?
P:
10 =

EX-N-T

[

10

They're

frightened.

They're

frightened

they're going to be responsible for that.

that

They'll

need reassurance that mathematics won't be diluted.
What

I

think it will

do

in middle schools and

perhaps in other schools •.. elementary schools as
well. High schools are another problem in itself.]
11
[ But, if there's an interdisciplinary team,

11 = EX-Y-T

they're going to work really hard to structure
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their lessons to be more interdisciplinary, and in
the elementary,

it's going to cause teachers to

fight or restructure so that those 30 minutes of
reading

and

50

minutes

of

that,

those

time

allocations, can be blended and integrated, and I
think that will cause the districts

to

look at

recommended time allocations, for example. ]
R:

What do you see happening at the high school?
mentioned middle school and junior high?

You

Do you

see the same thing happening in teams?

12
P:

[ I t must.
don't.

12

=

But,

It has to ... they're stupid if they
it's going to be harder.

Within,

EX-Y-T
however, within at least the department, like the
math department, they should work with more problem
solving types of activities.

The upper division

math people will probably have less difficulty in
doing that than the lower,
math people will.

not so specialized in

Only because the high school

kids choose or have some choice over what math they
take.

So that, if you have a kid in geometry, he

has mastered those basic skills operations, if you
will, and the teachers will feel more comfortable.
R:

They can take some risks?

P:

They can take some risks as far as the others have
felt that they have to have real computation.
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R:

So I think what you're saying is that, I mean the
most telling thing you've said is that probably a
positive

step

that

the

negative

feelings,

particularly on the part of math teachers, will be
something

that

accommodate,

we'll

have

to

account

for

or

so that the needs of these teachers

may not have been into effect as much as they could

P:

13

= Y-T

have been. We're pushing them out on a precipice?]
13
[ We have to do that if we're going to make change,
because the curriculum and the

instruction will

change based on the assessment. Absolutely.

This

assessment, and the monitoring of this assessment,
will ... is

probably

the

most

powerful

thing

change instruction that we've had in Arizona.

to
It

follows ... the Essential Skills were wonderful but
there

was

no

teeth.

This

will

force

the

instructional change, and that is only positive for
the teachers themselves, growing as professionals,
and for the kids and for what they're going to be
able

to do.

It's going

to

development in the district.]

take massive staff
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APPENDIX D:
SUMMARY OF CODED RESPONSES

Summary of Coding
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Question 1: Is. the ASAP democratic (small "d")? That is, does it reflect the goals and interests of legitimate stakeholders, while embodying the larger public interest?

Y

~E Admin.
Plcy Anlst
Legislator
M:A Spkspsn
Superinten.
Principal

2**

~eacher
--

4
1
1

N

Y

2

1
1
1

N

Y

N

2

2

5
3
3

N

3

1

Ex

Ex
~nterviewees

Coding Categories*
Teachers
Administrators
Ex
Ex
N
Y
Y N Y
N
Y N

Parents

Students

4

3

1
1
1

6

1
1

2

1

3

1
4

3
2
1

9
6
4

Y

1

1
2

2

2

3

3

1
1
1

8
2
4
1

3

3

2
3

5

4

4

1
2
1
4

1
2

1
1
1
1
1
2

1
2

5
2

2
2
3
5
1

3

4

Citizens

I

I

Ex
N

Y

N

Y

3

3
3
2
3
2

4
4
4

2
1

3
1

1
1

2
2

2
21
I

--------

"'Explanation of Coding Categories in Appendix B.

Y

N

Coding Categories*
Nat'l Civ Comm
Consumers
El:
Ex
Y N
Y
N
Y N Y
N

4
4

2

2
1

State

Citizens

Ex

Ex
N

Interviewees

Y

P.DE Admin.
~olicy Anlyst
Legislator
P.EA Spkspsn
Superinten.

3*'"

3

3
2

4
4
4

~rincipal

3
3
1

Y

3
2
2

N

2
1
2
2

Y

1
1
1
1
1
2
2

N

1

**Number of "thought units" coded.

2
6
2
2

1

1

4

1

3
3

5

4

4

2
1

3

4

1
2
1
4
2
1
2

I

Balance
Ex
Y

2

1

3

2
1
1
2
1
1

2
5
3
2
3

4
2
L
"'Explanation of Coding Categories in Appendix B. **Number of "thought units" coded.
l'each~!"

---

N

Y

2
2
2
1
2
1

N

2
2

Question 2: Does the ASAP recognize the need for and appropriately support the
organizational integrity of the schools?

Interviewees

Lrng

ADE Admin.
Plcy Anlst
Legislator
AEA Spkspsn
Superinten.
Principal
Teacher

4**
4
6
6
3
5
6

Codinq Cateqories*
Match
Compat.
Realitv
Schlng
Y
N
Y
N
1
2

4
3
1
3
3
3

1

1
1
1

2

2
6
4
3
4
1
1
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Enough
LclCntl
Y
N
4
3
5
5
5
5

1
3
1
4

4

*Exp1anation of Coding Categories in apperidix B. **Number of "thought units" coded.

Question 3:

Does the ASAP make a realistic means-ends linkage?

Incentives

Interviewees
ADE Admin.
Plcy Anlyst
Legislator
AES Spkspsn
Superintendent
Principal
Teacher
-

1**
4

2
3
3
1
1

Coding Categories*
Approp.
ApproAlterTargets
priate
natives
Y
N
3
2
2
2
1
1
1

2
4
3
5

2
1
2

4

1
2
2

1
1

Most Likely
Resistors
Y
N
1
2

1

3
1
3
2

3
3

*Explanation of Coding Categories in Appendix B. **Number of "thought units" coded.

Question 4:

Is the ASAP properly integrated into an overall system of state policy?

Interviewees

Statute

ADE Admin.
Plcy Anlst
Legislator
AEA Spkspsn
Superinten.
Principal
Teacher

7**
2
4
1
3
3
3

Coding Cateqories*
Fit
Y
N
Policy
3
4
5

2
1
2

Fit
Y

N

4
1
1
1
2
2
1

1

1

2
1

2
1

1

1

*Explanation of Coding Categories in Appendix B.

**Number of "thought units" coded.

Question 5: Does the ASAP have a positive benefit/cost ratio?
than for various alternative policies?

-

Interviewees

Hcost

ADE Admin.
Plcy Anlst
Legislator
AEA Spkspsn
Superin.
Principal
Teacher

2**
4
2

Coding Categories*
Obvbene
Hbene

C/B

1
1

2
2

2
3
1
3
3
2
4

5
2

6

1
2

3
----

-

---
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-

If so, is it larger or smaller

!

,

3
3
1

--

*Explanation of Coding Categries in Appendix B.

**Number of "thought units" coded.

Queston 6: Is the ASAP politically feasible and/or palatable compared to
alternative means for achieving the same result?

Interviewees

Goa"ls

ADE Admin.
Plcy Anlst
Legislator
ABA Spkspsn
Superinten.
Principal
Teacher

1**

Coding Categories*
Other
Balanced
Policies
Ref & Disrup
Y
N
Y
N
2
1
3

4
2
6

3
5

2

1
1
1
2

4
----

- - -

-- -

1
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J
Policy compar.1
Less Disrup.
Y
N
1
5

5
1

2
2

2
3

4
----

--------

*Explanation of Coding Categories in Appendix B . . **Number of "thought units" coded.
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